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AB STRACT
The British and the Danes are equally sceptical in their approach to the European Union.
Around half the population of each country is opposed to the closer integration of EU
member states. Given that, one would expect British and Danish newspaper coverage of EU
events also to be broadly similar. This is, however, not the case. While the UK newspapers
take a line that is overwhelmingly Euro-sceptic, the Danish newspapers are almost all pro-
European. At the same time, there are differences in reporting approaches and styles in that,
although the Danish papers clearly express their Euro-friendly stances in, for example, leader
column-c, they nevertheless cover all sides of the debate, and tend to be even-handed in their
news reports. This is frequently not the case in their British counterparts. Furthermore,
while the UK newspapers tend to report EU news primarily from a domestic standpoint, their
Danish counterparts take a more 'international' approach and are more inclined to relate
reports to a wider European context.
This thesis demonstrates that these dissimilarities are the result of differences in the UK and
Denmark in the areas of influence that affect the way journalists choose and handle news
stories. These areas of influence, as defined by Paul Voakes, are: individual; small group;
orgamsation; competition; occupation; the law; and extra media. Overall, this thesis argues
that the effects of these differences are to produce EU coverage in the UK newspaper press
that is significantly more unbalanced, distorted and nationalistic than it is in its Danish
counterpart and that such skewed reporting is often the result of a conscious abandonment
m the British press of standard practices for the achievement of a 'fair' and 'accurate'
representation of news events.
Chapter 1
Literature Review
In commenting on, and drawing conclusions from, the way the European Union is covered,
comparatively, in the UK and Danish press, this thesis will draw on a number of different
areas of previous and current study. The field of mass media research is wide and the large
number of studies and views that have been published requires a selective approach to be
made in this Chapter. Thus, this literature review gives a critical analysis of work that is
most relevant to this thesis, covered in general terms. The following Chapter will look in
more detail at the specific studies that will be used as models for this research exercise, and
as academic terms of reference. Later sections, too, will focus more closely on previous
work that is directly relevant to the specific subject areas covered by this thesis.
The general work reviewed here includes the research of academics (who are chiefly
sociology or media studies experts and who approach the subject primarily from a theoretical
point of view), as well as the observations of actual journalists - or those who work closely
with them - who are familiar with the reality of the working practices of the press.
Although this study will look primarily at aspects of working practice (McQuail, 1983, p18),
it is helpful to set this in a wider theoretical framework. Furthermore, since a combination
of research approaches will be made, and reference made to a number of different areas in
which research has been conducted, it is appropriate also to set these in context.
Newspapers: their paradoxical role
The power of the newspaper press - what it says, what it does not say, and about whom -
is profound. For, regardless of whether or not the public are influenced by what they read
in newspapers, those who are in the news think they are and act accordingly (Campbell and
Bonner, p53; McNair, p20; Negrine, p6; et al). Keeping an eye on what the press says,
playing to the press in order to gain coverage for the positive and trying equally hard to stop
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them unearthing the negative: few leading figures these days do not consider these measures
necessary.
The circulation figures of the UK and Dmish newspapers (see Appendix 2) are a further
indication of how much penetration the individual titles enjoy within each country. Clearly,
newspapers are big business and they are in fierce competition. But in addition to being a
business - and thus under pressure to give customers and advertisers what they want - the
newspaper press has a non-commercial role as an essential element In society In general, and
in the democratic process in particular. This is, namely, to provide the citizenry with the
information it needs to make suitable electoral choices, and to expose the wrong-doing of
those in power.
In terms of Europe, this means that, while the newspapers are ideally expected to Inform
readers about what is happening in the EU, they must not do this in a way that bores their
readers and thus deters them from buying the product. Journalists must thus negotiate a
delicate balance.
Newspapers as an essential element In the democratic process
The media are often the only source of information people have about events that occur
outside their realm of experience. As such they are in control of readers' terms of reference,
and this is certainly true of the EU. Indeed, as the edition of Eurobaromeler (the European
Commission's biannual analysis of public opinion in the European Union), published just
after the sample period of this research, shows (p45), 61 per cent of Danes read a newspaper
daily, and 50 per cent of the British. Only 13 per cent and 23 per cent, respectively, read
newspapers less than once or twice a week. Asked where they thought they should be able
to find information about the EU (in this instance specifically about citizens' rights), 64 per
cent of respondents from all EU member states had cited the press. It was second only to
television which had a 69 per cent rating. Clearly, people perceive newspapers as a prime
source of EU information.
Journalists thus act as mediators, collecting information about - and then Ideally explaining -
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the actions of 'remote' EU bureaucrats and politicians to their readers in terms they can
understand and with reference to their 'maps of meaning' (Swart Hall et a!, 1981, p337).
To do this, they must constantly relate the events about which they are reporting to the
experience of their readers; the newspapers' audience must be able to understand how the
events they are reading about will affect their lives or relate to issues about which they are
already informed and in which they are already interested. This need constantly to make
reference to the familiar could explain why, as Tunstall (1971, p18) points out: '...news has
to seem interesting and new in some way or other. But it must not seem too new, too
surprising, or the news organisation will fail to notice it.' According to the Danish editor,
Arne Notldn (p43), 'the press is not a mirror of reality. The press is the reader's window
on reality. A window equipped with a viewer and a spotlight that must illuminate, focus and
interpret essential and meaningful aspects of reality'. He adds that the role of the press in
a democratic society is 'not just to reveal scandals and problems.. .but also to supply
explanations as to why problems emerge, who created them and who can solve them'.
This need to concentrate on the needs of the reader, to adhere to what will be relevant and
familiar to readers - and ideally further to explain and interpret - is reflected in training
manuals which generally stress to aspiring journalists that a consideration of the reader is the
starting point for any journalistic activity (Meilby, p17; Sellars, p4). But while commerce
might dictate that the reader, as customer, must be the prime focus, this does not necessarily
marry comfortably with newspapers' other, 'public service' role. What newspaper-readers
'want' to know is not necessarily the same as what they 'ought' to know (Ennmin, p23;
O'Neill, p15; Fuller, p186). Perhaps a public service press that could ignore market forces
could force-feed them the facts that academics such as Chomsky (1989, p17) think they
'ought' to absorb. However, there is no incentive or obligation for the newspaper press in
its current form to take a moral high-ground if that is not what readers want. It is unrealistic
to imagine that a commercially-dependent press should accept responsibility for informing
Chomsky's slothful masses if they themselves do not see the need to be informed. As Entman
argues throughout his book, Democracy without Citizens, in an ideal society, an involved and
responsible citizenry would make its own efforts to ensure that it was appropriately informed
about all the political options available to enable it to make an informed choice of
government. In reality this does not happen.
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Furthermore, as later Chapters of this thesis will show, there are many other Influences - not
least the views of proprietors or the newspaper's individual ethos - of which journalists have
also to take account, and which may also deflect them from focusing wholeheartedly on the
newspapers' public service role.
However, what will appeal to readers - and be relevant to them - is certainly one of the
strongest influencing factors in the way journalists handle EU news. And thus, in striving
to make sense of events on behalf of readers (Negrine, p139), journalists are themselves
reluctant to move outside a fairly restricted - but, for them, easily recognisable - spectrum.
This necessarily means that they operate within the unchallenged parameters of a 'limited and
recurring range of images and ideas' (Klapper, p26). In this respect, therefore, the views
of such theorists as Hartley (p58), Hall eta! (1981, p343), Westergaard (p95) and the
Glasgow University Media Group (1976, p1) do have validity: the media do reinforce
existing prejudices and preserve the stanis quo, as a result of their attempts to engage readers
- to find common ground. It is not, however, because they are necessarily reflecting the
propaganda of a hierarchy, or that they are party to any conspiracy. Although 'elite' sources
are significant (as will be discussed later) there is little evidence to suggest that journalists
connive consciously or unconsciously to preserve the interests of the ruling classes or the
dominant ideology as is sometimes suggested by academics. For instance, Herman and
Chomsky's 'propaganda model' of the press (p1), and their explanation of its part in reducing
the general public to apathy and obedience as the only way In which democracy can survive,
gives journalists little credit for having the wit to question the ruling Cute, and assumes too
little autonomy on their part. It is also too simplistic an explanation for what is a much more
complex process (Negrine, p152).
Indeed, in selecting and presenting news, journalists generally adhere to standard news values
and procedures (Hetherington, p18), or more specifically to those outlined in the next
Chapter (p3 1). These values are, however, fashioned according to the context in which
decisions on newsworthiness are being made. As this thesis argues, a country's historical
relationship to the EU, the national and individual newspaper ethos, professional practices
and ethics all blend to affect the way EU news is handled.
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Furthermore, by acting as a barometer of its time (F. Williams, p1), the press not only
indicates the biases and prejudices of its readers, it also reinforces and feeds them. Readers
like to see their views mirrored in their newspapers - and newspapers are generally expected
to take a stance. However, it is the exclusion of any debate about - or even an airing of -
contrary views that is democratically undesirable. If readers are not exposed to the full
spectrum of views, or given all the material facts, they will not be able to mpke reasoned
electoral choices.
The arguments that surround just how important the press is in influencing opinion are worth
eamining here, at least in brief. After all, what is written about the EU would not matter
if the press had no substantial effect on what people think. In the debate that has taken place
over the past decades, researchers have taken a variety of stances. Some have argued that
the media can have a profound effect (for instance, Robinson), some that, if it has an
influence at all, it is limited (studies that suggest this conclusion are cited by: Curran, in
Curran, Smith and Wingate, p134; Priestland, p63; Brody, p122; Negrine, p206; and
Hartley, p138), or others, that it does have a profound effect, but that this is gradual
(Bagdiki2n, 1983, pX). As McQuail (1983, p176) relates, since the beginning of the centwy,
there have been three stages of research into the effects of mass communication. An initial
stage identified a profound effect, a second - lasting from around 1940 to the early 1960s -
claimed only a negligible influence, and the third, which persists, returned to a belief in a
substantial influence, at least in some respects. However, none of the researchers in the field
has been able to present conclusive evidence. Indeed, as Thomsen (1982, p5), H. Richards
(p180), Curran and Scaton (1991, p257), Seymour-Ure (1974, p43) and McQuail (1983, p67)
point out, the effects of the media on their audience are difficult to measure and nobody has
yet devised a convincing method of assessing these effects in isolation from the myriad other
influences to which hum2n beings are subject. Furthermore, if, as Seymour-Ure points out
(1991, p198), the reading public does not even have a strong sense of the partisanship of
their newspaper, it would suggest that newspapers have only a restricted ability to sway
views - at least in the political arena. Supporters of this view point out that, even when the
Sun was vigorously in favour of the right-wing policies of the Thatcher Government, many
of its readers were voting Labour'. Thus, although Martin Linton, writing in New
Statesman & Society (22 March, 1996, p20), claims that his research indicates that the Sun's
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right-wing approach in the run up to the 1992 election did turn voters to the Tories, other
commentators have suggested a more modest influence. The Danish media academic, Niels
Thomsen, has noted that, in Denmark, too, the political affiliations of newspapers have
traditionally had little effect on voters' intentions (1965, p91). Similarly, in the wake of the
1997 UK General Election, Press Gazette, quoting a variety of leading journalists, suggested
that the media did have a role in setting the agenda, but had little effect on the final results
(13 June, 1997, p11). Among other researchers to argue that the public is not malleable are
Priestland (p25) and Calcutt (in a paper delivered at a City University Conference on 4
February, 1995), and others have suggested that, no matter what is written, readers will
simply interpret what they read to suit or even to reinforce their existing views (Vidmar;
Wales; Curran, in Curran, Smith and Wingate, p135; Westergaard, 1977, pill; e a!).
Public scepticism about the credibility of newspapers and journalists, and the low esteem in
which they are held - in the UK and in Denmark2
 - further suggests that newspapers often
lack the respect that would be needed for them to affect views wholesale.
This is clearly an area in which, for the moment at least, theories must float without any
definitive evidence. However, it does seem likely that, while newspapers are unlikely to
prompt dramatic swings of opinion overnight, a 'slow-drip' effect could change views in the
long-term. For instance, while a brief flurry of anti-EU stories might have little effect on
readers, a relentless stream over months or years, might well have an impact. As Richard
Brody (pill) puts it:
Public inattention to the details of politics is made of resistant material that can be
best worn away by persistent exposure. There seems to be little reason to doubt the
proposition that the longer a story runs and the more prominence it is accorded by the
media, the larger the proportion of the public that will declare it an important national
issue.
In such a long run, a negative EU picture painted in the press might well eventually be seen
asthenormandthusbecometheconsensus. Ultimatelyitznightbeacceptedas read that,
say, the rest of Europe is hostile to the UK or that other member states are dishonest In their
financial dealings, or devious in their political aspirations.
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Open to less debate is the role of the press in agenda-setting. Indeed, according to Entman
(p76), this is, in any case, more significant. He writes:
...the distinction between "what to think" and "what to think about" is misleading.
Nobody, no force, can ever successfully "tell people what to think". Short of
sophisticated torture or "brainwashing", no form of communication can compel
anything more than feigned obeisance. The way to control attitudes is to provide a
partial selection of information for a person to think about, or process. The only
means of influencing what people think is precisely to control what they think about.
Thus, regardless of whether the press does or does not change existing views, it certainly has
a strong influence in determining what the public has a view about The role of the press
as agenda-setter has been the subject of much interesting academic debate which has a
significance for this thesis (Altschull, p194; Ezbring, Goldenberg, and Miller; Gurevitch
and Blumler, p272; Parisot, p71; McCombs and Shaw, 1990, p73; Mortensen, Poulsen and
Stigel, p224; et al). Of all the EU activities that take place, newspapers can only realistically
cover a few, and so there must necessarily be a considerable amount about which readers will
remain unaware. In other words, the newspapers set the agenda in terms of what EU matters
their readers are aware of - and the only ones, therefore, about which they can have an
opinion.
The pre as watchdog
Journalists do frequently have a legitimate reason for painting negative pictures of
organisations and individuals, including the EU. Exposing threats to the national - and
therefore to readers' - interests is part of journalists' watchdog role. In this, however, the
press faces a paradox. On the one hand, in compliance with a striving for objectivity (pl4),
it is expected to mirror events without obvious intervention - letting the facts speak for
themselves. This is a requirement of its role as purveyor of information in the democratic
process. On the other hand, in its capacity as watchdog, it is expected, proactively. to nose
out scandal and dirty dealings, particularly in respect of those who wield political power.
For this reason, the relationship between politicians and the press is inevitably uneasy
(Negrine; Jones; et al). Journalists need the willingness of politicians to provide information
and quotes to enable them to write authoritative stories, and politicians need the publicity
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journalists can offer them in order to stay in the public eye. However, while fostering links
with politicians, journalists seek not to be manipulated by them; ideally, they do not wish
to act simply as a mouthpiece to spout a certain set of views, and may at some stage need
to crIticise that politician. For their part, politicians are constantly wary lest the journalist
should do just that.
Thus, with such complex interactions, and such paradoxical roles, It is little wonder that the
press must, as Walter Lippmnn (in Graber, p37, and quoted in Altschull, p190) pointed out,
be only partially effective. It cannot hope to carry the whole spectrum of views from which
the electorate can make a choice, or to cover these even-handedly. Neither can It hope to
expose wrong-doing with any kind of objectivity or absolute fairness. Even if it could, the
vast reams of uninteresting 'facts' that this would involve would be unlikely to attract
readers. Furthermore, the nature of news in focusing on single events means that there is
little opportunity outside the feature and comment sections to place events in context, to
examine the background and to assess the future. For example, Enrman (p21) criticises
newspaper coverage of presidential campaigns for concentrating on the 'horse race' rather
than on the policy issues or records of the candidates. William Gilsdorf (p169) and Karen
Siune (1982, 1989) point to a similar simplification of issues in both Canadian and Danish
press reports of those countries' respective elections. And In more general contexts,
Raymond Snoddy (p61), Gail Tuchnmn (1978, p134), Paul Hoch (p139) and Gerald
Priestland (p17), too, have all highlighted the 'superficiality' of the press in concentrating
on solitary happenings rather than on social processes which generally have a more lasting
impact on readers. As Tuchman stresses, the tempo of news work, which requires a
different story every day, is what determines the emphasis on single events rather than on
issues which, again, limits the value of newspapers to democracy in general, and to the EU
in particular.
Newspapers as entertainment
The difficult task the press has of balancing its roles as watchdog and as purveyor of
information in the democratic process is made still more difficult by a further function It has
assumed in recent years. For, in addition to everything else, newspapers are now also
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expected to be entertaining. If they are not, then their readers will go elsewhere, and in the
harsh commercial world in which newspapers operate these days, this must be avoided.
Readers are relatively uninterested in politics, government, or foreign affairs (Chapter 10,
p189) and read newspapers not so much to find out what is going on, as to be entertained.
They have developed a notion of news as 'infotainment' (G Williams, 1994, p5), or 'show
biz' (Max Hastings, quoted in Snoddy, p140). The 'bonk and yuck' (McNair, p145), or
'junk' journalism (Tessa Mayes at City University Conference, 4 February, 1995) of the
British tabloids is an extreme manifestation of this, but even the British broadsheets have of
late been criticised for 'duinbing down' their contents and for their 'tabloidisation'. In her
study of election coverage in the Danish press, Karen Siune (1989), too, noted how the style
adopted by Dpnish journalists belonged, in her view, more to the world of entertainment,
than to the realm of 'serious' reporting where it traditionally belonged.
But here, too, newspapers can be faced with a dilemma. Particularly in the UK, it has been
shown that what interests readers is the scandal, the 'bad' news, the sex and sleaze. Indeed,
the Sun, which has often been accused of pandering to the lowest common denominator,
featuring scantily clad women, invading the privacy of the rich and famous for juicy stories,
playing to xenophobia and other unpleasant human traits, is easily the top-selling UK daily
newspaper (see Appendix 2). So, while accepting that there must be boundaries of decency -
although these are subjective and largely indefinable - journalists have to try to give readers
what they want, and in an easily digestible style. Gone are the straight and sober reports that
were the stuff of early newspapers, to be replaced by stories in the distinctive 'news style'.
They are designed to have dramatic appeal; to be a form of 'popular literature' (Tunstall,
1977, p36).
What is news?
Since assessments of newsworthiness form an important element of this thesis, it is necessary
to have some definitions of what 'news' is. The analogy of the press as mirror of the society
in which it operates is an ideal, but it is unrealistic. Newspapers cannot reflect every event
that takes place, so they must be more akin to flashlights, briefly highlighting just a selection.
As Walter Lippmann (in Graber, p37) saw it, the press is 'not a mirror of social conditions,
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but the report of an aspect that has obtruded itself. Of these events that have 'obtruded',
some will have warranted an appearance in a number of newspapers In a number of
countries, many others will be presented only to local audiences. Even when a story has
achieved global coverage, it is likely to have been presented in a host of different ways;
different aspects will have been highlighted, different facts presented, and different witnesses
and experts quoted.
However, before an event stands any chance at all of inclusion, It must first be caught in the
'news net'. This description, coined by Gail Tuchmnn (1978, p22), refers to the 'net' of
reporters or agencies scattered around the globe, from whom newspapers glean their stories.
Any event must, therefore, fall within this net if it is to be considered. The structure of the
news net as it impinges on EU coverage is thus significant, especially since, as David
Morgan argues (p335), the specific nature of the EU news net particularly affects British
reporters who report from Brussels. Journalists in his survey reported that the Commicsion's
'overly French style of administration and news release' that 'mixes nalvet6 with
Machiavellian tendencies' was, for them, 'ulthnafely self-defeating'. Furthermore, the
proliferation of official and semi-official sources, Including pressure groups, could lead to
an excess of information to be sifted through, they said. Some reported that pressure to
reflect the home government's stance in their reports of Union events further restricted their
choice and handling of EU news. And as a further negative influence on the nature of the
news net for British reporters in Brussels, Morgan points out (p337) that the particularly
adversarial style of some of the UK's newspapers tends to nurture wariness - and even
hostility - among EU officials who are, of course, major sources of Union news.
Deciding what events have the greatest amount of 'news value' and should thus be offered
to the newspaper or agency for which they work- and how - is one of journalists' everyday
activities. Although many have attempted short, catchy definitions of what constitutes a good
news story, only a detailed description can really capture the full essence (see next Chapter,
p31). Nevertheless, the short definitions are enlightening in that they illustrate what
practitioners in particular see as the prime qualities of newsworthiness, and the 'instant'
criteria against which they are making their judgements. For Instance, William Randolph
Hearst's definition of news as something someone does not want you to print (the rest being
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advertisements) (quoted in Hetherington, p1), is a good warning to any reporter likely to be
seduced into writing copy that is over-fulsome. But it does suggest that news must
necessarily be 'bad', which is not inevitably the case 3. Tom Baistow (p67) speaks of news
as fundamentally 'information you did not possess before', while Altschull (p131) describes
the professional mystique of good reporters having a nose for a story, or a gut instinct. Bell
(1991, p191) suggests that 'news is what an authoritative source tells ajournalist', while, for
Fuller (p6), news is 'a report of what a news organi7ation has recently learned about matters
of some significance or interest to the specific commuiiity that news organi7alion serves'.
There are, too, Hetherington's practical criteria - that each event should be considered for
its political, social, economic aix! human importance, and also for its interest, excitement and
entertainment value (p21).
In providing his definition of what provides 'interest' in a story, Whitaker (p50) cites 'the
interplay between the familiar and the unfamiliar, the commonplace and the extraordinary,
the good and the bad, the expected and the unexpected, the happy aix! the sad, the normal
and the abnormal'. In other words, the event must be firmly rooted in what is familiar to
its readers, but with an element of the extraordinary. He goes on to cite three factors against
which journalists measure their judgement. The first is tradition - precedent and experience -
again highlighting the eternal recurrence of news (Paul Rock makes the same point, p64).
The second is the judgement of colleagues, for contrary to the image of the hungry
newshound constantly on the look-out for a scoop, most journalists prefer to hunt in packs
(Priestland, p33; Bevins, p15; Campbell and Bonner, p50; McQuail, 1987, p98) and feel
happier when they and their colleagues are covering the same stories. Indeed, in his study
of working practices, Tunstall (1971, p205) found that there was considerable sharing of
information among journalists on competing newspapers, and that this was accepted practice.
Furthermore, as this thesis shows, the media feed constantly off each other for story leads
(Keilner in Raboy and Dagenais, p46; Kruuse, 1991, p195).
Whitaker's third check is that of the 'expectations of superiors'. In this, he was highlighting,
among others, the influence of corporate owners, which is discussed in Chapter 3, p48.
Thus the concept of 'newsworthiness' has spawned a wealth of definitions, and a number of
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commentators have agreed with Whitaker that there is no infallible formula for predicting
what events will become news (because the circumstances governing the selection are never
constant). For instance, David Manning White (1950), who was one of the first researchers
to examine the 'gatekeeper' role of journalists, concluded even then that story choices were
subjective and that an all-encompassing definition of what made an event 'newsworthy' would
be difficult to compose.
But although the process of news selection is complex, and is subject to numerous influences,
there is, nevertheless, validity in attempts to identify the criteria at play. The most
significant attempt on this front was made by the Norwegian researchers, Gaining and Ruge,
in their seminal study The Structure of Foreign News (1965). Their detailed list, later added
to by Bell (1991, p155), has the validity of encompassing the variety of factors that cause
an event to 'obtrude'. Whereas other attempts only partially define the subject, this effort
to describe in full the apparently elusive quality of 'newsworthiness' deserves the credit it
has received since its publication in 1965, and will be used as a major reference tool in this
study.
The influence of sources
All journalists rely heavily on sources to provide them with news stories, comment and
background information. These are generally 'officials' who are sufficiently high up to
acquire the information needed by the journalist, or 'experts' who can give an authoritative
comment. Journalists rarely quote sources who do not fall into these categories, unless they
are directly involved in the event (Raboy, p141), and it is considered that the use of such
sources lends credibility and 'weight' to a story and enables the journalist to stand back from
what he or she is writing. Although a study by Sister and Rouner suggests that who the
source is might not matter as much to readers as journalists think4, it can be argued that a
source who is recognisable to readers is still preferable to one who has no apparent authority.
Indeed, as Fuller claims (p59), the identity of the source is often the most important fact in
a story.
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Sources can be official - a nominated spokesman, for instance - or unofficial, and may appear
in a story named or unnamed. Who they are, and how they are described in the ultimate
news story, can be revealing as this thesis shows. Unattributable or unnamed sources in
particular are often a cause of dispute. Hiding behind anonymity, they sometimes use the
thepressasaweaponintheirownbattles,andtheycangenerallydothisWithOutfearOf
exposure: regardless of legal consequences, journalists are generally unwilling to name
sources and risk discouraging others from coming forward in the future.
However, the practice of using high-placed sources - named or unnamed - for story leads and
comment is rightly seen as both a blessing and a curse. On the plus side, journalists gain
relatively easy - and inexpensive - access to information which can then be passed on to
readers. But as a definite minus, journalists hear only what the source wants them to (Brown
et a!, 1987). They can, too, feel compromised should they, for instance, want to criticise
that source or if they also seek the comments of a rival to that source. The danger is that
the journalist may feel in thrall to someone on whom he or she might rely for leads unstall,
1971, p170; Kruuse, 1991, p64). And although journalists may well seek the views of others
to add balance to the story, there is pressure not to say anything to displease a regular source
and thus risk losing good stories in the future. Some research suggests that even when
journalists believe they have handled a story fairly, the source may not agree. For instance,
William Tillinghast revealed that sources were invariably dissatisfied with stories that were
neutral or balanced with contrary views (Cbarnley made a similar observation in 1936). The
expectation was that the source's point of view - along with just those facts the source had
revealed, and no more - would be reflected in the printed story. As a further potential
problem for journalists who rely heavily on established sources, Sigal (p33) points out that
these can keep churning out the same views and subjects with the result that 'new' opinions
are kept out of the press.
Other potential disadvantages are cited by Marxist theorists who maintain that the prevalence
of high-ranking official sources is a prime reason why the press supports the ruling classes
to the detriment of the rest of society. Further, the prevalence these days of the professional
spin doctor, whose aim is to manage the news for his or her client's benefit, has perturbed
many practitioners. For instance, Nicholas Jon& and George Jones 6 are among many
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leading journalists who have complained about the tactics of spin doctors who attempt to
bully or manipulate them into toeing a specific line7. Writing in New Statesman & Society
(24 May, 1996, p26), Joy Johnson, formerly Labour's head of communications, and the then
Financial Times journalist, John Kampfner, also lamented the influence of the spin doctors
in lowering the standard of political journalism, specifically by fostering the use of 'sound-
bites and unattributable innuendo'. With few exceptions (eg Steve Richards in the 'Politics'
column of New Statesman & Society, 6 September, 1996, p8), these practitioners claim that
spin doctors wield considerable - and undesirable - influence. However, although the name
is relatively new, the practice of 'spin-doctoring' is not'. Indeed, in his book, The Abuse
of Power, James Margach details the never-ending war between Downing Street and Fleet
Street he witnessed during 44 years as a political correspondent. Convinced of the need to
keep the newspapers on their side, the Prime Ministers in Margach's experience adopted a
variety of methods, many quite ruthless, to achieve that end.
Even so, it is acknowledged as more prevalent these days, and pervades many areas of press
activity, including that of the EU. For instance, in 1993, attempts to manoeuvre the press
into painting a positive picture of the EU drew an indignant response from the international
press which vehemently resented such an overt attempt to control what It published'.
However, without the official or unofficial, named or unnamed, high-ranking source, it is
difficult to see how else journalists would come by much of the Information they glean about
government, companies or any other organisations. Sources are used exactly because they
are in positions of authority so that the information they give will be credible to readers and
will justify the story's inclusion in the newspaper (Jones, p83). Furthermore, sources who
understand the elements of news selection are a boon to busy journalists and stand a good
chance of seeing their stories - with or without 'spin' - appearing in the press.
Objectivity and bias
Convention has it that journalists must strive for objectivity: that they should be neutral
observers (Wheeler, p2), separating 'events' from 'interpretation' and 'reports' from
'comment' (Mortensen, Poulsen and Stigel, p142). In this view, bias should be kept out of
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stories and every effort made to give both sides a say. It is a key professional ethic (Chapter
11, p204). Nevertheless, as many academics have convincingly argued (McNair, p22;
MacLean, p148; Entman, p31; Bagdikian, p181; et al), objectivity is not possible, and it
should be seen more as an attitude of mind than a realisable goal. Furthermore, some
practitioners claim that opinion is not just inevitably reflected in news reports, but indeed
should be (Fuller, p123). As this thesis will argue, choices in news stories covered, the facts
included, the people quoted, the language used, the pictures featured - even the position and
size of story within the newspaper - all reveal the series of personal judgements journalists
make about events and their perpetrators. It could not be otherwise, and by exercising these
judgements on behalf of their readers, journalists inevitably show bias.
Even so, journalists are now conventionally expected at least to appear to be attempthxg
'impartiality', and the mechanics of this are an element of most formal training courses
(Chapter 11, p205). As Entmfin explains (p3O), objectivity rules contain two primaiy
requirements. The first is depersonalisation, whereby reporters seek to keep any personal
comments out of their news stories and stick to the facts. The second is balance, in that the
views of spokespersons from both sides of an argument are covered in the story in order that
one side should not appear to be favoured over the other. Rosenbium (p56) goes one further,
suggesting 'triangulation' - quotes from a third source - to boost credibility, and Tuchman
(1978, p82) describes the 'web of facticity' whereby 'facts' are identified and given
credibility by cross-referencing to a number of sources, the idea being that this 'web' will
convince the reader of both the accuracy and objectivity of the story. The downfall of these
objectivity requirements is that it is not always obvious what a 'fact' is, and choice must be
made in respect of which '(acts' are included in a story and in what order. As for
spokesmen chosen to comment on the 'facts', even compositely they will not be able to
present a fraction of the whole 'truth' - even if such a concept actually exists - leaving the
reader with an incomplete picture. Indeed, the impossibility of establishing 'the truth' in a
journalistic or any other context is described by Kruuse (p153). In the absence of an
absolute, she argues, the decision of what 'the truth' is rests on the subjective view of the
individual who decides on the basis of whatever seems to be true at the moment in question.
it is necessarily vague, and even then, no information that is relayed through a human being
can be objective since each person must relate information to his or her pre-set - and personal
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- understanding of the world (MacLean, p148). Each reporter must make sense of it from
his or her subjective points of reference before he or she can pass it on, inevitably tinged
with this subjectivity. In Manoff's words (p218):'...journalism can be seen as an activity that
judges events while it reports them by juxtaposing, amalgamating, or separating facts, event
and opinion in order to find in them their	 y''
The language used is also significant as this thesis will argue. John Hartley, Roger Fowler,
Allan Bell (1991), Teun van Dijk (1985, 1988) and the Glasgow University Media Group
(1976, 1980, 1985, 1993) are among the leading figures who have provided thought-
provoking analyses of language use in newspapers. Some of their findings will be used as
points of reference for this thesis and will be discussed at depth in the next Chapter.
Stereotyping, too, is significant, particularly in the UK press. This is a trait from which
foreigners - and consequently the EU as an amalgamation of foreigners - are among those
who particularly suffer. According to Fowler (p17), a stereotype is 'a socially-constructed
mental pigeon-hole into which events and individuals can be sorted, thereby making such
events and individuals comprehensible'. And, as a journalistic device, it forms a dual
purpose in, first, fostering a rapport with the reader - the reporter establishing a common
understanding of the world - and, second, as a form of shorthand. If it can be assumed that,
say, all Germans are big, domineering and have no sense of humour, or that the Italians are
hysterical, the French sneaky, and so forth, then headlines can be chosen and references
made accordingly without need for further explanation. Indeed, the pressure to simplify for
the benefit of giving the reader an easy read, and to use as few words as possible - in
accordance with normal working practices - makes stereotyping irresistible for hard-pressed
journalists, internationally. In their thesis on stereotyping, Lance Bennett and Murray
Edelman support this view that: 'Recurring and stereotyped news stories portray a dynamic
world of change while disguising old ideological understandings and solutions as social
truth.' Their argument that 'political actors and journalists alike maximise their chances of
gaining credibility with the mass audience by fitting new events into old symbolic moulds'
is persuasive, as is Chomsky's claim that the US press creates stereotypical heroes and devils
in its reporting (p282).
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Similarly, the temptation to assume what the story will be in advance - from a stereotype of
the people and subject involved - and then to make the facts fit this assumption, is a bad
habit many reporters fail into (Kruuse, 1991, p189; McQuail, 1987, p98).
The impact of these tendencies and temptations on the way foreigners and other 'deviants'
from the newspapers' cultural norm (Glasgow University Media Group, 1976, p14) are
treated in the UK press has spawned a number of interesting studies. And the fact that
researchers such as the Canadian, Eleanor MacLean, (pl47) can point to examples of the
stereotyping of foreigners in the North American press, and that it is also commented on by,
among others, researchers from Denmark (Kruuse, 1991, p189), America (Bennett and
Edelm2n), Holland (van Dijk, 1988 p135) and Spain (Martin Rojo), suggests that this is a
human tendency affecting all newspapers that operate within westernised, market-led press
systems. It is not an exclusively British malaise that relates exclusively to UK reporting of
the EU, although it is particularly extreme in that context. Talking specifically about the
British press and European integration, Gerlinde Hardt-Mautner cites numerous examples of
stereotyping in UK newspapers. These reveal a deep hostility towards, and suspicion of,
other Europeans. Tunstall, too, comments on an increasingly hostile approach to Brussels
taken by the British press (1996, p352), as does Snoddy (p192), while Lieve van de Walle
(in Musolif and SchAffner, p77) argues that 'even if the press overtly defends enlargement
(of the EU), it simultaneously encourages division and rivaliy by innuendo and playing on
stereotypes'. By the style of reports and language used, unquestioning assumptions are made
that other Europeans are 'different' and 'threatening' and thus fair game for a good deal of
mockery and insult. In a feature in The Times of June 9, 1992, Michael Dynes berated the
British press for an obsession with 'barmy Brussels bureaucrats' which had led to a flurry
of stories purporting to illustrate various EU follies. Threats to do away with British
milkmen, the ruling that carrots should be classed as fruit, the threatened ban on prawn-
flavoured crisps - erroneous stories of this ilk were a distortion that was being used to
discredit Europe, he saicV°. In a feature entitled 'Babel' (Prospect, June 1996, p77), John
Uoyd went further, accusing the 'Europhobic Tory press' of 'a journalism of outrage,
hyperbole and abuse'. He added: 'When the Daily Express can - casually - call Helmut Kohl
a fat old hypocrite, it becomes clear that any instinct grounded in fairness or balance, or even
simple good manners, no longer operates.' In so doing, he warned, the British papers were
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creating 'the monster Europe heaving its distended body on to the virgin Britannia'. In this
respect,asthisthesiswillshow,theUKpressasawholelsfarmoreextremethanlsits
Danish counterpart.
In a similar, thougb less abusive, vein, newspapers in general frequently adopt a 'them and
us' approach to anyone who does not figure among their readership. Again, this Is part of
the process of relating to the reader - fostering the idea that reporter and audience share a
view of the world from which others, whose views and experience are different, are
excluded. According to Morley (in Skovmand and Schrøder, p68), this Is understandable and
part of a need human beings feel for national 'identity' which concentrates on distinctions
rather than similarities with other nationals. Nevertheless, this tendency can be problematic
for pro-Europeans who want their nations - British or Danish - to feel that the rest of the EU
is part of 'us' and not 'them' and that cultural identity will ultimately be European rather
than primarily British, Danish or any other nationality.
A further device that can act as a distorting measure is personalisation and, again, this
frequently occurs as a method of simplification. Fowler (p15), for Instance, talks about how,
in the British press, Arthur Scargill has come to be associated with a raft of alleged negative
values in trade unionism. Brody (p116) and Manoff (p14) describe how the American
president can often be portrayed by the US press as If he were the embodiment of the
government, if not the whole country. In terms of EU coverage, the most blatant example
of this of late has been in the treatment of Jacques Debra, who long suffered the role of
scapegoat in the UK press. During his term as EC President - from 1985 to 1995 - he
became the personification of all that was deemed wrong in the EU (Hardt-Mautner, p187),
and his image as a bête noire persists. Thus, despite the fact that such individuals are only
small parts of larger decision-making bodies of often great complexity, the temptation to
simplify and pin blame - or otherwise - on one easily caricatured person is a device that the
press often resorts to at the expense of fairness.
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The overt influence of commerce and politics
Commerce
Not all newspaper bias is unwitting or clandestine. Most newspapers proclaim allegiance to
a political ideology (although most claim that 'comment' is generally kept out of news stories
and confined to the leader columns or feature pages) and the external influence of commerce
also has a significant impact on what news is reported, and how. In his outline of the
libertarian theory of the press, Siebert (Siebert, Peterson and Schramm, p39) paints the
idealistic picture that grew from this: of mass media free to inform and entertain and to act
as an intermediary between a democratically-elected government and the people who vote for
it. In other words this 'free' press would be a platform for a host of different views thanks
to the financial independence brought about by advertising. However, the reality, as Siebert
admits, has not been so rosy, not least because the need for finance imposes its own
shackles. The newspapers may be free of direct obligations to specific political parties, but
that does not mean that they have no paymasters to serve. Now that advertisers, corporate
owners or share-holders call the tune, it could be argued that the press is no more free than
it has ever been.
Of course, heed must now be paid to the corporate bottom line. Even so, claims made by
some mass media commentators (for instance, Chomsky and Fowler), that journalists are
little more than puppets of big business, serving only the interests of capitalism, assume too
little freedom on the part of reporters and editors. Certainly, journalists are obliged to
adhere to the 'line' taken by their newspaper. As Paul Hoch puts it (p97): 'The enterprising
reporter, like the exam-minded student, takes his cue from his grader, and supplies the sbrt
of material he thinks his editors find most pleasing.' He adds (p99) that 'editors do not have
to lecture their reporters and correspondents on their responsibilities. A few swipes of the
cutting scissors or another story stuffed into the rubbish bin provide a much more effective
lesson'. As Anthony Bevins puts it (p15):
...it is daft to suggest that individuals can buck the system, ignore the pre-set TMtaste"
of their newspapers, use their own news-sense in reporting the truth of any event, and
survive. Dissident reporters who do not deliver the goods suffer professional death.
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They are ridden by newsdesks and backbench executives, they have their stories
spiked on a systematic basis, and face the worst form of newspaper punishment - by-
line deprivation.
However, adhering to the pre-set newspaper line is not necessarily the same as paying regular
heed to an individual proprietor's foibles, or to the sensitivities of advertisers. Furthermore,
since journalists necessarily enjoy a considerable degree of independence from supervisory
control, and given that they must constantly make choices about EU news in their
'gatekeeper' roles, it could be argued that it would be impractical for either to have absolute
influence, all the time. As Hartley suggests (p48):
It would be wrong for us to assume that because of the commercial context, the news
media simply reproduce the ideas and Ideologies of those who own them, or of those
who 'count in the commercial world at large.. .not all news media have one owner,
and even among the newspapers which do have a continuous history of private
ownership.. .his ideas and ideology play second fiddle to a more Imperative
commercial dictate, namely financial survival.
However, while Hartley's observations hold true if the newspaper Industries of both the UK
and Denmark are viewed as a whole, this research shows that the views of such proprietors
as Rupert Murdocli and, to a lesser extent, Conrad Black, are highly influential in terms of
the EU events chosen to appear in the newspapers they own, and in the way these are
handled. This bears out the opinions of such observers as Granville Wihiama (p57), who has
maintained that journalists are under considerable pressure to do as they are told by corporate
bosses, on pain of being side-lined. Anthony Bevins (p13), too, is among many others who
have cited the part newspaper proprietors have played in 'crippling the scribes'.
However, although it is primarily only a section of the British press - albeit a significant one
- that is influenced by interventionist proprietors, and the Danish press as a whole is
relatively unaffected, the fight for 'financial survival' is common to the newspapers of both
countries: they may or may not be looking constantly over their shoulders at corporate
owners or advertisers, but they are certainly acutely aware of each other. Consequently,
as the newspapers have battled to boost circulation figures, 'quick read' material (Tunstall,
1996, p11) has often triumphed over more serious reporting, and there has been an
abundance of trivia to appeal to the baser instincts of mankind. This has often been relayed
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in an inappropriately sensationalist fashion (Campbell and Bonner, p48).
Newspapers rely primarily on two sources of income. The first is the cover price paid by
readers, the second is advertising. The product must thus appeal to both readers and
advertisers. It is, however, the former who are of greater importance since, if a paper
cannot deliver the right kind of readers in the right numbers, advertisers will not be
interested (hence the ferocity of the so-called 'circulation wars' in which newspapers aim to
seize readers from each other). For instance, advertisers in the Financial limes know that
their announcements may be read by only a relatively small number of people, but that they
will be relatively wealthy. Conversely, companies buying space in the Sun are assured of
a larger, but probably less wealthy, audience. Consequently, to stay afloat, newspapers must
ensure that their product retains its appeal to the right readers for its style - and consequently
for its advertisers.
Of course there are instances where advertisers have withdrawn their support from
newspapers that have covered stories that are contraiy to their interests (as just one example,
Snoddy, p60, cites Distillers, who withdrew from the Sunday Tinier because of the paper's
thalidomide campaign). And there is evidence of a pandering to advertisers with features that
are little more than 'advertorials' - advertising copy presented as editorial features - (Franklin
at the City University Conference, 4 Februaiy, 1995). Even so, it seems unlikely that
advertisers are an overriding influence in the nature of EU news reporting - in either the UK
or Denmark.
However, a further - undisputed - outcome of ferocious competition in both the UK and
Denmark is the increasing concentration of press ownership into fewer and fewer hands, or
the general contraction of the market into fewer and fewer titles. Newspapers that are part
of giant groups are certainly more able to finance expansion, promotional campaigns and
innovations. On the minus side, however, this concentration also means that it is almost
impossible for newcomers to break into the market - the massive sums needed for a new
newspaper to become established are prohibitive (Wheeler, p39). The fewer the titles, the
more restricted the spectrum of views reflected, and the less able the press is to perform its
function in the democratic process (Seymour-Ure, 1968, p14; McNair, p138). Indeed, this
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trend has been causing particular unease in the UK, where It has been the subject of much
public debate and calls for legislation 11 . But in Denmark, too, there is concern. As the
Danish editor, Torben Krogh, comments (p9):
Power in the media world is being concentrated into fewer and fewer hands. In other
countries there are scary indications of what such concentration can lead to. But even
if Denmark has no comparisons to Silvio Berlusconi or Rupert MUrdOCII, we are also
experiencing a concentration. Furthermore, we are far from Immune to what is
happening on the international media scene.
Politics
Sources are significant to the contents of newspapers (p12). Furthermore, since politics are
such a major aspect of the news, the sources who provide political stories - and who are also
quoted - are frequently politicians, many of whom are skilled news managers, adept at
getting their specific views into newspapers. It is one thing for a paper to have an
acknowledged political allegiance and to identify this (Kruuse, 1991, p40, and Schneider and
Lewis, for instance, argue that such bias is not necessarily a problem), but it is another for
the press to be managed and manipulated by sources in respect of what they cover. The
problemliesnotsomuchinthepoliticalbiasofthenewspaperbutindistortionofthenews
for political ends. As has already been discussed (pl3), It is In this respect that spin doctors
and other skilled political news managers can exert an Influence that skews news reporting
to an undesirable extent. Highlighting the problem In a bard-hitting feature In The Tunes of
29 January, 1992, the Labour politician, Roy Hatteisley, wrote of the newspapers' coverage
of Labour policies:
The truth is ruthlessly suppressed and stories are crudely manufactured. But
calculated dishonesty - whether by invention or omission - is not the most serious
indictment of the Tory press. Their crime against a free society is the way In which
they conspire with the Tory Party to create rather than report the news.
As this thesis will show, claims that newspapers are vulnerable to man pulation by sources
who feed them distortions, are persuasive. And this is especially true In the sphere of the
EU, where passions run particularly high.
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End Notes
1. McNair, 1994, p128 quotes a MORI poll of the time showing that 39 per cent of readers
of the Sun were Tory voters and 48 per cent supported Labour.
2. Reports of the low esteem in which British journalists are held appear in, for instance,
Belsey and Chadwick (p8), Jones (p220) and Snoddy (p11). Similar reports about Danish
journalists appear in Meilby (p41), and in a Politiken story of 10 January, 1997, suggesting
that, with MPs, they came at the bottom of a credibility poll held among Danish
interviewees.
3. In a feature in the Doily Telegraph (28 April, 1993, p18), the journalist John Cole
discussed the reason why news is more often 'bad' than 'good'. He was responding to an
appeal from another journalist, Martyn Lewis, for more 'good' news. Cole explained that
criteria of newsworthiness favour the 'bad' over the 'good', although not exclusively so.
4. Their studies suggest that 'source credentials may not matter to readers so much as the
superficial plausibility and quality of what is said'. They add that 'credentials regarding
expertiseandbiassimplydonotseemtohaveaverylargeeffectonbeliefs,comparedtothe
quality of the message'.
5. Nicholas Jones' comments on spin doctors appear in his book, Sowzdbires and Spin
Doctors.
6. The comments of George Jones - Political Editor of the Daily Telegraph - appear in the
paper in a feature headed 'Why! refused to put up with the taunts and intimidation of Blair's
spin doctor', 21 November, 1996, p2. He complains specifically about the Labour politician,
Peter Mandelson.
7. Spin doctors were also the topic of the BBC1 Panorama programme, 17 May, 1996,
9.3Opm entitled 'Have they got news for you'. The programme was highly critical of their
tactics. The subject was aired again on the BBC Radio 4 'Today' programme on 19
November, 1996, when Peter Mandelson, Kelvin McKenzie and Nicholas Winterton were
interviewed on media relationships with politicians in the run-up to the next election.
8. In his book 'Agents of Power: The Role of the News Media in Human Affairs' (1984),
Altschull cites examples of press 'management' by American Presidents going back as far
as the 1880s (p71).
9. The reactions of newspapers in both the UK and Denmark to these attempts appear in
Appendix 3.
10. Among other references to British newspaper hostility towards the EU, an article by
Stephen Kelly in Free Press (the journal of the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting
Freedom) of July-August 1996 (p2) headed 'Foothall Crazy', criticised the newspapers for
xenophobic and insulting references to other European football teams in the European
Football Championships.
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In the leader column of Tribune, 17 May, 1996, p2, a piece headed 'Paper thin loyalties'
commented on how the newspapers are united in 'a visceral xenophobia' towards Europe.
In booklets entitled 'Do believe all you read In the newspapers?' (1994) and 'Do you
STILL believe all you read in the newspapers?' (1995), the European Commission itself
details a host of inaccurate newspaper stories, explaining the truth behind them. An
occasional 'Press Watch' series of leaflets is Introduced with the following statement: 'After
almost a century of UK membership of the European Community, the media continues to
pump out myths and inaccuracies. While it is the case that the number of invented
Euromyths has finally begun to decline, there has been a marked increase In editorialising
within so-called news stories. There is a reluctance among some newspapers to print
corrections and almost never will they countenance publishing a balanced, factual reply...'.
11. For instance, recent conferences organised by the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting
Freedom have concentrated on the threat to democracy of the concentration of media
ownership. These conferences, 'Media Versus the People: Media Ownership and
Democracy' (18 March, 1995, at the TUC Conference Centre, London) and 'Media and
Democracy - the real share issue' (18 May, 1996, also at the TUC Conference Centre) have
attracted leiing figures from the trade unions, politics, the press and academia.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
The attitude of the British and the Danes towards the EU has, historically, been broadly
similar. Both joined the then EEC in 1973 and, since then, have been among the Union's
most sceptical member states. The Eurobarometer public opinion survey (Number 46)
published in May 1997, reveals that, when it comes to support for European Union
membership, the British and Danes are among the least enthusiastic (p8) - the Danes at
number 10 and the UK at 13. Furthermore, 31 per cent of Danes think EU membership is
a 'bad thing' compared with 28 per cent of UK citizens. Similarly, Denmark and the UK
are in a small group - also including Fmland and Sweden - which Eurobarometer (p24)
identifies as those least keen to see further European integration. The f1niings of this
Eurobarometer survey do not stand alone, and are supported by polls commissioned by, for
instance, the Financial Tunes, The Sunday Tunes and Børsen (Chapter 5, p100 and p105),
as well as by the results of referendums held in Denmark about the nature of the Danes'
relationship with the EU (Appendix 8). All indicate similar levels of scepticism within the
two countries.
However, in reporting news about the European Union, the newspaper press in each countiy
is significantly different. While the British newspapers often take strong anti-European lines
in the way they choose stories and then report them, or report EU news primarily from a
domestic standpoint, the Danish newspapers are substantially more even-banded and take a
more 'international' approach in that they are more inclined to relate reports to a wider
European context. They show a greater willingness to present a more varied selection of
views and comment.
This thesis attempts to identify and analyse the reasons for this by emining the 'areas of
influence' that affect the way journalists approach their work as identified by Paul Voakes
(p24). These are: individual; small group; organisation; competition; occupation; the law;
and extra media. The aim is to highlight differences within these areas of influence in the
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UK and Denmark that help to explain why the treatment of EU news in the two countries is
not consistent. Thus, this thesis is looks at four major areas. The first Is the newspaper
industry structure - including the national context in which it operates - and nature of the
individual titles within each country. The second is the political background and structure
of each country, including its current and historical relationship with the EU and with its
individual member states. The third is business, finance and the international context and
the fourth is training, professional conventions, and ethical obligations and constraints.
Factors of newsworthiness
As a means of adjudging newspaper texts, use is made in this thesis of established 'factors
of newsworthiness'. Most efforts to define what constitutes 'news' have run into difficulties
(Staab, p423). However, the most comprehensive attempt is that of two Norwegian
researchers, Johan Galtung and Man Holmboe Ruge, whose explanation for bow 'events'
become 'news' was published in 1965 in the Journal of Peace Researds.
They identify 12 factors which make events newsworthy. The more of these an 'event'
offers, the more likely it is to make its way on to the news pages. These are: Recency;
Superlativeness; Unambiguity; Relevance; Consonance; Unexpectedness; Continuity;
Composition; Eliteness of nations involved; Eliteness of people involved; Personalisation; and
Negativity. To this list, Allan Beil, a New Zeal-based practising journalist and academic
sociolinguist, adds four of his own (p158): Competition; Co-option; Predictability; and
Prefabrication.
The news stories that appeared during the sample period are adjudged against these 'factors
of newsworthiness' in Chapter 13. In conjunction with the evidence revealed by the
comparison of the areas of influence that affect British and Danish journalists, as discussed
above, these 'factors of newsworthiness' are used as a gauge against which specific news
stories can be adjudged. They are thus used to explain and comment on the differences in
the choice and handling of these news texts.
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Linguistic analysis
The theories of Voakes, Gaining and Ruge, and Bell are the primary influences on the
methodology used in this thesis. But the work of other researchers is also significant in
respect of other elements that will be examined, including the language used in newspaper
texts about the EU. This reveals a great deal about the perceived nature of the EU and the
attitudes of writers towards it. Specifically, attention is focused on the following:
Headlines and lead paragraphs
The aim of headlines and lead paragraphs in newspapers is not just to encapsulate the story
or give the gist of a feature, but also to 'sell' them to readers. Most newspaper readers skim
through their newspapers, stopping only when a headline captures their interest. As Brookes
says (p467), the headline acts as a focus, summarising the major news points, the 'actors'
involved and the mood of the story. The reader will often then read the first paragraph
which, again, is a précis of the major elements of the story. As Bell (1991, p150) describes
it, 'the lead (paragraph) pares the story back to its essential point, and the headline abstracts
the lead itself'. As he continues, these elements also focus the story in a particular direction,
and 'form the lens through which the rest of the story is viewed'.
Words
The choice of words in the headline and lead paragraph in particular and in the story in
general, is revealing. As many researchers have pointed out, some words are more emotive
than others, or have particular connotations (Glasgow University Media Group, 1980, p165).
Hartley, for instance, identifies what he terms 'hooray' words like 'freedom fighter', and
'boo' words, like 'terrorist' (p21), while van Dijk (in Jensen, p116) uses the example of
'mob' or 'crowd' to describe a group of people. In both cases, the choice the journalist
makes indicates his or her perception of that individual or group.
Metaphors, too, are significant and, as Andrew Marshall points out (in the Independent on
Sunday, 11 September, 1994 and 2 July, 1995), they have been regularly used in respect of
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the EU. He cites multi-tracks, hard cores, temples, trees, pillars, convoys and hearts, as
among those that have made regular appearances in the UK press in recent years. As will
be seen, metaphors of transport were particularly prevalent during the sample period.
Marshall's observations are echoed by Christina SchAffner (Musoiff and SchAffner, p31), who
points out that such metaphors appear in translation throughout Europe.
However, although most common metaphors do translate well, language differences within
Europe can be problematic, particularly in terms of 'false friends' - those words that look
almost the same in different languages, but have different meanings or connotations. On that
front, Musolif (Musoiff and SchAffner, p15) particularly cites the word 'federalism' which
most English speakers associate with 'centralism' - a concept much loathed by many British
politicians. However, for the Germans, French and Danes, 'FOderalismus', 'fédéralisme'
or 'føderalisme' suggest the opposite. This difference was relevant during the sample period.
Stereotyping, discussed in the previous Chapter (p16), is also relevant here in that certain
words are associated with certain types of people or nationalities and regularly crop up, thus
enforcing the image. For example, in her study of the UK newspaper press, Hardt-Mautner
(pl84) points to regular 'negative labelling' of Jacques Debra as, for instance, the 'Froggie
chief, deviant spelling that ridicules foreigners by mimicking their accents in print, and
constant associations of, say, the French with garlic, and of the Germans with sauerkraut.
Indeed, as this research shows, the Germans in particular, and the EU in general are often
portrayed and described in the language of war and conflict even in relatively minor
situations where such vocabulary is inappropriately extreme.
Style
Newspaper writers also try to relate to readers in a style that they will find familiar (Hartley,
p96). Or, as Bell (1991, pbS) suggests:
I believe the essence of style is that speakers are responding to their audience. It is
typically manifested in a speaker shifting her style to be more like that of the person
she is talking to. The basic dimension on which we can examine a speaker's style
is therefore a responsive one.
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He continues that this is in keeping with the wish of the writer both to accommodate readers
and to seek their approval; to engage them in conversational style as a 'friend'. A function
of this is to bring remote figures, or bodies, of authority down to a level at which they are
more accessible to their readers - and to which they can more easily relate. However, as
Fowler points out (p40), in the particular case of the Sun, this adopted style is an exaggerated
form of the way its readers converse in reality1.
Additionally, stylistic elements such as distancing devices can be illuminating. For instance,
quotation marks can be used to indicate that these are not the newspaper's or the individual
journalist's words or comments and are thus possibly suspect. And verbs such as 'claim' and
'allege', may also be used to suggest that the comments to which they refer, may or may not
be true.
Similarly, journalists may use such 'stance adverbs' (Lipari, p82l) as 'obviously', 'clearly',
'apparently' and 'presumably', which can 'augment or diminish the legitimacy of knowledge
claims, masquerade as evidence, and steer readers toward a preferred interpretation of the
news'.
Story structure
The order in which 'facts' are included in the story indicates what importance the authors
attribute to each. It also indicates what the authors believe their readers will consider of
most significance (Fuller, p125; Bell, 1991, p150). Similarly, the higher up the story facts
or people appear, the more important they are deemed to be. It can also be argued that the
sources quoted, and the amount of space given to each - Ic, the way the newspaper has, or
has not, 'balanced' a story, giving both sides of the argument an equal say, or generally
backing up the statements of one source with those of another - also indicate bias or
prejudice.
Other elements
In addition to the text itself, an examination of its position in the newspaper can give an
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indication of its significance. In his study, Gaunt (p93) identifies the following five
indicators of the importance that might be accorded to a story:
- Front-page location
- Front-page above the fold
- More than three paragraphs
- Printed with photograph
- Printed across two or more columns.
The section the text is in, too, can indicate how it is categorised, as can the surrounding
material - editorial and advertising - and pictures used. Hartley (p181), for instance, details
six elements of news photos that can be significant, including people depicted, their
expressions, the context of the picture, where it is placed on the page, its context and quality.
Hall, too, (in Cohen and Young, p226) makes similar points giving a case study of how the
expressions in head-and-shoulders pictures of the former politician, Reginald Maudlin,
governed the mood of the various newspaper stories detailing his resignation in July 1972
from the post of Home Secretary in the Heath Government.
Raw data
As a substantial part of this research, a selection of UK and Danish newspapers was
monItored over a period from January 14, 1997 to February 14, 1997, inclusive, for items
in which the EU played a major role. These were specifically those stories or features In
which the EU, or an aspect of it, was mentioned in the headline and/or in the opening
paragraph'. News In Brief items were not included as their brevity provided little scope for
meaningful analysis. The sample period was chosen to represent a 'typical' month in that it
included no extraordinary events in the EU calendar, nor national holidays, although it did
include a two-day strike among journalists on the Danish newspapers, Berlingske 7ldende and
BT, during which those papers were not published.
1. All the stories that appeared in the focal newspapers during the sample period are listed
in Appendix 1.
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The UK newspapers chosen were the Sun, The Mirror, The Express, the Daily Mail, the
Daily Telegraph, The limes, the Guardian and The Independent. These titles were picked
as they represent leading national newspapers in the UK within the three acknowledged
categories of down-market tabloid (the Sun and The Mirror), mid-market tabloid (the Daily
Mail and The Express) and the broadsheets, or quality press (the Daily Telegraph, The limes,
the Guardian and The Independe,u)2.
The Danish newspapers chosen were F2stra Bladet, BT, Politiken, Berlingske lidende,
Infonnatlon and Jyilands-Posten, because they, too, are of national significance, in terms of
both circulation and prestige, and because they include examples from the two newspaper
categories in Denmark - tabloid (Ekstnz Bladet and B2) and broadsheet (Berlingske lidende,
Politiken, Information and Jyllands-Posten).
This basic fund of raw data, which is analysed in this thesis, comprises a total of 390
newspapers, 586 news stories and 238 features, leaders and comment pieces. These are
detailed in Appendix 4.
For the purposes of Chapters 7,8,9 and 10- which will examine the business, finance and
the international context - coverage of relevant EU stories that appeared within the same
time-span in other specific financial and international newspapers was also used for
comparison'. The use of these titles as an exa dimension sheds further light on the focal
newspapers in this study. These additional newspapers included the Finandal limes, the
huernatlonal Herald Tribwse, the Wail Street Journal Europe and the now defunct European.
The fifth title in this catcgoiy - Bersen - while not international, nevertheless also provides
a different and interesting slant to business and financial news aimed at Danish readers. Brief
descriptions and background details of these newspapers, along with the number of relevant
stories used in this study, appear in Appendix 5.
2. The circulation figures for all the newspapers in this study appear in Appendix 2.
3. The stories that appeared in these additional titles during the sample period are also listed
in Appendix 1.
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Interviews with journalists
To support the material from the newspapers mentioned above, Interviews were held with
a cross-section of 20 journalists -13 British and seven Danish (see Appendix 6). These were
semi-structured, telephone interviews which aimed primarily to discover the attitudes and
opinions of these journalists in respect of their newspapers' handling of the EU and the
relationship between the EU and the newspaper press in general (see Appendix 7). The
choice of UK interviewees was influenced by those whose by-lines had appeared against EU
stories published in the sample period. They also represented a variety of reporting spheres.
The conscious decision was made not to include UK journalists who were specifically EU
correspondents, as they - and their practices - have been the subject of a recent study by
David Morgan (p321). The idea was that this work should build on that study. The choice
of Danish interviewees was assisted by leads presented by the Royal Danish Embassy's list
of accredited Danish journalists in the UK, aix! through contacts made at Danmarks
Journalisthøjskole.
As previous researchers have discovered (specifically Delano and Henningham, p58), busy
journalists are not keen to complete written questionnaires, and the Inevitable uncertainty of
their daily routine and whereabouts makes appointments for face-to-face interviews difficult.
Furthermore, the need to talk to Danish journalists - based in Arhus, Copenhagen and
Brussels - meant that interviews by telephone were the most feasible option.
The composition of the questionnaire was Influenced by the work of a number of researchers
who have made previous studies of journalists and their working practices, primarily Jeremy
Tunstall (1971 and 1996). The work of Donsbach (p19) relating to the way journalists
understand both the nature of their audience and their role towards that audience, was also
influential as was that of Delano and Henningham, and Slime (1982 and 1989).
The questions were divided into two sections. The first was designed to Identify, in general
terms, journalists' sources of EU news and the frequency with which the EU was relevant
to their sphere of activity, as well as the practical aspects of their work in terms of access
to information. It also aimed to elicit the prevalence of 'news management' by external
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agencies, the influence - if any - of newspapers' commercial interests and whether or not a
newspaper's 'line' on the EU was known to the journalist, and influential to him or her. A
final question aimed to fmd out if individual journalists felt that the EU was being treated in
a way that was different to that in which any other institution or general topic was handled.
In the second section, journalists' general views were sought in respect of the relationship
between the EU and the newspaper press. Much of this section was influenced by initiatives
and publications launched by the EU in recent years (see Chapter 1, End Note 10, p24),
which have lamented the inaccuracies about the Union and its activities that have appeared,
particularly in the newspaper press. The aim was to discover what journalists felt a
newspaper's role was in respect of the EU, whether EU compl2ints about its treatment by
the press were justified, and what improvements could be made - by the newspapers in the
way they handle EU news, and by the EU in the way it treats journalists and presents
information.
End Note
1. As Deborah Cameron points out (1996, pp315), many newspapers have a 'style sheet' or
'style book', which is in keeping with their ethos, and to which all copy must conform.
Individual stylistic conventions are matters with which journalists are required to conform.
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Chapter 3
The British and Danish newspaper industry structure and the
nature of the individual titles.
Circulation figures
In both the UK and Denmark, the newspaper press is divided into tabloids and broadsheets,
with the latter generally enjoying the most prestige and credibility'. However, unlike their
British counterparts, the Danish tabloid newspapers do not currently outsell the broadsheets.
As the circulation figures show (in Appendix 2), there is little difference between sales
figures for most of the Danish newspapers in this study, while the corresponding tally for
their British counterparts shows that the tabloids outsell the broadsheets by a considerable
margin.
The nature and style of the broadsheets
In terms of historical chronologies and landmarks, however, the UK and Danish press have
much in common. For instance, the two traditional newspapers of the 'establishment' - The
limes and Berlingske Tidende - came into existence in the 18th century. The Tunes, first
published in 1785 under the title the Doily Universal Register, is the UK's oldest surviving
daily national newspaper, and, according to claims in its information pack, more than 60 per
cent of its readers are in the top social categories. Similarly, Berlzngske Tidende, established
in 1749, is Denmark's oldest surviving newspaper. According to its information pack,
readers of that title, too, tend to be high earners from the upper social classes, most of whom
are conservative and well-educated.
There are, however, differences in their historical relationship with their respective national
governments. For The Times, the influence of early editors such as Thomas Barnes
(appointed in 1817) and John T Delane (who followed him in 1841) was fundamental in this
respect. Barnes owes his fame to a determination to ally his paper more to the feeling of the
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country than to a particular party and he sought not so much to form public opinion, as to
'discover and express it' (Francis Williams, p15). His goal was journalistic independence
and he did not shrink from criticising the government of the day - an approach that was
treading new ground - despite heavy pressure to toe the line. John T Delane was equally
committed to this philosophy of press independence.
Since then, there have been periods when The Tunes has been obviously biased towards the
political right. For instance, Geoffrey Dawson, first appointed editor in 1912, was an
intimate friend of the Tory ruling elite and reflected their views with little attempt at
objectivity (Heren, p27). However, there have also been editors who have been committed
to greater political neutrality, including, for instance, Harold Evans, who was appointed
editor in 1981 (Evans, p4), and Simon Jenkinc, whose leadership began in 1990 (Curran and
Seaton, p89).
Although, in the past two decades, The Tunes has generally maintained a policy of political
objectivity and independence, its personality has changed. The introduction in 1982 of the
up-market bingo game, Portfolio, is considered by many to have marked the end of its era
of intellectual superiority, and the enduring inclusion of consumer-interest stories in
prominent positions has furthered this trend. Stories that were interesting, rather than simply
important, crept in - and stayed. The language also became less sedate2.
In contrast, Berlingske fldende has a longer history of close links with the governing elite
of its day. It was established by the immigrant German printer, Ernst Henrich Berling, in
the days of Absolute Monarchy in Denmark, when royal consent was required before any
newspaper could publish. Thus approved, Berlingske Thiende was granted sole rights to
publish public announcements - assuring its survival in the early years (Behrens, p27) - and
even after the abolition of the Absolute Monarchy in 1849, the paper still retained its position
of privilege as the purveyor of official announcements (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1989, p52).
It was not until 1904 that the paper finally broke free from this link, and 1949 before it shed
its formal ties with the Danish Konservativ (conservative) Party to emerge as the organ of
'democratic conservatism' (Behrens, p27). It retains its traditional personality and stance,
as well as its strong links with the establishment and big business. These were particularly
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highlighted during the crisis of 1977, when Berlingske Tldende's printers went on strike for
141 days. Had it not been for donations - totalling more than 80 million kroner - made at
the time by some of Denmark's biggest business concerns, the newspaper would have folded.
The Doily Telegraph and Jyllands-Posten also show strong similarities. The former was
established in 1855 following the lifting of Stamp Duty which bad acted as a tax on
newspapers (Francis William., p34; Curran and Seaton, p30). It did not seek to compete
with The Tunes in terms of news coverage or bulk, and although it espoused the philosophy
of journalistic independence, it was not so politically neutral. The undisguised right-wing
stance taken by the paper from its birth remains to this day, and it still counts businessmen
and professionals among its chief readers.
However, in common with The Tunes, the Daily Telegraph has undergone some
'tabloidisation' in recent years, with front page stories and pictures often given over to
celebrities and other 'light' news'.
Although now 'independent bourgeois4' (Søllinge and Thoinsen, 1991, p475), Jyllands-
Posten was established in 1871 as a regional, Jutland-based newspaper that was a direct
supporter of the Danish Conservative party - an allegiance it did not shed until 1938. Like
the Doily Telegraph, it retains many right-wing philosophies, including support for private
enterprise, and a corresponding lack of enthusiasm for the excesses of the welfare state and
policies that distort the free market, including subsidies and import regulations. However,
as this research shows, it has undergone less 'tabloidisation' than the Daily Telegraph and,
despite its conservative personality and thorough reporting style, it was Denmark's top selling
newspaper during the sample period (see Appendix 2) with a circulation figure that beat even
those of the tabloids. In contrast, although the Daily Telegraph far outsells Its broadsheet
rivals, it has not yet overtaken any of the UK tabloids and comes nowhere near the down-
market titles.
In terms of personality and political stance, it is also feasible to link the Guardian and
Politiken: both are 'liberal' in their approach and are particularly popular among the 'caring'
professions, such as education and the social and health services. The former - which owes
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much of its current style and personality to C P Scott, who joined the paper in 1871 - was
originally a 'regional' paper called the Manchester Guardian. However, it dropped
'Manchester' from its title in 1959, started a separate edition in London and has since
become established as a national newspaper. Its editorial stance in respect of domestic
politics and the nature of the UK's relationship with the EU is best summed up by its leader
column on the eve of the 1997 General Election (30 April, 1997, p20), in which it stated:
This newspaper has - by structure, ownership and inclination - always remained
independent of political parties. We have, at various times since the War, endorsed
all three of the main alternatives on offer. The choice this time is a relatively simple
one. We would like to see a very different country after May 1 and we believe that
a strong and confident Labour Government can best create it.
Later in the column, it point out that: 'We are instinctive pro-Europeans' although it
admitted to 'deep caution about the single currency'.
Po1itiken founded in 1884 by a group of Venstre (Liberal) politicians6 and other liberal-
minded citizens, was originally intended as the mouthpiece of Venstre's radical 'European'
wing (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1989, p171; and 1991, p165), and also took a leading position
as a literary political opinion newspaper. Although it was not until 1970 that formal, specific
party political affiliations were relinquished, in reality it had generally pursued an
independent line since the arrival of Henrik Cavling as editor in 1905. One of the most
influential figures in the history of Danish journalism, Cavling was opposed to a narrow
coverage of political events and bad, for that time, innovative ideas about objectivity. Thus,
during his 12 years in the post, Cavling made substantial alterations to the paper,
modernising it according to the 'Anglo-Saxon' blueprint (Thomsen, 1986, p320) and
broadening its content to appeal to a wider spectrum of political persuasions. Even so, it
retained its general adherence to the policies of the Radikale Venstre party until around 1980,
when it began to align itself more closely to those of Socialdemokratiet (the Social Democrat
Party). This shift has since enabled the paper to mirror more closely the political affiliations
of the majority of its readers.
The youngest of the broadsheets in both Denmark and the UK - Information, first published
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during WW2 as the mouthpiece of the Danish Resistance, and The Independeiu, established
in 1986 - also share similarities in that both staunchly maintain a neutral political stance.
Much respected for the service it provided during WW2, Information continued after 1945
as an independent newspaper, supported by both the former members of the Resistance and
'the independent intelligentsia' who perceived a need for a paper that was sophisticated and
able to deliver politically unbiased information (Bebrens, p75). Since then, It has aimed to
provide a forum for independent thought. Its serious, thorough debates on national and
international policy, along with features aimed at the culturally 6lite, make no concessions
to mass appeal. And although its circulation figure is relatively small - and ft is regularly
beset by financial crises (Wivel, p106) - it is much respected for Its intellectual rigour and
has been a breeding ground for some of Denmark's best journalistic talents7.
When Andreas Whittam Smith, former City Editor of the Daily Telegraph, formulated the
blueprint for The Independent, he, too, had in mind a newspaper that would be Independent
of party bias (Crozier, p11). In its leader column on the eve of the 1997 General Election
(30 April, 1997, p19), The Independent summed up its stance, personality, and the rationale
behind its birth as follows:
The paper embodied the spirit of diversity, of competitiveness, of individuality and
liberty.. .The founding fathers of this newspaper felt strongly that It should not
presume to tell its readers how to vote. We still feel that way.
It later added that, 'our imaginary voter is a proud, but not slavish, pro-European'.
However, that paper, too, has struggled to stay afloat. Indeed, although both information
and The Independent are often valued and respected for their determination not to take a
political stance, their failure to flourish accords with the views of Puller, who writes (p93):
Newspapers that hold audiences over long periods of time have editorial positions that
rest comfortably within the mainstream of the political spectrum of their communities.
They also try to develop editorial philosophies that have coherence and intellectual
integrity so that they do not appear to blow this way and that based on pressure or
the fashion of the moment.
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The nature and style of the tabloids
There are also aspects of the British and Danish tabloids that correspond; for instance, all
exhibit a style and choice of subject matter that is generally 'lighter' than those of the
corresponding national broadsheets.
BT - Berlingske
 fldende's tabloid stablemate - was initially seen as a 'news extra' reporting
in particular on WW1. But it soon flourished as an entertaining 'lunchtime paper' in its
own right, with an emphasis on sport, film, humour and other 'light' subjects, delivered in
a way that recognised the fact that its readers lacked detailed knowledge of current affairs,
and were easily bored (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p209). In its politics, it was, like
Berlingste 7ldende, initially a supporter of the Konservativ Party, but, since 1975, has been
politically Independent, and even before then, had been conservative almost in passing
(Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p209). Its current political stance can best be described as
mildly 'bourgeois'.
Denmark's top-selling tabloid, aura Blade:, was established in 1904 and shares the political
stance of its broadsheet sister publication, Politiken, in that it was initially linked to the
Radikale Venstre and now, although independent of any specific party, has more in common
with the Social Democrats. Initially published to act as a 'news extra' to Politiken -
providing the latest information about the war between Russia and Japan - awu Blade: soon
found a niche for itself as a popular tabloid, developing a personality that was strident and
passionate against what it saw as hypocrisy, indecision and general incompetence among
figures of authority against whom it often made vigorous attacks (Søllinge and Thomsen,
1991, p196).
From 1922 onwards, Ekstra Bladet's history can be summed up as a constant battle against
BT. At least three times in its life - 1922, 1958 and 1963 - its publishers have considered
closing it, but each time it has been saved, both by cutting production costs and by
sharpening the quality of its editorial. Owing much of its original format to the 'recipe drawn
from the English popular press' (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p197), it is particularly
renowned for its campaigning role, which has been underlined by its slogan as the paper 'der
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tot hvor andre tier' (which dares where others keep silent). After softening Its tone in the
late 1950s, it has now resumed an aggressive style, unafraid to tackle taboo subjects or to
challenge conventional morality; its frank treatment, in particular, of sex - in text and
pictures- has been notable and it has regularly been criticised by the Danish Pressenvnet
(the equivalent of the UK's Press Complaints Commission - see Chapter 11, p2 11) for
intrusive reporting and disregard for the privacy of individuals.
However, although in the intensity of their 'circulation wars' the Danish tabloids mirror their
UK counterparts, there are differences in the market structures. In the UK, for instance, the
tabloids are divided between the mid-market titles of the Doily Mail and the &press, and the
down-market Mirror and Sun. With just two major tabloid titles, the Danish newspaper
market does not have this distinction. Furthermore, although Ekstra Blades has been accused
of sensation2lism and unwarranted intrusion into privacy, it is still easily outdone by the Sun
on that front and, to a lesser extent, by the Mirror. The Sun and its sister publication, the
News f the World, for instance, have become notorious for their excesses, which have
regularly threatened the entire UK newspaper industry with the imposition of greater legal
curbs on its activities (Snoddy, plO7, et al). Soft porn and saucy stories about the sexual
exploits of all and sundry frequently substitute for serious news, while the m2in focus of
hnman interest is the Royal Family and the stars of the TV soap operas. Writing in the New
&azesman (5 July, 1996, p12), John Pilger accused some of the British tabloids of having
become little more than 'entertaining trash'. Furthermore, the tabloid philosophy, identified
by Jeremy Seabrook (in New Society, 5 June, 1987, p16-18) that assumes that 'other people
will get you it you don't get them first', and that 'the highest purpose of the Individual (is)
togethisorherhlsontheloot',isatitsmostextremeintheSun. Althoughitstarted
life in 1912 as the Doily Herald - a mouthpiece of the Labour Party (H Richards, p2) - It was
renamed the Sun in 1964, following its acquisition by Cecil King who thought that he could
improve the paper's parlous financial state with a new name and a general facelift (Jenkins,
p31). When he failed, the paper was bought by Rupert Murdoch in 1969, who encouraged
both its drift down-market and, from 1975, its shift to the political right (Hanlin, p39). As
this research shows, during the sample period at least, the Sun was also vehemently Euro-
sceptic.
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Although less prone to such excesses as those exhibited by the Sun, the Mirror - established
in 1903 (Allen and Frost, p5) - nevertheless shares its focus on short news stories about trivia
or the exploits of 'celebrities' with, as this research shows, relatively little space given to
'serious' news topics. It is, however, firmly left-wing - its leader column on the eve of the
1997 General Election, entitled 'Gang up on every Tory', stated that 'the Conservative Party
must not just be beaten, not just thrashed but totally smashed' - and in line with the Labour
Party's official position, it supports a positive line on the EU.
The mid-market tabloids - the &press and the Daily Mail - give relatively greater in-depth
coverage of news events, and include more 'serious' topics than do their down-market
counterparts. Even so, they are still strident in style, and their right-wing, Euro-sceptic
views9
 permeate all their pages and were clearly evident during the sample period. Thus,
although, as this research shows, In terms of story choice and style, the Danish tabloid titles
are more closely aligned to the UK mid-market varieties than to the down-market ones, they
still tend to be less extreme in style, and generally adhere more closely to the principles of
'fair' reporting and journalistic ethics. Their political stances do not colour their news
reporting to the same extent, and they are less adversarial.
The national context
The circulation figures and styles of the newspapers in this research suggest that the Danes
as a nation are more committed to 'serious' newspapers than are the British. Furthermore,
more Danes than UK inhabitants read a newspaper each day (in addition to the information
discussed on p25, the EC's Eurobarometer public opinion survey also suggests that 61 per
cent of Danes read a newspaper each day compared with only 50 per cent of the British).
Other significant differences include the fact that, compared with their Danish counterparts,
the UK newspapers have a much longer history of independence from specific political
parties. Whereas the Danish titles have only relatively recently shed their direct links to
specific political parties, the UK newspapers have generally been independent from birth.
For instance, although the Doily Telegraph is - and always has been - right-wing, it has
never automatically supported the policies of the Conservative Party. Thus, the British
4].
newspapers have a more deeply ingrained tradition of challenging the Government and
Opposition of the day - a longer-established role as the Fourth Estate of the Realm (Boyce,
in Boyce, Curran and Wingate, p19), and watchdog in respect of the other thre&°.
The Danish newspaper press has also, historically, been more regionaUy-focused for several
reasons. In Denmark, education became compulsory in 1814 (it was not until 1870 that
similar legislation was passed in the UK) which meant that Danes as a whole - In both rural
and urban locations - were consequently able to read long before their British counterparts.
This boosted demand for local titles. In addition, the abolition of Absolutism in 1849, when
King Frederik VU was forced to relinquish his absolute rule, gave the Danes as a whole
more control over their own governance, which gave rise to political debate in which the
newspapers played a growing role (Dal, p12; Europa Publications, p935). At the same time,
this increasingly educated and enfranchised population began to develop into major social-
political groups; a trend which led, particularly during the years from 1870 to 1914, to the
emergence of the 'political four-paper system' (Sellinge and Thomsen, 1989, p42). This
meant that most major towns in Denmark had four newspapers, each vigorously supporting
its political party: Højre (the Right) representing the conservative upper- and middle-classes;
Venstre (the Liberals), primarily representing farmers; Socialdemokratiet (Social Democrat)
representing the labour movement; and, from 1905, Det Radikale Venstre (the Radical-
Liberal Party), comprising smallholders and certain parts of the intelligentsia (Dal, p12;
Thomsen, 1965, p87). The tally of titles peaked in 1920, when no fewer than 136 provIncial
titles were serving a population of around four million Danes.
From the early decades of this century, however, changing journalistic fashions in the
Western world as a whole began to alter the nature of Danish newspapers. Fresh ideas about
journalism meant that the Danish newspapers, formerly conveyors of somewhat staid reports
ofeventsthattoedpartylines,begantolivenuptheirpages. Particularly afterWW2, the
growing emphasis on 'straight reporting' and the pursuit of objectivity In news stories -
ideally leaving comment and interpretation to the feature and leader sections - militated
against the 'political four-paper system' with its unashamed bias throughout. This boosted
the trend towards independence from distinct political parties. However, according to
Søllinge and Thomsen (1991, pill), even more significant than this break with specific
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parties was the general change in political reporting that, in keeping with professional ideals
of 'fairness', was more inclined to give the views of all sides in the political debate. The
notion of the press as watchdog, keeping an eye on the actions of officialdom in all its
guises, also gained ground among the Danish papers, which appreciated that this role could
only be realistic fulfilled by a press that was prepared to look at all those in power, in
whatever sphere or capacity, with scepticism. Thus, this 'new journalism' tended to straddle
former political and social lines of demarcation. It also reflected the mood of its readers who
had, themselves, been losing interest in a 'party press' and were increasingly disinclined to
adhere rigidly to social class divides (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p62).
Furthermore, during the 1960s and 1970s in particular, increasing competition put financial
pressure on some titles and there were many closures. The strongest provincial newspapers
thus tended to become monopolies in their areas, adjusting their editorial style and content
to meet the needs of all the readers in their patch. The highly partisan and esoteric
personalities of earlier newspapers were consequently superseded by titles - now numbering
less than 40H - with more general appeal that were willing to air dthate of all political
persuasions. In addition, some 'regional' titles mounted campaigns to increase the
geographical scope of their market - a policy that was particularly successful for Jyllan€Lc-
Posten , which has subsequently joined the other titles in this research to become
'landsdkkende' ('country-covering'). These are titles that have developed sales outside their
immediate region to the extent that they are sold nationwide.
This, again, contrasts with the UK, where, with the exception of the Guañfian, all the titles
in this research have been national - and London-based - from birth. They have,
consequently, always enjoyed a role that has had national, rather than just regional,
significance.
The law, as it impinges on journalistic activity, is a further area where differences between
the UK and Denmark are significant to this research. For instance, the absence of a
Constitution in the UK means that freedom of the British press is particularly vulnerable to
ever-increasing curbs. As Robertson and Nicol comment (p1):
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(British) laws are made piecemeal by Parliament and by judges, who are placed under
no overriding constitutional obligation to preserve or protect the media's right to
report matters of public Interest. British law comprises thousands of separate statutes
and decided cases: none of them gives unqualified support to freedom of expression.
By and large, Parliament and the judiciary have taken the view that free speech Is a
very good thing so long as it does not cause trouble.
Rusbridger has similar views (p14). In his analysis of the legal framework In which the
British press operates, he says:
There is no First Amendment, no guarantee of free speech or a free press. We
famously have liberties but no rights. Even where, in Britain, there have been
ringing declarations of free speech...they have invariably been defences of the right
to an opinion rather than the right to report or reveal. Some academic lawyers
believe the libel law in this country, which protects fair comment more than It
protects straight reporting, has led to a tradition in the British press which is more
polemical than factual.
In contrast, with the exception of the period from 1940-45, when Denmark was occupied by
Germany, the Danes have had a press whose freedom has been protected since 1849 by the
Dpnish Constitution. That gives everyone the right to impart Information and inhibits
censorship (østergaard, p37; Thomsen, 1974, p440), albeit within the legal boundaries. For,
inevitably, the law does impose limits on both 'press freedom' and 'freedom of speech', and,
perhaps also inevitably, where these limits lie in practice has been a matter of regular debate
since 1849 (Kruuse in Berlins, Grellier and Kruuse, p33). There are those who argue that
all restrictions should be lifted and that the way to deal with 'offensive', 'defamatory' or any
other kind of utterances that might be harmful, is not to suppress them, but to defeat them
with open and honest debate. Others argue that there is a need for legal restraints to protect
vulnerable members of the community from verbal or written attack. There are, too, those
who argue that, in terms of methods used by journalists, the end justifies the means. And
they are similprly contradicted by those who rnnintin that no member of Danish society
should be above the law, no matter how worthy the ultimately aim of the law-breaking
12• It is unlikely that these arguments will ever be resolved.
Even so, this legal framework gives Danish journalists support in publishing information,
freely, that is denied British journalists. Furthermore, it is one of the elements that have
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fostered a far more 'open' system of government in Denmark than exists in the UK (Chapter
5, p106), which has substantial implications for this research. For instance, in arguing
against the need for additional legal curbs on the British press, Belsey and Chadwick (p6)
maintain that these would further hamper it in fulfilling its vital role as watchdog in the
democratic process, especially in what is already a comparatively 'secretive' government
system. As they add: 'British public life depends on a strictly interpreted need-to-know
principle, and those who are at the receiving end of government - the electorate - are not
regarded as needing to know.'
As Robertson and Nicol put it (p412):
Secrecy, said Richard Crossman, is the British disease. Government administrators
catch it from the Official Secrets Act and supporting legislation. It is aggravated by
bureaucratic rules and arrangements that conspire to place the United Kingdom
towards the bottom in the league table of openness in Western democratic
government.
Indeed, the restrictive nature and follies of the Official Secrets Act are widely documented.
For instance, to Whitaker (p66) it is a 'real menace to Press freedom', while Seymour-Ure
(p231) points out that it has rendered 'technically secret' such facts as the number of cups
of tea drunk in Whitehall and the usage of paperclips.
According to Robertson and Nicol (p36), another factor that conspires to keep Britain low
in openness ratings is 'the refusal of successive Governments to contemplate a Freedom of
Information Act, which would give journalists and others a legal right of access to documents
prepared by state officials'. As Berlins adds (in Berlins, Grellier and Kruuse, p236), this
lack of a Freedom of Information Act means that 'journalists have no right of access to
government information (or information from any other public body) unless specifically
provided by the law'. Thus, laws in the UK that promote official secrecy are not currently
balanced by those that promote the dissemination of information. This has detrimental effects
on EU reporting, partly in that British journalists are more restricted in respect of the
information they can obtain from official government sources, and how they can report it,
and partly in that such 'secrecy' has fostered an ethos in which suspicion on the part of UK
journalists towards those in 'government' - in all its guises becomes the norm. This is
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further discussed on p108.
Unlike their British counterparts, journalists in Denmark do benefit from legislation that
supports their quest to obtain information from official sources to counterbalance laws that
restrict. And although there are many Danes who are keen to improve access still further,
Denmark is still among those countries in which information from public authorities is
comparatively easy to obtain (Kruuse in Berlins, Grellier and Kruuse, p35). As Thomsen
adds (1974, p440), in general the Danish Government tends not to seek to control the flow
of news from the administration. This is thanks to the Access to Public Administration Files
Act which began life in 1970, with amendments in 1985 and 1991 ultimately ensuring that
Danish and EC documents, as well as print-outs of computerised information, axe generally
freely available. Again, there are inevitably restrictions to this freedom and this applies to
some EC documents. As Kruuse points out (as above), although the abolition in 1991 of the
automatic classification of EC documents as secret means that Darwch citizens have been
better informed about EU matters in general, restrictions have still been imposed if
information is deemed to have implications in terms of Danish foreign policy or Danish
external economic interests. However, although another 'freedom' is thus necessarily
fettered, under Danish law - and in contrast to the situation in the UK - there must be a
clearly defined reason why such information from an official body or source should be
withheld from the press.
Competition and proprietorlal influence
In contrast to the general situation in the UK' 3, the Danish newspaper businesses are often
organised as foundations to prevent hostile take-overs and to promote editorial independence
(Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p112). The bulk of their finance comes, more or less equally,
from cover prices and advertising (Petersen and Siune in østergaard, p39). However, as in
the UK (Granville Williams, p54), there is a concentration of newspaper ownership in
Denmark. De Berlingske Dagblade A/S publishes Berlingske lldende, BT and a further
weekly title, Weekendavisen, and A/S Dagbladet Politiken is responsible for Politiken and
Ekstra Bladet. Both companies, along with Jyllands-Posten A/S, publisher of Jyliandc-
Posten, also control a variety of provincial titles and have further interests in the publishing
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and media sphere. The especially ferocious competition between Berlin gske Tulende and
Jyllands-Posten is currently having a particularly profound effect on the concentration of
ownership, as the publishers of these newspapers buy-up an increasing number of regional
titles to enhance their position in the Danish newspaper market.
This concentration of the press - and whether or not state invention should be used to halt
it - is a matter covered in the nianifestos of nearly all the Danish political parties. They are
generally concerned about the effect a declining number of titles will have on the democratic
process - ie in providing platforms for the expression of all sides of the political debate.
Indeed, a postal subsidy, designed to enable newspapers to be sent out at a lower-than-usual
rate, and the exemption of newspapers from VAT (imposed on most other printed matter in
Denmark) are among measures that extend government financial support to the press in a
way that minimises the risk that wspaper content might be influenced thereby.
Additionally, since 1970, needy papers have had access to a small direct subsidy via the
Finance Institute of the Press (Petersen and Slime in østergaard, p38). These subsidies have
been used 'to deal with sudden problems, to implement reorganisation or to initiate the
creation of new media' (Kruuse in Berlins, Grellier and Kruuse, p23). The overwhelming
feeling among the political parties is that the right of individuals to express their views in the
press, freely, as enshrined in the Danish Constitution, must be preserved (Garodkin, p 178)
and there remains broad support for the 'indirect support' mentioned above. Thus, although
concentration of ownership and the pressures of competition affect the British and Danish
press alike, there has been more positive, official, action in Denmark to promote the
independence of individual newspapers.
Although many press academics have maintained that commercial interests have a direct and
profound influence on content and stance of newspapers (Chapter 1, p19)1 this study showed
no evidence of this - so far as EU coverage was concerned - in either the British or Danish
titles in this research. All journalists questioned denied without qualification that they ever
took a newspaper's commercial interests into account when handling news about the EU. In
fact several British journalists said that they did not even know what these were, one
commenting that 'we work in healthy ignorance of our paper's commercial interests'. One
Danish journalist added that 'if anyone put any (commercial) pressure on, you would just go
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contra - that's the way Danes are'.
However, a significant contrast between the nature of the Danish and British newspaper
industry can be considered under the heading of Press Barons. Although the Danish press
has notable figures in its history whose influence has been significant, they have tended to
be journalists who made their marks in editorial terins. The Danish press has experienced
comparatively little of the dictatorial activities of proprietors, and there have certainly been
none in the mould of the British Press Barons. Those Individuals have been highly
significant in the nature and approach of most of the UK titles In this research - In the
moulding and maintaining of the personalities and stances of each and In influencing and
shaping the ethos of the British press as a whole, and its relationships with external agents.
To take the major examples, the roles of such early Press Barons as the Lords Northcliffe,
Beaverbrook and Rothermere in shaping, respectively, the Daily Mail, the Daily &press and
the Daily Mirror's as the means of enhancing their own power and of projecting their own
egos, have been extensively documented (Curran and Seaton, p49; Wheeler, p4l. e aD.
Indeed, Northcliffe and Beaverbrook as a team were instrumental in the political revolt that
ousted Asquith as Prime Minister in 1916, and they continued to liaise In an attempt, through
their respective newspapers, to set a policy agenda for the Conservative Party. The
influence of recent and current Press Barons is also profound. Rupert Murdoch's support
for Thatcherite policies16 resulted (from 1975), in a shifting of the Sun newspaper to the
right, although the bulk of the paper's readers continued to vote Labour (McNair, p128).
His subsequent backing for the Labour leader, Tony Blair, Is discussed on p58. Regard for
Murdoch's business interests is also said to have adversely influenced reporting In The
limes'7. Similarly, the late Robert Maxwell Is reported to have seen the Daily Mirror as
his personal megaphone, to be taken advantage of as and when it suited him (Hanlin, p33),
and Conrad Black, too, has made his mark on the Daily Telegraph (Hart-DavIs, p292).
Although Black's initial approach was to appoint senior executives 'In general sympathy
ideologically and philosophically' with his own views and then to leave them a free hand,
he has since revealed a more interventionist hand (Curran and Seaton, p9O). He Is often seen
to do this through contributions he writes for inclusion in the letters page, and his Journalist
wife, Barbara Amiel, also has a regular colum&'.
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These current proprietors have also had a direct effect on the reporting of EU affairs in the
British newspapers they own. For instance, commentators such as Andrew Neil, the former
editor-in-chief of the European, and Robert Peston, a Financial Times journalist (both
speaking in the programme, The Power List, on Channel 4, Sunday, 1 November, 1998,
6pm), are among those who have maintained that Rupert Murdoch's Euro-sceptic stance -
particularly in respect of the euro - permeates the newspapers he owns. And Dr Martin
Bond, head of the London office of the European Parliament, has voiced the opinion that,
since the EU has threatened to limit media ownership, both Murdoch and Conrad Black have
had more to gain from painting as black a picture of the Union as possible in the newspapers
they own, than from encouraging enlightening debate on the subject (this comment was
reported in the Press Gazette, 16 October, 1998, pl'I). His view is supported by this
research.
As Wheeler summarises (p73):
Although press magnates have not generally aspired to political office, they persist
in challenging the constitutional norms of elective representation by using their papers
to support political parties and express certain ideologies at the expense of alternative
viewpoints.
Today, withownershipofmostofthemajorDanishnewspaperssetupinawaythatensures
their financial - and thus their editorial - independence, they continue to enjoy a freedom that
is denied a British press which is in many aspects still dominated by interventionist owners.
By the same token, British press history boasts far more instances than does its Danish
counterpart of megalomaniac proprietors attempting, through their newspapers, to have a
direct influence on the government of the day - and even to try to control it. This has
inevitably contributed to the often uneasy relationship between the newspapers and national
government in the UK. Although the Danish press retains a watchdog and critical role
towards government, it does so in more measured tones and there is less overt hostility
between the two.
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The newspapers' national role and differences In Journalistic cultures
One of the Danish interviewees in this research also felt that there was a difference in the
way the UK and Danish national newspaper industries saw their role. For the British,
newspapers were primarily a business, to which all other roles and purposes were subsidiary,
he said. In contrast, the Danish press took its duty to inform the Dnsh citizenry about
matters of relevance far more seriously. This might sometimes mean 'pages of boring
background material', but that was a necessary element of the process, he reckoned, adding
that 'the problem today is that you don't have a serious press in Britain'.
In general, the effects of the differences mentioned above are to foster a British press that
is markedly more strident, extreme and In many ways more arrogant than its Danish
counterpart. Thus, although the UK newspapers have no direct links with specific political
parties, they are, nevertheless, often fiercely partisan in their political leanings, to the extent
that views that do not correspond axe either ignored, or treated with contempt. Such
newspapers often show little inclination to use their pages for honest and open debate. This
contrasts with the Danish approach. For, although the Danish papers have only
comparatively recently shed their direct links with specific political parties, they are less
extreme in promoting their own stances, and more willing to publish contrary arguments.
Furthermore, a culture has grown up in the UK press that demands an unusually aggressive
and adversarial mode of reporting - one which, as Morgan notes (p331), Is not always
understood in the rest of Europe. He cites also the tendency of some British tabloid
newspapers 'to treat government and governance as a joke' or even to sneer at them, as a
particularly British trait, not much admired elsewhere. The peculiarity of these traits was
evident in the sample period, which illustrated that, although the British and Danish tabloids
share common design conventions and a focus on 'light' news and entertainment, neither BT
nor even Fiytra Bladet could match, say, the Sun for sensationalism, stridency and personal
abuse in their reporting styles.
Several interviewees in this research also supported this point, highlighting a difference In
'journalistic cultures' between the UK and Denmark. Professor Erik Farmann, for instance,
commented that some of the worst excesses of the British tabloids - particularly in respect
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of invasions of privacy or the publication of details of the private lives of those in power -
would not occur in Denmark, not because this would be illegal, but because it was just not
the done thing. Another Danish journalist interviewee added that, compared with its Danish
counterpart, the British press was 'better at digging out the dirt in internal politics', partly
because it had less respect for politicians in general. And one, Brussels-based, Danish
journalist observed that his British colleagues were put under more pressure to write stories
to fit newspaper 'lines' than he or his colleagues were - 'there is not political control in the
same way with the Dpnish press,' he said.
Individual newspapers' general approaches to EU news
News, it is conventionally maintained, should be reported in a 'straight' way, imtainted by
comment; and this in theory should hold as true for coverage of the EU as it does for any
other news topic. Although most papers have stated opinions about the EU, or about aspects
of it, the convention of 'neutral' news reporting should mean that this is not evident in news
reports. Indeed, many of the interviewees - British and Danish - maintained that this was
the case, although their replies were not consistent. For instance, asked what made a 'good'
EU story for their newspaper, many said, as expected, that it would be one which had an
impact on their readers: that involved an aspect of EU activity which could be directly
related to the everyday life of the UK or Danish readers of the newspaper in question.
However, some of the British journalists did not generally apply such 'neutral' &iteria to an
appraisal of what constituted a 'good' EU story. For instance, definitions included 'Brussels,
Germany or France coming up with some proposal or plan which putsus in rather an
awkward position, and Tory Euro-sceptics warning that this is the end of the world as we
know it', for another, 'it would need to reveal or illustrate the way that an over-mighty
Brussels is seeking to impose its views on the British nation', and for a third, 'anything that
appears to show the EU meddling in British affairs - putting it crudely, anti-EU stories tend
to be good stories'.
There was, however, agreement on both sides that, in the words of a Danish interviewee,
'a key ingredient of a good story would be conflict. That is the primary one'. This was
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echoed by many British journalists who added 'controversy' and 'confrontation' to the list.
This identification of 'conflict' particularly matches the 'negativity' factor of newsworthiness
identified by Galtung and Ruge (Chapter 2, p32) and does not mean that the EU has in that
respect been singled out for uniquely unfair treatment. However, In citing events with an
anti-EU bias as being particularly 'good' the UK journalists were indicating that an additional
'factor of newsworthiness' was being uniquely applied in the case of the Union. In other
words, neutral judgement was being suspended in order to support an image of the EU as
a bad thing. Stories that matched all the other factors of newsworthiness - and would thus
in the normal turn of events have warranted a place in the newspaper - would therefore have
failed to get a mention if they presented the Union in a positive light.
The role of the newspaper in respect of the EU
Less diversity was shown in responses to the question about the perceived role of a
newspaper in respect of the EU. Journalists from both countries were in broad agreement
about this. Although for many journalists, British and Danish, this was 'to explain, to
interpret, to comment on and to make the system as transparent and clear as possible', simply
'to inform', and, particularly in the case of the tabloids, 'to entertain', some also stressed
the watchdog role. The need to simplify and explain the convoluted procedures of the Union
was another perceived role, made more difficult, some felt, by the 'jargon' often used by EU
officials and the documents of impenetrably complex text that they sometimes publish. One
British broadsheet interviewee also felt that his newspaper had a role In influencing what
happened in the EU in much the same way as it would seek to Influence the UK Government
or any other organisation.
More specifically, one Dane explained that 'the most basic role is information. On top of
that is the role of watchdog, then on top of that again, we would add our specific editorial
line'. In other words, this 'pyramid' of an overall role put the dissemination of Information
as the foundation, with add-ons - in decreasing order of magnitude - of a watchdog function,
and then a 'slant' to progress that particular newspaper's pro-European stance, while
promoting its campaign for more democracy in the Union and its institutions, he said.
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However, although the answers given by British and Danish journalists about the role of the
newspaper in respect of the EU were broadly the same, the text analysis revealed substantial
differences in the way this role had been fulfilled in practice. The 'idealistic' responses of
the UK journalists frequently failed to match the reality revealed in British newspaper
reports.
Is the EU treated differently?
To the question about whether the EU was treated differently in their newspaper to any other
subject, most Danes replied that it was not. The consensus was that it was subjected to
exactly the same journalistic conventions in terms of both assessing newsworthiness and in
the subsequent handling of the story. That said, its all-pervasive influence - and the fact that
it straddled 'basic boundaries' within a newspaper between, say, domestic, business, foreign,
culture and sports news - meant that it was, of itself, unusual. But that was not deemed to
affect the attitudes of journalists towards it. One Dane did, however, make the point that,
in his opinion, the EU was different in that it was so often 'dry and boring', rarely yielding
colourful features - at least in the Danish press. Suggesting one major difference between
the two countries, he added that, in the UK, EU reporting 'is very colourful because it's
always about how strange the other guys are'. The overall approach of the Danes and British
to other countries - and the way this manifests itself in the press - is discussed in the next
Chapter, but it is worth here agreeing that, at least in the British tabloids, the use of
xenophobia to spice up a story, is a major element of news reporting.
Most British journalists, too, claimed that the EU did not receive any unique consideration:
stories emerging from it were reckoned to be adjudged in the standard way and against the
usual criteria. These responses did, however, sometimes contradict answers given to the
previous question about what made a 'good' EU story. There were some who agreed with
their Danish colleagues that its all-pervasiveness singled it out for special treatment. But in
contrast to the Danes, some British journalists also reckoned that domestic sensitivity about
the topic - among both the UK political establishment, and their newspapers' proprietors and
editors - ensured that the EU was 'handled with a greater degree of political intensity' than
other subjects and that it was 'very important so it's a priority'. But, again, trying to sustain
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public interest in the EU was seen as a challenge. As one tabloid journalist put It 'the public
can be swItched off by the issues, so perhaps we're aware even more of trying to make the
EU interesting'. Not easy, she added, if you eschewed Sun-style tactics of 'whipping readers
into a frenzy' about the subject.
End Notes
1. Although the Dpnish tabloids do not rival the British down-market varieties In terms of
the 'excesses' discussed on p39, a 'credibility barometer', published by BarreM
Nyhedsmgasin (24 April, 1997, p81), shows that, asked to give a rating about the credibility
of 68 nominated organisations, bodies, individuals and so on, of national significance,
respondents put Berlingske Tidende at 15, Jyllandc-Poszen at 24, Be,un at 31, and PoWiken
at33. Thetabloidscameinthetwobouomplaces-BTat6landLbtraBladetat68.
2. Leapman makes this point in his book 'Treacherous Estate: The Press after Fleet Street',
p72, as does Brian MacArthur in an article entitled 'New readers, new tunes', in The Times,
Media and Marketing section, p21, 5 February, 1997.
3. In a feature in the Guardian Media supplement of 3 February, 1997, entitled 'The
Telegraph, it is a-changin', Roy Greens1ide describes 'the dumbing down of the Telegraph'
in which 'the once august newspaper now carries front page stories on Princess Di's frocks,
Liz Hurley, and John Major's jumper'.
4. The Conservatives, the Liberals and the SociallRadical Liberals in Denmark are sometimes
collectively referred to as the 'bourgeois' parties (Miljan, p188).
5. It was founded in 1821, and became daily in 1855 (Engel, 1996, p331).
6. It became a Radikale Venstre (Radical-Liberal) paper in 1905 as that political party
evolved.
7. Many write with great fondness of the paper in 'PA Nrt Hold af Information', a book of
reminiscences published in 1993 to mark the paper's 50th anniversary.
8. The Danish terms - 'frokostavis' or 'lunchtime paper' 'frokostformat' or 'lunchtime
format' - have come to mean 'tabloid' and stem from the fact that the Danish tabloids were
traditionally published later in the day than the broadsheets.
9.Theseviewswereexpressedinleadersontheeveofthel99lGeneralElection-lnthe
Daily Mail, entitled 'The Battle for Britain', and in The &press, entitled 'The Tories have
worked hard for vote of confidence'.
10. The three Estates of the Realm were, traditionaUy, the Clergy, the Nobility and the
Commons.
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11. The 1996 Hãndbog I Dansk Politik (Garodkin) cites a tally of 37.
12. For instance, both Helle Nissen Kruuse and Knud Aage Frøbert are among the many
Danish practitioners and academics who have joined in the discussion about these different
stances.
13. The exception among the UK titles in this research is the Guardian, which is controlled
by the Scott Trust, rather than by an individual proprietor (Snoddy, p13).
14. These include the major Danish 'newspaper architects' Christian Gnlmann, editor-in-
chief of Berllngske Tidende from 1913-1934, and Henrik Cavling who took control of
Poliuiken in 1905 (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p96).
15. Both The Mirror and The Express have recently dropped the word 'Daily' from their
titles.
16. In a Channel 4 programme - Rnyals and Reptiles - at 8pm on 26 October, 1997, Rupert
Murdoch himself admitted that the Sun was 'Thatcherite not Tory'. The programme went
on to discuss the fact that, as an anti-Royalist, who was opposed to the class system and the
British establishment in general, Murdoch was no Tory, and was more than happy for his
newspaper to publish embarrassing stories about representatives from these echelons of
British society.
17. As a recent example, The Tunes' coverage of China was said to have been toned down
so as not to affect Murdoch's business interests in that country. Reports and comments
appeared in The Tunes, 4 March, 1998, p2 ('Times coverage of China attacked'), and in The
Independelu, 28 February, 1998, p18 ('The Murdoch mask slips').
18. For instance, in a feature article of 1 May, 1997 (p30), entitled 'Although they dislike
me', Barbara Amid admits that '...my husband remains a firm supporter of the
Conservatives and now I urge, passionately, everyone in earshot to vote for them.'
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Chapter 4
An analysus of the newspaper texts In the sample period - 14
January, 1997, to 14 February, 1997, InclusIve - with reference to
newspaper industry structure and the nature of the Individual
titles.
British tabloids
The Sun
The tabloids in both the UK and Denmark perceive a particularly strong need not Just to
InfOrm, but also to entertain their readers. In kmi'ng to achieve this, the British tabloids
illustrate the point not only that negativity is an important factor of newsworthiness, but also
that newspapers are often happier opposing than supporting'. For the anti-European Sun,
the EU provided a rich opportunity to artck not Just the Union Itself, but also British
europhile MPs, and other member states, in a flourish of colourful language Indeed, It was
the major topic of no fewer than 18 leader columni aIIckzng the EU on such fronts as the
euro, the block on British Airways proposed alliance with American Airlines, the cnnnts
of the Japanese bead of Toyota, Hiroshi Okuda, and the social chapter And not only did
the paper support Teresa Gorinan's Bill for a referendum In respect of the UK's relationship
with the EU, it even felt that leaving the Union altogether should be considered (expressed
in a leader of 14 January, 'Let people have vote on Europe').
Throughout the sample period, the Sun's arguments against the Union were passionateiy
emotional, with little rational argument used to support Its views, or bard facts and figures
given. For instance, in damning EMU, it suggested that 'the euro Is the first step on the
road to oblivion for Britain'...'a matter of principle' ('Single threat to our natIon', 17
January). Two weeks later, it was suggesting again that Joining the single currency was
'about the British way of life and our Independence' ('Alarm bells', 1 February). Not once
did any economic argument come Into play. Similarly, in contrasting the economic troubles
of the Germans and their high unemployment with the UK's much sounder performance, the
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Sun stated 'thank goodness we don't have the social chapter' ('Looking up', 16 January).
The complex reasons for German unemployment, including reunification and the burdens
placed on Germany by other Eastern and Central Europeans, did not even warrant a passing
mention2.
In a further leader column, the Sun turned its wrath on the then Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Kenneth Clarke - a supporter of EMU - asking if he was living in cloud cuckoo land. 'He's
certainly out of touch with YOU' the paper maintained ('Cuckoo Ken', 27 January). Indeed,
the paper regularly addressed its readers directly, fostering a bond, and estab1icJing itself as
friend and mouthpiece. Unlike Clarke, the paper said, 'we take the trouble to listen to the
people'.
The Sun's approach to individuals was often direct and unforgiving. While Kenneth Clarke
was 'blundering' (in 'Cuckoo Ken', 27 January), Neil Kinnock, former leader of the Labour
Party and currently a European Commissioner, was variously referred to as 'the Welsh
windbag' and 'President Windbag' (in 'Rumbling on', 8 February). And as for the current
EC President, Jaccpies Santer, the paper wondered if he was 'blind, deaf or daft' for daring
to suggest that people 'want more Europe' (in 'Steam roller', 3 February). This was not,
the paper claimed, what opinion polls suggested (although it did not quote any precise
details).
Interestingly, some of the most strident language of all was still reserved for the bête noire
of old, Jacques Delors, following a story which in itself illustrated a significant point. It was
a story which brought the paper to a near frenzy of wrath - and which, it transpired, had no
basis In fact whatsoever. On 31 January, a welter of stori& initiated by Dennis Newson-
a Brussels-based tabloid correspondent - suggested that, under new EU regulations, Britain
would be obliged to erect statues of significant European figures. The notion that effigies
of Jacques Delors might consequently replace those of Sir Winston Churchill, prompted the
Sun to vent its rage at 'the barmy Brussels plan' and 'EU nuts' by issuing a 'frog warning'.
'They've finally gone off their rockers in Brussels' it ranted, giving voice also to incensed
war veterans and Euro-sceptic Tones who variously commented that it was 'a disgusting plan
to brainwash the people of Britain' and 'a terrifying prospect that must frighten people'. The
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paper raged on the following day, with the results of a phone-in during which Its readers had,
in droves, allegedly voiced their horror at the thought of Delors being so honoured In the
UK. However, the Guardian revelation on 1 February that this was a 'New Euro-myth from
Old Hack' - a piece of whimsy - was not reported in the Sun and no correction was made.
This was the best example of a 'euromyth' to appear in the sample period, and illustrated the
attractiveness to newspapers of such 'prefabricated' (Chapter 2, p26) stories that fit their
Euro-sceptic bill. Newson's story, not checked with any official source, was Ideal for
promoting the 'daftness' of EU regulations and the threat of the Union Imposing ha ways on
the UK at the expense of its individuality and home-grown heroes. The chan for the paper
to lash out, xenopbobically, at the 'frog' Debra and his fellow foreigners, was irresistible.
It made for entertaining copy.
In those few examples alone, the stridency of the Sun In its language, ha determination to
choose just those facts that matched its anti-EU line, and ha style In engaging readers by
whipping up their righteous indignation and purporting to be championing their cause sgiint
the foreign invaders, was clear. A further examination of words used In headlines also
underlines the point. These were full of strong words of conflict or scorn - snub, rap, boob,
war, blitz, brush-off, fight, blasts - with the constant implication that the brave Briis were
struggling against the EU invasion.
Also worth mentioning was the Sun's treatment of politicians - for here, It can be argued,
the influence of Rupert Murdoch loomed large. The majority of the Sun's readers vote
Labour, yet, following the Murdoch take-over of the paper in 1969, the paper subsequently
became a staunch supporter of the right-wing Thatcher Government'. The reasons, it has
been claimed, were not so much political conviction on Murdoch's part, but rather
commercial interest. Thatcher, he deduced, would be more favourably disposed towards his
cross-media ownership plans and less likely to bring In the Monopohes Commission. In the
words of Michael Leapman: 'Throughout his career his political allegiances have been
dictated not by ideology but by his commercial Interests. His papers have customarily
supported politicians in power or likely to attain It.' (The Independent, Weekend supplement,
7 January). However, it is also true that Murdoch felt a philosophical affinity with the
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politics and individual personality of Margaret Thatcher - it was not commerce alone that
inspired his support for her policies. But whereas Thatcher suited Murdoch and his
aspirations, John Major, with his more lenient approach to Europe in particular (GreenslaJe,
New Swiesman & Society, 16 February, 1996, p22), did not, and as the 1997 General
Election loomed, a Labour victory seemed probable. Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that
the Sun consequently switched its loyalties to Tony Blair, although such a profound
turnaround still took the political world by surprise (David Short and Hilary Clarke in The
European, 20 March, 1997, p2l). According to Short and Clarke, few doubted that
Murdoch, rather than the then editor, Stuart Higgins, bad been behind this complete change
of heart.
Thus, although support for Blair had not yet been declared during the sample period of this
study - indeed, on 6 Februazy ('Can voters trust Tony to stop the grabby Germans') the
paper even carried a warning that, if elected, Blair would sign the dreaded social chapter -
Murdoch's enduring support for Thatcher, and waning enthusiasm for Major, was evident.
The latter's hesitancy In ruling Britain out of joining the single currency this century was a
cause for exasperation ('Pound saver', 24 January; aM 'Alarm bells', 1 February) aM his
powerlessness was scorned ('Turning point', 5 February). In contrast, Margaret Thatcher's
plea for the Maastncht Treaty to be rewritten, with even a chance that the UK could leave
the EU altogether if it were not, reaped praise from the paper. As ever, the paper said (in
'Doomed dream', 11 February), 'Lady Thatcher is not afraid to hit the nail on the head.. .we
must not wreck Britain's success for the sake of Europe's bad dream'.
The Mirror
While the Sun was ranting against the Union, The Mirror, in contrast, was taking a more
supportive line. A consistent supporter of the Labour Party, the paper was keen not just to
echo that Party's more pro-European line, but also to use the Tories' divisions on the EU as
a weapon with which to attack them. But although the sentiments differed, the approach was
almost as strident. For instance, Teresa Gorman's Bill was described as 'barmy'...'sheer
madness' ('A barmy Bill', 22 January), the late Nicholas Ridley ('Why Major's still fighting
the prattle of Britain', 6 February), who was so suspicious of the Germans, was described
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as 'crackers' and, with his comments on EMU, Kenneth Clarke was 'behaving like a band
grenade without a pin' ('PM fights to death on Europe', 24 January).
That the EU featured far less frequently in The Mirror than It did In the Sun - for Instance,
eightnewsstoriesintheforinerasopposedto38lnthelatterand,slmilarly,fourleadersas
opposed to 18- could be attributed to the fact that, largely In favour, The Mirror lacked the
excuse of the Sun for anti-EU ferocity. With conflict, as mentioned, being a prime element
in newsworthiness, for The Mirror, this had to be confined to the EU as a source of strife
either within the Tory Party Itself, or between the Tory Party and the other EU member
states.
Examples in the former category included 'Euro revolt spins TorIes' (15 January) In which
it was mentioned that 'almost half of John Major's top ministers are in open revolt over
Europe'; 'PM fights to death on Europe' (24 January); and 'Top Tory dmi Euro fights
may cost us jobs' (7 February). In the latter category there was the leader of 6 February -
'Hurd instinct' - in which Douglas Hurd's view that 'constant sniping at Europe Is
undermining jobs and prosperity' was strongly supported by The Mirror, and 'Fury at air
merger bid' (15 January) in which the EU objections to the BA/AA 'll'e, so roundly
condemned by the then right-wing Sun, were portrayed as welcome attempts to cwb 'a giant
with massive control of transarinric routes'. Tory right wingers were thus accused of
playing the Euro-sceptic card, and reacting Inappropnaiely towards an EU intervention that
was both reasonable and belpful.
Similarly, a story on 2 February, entitled 'Don't bin It - recycle It', described an EU
initiative to create compost from waste. The paper clearly saw this as a good idea (in
principle, although the practicalities and costs were not discussed), yet, ft reported, the
British Government was refusing to sign upto the plan
Thus, in common with the Sun, The Mirror's arguments were largely emotional rather than
rational. Again, few hard facts and figures were used to support arguments, and the focus
of EU news was primarily its Impact on the UK's Internal political situation - chiefly In the
opportunity it gave The Mirror to attack the then Tory Government.
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However, the exception to the otherwise easy run enjoyed by the EU in The Mirror's
coverage was the Dennis Newson 'euromyth' discussed above. The (inaccurate) notion that
British heroes like the Duke of Wellington and Sir Francis Drake could be snubbed in favour
of the likes of Jacques Debra, was unacceptable to the paper. Again, like the Sun, The
Mirror did not correct this story when it subsequently turned out to be myth.
The Daily Mall
Among the British tabloids, The Mirror stood alone in its general support for the EU. For,
like the Sun, the Daily Mail and The &press were vehemently opposed, and in just as
strident a style.
Castigating 'these insufferable lame duck keepers' for attempting to block the BA/AA
alhiare (in a leader of 15 January), the Daily Mail accused the Competition Commissioner,
Karel van Miert, of 'insufferable cheek'. On 24 January (in 'The empty rhetoric of Malcolm
Rifkind'), the paper lamented the 'demeaning spectacle' of Malcolm Rifkinl taking his Euro-
sceptic views to the peoples of Europe when their views 'matter not one jot to the clique of
politicians and bureaucrats running the EU'. There were, too, harsh words for Neil Kinnock
fordanngtoappearasacontenderforthe futurepresidencyoftheUnion. 'Nothingitseems
can keep the old windbag down', the paper sneered ('Kinnock in charge', 8 February). This
followed a personal attack on Kinnock in a story headed 'Not a lot of plain talk as Kinnock
talks planes' (16 January) when the newspaper mocked his verbosity - even taking this as the
story's main news point - during an interview about airline subsidies on Radio 4's Today
programme.
This adversarial style was also evident in the way the paper depicted the UK's relationship
with the EU as a battle, with the Union constantly attempting to interfere - in airlines policy,
in the tax and social security system and in employment legislation. In common with the
Sun, the Daily Mail made the sweeping assumption that the social chapter was solely to
blame for Germany's unemployment troubles (in 'Kohl comfort for the Tories', 11 February)
while, again without any facts to back up its stance, the paper waxed ever-more hysterical
about the supposed dangers of EMU. For instance, Andrew Alexander (in 'The big issue
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that's a winner', 24 January), angry with Major for sitting on the fence In his approach to
the subject, did not see the need to pander in the slightest to the Tory pro-Europeans who
wanted to 'wait and see'. As he wrote: '.,. .party unity pales Into Insignificance alongside the
sheer magnitude and potential horrors of EMU'...it Is 'a nightmare'...'a dangerous leap In
the dark'. However, just why this was, and what the precise Implications would be, were
omitted in a torrent of emotion about powers allegedly being taken from the British
Government by power-hungry - and unelected - Brussels bureaucrats.
Indeed, the Daily Mail used every opportunity to take a swipe at the EU, no mailer bow
weak the justification. For example, in a story beaded 'An Identity cnsis' (22 January), the
paper told how plans to impose a Europe-wide bank and identity card bad 'triggered fury'
from right-wingers and civil liberties groups. Although It was clear from the story that such
cards would pose no more threat than the usual array of credit and other plastic cards carried
by most of the population, the fact that this was an EU Initiative bad the paper mentioning
'further attempts by Brussels to seize control of Britain's right to run Its own economy', and
linking it to the threat of EMU. Just why it would have such far-reaching and sinister
implications was not mentioned. Similarly, a charw.e to thumb its nose at Jacques Sa'ner for
once accusing Britain of wanting to return to Dickensian sweatshops, was relished In a story
headed 'Brussels is accused on rights for workers' (27 January), the paper pointed out that
'forever preaching to Britain about workers' rights, the European Commission is Itself now
accused of violating basic employment standards by recruiting an army of labour on the
cheap'. And, in common with The Mirror and the Sun, the paper made much of the Dennis
Newson 'euromyth', again without subsequent correction
Also worth mentioning was the vague story on 16 January -'Britain tried to blackmail me on
BSE says Sante?- in which the EC President was reported to have levelled accusations
again-ct John Major. Just what the blackmail related to, what form It took, and in what
context it was delivered, was absent from this story, which took Sancer's remark as Its sole
news point and then provoked an 'icy' response about it from an unnamed Major 'aide'.
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The Express
Also ferociously opposed to the EU, The Express, too, was direct in its language. For
example, on 3 February ('Vital power base or threat to freedom?'), Europe was likened to
'a cancer growing at the tribal ties binding all the political parties' and on 6 February, in
'We just want Brussels to get off our backs', it talked about 'the spectre of the European
superstate haunting Britain'. The British people were deceived back in 1973 about what
joining the then EEC would lead to, the paper claimed, and they did not bargain for a
'blizzard of regulations that would crirninalise some of our old customs and drive some of
our firms out of business'.
Metaphors of war and aggression were rampant. On 14 Januaiy ('}Ii-Jacqued'), 'incensed'
Tory MPs were reported to be urging John Major 'to declare war on Brussels' over EU plans
to block the BA/AA alliance; on 20 January, Rifkind was said to be 'throwing down the
gauntlet to Kohl' in 'the battle over the future of Europe'; and on 22 January, Kenneth
Clarke was reported as 'routing rebels.. .in the titanic struggle over a European single
And, again, there were figures of derision. The warnings of Hiroshi Okuda, the head of
Toyota, of the possible detrimental consequences of the British staying out of EMU, were
described as 'strange, surpnsing, even eccentric'; while, in the front page lead story of 14
January, mentioned above, Jacques Santer was personally blamed for vetoing the BAJAA
deal - although this would never have been his decision alone. Another regular tabloid
victim, Neil Kinnock, also came under ruthless attack in The Express. Using the well-worn
'old Welsh Windbag' epithet, the paper ridiculed him mercilessly for his alleged verbosity
('In other words the old Welsh Windbag's back', 16 January); while a particularly spiteful
story ('Kinnock hope for top post at last', 8 February) about his possible bid to succeed
Santer had Norman Tebbit commenting that: 'It's a devastating comment on the
Commission's usefulness that a double reject who has never held a proper job should be
considered for the Presidency'.
Again in common with other tabloids, The Express sought even the most tenuous stories to
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back its anti-EU theme. For Instance, the story about recycling, seen by The Mirror as a
good EU Idea that was being blocked by an unhelpful Tory Government, appeared In The
Express on 27 Januaiy under the beading 'Here's another rubbish Idea from Europe'.
'Brussels', it said, was on the verge of 'ordering' every British household to separate ha
rubbish in a 'recycling revolution'. However, unable to make the detail of the scheme sound
unreasonable, the paper still managed to insert a note of negativity by pointing out that
'Britain has no veto over final approval' - thus, once again, leaving the reader with an
overall impression of the UK as EU puppet. Even an apparently Innocent story ('Mint peps
up debate on Europe', 4 February) about how free packets of Eurormnts - a new brand of
sweets - bad been sent out to all Ml's in Britain as a promotional gesture by their
manufacturers, did not escape a quote from Euro-sceptic Ml', Teddy Taylor, that 'in view
of the terrible waste of money that the European Union Is costing Britain and all the
problems the bureaucrats in Brussels are causing us, I think it Is a terrible name to give a
mint'.
There was, too, the arguably 'manufactured' story of 31 January
 ('Riddle of Tory link to
Toyota') which hinted vaguely at 'suggestions' that, primarily Edwina Curie, but also
Michael Heseltine and Kenneth Clarke, might have encouraged the Toyota chief to voice his
concerns about Britain's attitude to EMU. There was, however, no Indication of where the
'suggestions' had come from and no evidence was offered. The substance of the story was
solely unattrlbuted allegations, subsequently denied. ut It Included no concrete Inaccuracies,
and managed to plant a suspicion in readers' minds that the real reasons for Okuda's pro-
EMU comments were more to do with narrow self interest than political conviction
In common with other newspapers, The Express Clamia to champion the views of ha readers
in the stance it takes towards the EU. Indeed, in a series of four major features on the
Union, from 3 to 6 February, the paper gave them the chance to join In a telephone poll
In a series of emotive questions, readers were asked to vote on whether the UK should 'be
ruled from Brussels or Westminster', whether foreign fishermen should be excluded from a
bigger area of the seas around the British Isles, and so on. Interestingly enough, bowever,
the responses quoted by the newspaper showed a comparatively rational approach, not echoed
in its columna. Several readers had even suggested that there was some merit In EMU. The
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claim by The Express that readers were 'confused' by EU issues, was not borne out by those
it chose to quote.
Danish tabloids
Ekstra Bladet
While the British tabloids, with the exception of The Mirror, were raging on about the EU,
the Danich tabloids appeared far less interested in the subject. Throughout the sample
period, Ekstra Blade: contnined just two news stories and one leader, none of which would
have caused any alarm in Brussels.
The subject of one of the stories ('Aristocracy on support') - and of the linked leader ('Earls
on welfare'), both on 31 January - was the extent to which major Danish landowners were
benefiting from subsidies under the Common Agricultural Policy. The suggestion was that
these landowners, many of them from the Danish aristocracy, were milking the system,
although many claimed that without support they would have to sell up. Thus, although the
CAP was criticised for being complicated, the paper was challenging its own countrymen to
defend their actions, rather than berating the EU itself.
The second story, ('Bridge money', 14 February), was an amusing piece about the problems
faced by the Austrian artist, Robert Kaliena, who, the paper reported, had been going around
on tip-toe in order not to offend any member states in his designs for the forthcoming euro
notes. One wrong move, the paper jested, and there would be crisis meetings in the EU.
BT
Although, with 16 news stories and four leader columns, BT featured more EU news than
its Danish tabloid rival, it still did not give the Union the same degree of coverage as did the
British tabloids. There were no front-page EU stories at all during the sample period, and,
in those that did appear, the concentration was not on the notion of the EU or 'Brussels' as
a whole, but rather on Individual concrete issues and events, particularly when Danish
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politicians were involved. For instance, the Danish MEP, Bertil Haarder, who Is also a
member of the Danish Folketing, was quoted (in 'I give 200,000 kroner a year to
handicapped Children', 14 January) asserting that he was well able to carry out both roles.
There were stories on 6,7 and 10 February ('So we will drop the pension scheme', 'MEPs
must pay tax on insurance' and 'Helveg (hinders things)', respectively) about how Danish
MEPs were likely to lose the tax-free status of their insurance and pension packages. And
the fate of the Danish Commissioner, Ritt Bjerregaard, as she, along with other members of
the European Commission, faced the disapproval of the European Parliament over the EC's
handling of the BSE affair, was also widely discussed ('Riu's face hangs In the balance', 14
January; and 'Rict is saved', 16 January).
Indeed, BSE was the focus of considerable concern In Denmark, with BT In Its
leader column of 6 February, suggesting that the fact that economic Interests had come
before the health of consumers in this matter highlighted senous faults In the system and the
way it operated. The paper also criticised the Danish Government for not taking the matter
up with more vigour. Just bow the European Commission and Parliament were going to
settle the matter of blame, decide on the punishment, and make changes to structures and
procedures to prevent a im liar catastrophe in future, were debated
The Danish opt-outs to the original Maastricht Treaty, discussed In Chapter 5, were a further
subject of concern to the paper but, as was clear in th leader of 23 January, ('Woolliness
and concealment') the paper's criticisms were directed more towards the Danish Government
than the EU. The paper was critical of Danish politicians for failing to Ignite the debate
about the options available to the Danes, and to discuss just what would happen If the next
referendum resulted in another No vote. This was echoed on 5 February In the leader 'Man
in a tight spot', in which the Prime Minister, Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, was criticised for,
among other things, failing to follow his own calls for open and flourishing debate on the
EU. The divided opinions of the Danes - and their politicians - about the nature of
Denmark's relationship with the Union were also the subject of the story 'Fears a new EU
No' (21 January).
Of other EU topics chosen by BT during the sample period, the prospect of an expanded EU
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- taking in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe - also featured. And, typically for
a tabloid (p39), it was the anticipated financial gain for the Danes that this would bring -
rather than the implications for the stability of Europe - that provided the focus. 'We will
be richer In an expanded EU', the paper reported (22 Januazy).
BT certainly concentrated on news of direct relevance to its Danish readers, and the actions
of Danes in the EU political arena were considered particularly newsworthy. But there was
no singling out of individuals for contemptuous or savage personal attack. There was, of
course, criticism of individuals and organ iations, but the language was moderate, reasons
for complaint clearly presented, and examples of stridency few.
Comparison of tabloids
Conflict is, as mentioned, a major factor of newsworthiness, and appreciated as such by the
tabloids of both countries. However, whereas the Danish tabloids simply reported conifict,
the UK tabloids seemed often to add to it - or even to create it - themselves. And, while the
UK newspapers concentrated on the all-encompassing, intangible and philosophical issues of
justhow much 'Brussels' shouldbe allowed todominatetheUKmawelterof shapes and
forms, many of them unspecified, the Danish BT, in particular, was more specific in
highligbung areas of dispute, the reasons for these, aix! how they could be resolved. Far less
indignant about the role of the EU in the governance of individual member states, the Danish
tabloids considered the Union less newsworthy than did their British counterparts, possibly
because, without the ranting and raving, EU issues could not be made sufficiently
'entertaining'. Even so, BT, at least, seemed more Intent on its role of 'informing' readers,
giving detailed arguments and explanations of procedures in a way unmatched by the British
tabloids, whose coverage held relatively little factual information and was primarily
emotional.
Furthermore, although all the tabloids profess a political stance, the Danish varieties could
not match the bigotry of their British counterparts, or their ferocity in pouring contempt on
those holding alternative views.
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The British broadsheets
While the tabloids focus on entertainment, with a style that Is light In terms of both content
and presentation, the broadsheets have traditionally been more serious. And despite the
alleged 'dumbing down' of the British broadsheets, their style Is still markedly more sedate
in most instances.
The EU, however, is a topic about which broadsheet feelings run as high they do In the
tabloids, and a similar tendency to aggression, mockery and Insult can often be observed
The Daily Telegraph
The Daily Telegraph, for instance, right-wing and Euro-sceptic In its political stance, was
relentless in its determination to present the Umon In a bad light, ha seven leaders on the
subject were consistently negative. On 15 Janu2ry, under the beading 'A second CAP?', the
paper hoped not to see an EU airlines policy emerging to march the 'Impressive failures' of
policies on agriculture and fisheries. On January 17 and 24, (Srngle currency, single
taxation' and 'Now rule out entry') leaders suggested that, were EMU to be Imposed, It
would, in Lord Tebbit's words, lend to 'natnal parliaments becoming Utile more than rate-
capped county councils'. The already-mentioned Hiroshi Okuda, and Niall Fitzgerald,
Chairman of Unilever, who both spoke in favour of EMU, were sneered at. For Instance,
in 'A row made in Japan' (the leader on 31 JanH2Ty), Okuda - from 'the Olympian remove
of Tokyo' - was accused of confusing the single currency with the single market A im liar -
nationalistic -jibe was levelled at Fitzgerald in 'Double Dutch on EMU' (13 February) He
was reckoned to be biased because be was from Ireland, as 'beneficiaries of European
largesse on a massive scale' the Irish were 'incorrigible Euro-enthusiasts', the paper told its
renders.
There was, too, 'A dark day for drivers' (also on 13 February), as the Daily Telegraph
bristled at the emerging directive from Brussels proposing that British motorists should drive
with their running lights on during the day. That the British people should suffer the
indignity of rules which govern them being formulated elsewhere 'adds injury to insult', the
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paper declared.
This negativity, found in the leader columns, is not surprising, given the Daiy Telegraph's
stance on the EU and its support for the political right-wing. The fact that it continued in
the news columns, and to such a wide extent, was perhaps more significant - and less
forgivable. Of the 55 EU stories carried by the paper during the sample period, 45 were
entirely negative, in that they concentrated on the EU in terms of strife or irritation, seven
were neutral reports, and even the three 'positive' stories were qualified.
The language in the news stories, too, was strident, with widespread use of words of conflict.
In the headlines and lead paragraphs alone, the choice was rich - fight, battle, row, clash,
hostility, attack, wrath, kicked around, shot down, drawing fire.
In picking conflict, the Daily Telegraph was adhering to the principle that controversy and
disharmony make good news stones. Consequently, reports of rows between Euro-sceptics
and pro-Europeans on the donstic political front - within and between the major political
parties - were common, as was coverage of the EU as the cause of international strife. The
Germans, for instance, were at odds with the Italians over the latter's attempts to meet the
criteria for entry to EM1J in the first wave on January 1,1999. There were hints of 'fudged'
figures and 'creative accounting' boosting German fears that Italian membership would
weaken EMU. aj front, the French and Germans were at times squabbling over
how the European Central Bank would be run and at others apparently ganging up to pursue
their vision of a federal Europe, regardless of the views of other member states. These news
stories, common to the UK, Danish and international press, are discussed at length in
subsequent Chapters.
Even so, in Its coverage of the EU, the Daily Telegraph seemed rarely to miss any
opportunity to concentrate on the negative aspects of the Union, even if this meant distorting,
or over reacting to, the facts. For instance, the story of 14 January ('Euro code is
unobtainable') about plans to introduce a federal dialling code, featured a quote from the then
Trade and Technology Minister, Ian Taylor, that this would not be acceptable on the grounds
that It signified a further shift towards a federal superstate. The 20 January story ('European
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rules "stifle biotech"), quoted the remarks of Henry Miller, a professor at Stanford
University in California, that 'yesterday's Nazis destroyed art they deemed unnatural, today's
"greens" destroy science they deem unnatural'. In the first case, a mountain was made out
of a molehIll, and in the second, a highly emotive image was inappropriately evoked,
especially since, in neither case, was any attempt made to present an opposing view.
Thus, in common with the tabloids, the Daily Telegraph exhibited a strident and aggressive
style when dealing with the EU. There were, too, personal insults - although largely
confined to 'foreigners' in the shape of Hiroshi Okuda and Niall Fitzgerald - and a tendency
to look for the anti-EU angle in a story, no matter how tenuous. The right-wing, Euro-
sceptic stance of the paper thus permeated not just the leader columns, but also the news
stories, and, again, the emphasis was on the 'emotional' aspect of a Great Britain ruled by
foreigners, with little factual evidence to back up anti-EU arguments. The paper did pursue
its 'watchdog' role with zeal, but there was less evidence of a determination to 'inform and
explain' the EU and its regulations to readers in a rational way.
The Times
More centrist in its political stance than the Daily Telegraph, The Times was certainly less
strident in its tone when addressing EU issues, although there were some elements of the
Union about which strong emOtion was voiced.
EMU, for instance - a notion towards which The Times was clearly opposed - was the major
element of 31 of the 70 news stories - understandably perhaps, since, as stated in a leader
of 24 January ('Ruling out'), The Times saw EMU as 'the most critical question to face the
country in decades'. The paper also voiced its opposition to the social chapter (specificallY
in the leader headed 'Irreversible opt-in', 6 February), although it admitted that this was not
so much because of what the document currently contained, but more because of what it
might lead to in the future. Thus, in its pragmatic approach, The Times did not follow some
of the UK tabloids in falsely blaming the social chapter, exclusively, for such woes as the
German unemployment situation. Rather, it foresaw possible future problems in the UK
signing over even more power to the EU. For this same reason, the topic of 'federalism'
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led to some relatively emotional reporting for the paper. As already discussed (Chapter 2,
p28) 'federalism' means different things to different nationalities. For the British, however,
it is generally linked to perceived moves, spearheaded by the French and German. to strip
member states of their powers, and to centralise decision-making in Brussels. As such it is
viewed with undicguised alarm. On 20 Januaiy, for instance, Malcolm Rifkind's challenge
to Chancellor Kohl to 'spell out EU limits' was a major page two story for The Tunes. A
day later, in 'Show of power by Paris-Bonn axis outflanks Britain', the paper told its readers
about Germany and France 'brushing off' Britain's conditions for a multi-speed Europe - ie,
one in which member states could choose the degree to which they became integrated within
die Union - 'in a show of force that underlined the gulf that divides Lrndon from the big EU
powers in the drive to revamp the Maastricht Treaty'.
The paper also jibbed at what it perceived as the EU overstepping the mark in the BSE
affair On the 15 January ('Hogg sparks fresh row by dismissing EU legal threat'), it
announced the triggering of 'further confrontation' between the Government and the EU with.
a 'defiant' Douglas Hogg refusing to answer for his actions to Reimer BO, chairman of the
EC inquiry into the disease. An indignant 'Downing Street spokesman' was quoted pointing
out that 'British Ministers are answerable to Westminster'...'it is not for them (the EC) to
be summoning us to the European Parliament'. AM there was some disquiet at EU
'interference' in the BA/AA alliance proposals, specifically on 15 January, when, in a story
headed 'Brussels threat to BA rejected', Tory sceptic MP, Teddy Taylor, was quoted saying
that here was another example of the way 'the EU stretches the powers in the treaties to
interfere with almost evety aspect of our way of life and our business activities'.
Yet despite these examples, and the use of words of strife - anger, fight, battle, hostility, to
name a selection - The Times was more rational in its approach, at least in comparison with
the UK tabloids and the Daily Telegraph. For instance, there was a greater variety of views
on a wider spectrum of EU matters expressed in feature columns - including EMU, the
notion of a Cabinet seat for Europe and the desirability of a referendum on Britain's
relationship with the EU. In his feature of 31 January ('Toyota and the Tory Right'),
Matthew Parris was even given the chance to hit out at what he saw as 'statists' in the
Conservative Party who were basing their opposition to EMU on political rather than
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commercial arguments. The Euro-sceptics of both Left and Right were, he argued, more
interested in safeguarding the British state, per se, than In boosting the real Interests of Its
citizens. In this respect, Parris could also be said to have been arguing against The Times'
own stance on EMU, which also bad more to do with loss of national power, than with
financial benefit.
Furthermore, although, as will be discussed In Chapter 12, The Times showed a tendency to
focus on anti-EU sources for quotes without necessarily balancing these with pro-EU
coninnt, it was less insular and parochial In its coverage than most of the UK newspapers
The plans to expand the EU to incorporate countries in Central and Eastern Europe - a major
topic, generally missing from EU reports elsewhere in the UK press - were given ubstnt1l
coverage, and relationships between, and within, other countries In general were the focus
nix just of news coverage (eg 'Bonn and Prague heal 50-year rIft', 22 Jan uary) but also of
leaders and features like: 'Germany looks east' (22 h maiy), 'Europe's Eastern aceptics' (14
J2nHIy), and 'The French Front' (11 February) In which the link between the rise of the
French National Front and the demands of the Maastncht Treaty were discussed Employing
imrh detail and background infonnation, The Times succeeded in 'explintng' and
'informing' its readers, acting the EU actions and proposals In context better than many of
Is UK newspaper counterparts
As for personal 'uhs in print, again, The Times bad few examples There was a touch
of reiPEnnt at the 'soothing' words of Yves Thibault de Silguy, the ConmksIoner for
MonIijr Affairs, who had suggested that Britain would join EMU o It bad been clearly
explained and everyone understood It. But that mild example aside, personal attack was rare
The Guardian
As magI be expected, the 'liberal' Guardian approached the EU In a way that contrasted
with that of its right-wing or centrist counterparts Indeed, the sample period contained two
leader columns - 'Sovereignty Is as you make ii' (18 JannMy) and 'Europe an apokigy' (24
January) - in which the papa Dot only dinksed the hysteria of the 'Europhobes' about
perceived threats to UK sovereignty posed by, In particular, monetary Integration, but also
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voiced its embarrassment at 'the way we talk about other countries', which 'barely rises
above the level of abuse'. Yet, although these two definitive leaders set out the Guardian's
view that the UK should be more positive about, and active in, the EU, coverage was heavily
linked to domestic politics, specifically in connection with the forthcoming General Election.
Sensing that, at last, the Conservative administration might be ousted, the Guardian emulated
other UK newspapers in using the EU to make its own political points. This was not least
because it had Identified the approach to Europe in general, and EMU in particular, as the
one Issue that differentiated Labour from the Tories (Hugo Young in 'At last, an issue that
nkes all the difference', 4 February). On the one hl, the EU was used to discredit the
Tones, on the other, to promote Labour.
In the first category, in addition to the rich vein of reports on internal Tory wrangling over
Europe (reported In all UK newspapers), there were the policy matters. In keeping with its
liberal personality, the Guardian placed an importance on such subjects as racism and
workers' nghts, and, during the sniple period, found a greater degree of empathy in the EU
than in the home Government in these spheres. For instance, in the front page lead story of
27 January ('Major vetoes racism fight') - the subject of which warranted only a brief
mention elsewhere In the UK press - it fiercely berated the Prime Minister for blocking an
EU plan to establish a centre to monitor racism and xenophobia throughout the Union.
Chiming, among a host of accusations, that this exposed the 'hollowness' of Major's recent
declaration against racism, the paper further suggested that the fact that this was an EU
inmanve had clouded his judgement.
Major's onslaught on the social chapter also provoked the Guardian's scorn. In its report
(5 February) of the Prime Minister's speech of 4 February in Brussels, the paper reported
that EU officials were 'baffled and amused' by his interpretation of the implications of the
social chapter, which they described as 'rubbish'. Thus the paper painted a picture of Major,
the national embarrassment, making his country look foolish in the international arena.
In contrast, the paper presented Labour politicians as reasonable and wise in their approach
to the EU. Robin Cook's 'scathing counter offensive' against the 'threat to jobs and
prosperity posed by hardline Tory Europhobia', reported on 6 February ('Cook calls on firms
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to fight EU sceptics'), suggested that, while the Tories were Irrational, their approach to
Europe governed by stark xenophobia, Labour politicians, In contrast, were the very essence
of reasonableness, viewing the EU on its merits. In the words of Robin Cook, Labour would
judge such matters as the single currency solely on 'bard beaded economic assessment'. So,
although the EU was the issue, the focus of such stories was primarily domestic politics.
Thus there was much personal attack on leading Tories - and much of It In news stories
where the reporting was sometimes far from 'straight' six! even-banded. And while the likes
of Niall Fitzgerald ('Ministers attack Unilever chief over EMU warning', 12 Februazy) and
Neil Kinnock ('Happy to take a back seat', 18 Januaiy) received tributes to match the attacks
they suffered in other UK newspapers, others, like Sir James Goldsmith, did not escape so
lightly The paper even managed to insert a gibe at bun In Its beadline of 17 Januasy with
'Anti-EU party paper off to a 1960 scoop' In which It mocked Goldsmith's Referendum Party
for its 'revelation' that the British public had been hoodwinked by the UK politicians leading
the negotiations for entry to the then EEC all those dedes ago, and that a 'federal' Europe
had been the goal all along. The assault continued on 23 January In a story, 'James and a
not so peachy poll', in which Goldsmith's attempts to 'nobble an opinion pollster to bide its
minuscule level of support' were gleefully exposed
The Guardian's emotional reporting of EU matters was also liberally peppered with words
of conflict. For instance, headlines and lead paragraphs included fight, row, attack, threat,
sinuncring conflict, showdown, bitter war, snub, onslaught and turmoil And its lack of
guest writers in the feature sections kept the debate about Europe and its assorted elements
narrow. Nobody attempted to give the Tory view on anything However, there was far less
obsession about perceived power-snatching by Brussels, which was perhaps underlined by
the fact that just two of its total of 43 EU news stories focused on EU regulations This
contrasted with nine In both the Daily Telegraph and The Times, and even then, both were
small, and situated well down pages 7 and 13 of their respective editions ('Millionaire wheat
and barley barons cash In on huge EU subsidies while smII bill farmers are left In the cold',
6 February and 'Ministers fight to save fishery talks', 13 February) The subjects, too-
relating to anomalies in the CAP and the protection of North Sea fish stocks - were
reasonable and the reporting 'straight'. Also unusually in the British press, the Guardian
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expressed an appreciation of the need for more concrete facts and figures about the issues
surrounding the EU. For instance, in 'Should we join EMU? I don't know. Do you?' (31
January), the paper's former editor, Peter Preston, confessed his ignorance in a debate
which was 'an obscurity wrapped in an evasion'. Perhaps triggered by this, the edition of
4 February carried a feature 'Chapter and worse: is it a threat to jobs?' in which the
implications of the social chapter were analysed in detail, albeit in tongue-in-cheek mode.
And on 10 February there was a double-page feature in which extracts of the book 'The
Single Currency - Should Britain Join', written by four Guardian writers, were featured and
different views expressed.
The Independent
Given its manifesto of political neutrality, The Independent made a virtue of its unbiased
coverage. And although pro-European, it was, perhaps unsurprisingly, measured in its
analysis. There was no passionate zeal for the principle of a united Europe, rather a
logically-argued case for the inevitability of the UK being part of the EU, balanced with a
realistic approach to the Union's shortcomings. For instance, the leader of 4 February -
'Cook finds the right recipe for Europe' - argued that a 'wait and see' policy in respect of
EMU was the only sensible approach. The paper's sole burst of emotion - in the shape of
mockery - was reserved for the Tories with their 'weeping lion' poster campaign suggesting
'a somewhat fairy-tale view of the future'. As the paper explained: 'the evil-eyed wicked
witch of the west, otherwise known as Tony Blair, is forcing a single currency on his hard-
pressed munchkins. But the tearful lion accompanied by a brainless scarecrow and a
heartless tinman are going to bound off down the yellow-brick-mad and home to safety, far
away from those nasty Europhile lefties'. Thus, for The Independent, in common with other
UKnewspapers,oneofthemostnewsworthyaspectsoftheEUwasitsroleinthebanle
between the Conservative and Labour Parties. And it made the point again on 10 February
in a leader about the social chapter ('The vital message beneath the Euro waffle') in which
it claimed that the most important element was not so much what the social chapter itself
contained, but more what the response of the major UK political parties to it revealed about
their 'position on the vital questions of economic success and jobs creation's
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Despite its general pro-EU stance, the paper still viewed the Union with wariness,
particularly in respect of EMU. There was, too, much emphasis given to Its 'scoop'
apparently unveiling secret plans, spearheaded by France and Germany, to create a single
European system for tax and social security, which was the source of disquiet all round.
This story ('Now Britain faces single European tax system'), labelled 'exclusive' and
appearing as the front page lead on 16 January, was taken up internationally, and represented
a major coup for the paper. In wringing every last drop out of Its success, the paper ran a
follow-up story ('EU confirms common tax plan') on the front page of ha next day edition,
in which the fact that The Independent had acquired this Information as an 'exclusive' was
as much the focus of the story as the story itself. This emphasis on tnunpetlng its
journalistic triumphs was evident again on 21 January ('Europe urges Annn to reform the
UK') when the fact that the paper had, uniquely, obtained a memorandum about the EU's
suggestions on how the United Nations might be reformed, was apparently why a weak story
was featured - across six columns at the top of page 8, complete with a picture of UN
Secretary General, Kofi Annan. A further front page lead 'exclusive' on 3 Fcbniazy,
similarly 'weak', revealed a further, vague, plan by the French and Germans to set up a
'stability council' which would 'make European economic policy, which would exclude
Britain if it stays outside the single currency'. The stoiy subsequently admitted to the
nebulous nature of these plans, and even included a quote from the German Finance
Minister, Then Waigel, that 'a stability council would be an Informal body with no decision-
making power'.
As the most financially vulnerable of the British broadsheet titles, The Independent can
perhaps be forgiven for seizing opportunities to underline its investigative credentiala - ha
prowess as watchdog - to establish for itself a respectability and reputation that its youth and
lack of passionate convictions deny it. Certainly there was a lack of strident language in ha
EU coverage and, with the exception, as already mentioned, of some scorn poured on the
Tories, there were no personal attacks. Unexpected In a 'neutral' newspaper was, however,
the inclusion of features by the vehemently Euro-sceptic MPa, John Redwood and Teddy
Taylor: the former ('Jobless in Leipzig, taxed in LIverpool', 17 January), predictably issuing
dire warnings about the Inevitability of a European Income tax accompanying a single
currency; the latter ('Beware! VAT on food', 29 January) claiming that the EU would shortly
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be taxing food. Also unexpected was the singlrng out of Lord Tebbit's contribution to the
House of Lords' debate on Lord Pearson of Rannocli's Bill designed to curb EU influence
over UK legislation. In 'Tebbit calls on Euro-sceptics to provoke crisis (1 February), the
ferociously anti-EU politician was allowed free rein, in a news story, to attack a range of
topics from loss of sovereignty, to Toyota and Helmut Kohl, without the restraining influence
of quotes from others with less fervent views.
Nevertheless, The Independeiu did fulfil the role of 'informing' its readers about EU matters
and 'expl'ning' the detail in complex matters in a relatively commendable way. Its story
on 16 January - 'EU fleshes out how flexlbility would work' - was one example, and its
in-depth information about the EU on 22 January, coinciding with the 25th anniversary of
UK membership, was another. It was also an effective watchdog.
Certainly The Independent was less biased politically than the other UK broadsheets. Often
at odds with the Tory newspapers in its more positive approach to the EU, it nevertheless
supported the Conservatives when it felt there was justification. For instance, unlike the
Guarthan - the contempt of which for John Major, over his response to the EU's Year
against Racism initiative, was manifest - The Independent, reporting the same story, took a
more balanced approach. Giving the British explanation for the refusal to support the setting
up of a centre to monitor racism and xenophobia, it then outhned the record of other member
states in their treatment of migrants, with the implication that the UK's record on this front
was relatively praiseworthy.
Nevertheless, the politically neutral stance of The Independent made it difficult to predict
bow it would handle any given EU news event and, with no ready-made excuses for personal
attacks, a blander style was inevitable. With no passionately held views, it had no reason
for passionate reporting, no definite personality emerged, and there was thus little emotional
engagement with readers.
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Danish broadsheets
Jyllands-Posten
Of all the newspapers in this research project, Jyilandr-Poslen carried the most EU stories
during the sample period -79-43 of which appeared in the paper's business and finance
section. Indeed, the interests of the paper's business readers - a significant proportion of Its
total audience - as well as the Jutland farming community, were well catered for, not Just In
the variety of topics covered, but most significantly in the depth of the Information given.
For instance, in detail not found in the UK newspapers, Jyllanir-Pauen carries a fortnlghtly
feature in which lawyers discuss the implications of new or proposed EU directives and
rulings. Although not a riveting read, these are informative and explanatory. A typical
example, that of 20 January was headed 'Trade agences demand commiuslon', and also
covered competition law, and programmes to help SMEs.
Similarly detailed accounts were given in news stories of other regulations. For instance,
on 16 January u 'ETJ plans passports for animal8', the paper told its readers how this would
be done, the problems it might lead to and the reasons why it was necessary. Under 'New
controls for foodstuffs' on the same day, full details were given about Jacques Santer's plans
to set up a new controlling agency for foodstuffs in the wake of the BSE déblcle, bow and
why. Thus, practical reasons for EU regulations were covered, rather than the assumption
made that every new move on that front was simply part of a plan to centralise power as an
end in itself.
In furtherance of a watchdog role, Jyilandi-Pouen did criticise the EU, but not on
ideological grounds, rather for concrete reasons, such as overweening bureaucracy. That was
the topic of a story on 17 January which related the exasperation of Danish companies who
see the application process for subsidies as a hopeless fight againat bureaucracy and acres of
paper. The paper also wanted the EU to take a more forceful role in international affairs and
in promoting human rights (which will be discussed in Chapter 9) and took some pride in the
role of the Danes in persuading the EU to point the finger of guilt at the Iranians for their
treatment of the authors Salman Rushdie and Faraj Sarkoorls ('EU putting religious
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leadership in Iran under pressure', 5 February).
There was much pride in the tone of Jyllands-Posten in its reporting of the Danes' sense of
responsibility about human rights, and in what it saw as the country's trail-blazing role in
environmental protection. The story 'EU praises Danish environmental handbook' (3
February) made much of favourable response to this 'far-reaching initiative', while EU
threats to stop the Danish ban on the use of tin cans focused on the comments of the Danish
Environment Minister, Svend Auken, that the Commission would be better off pursuing those
countries that break environmental legislation, rather than threatening those who are
progressive on that front.
Nevertheless, the right of the EU to 'interfere' was rarely questioned by Jyllands-Posten, and
the paper was the essence of Danish reasonableness. For instance, in the Danish equivalent
of the IJK's &J	 nuance row - an overpayment of subsidy to Danish shipyards - the
reasons for the 'misunderstanding' were analysed, but no resentment shown about the
Union's intervention, nor about its rebuke to the Danes ('EU demands that shipyard subsidy
is repaid', 14 January).
Of course, the Danish domestic political debate did influence the paper's coverage of EU
matters. Discussion about the opt-outs filled many feature columns, and although the paper's
own view was to remove them (clearly voiced in the leader of 22 January, 'The EU's two-
stroke engtne'), it still featured views that were contrary to this. For instance, in 'Opt-outs
don't harm us' (14 February), Steen Gade, an MP from the Socialist People's Party, argued
for their retention. Furthermore, the disagreements of politicians about the opt-outs were
also the subject of various news stones, although, again, views were expressed, straight, with
no indication that the debate was anything other than rational and polite. Indeed, Jyllandc-
Posten rarely became impassioned, even in its leader column. In 'Taboo-laden EU debate'
(5 February) it did criticise the (Social Democrat) Prime Minister, Poul Nyrup Rasmussen,
for his 'woolliness' over the opt-outs - which it saw as dampening down public debate on the
subject - but there were no personal insults, and perhaps the most strident prose appeared in
the leader of 22 January (mentioned above), which addressed the concept of 'flexibility', and
in which the paper appeared unusually exasperated. Using familiar metaphors of transport,
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it lamented that the Danes had been among 'the slow ships In the convoy' hindering the
process of European integration. It was thus baffled by their reaction to the notion of
'flexibility'. 'For 2.5 years Denmark has done what It could to uncouple itself from co-
operation,' the paper observed. 'Its fear over a Europe of co-operation has been neurotic.
Now, just when it is seriously likely to be uncoupled, it complains'. The piece ended with
the mild expletive, 'Herregud!'.
Thus, Jyllands-Pauen's general approval of the EU was made manifest In leaden, In a two-
page feature marking the 25th anniversary of Danish accession to the Union (22 January) and
also in 'positive' news stories. For instance, In 'Danish pigs on the WTO's table' (12
February) the EU was portrayed as the champion of Danish pig farmers for faking the
Japanese to task for restricting imports of pigmeat. On the same day, the story 'EU agrees
with Danish fishermen' featured Union support for the Danes In a row with Norwegian
fishermen. And there was even a feature on 27 January ('It's to do with combined Interests')
in which Seren Dosenrode-Lynge, Jean Monet professor at Aalborg University, argued that,
since the EU was created to secure peace in Europe and not to serve national mierests,
Danish policy within the EU should not be focused on a desire to increase Danish Influence.
Nationalist urges should be curbed for the international good, he argued.
Overall, Jyllands-Po.uen's EU coverage revealed its conservative tone and style. There was
much detailed information, particularly for the business and farming community, and
Jufland's land border with Germany prompted more references to activities and relationships
with that country than was to be found elsewhere in the (Copenhagen-based) Danish press.
News stories were factual, and there was relatively little political bias. The emphasis was
on thorough and worthy reporting, even if this meant that it was not necessarily lively and
Berlingske Tidende
A less measured tone was, however, evident in Berllngske lldende, specifically in its leader
columns of which that of 25 January was a good example. Entitled 'Ridiculous EU
measurement' the paper took the monthly Danish EC newspaper, Europa, to task for trying
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to convince its readers that they bad the wrong impression about the profligacy of EU
bureaucracy, by conducting what the paper felt was a meaningless opinion poll. 'What could
such an exercise be used for?', the paper asked. 'Nothing. Absolutely nothing.' And there
were more hard bitting leaders in the shape of 'On a child's ticket in the EU' (4 Februaiy)
and 'EU towards harmonisation' (11 February). In the first the paper pleaded for more
discussion about the Danish EU opt-outs, commenting - again with the use of transport
metaphors - that the Danes could not retain a 'child's ticket' if they wished to have a
continued influence on 'the routc of the EU train'. In the second, it commented,
sarcastically, that the Social Democrats thought the Danes were 'so hopeless and ignorant'
that they would be unable to cope with a referendum covering two matters - the revised
Maastricbt Treaty and one or more of the individual opt-outs. It thereby illustrated, in
mildly haughty terms, Its right-wing political stance
The subject of EU profligacy, and the unaccountability and size of its bureaucracy, were
major campaigning issues for BerItngske Tuknde. In addition to the 'Ridiculous EU
measurement' leader, the matter came up in features such as 'Too expensive to seek EU
funding' (11 February), in which it was alleged that European IT companies could spend as
much preparing a bid for funds as they ultimately received in the subsidy itself. And it
particularly emerged in news stories about the BSE affair (eg 'Fierce attack on EU
Commission about mad cow disease', 15 Jannay) in which the complaints of the EU
Parliament against the EU Commission were detailed.
Thus, the paper took its watchdog role to heart. But, like Jyllands-Posten,. it also pursued
the bid to 'inform and explain' - most notably with its weekly focus on new EU initiatives
and proposals that it felt might affect its readers. And these were certainly comprehensive.
For instance, the edition of 18 January covered such matters as the BSE crisis, the settling
of the shipyard subsidies affair, the EU proposal to impose VAT on USA telephone services,
the EU Parliament's new President, and EU inflation rates, among others. The paper also
went into detail to explain the intricacies of 'flexibility' in EU integration (eg in 'EU
countries in group work, or on the way to a split', 20 January, 'Ritt B. hopes for a more
flexible EU',21 January, and 'Nyrup: No way round flexible EU', 7 February).
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Overall, the interests of Berlingske lldende's large proportion of business readers were well
represented, with much information about EMU, VAT, unfair competition and the failures
of the single market. Although quick to criticise the EU when it felt justified, the paper was
concerned not so much about the threat it posed to sovereignty as a general concept, or about
safeguarding the Danes' power to make their own decisions. Rather, It focused on the
practicalities of EU intervention, and whether or not specific regulations and Initiatives would
make economic sense. In short, Berlingske lldende wanted to see the EU run more
efficiently.
Danish domestic political disputes concerning EU issues also received wide coverage (with
10 major stories &rlingsk. Tidende bad subst nti 1Iy more than any other Danish newspaper
in this study) but the differing views were the focus of these, rather than simply the fact that
there was a conflict. For instance, the opinions of all sides of the political debate on the opt-
outs, the forthcoming referendum and the what might happen In the case of another No vote,
as well as the perceived pros and cons of a 'flexible' Europe, were all aired
Like Jyliandr-Pa#en, Berhngske lidende was less Inclined than the UK papers to bristle at
EU interventions - a point illustrated by the story of 21 January ('EU free TV choice')
relating how the authorities in Gentofte (on the outskirts of Copenhagen) had found
them-celves in breach of EU regulations with a ruling forbidding teninl* to erect satellite
dishes. That it was the Gentofte authorities who needed to think again - and not the EU-
was unestioned.
Also in common with Jyllandr-Pasen, Berhngske lldende gave detailed analyses of EU
issues that might impinge on its readers, and also showed a slight concentration on its 'local'
Copenhagen audience (eg the Gentofte story). But It was more strident, and more obviously
politically biased. The sarcasm In some of its leaders could perhaps denote a degree of
arrogance although, ag2in, there was little personal attack.
Politlken
Perhaps the most critical Danish newspaper In this study was PoliUfr.en - although it appeared
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as ready to point to the failings of the Danes themselves in their relationship with the EU as
to the shortcomings of the Union itself. Indeed, the nature of the relationship between
Denmark and the Union was a major EU news focus for the paper, featuring in 16 news
stories. The way the EU related to non-member countries was also a prime source of
interest, accounting for a further 10 of the total.
In terms of criticism, in a leader of 4 February - 'Dumping'- about EU co-operation on
refugees, the paper accused the Danes of being 'among the most inhumane and irresponsible
countries in Northern Europe when it comes to willingness to received asylum-seekers'. It
was equally hard hitting on 10 February with 'Chairmanship - what's the point of it, Niels
Helveg?' In which It listed past European chairmanships of which the Danes had failed to
take advantage, expressing the hope that current and future ones would be more fruitful.
Similarly, in a series of stories with such direct hc a&llines as 'Denmark threatened with
isolation' (7 February) and 'Denmark on the way to EU defeat' (22 January), the critical
comments of other EU member stales towards the Danish stance in respect of, for instance,
flexibility, were covered. And in 'EU demandc for stricter Danish Nazi laws' (30 January)
the growing Danish problem with fascists - and the consequent concern of other countries -
was acknowledged.
More than other Danish newspapers, Politiken was concerned about fairness in the EU. The
story about the election to the EU Presidency of José Maria Gil-Robles ('EU election decided
in advance', 14 January) inspired some unusually emotional reporting, particularly in the
description of the credentials of the beaten contender, Catherine Lalumière. The injustice
of the voting system and her 'great bitterness' were detailed in depth. In 'The ways of
power are secret'(17 January), Poltnken highlighted the lack of transparency in the workings
of the EU and there was also concern about the diminiching power of the Danes. In both
'DenmarkholdsontoilspowerintheEU'(l5January)and'Thebigtaketheinitiativein
the EU' (31 January), Polmken's fear that Denmark might end up under the control of larger
member states was evident - although it also feared the consequences of another referendum
No vote. Fraught with threats though the EU was, Poliuiken obviously did not wish its
readers to 'risk' another No vote, which it clearly felt its readers would not 'get away with
again'. The strength of the paper's concern about this was evident in the bluntly-worded
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headline - 'No to EU Treaty will be the same as withdrawal'. This appeared as the front-
page lead story on 22 January and reported the wide political consensus that the Danes would
have to leave the EU if they produced another referendum No vote.
Although anxious about the growing EU power over Denmark, Poluiken clearly favoured a
more foreceful EU in the international arena, and was critical when It felt the Union was
shirking its international human rights obligations (eg 'EU turns a blind eye to InjustIce', 4
February). These elements will be discussed more fully In Chapter 10.
Certainly more strident than Its Danish counterparts In Its use of language, PoUn'ken regularly
used words of conflict. Opt-outs were the cause of 'strife' (13 February), the EU and
ASEAN were going to 'cross swords' over Burma (13 February), and, with Hiroshl Okuda's
comments on the UK and EMU, ToyOta bad 'thrown a bomb Into the British election
campaign' ('John Major shaken by Japanese EU enthusiasm', 31 January) Indeed, conflict
sparked many reports.
The paper was also more inclined than were other Danish broadsbeets, to concentrate on
conflict as a news point, and to dish out uncompromising criticism Even so, It, too, gave
an airing to many sides of the EU debate with 17 features, most of them written not by
journalists, but by a variety of politicians and other Interested parties While ft tended not
to include as much of the minutise of EU regulations and proposals as Its rivals, ft did offer
the weekly 'Europe in a Nutshell' column in which such aspects as the dispute over the
control and nature of the proposed European Central Bank and the EU's tussle with the USA
over the former's refusal to cease trading with Cuba, were covered Although, again, the
watchdog role did not extend to overtly personal attacks, the paper was ready to criticise a
range of 'sinners' - the EU itself, the Danes, the Americans, and a selection of other
European member stales. And ft was more 'caring' in Its concern about human rights, and
what ft saw as the moral responsibility of the Union. In keeping with the inclinations of Its
readership, many of whom are in the 'caring' professions, Poiftiken placed less emphasis on
business matters and the economic pros and cons of EU regulations, arid more on
relationships between countries and what It perceived as ethical obligations. It was certainly
more emotional in its reporting, and Its 'liberal' Inclinations were evident In both leader
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columns, and in the choice and handling of news stories.
Information
As a newspaper aimed at an intellectual readership, Information was even more painstaking
than the other Danish broadsbeets in the detail it provided in its news stories. Relatively
small, it consequently bad fewer EU stories -just 32. Even so, 13 of those were on the front
page (five of them the lead) and there were, in addition, 17 features including two leader
columns.
Rational, well argued, and relatively unemotional, leader columns focused on the power
vested in the European Parliament (eg 'Madness and eurocrats', 27 Januaiy) and on the
Swedish approach to EMU ('Wait and see...perbaps', 31 January). Although important,
neither of those topics was likely to inspire passion among the paper's readers.
In keeping with the paper's objective to inform readers fully about events in Demnark and
abroad (outlined in its mission statement), there was also much focus on international affairs
with, for instance, a detailed analysis of the relationship between France and Germany ('They
were such good friends...', 29 January) and discussion about the implications to the rest of
Europe of the Germans' unemployment problem ('German unemployment as a bogey', 13
February). This interest in the international context was also reflected in news stories such
as 'Major seeks a European middle-way' (14 January) and 'British take a tough line towards
the EU' (5 February) which contained a full - but comment-free - outline of the strife the EU
was causing within British politics.
There was, too, bard headed realism in Information about the Danes' true position in Europe.
For instance, in 'Denmark's EU dilenuia' (17 Januaiy), the journalist, Ole Vigant Ryborg
(one of the interviewees in this project), presented the cold facts. The Folketing might not
like the EU assuming responsibility for taking negotiations about Danish interests to the
World Trade Organisation, but it was unlikely that anyone would listen to Denmark speaking
alone, he argued.
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The paper also exhibited a conscience on behalf of the Danes In such features as 'Denmark
is part of the EU hypocrisy' (17 January), written by Jesper Knudsen, Communications Chief
for the overseas organisation, Ibis. In this hard-hitting piece, the EU's tine words about
helping poor African countries were revealed as hypocritical, given the Union's unwillingness
to import their rice and sugar.
Again in common with other Danish broadsheets, Information's features were contributed by
a wide range of people from public life. But, unlike the others, Inforriaanon's own leader
cohminc took no set line, in keeping with the paper's philosophy of allowing Individual
writeis to use it to voice their own opinions. Thus, during the sample period, there was no
discernible Iqbrmation approach to the EU, other than a determination that all opinions
should be voiced, provided that they were well-argued. Nevertheless, the paper
acknowledged an obligation to act as watchdog This was especially mie In respect of the
EU's - and, by extension, the Danes' - responsibilities in terms of the Third World. There
was also vigilance in respect of what the paper perceived as a lack of openness and bonesty
within the EU's institutions. This was particularly evident during wide coverage of the BSE
affair - and the crisis in the European Commission that this was causing - which was the
subject of six stories, four of which appeared on the front page, one as lead
However, views were generally kept out of news stories, which were often long and detailed
For instance, the EU controversy surrounding the acceptability of genetically modified food -
a matter largely absent from the UK press - was covered in minute and often technical
detail. There was, for example, 'Auken does not want to ban genetically modified m"e'
(18 January), with some 23 column inches, and 'EU looks after consumers' (28 January)
with a further 20 hbes. And, again, the concept of flexibility In terms of European
Integration was thoroughly explained in both 'EU veto under new pressure' (17 January) and
'Nyrup: Yes to EU of two speeds' (7 February).
In general, Information's style was unemotional and detached. It did cover EU mitten as a
cause of dispute within the Danish political establishment, but In only two major stories -
namely 'Social Democrat Party tussle over boundaries for EU debate' (31 January) and
'Social Democrat chiefs fall out over opt-outs' (3 February). There were no personal
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attacks.
Although the language contained some words of conflict - namely 'tussle' and 'fight' - these
were few and the emphasis was on presenting the facts in often complex (albeit, well-written)
detail. Aimed at the well-educated Dane, Inform€uion was serious throughout in tone, and
clearly not aiming
 to be entertaining. It contained no trivia.
Comparison of broadsheets
The Individual analyses above show that each broadsheet newspaper in this study had its own
style and stance in keeping with the elements identified in Chapter 3. There were also some
clear national differences between the Danish and UK broadsheets.
First and foremost, they differed in pursuing a perceived role in respect of the EU. If the
need to 'inform and explain' is important, the Danish newspapers easily outshone their
British counterparts. For, whereas the British papers chose facts and angles to suit a pre-
determined view of the EU, omitting details that were at odds with this, the Danish
newspapers tended to give renders a much richer background. This is supported by the
findings of the Eurobarometer 46 survey (published in May 1997), which indicated that the
Danes came top of the list among EU member states when asked about whether or not they
felt well Informed about the single currency (p36). Some 40 per cent felt this was the case,
as opposed to just 23 per cent of British respondents. Similr1y, in terms of the EU in
general, 44 per cent of Danes felt that they were well-informed (only Luxembourg scored
more highly), compared with 29 per cent of the British, who were in eighth place (p48).
The Danish broadsheets also showed much more determination to give a say - in features -
tothewldespectruinofopinionwithinthecountry, evenwhenthiswasatoddswiththe
newspaper's own 'tine'. This will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter 12.
The traditionally fieiy relationship between the British press and politicians was evident in
the personal attacks on Individual politicians and the stridency with which the UK newspapers
showed their disapproval for policies with which they did not agree. This, too, was missing
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from the Danish press, which, similarly, was far more measured in Its use of language and
less dramatic in its choice of headlines. For the British newspapers, the conflict the EU
caused between politicians was more of a focus than the Issues themselves and there was little
attempt to place Britain in the European context. In contrast, there was less of a 'them and
us' attItude in the Dknih broadsheets, which tended to pay attention not just to making awe
its readers knew about - and were thus able to take advantage of - EU regulations and
proposals in a positive way, but also felt able to report instances wbere the EU had proved
an asset to the country.
The dcni2ls of the individual journalist interviewees that they were Influenced by the
commercial interests of their newspapers were borne out across the board In the broadsheet
newspapers of both countries. But that was one of the few areas of 'commonality'. Further
differences were evident in the greater 'tabloidisation' of the UK broadsheets which tended,
more than their Danish counterparts, to aim to entertain readers. The emphasis on the rows
and the trading of insults between politicians were examples of this, as was the absence of
'heavy' background detail about Union issues. The Influence of proprietors - for Instance,
Rupert Murdoch. and his 'Thatcherite' leanings, and Conrad Black and his support for the
Tory party, and the distaste of both for greater European Integration - was also lacking from
the Danish press.
In short, while Danish reporting in both the tabloids and the broadsheets was generally
rational and realistic, British accounts, particularly In the right-wing press, were governed
by an emotional response to the EU which presented it primarily as a organisatlon set on
demoIishiig British sovereignty. Indeed, the overall response of much of the British
newspaper press in general, can be summed up by the words of Josep R Uobera (p77).
As with the presence of aliens, the process of European Union generates a real fear
of losing territory, personality and the power to control one's own affalrs;...there
arises a crisis of identity which expresses Itself in a reactive nationalism, often
accompanied by chauvinistic and jingoistic manifestations.
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End Notes
1. In a story in the 2 May, 1997, edition of the Press Gazette, headed NPapers better off
opposing government N Jean Morgan reports an analysis by Jim Chishoim of The Chisholm
Business that sales of papers rise when they are at odds with the government of the time.
2. The inaccuracy of the Sun's emotive reporting here was highlighted in 'Press Watch'
Number Two, Februaiy 1997, published by the European Commission, in which it was
pointed out that there Is no evidence at all to suggest that signing up to the social chapter
leads to unemployment. The publication cited five EU member states - including Denmark -
who have signed up, all of which have lower unemployment rates than the UK.
3. These included 'You daft bustards', 'Delors will have more statues than Churchill' and
'Must we foot the bill for a Neil Kinnock in stone' on 31 January,
 as well as 'Delors dream
busted' on 1 February.
4. Margaret (later Lady) Thatcher became Prime Minister in 1979.
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Chapter 5
The political background and structure of the UK and Denmark,
and the historical and current relationship of each with the EU
Historical background
Although the UK and Denmark both joined the then EEC In 1973, the reasons why each
chose this date differ, and are significant to this research.
Although there had been support in the UK for a 'European family' in the wake of WW2 -
primarily to nurture peace in Europe - it was not Initially envisaged that this would Include
the UK. In 1946, the former Tory Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, had even provided
some of the inspiration behirI the formation of a European union, specifically as a means
of bringing France and Germany together (Pilkmgton, p8, Hill, p11) The notion at that
stage was, however, that the UK would be a promoter rather than an active participant
(Borchardt, p9).
Consequently, Britain was not party to the early treaties that laid the foundations for the
present EU (Budd and Jones, p22, el at), concentrating Instead on close links with
Commonwealth countries, and also with the USA with whom, it was claimed, a 'special
relationship' pertained. Formal, commercial, 1mb with other European countries were
limited to membership of the much looser European Free Trade Association (EFTA) In which
Britain co-operated with the Scandinavian countries, as well as with Austria, Portugal and
Switzerland (Luff, p46). There were, too, formal defence links, via NATO and the Western
European Union (which will be discussed in Chapter 9)
When, in the early 1960s, the UK realised that the Common Market had given an economic
boost to its participants, amid consequently wished to join, It met with resistance particularly
from France. This was chiefly in the form of vetoes In 1963 amid 1967 by the French
President, General de Gaulle, who feared that Britain would be too powerful a partner for
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him to control. He also mistrusted the Americans, and felt that the UK was 'a mere pawn
in the USA's plan to gain control of European affairs' (Pilkington, p25).
After de Gaulle resigned in 1969, his successor, Georges Pompidou, proved more amenable,
and following negotiations with the Tory Prime Minister, Edward Heath, and his chosen
negotiator, Geoffrey Rippon, Britain finally joined in 1973 along with Denmark and Ireland.
In 1974, under a Labour Government led by Harold Wilson, the UK negotiated new terms
with its EUpartners which wereputtoareferendum in 1975, atwhich, outofalowturn-out
of just 64 per cent of those entitled to take part, 66 per cent voted in favour of Britain
staying in the Community (Norton, p93; Hill, 'Ip; Pilkington, p30, et a!).
Since then, the relationship between Britain and her European partners has remained uneasy
(Nicholls in Bulmer, p6) not least because British Prime Ministers since 1975 - specifically
Wilson, James Callaghan and Margaret Thatcher - have adopted an often aggressive stance.
Thatcher, in particular, was often adversarial in her approach to Europe, fostering a 'them
and us' attitude to the then EC, in which Britain was perceived as needing to fight constantly
to achieve justice in the face of foreigners who were out to fleece it. Although less
aggressive a personality, John Major also developed a confrontational style in his dealings
with Europe and, as the sample period illustrates, regularly clashed with politicians from both
the EU bureaucracy itself and from its individual member states.
From this bnet overview of Britain's historic relationship to the EU, a number of elements
emerge that explain difficulties and opinions that are current. For instance, according to Budd
and Jones, the problems the UK has experienced with the EU stem primarily from the very
fundamental fact that it joined 'too late, at the wrong time, and not on our terms' (p27).
They write:
Had we been in from the beginning, the Community would assuredly have been a
more acceptable place for the UK. Its common resources would be less massively
devoted to agricultural support, and thus in better shape to face the very different
problems of today. Our civil servants, businessmen, industrialists, representative
bodies and the City (not to mention the media) would have integrated gradually into
the system and helped to form it.
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Continuing this theme, AJ.Nicholls argues (in Bulmer, p5) that the fact that Britain, Initially
at least, did not feel the need to be part of a European grouping, has left a lingering sense
of detachment. That It felt its affinities lay more with countries further afield - In the
Commonwealth and across the Atlantic - meant that there was no spur to the development
of a 'cosy relationshIp' between London and Bonn, or London and Paris, such as flourished
between Bonn and Paris. Britain has thus been unable to forge the kind of leading role in
Europe that it would have liked. There is, too, evidence that suspicion of both the French
and the Germans lingers, at least among the more right-wing politicians in the Tory party -
and from whom, as will be seen, many of the country's newspapers take their cue. Lady
Thatcher, for instance, writing in Hill (p11), sees Germany's power as 'a problem' and fears
an EU dominated by the Germans unless a 'looser' Europe can be retained in which
'individual states retain their freedom of action' (p20). The French, she maintrni, have
failed in their efforts to contain German power.
Michael Franklin agrees that 'the pull of the Atlantic connection' (p8) has been a major
reason for Britain's traditionally uneasy relationchq with the rest of the EC, and that ha
'instinctive support for the American line' still ovemdes pressures for the UK to form a
united front with its European partners. This remoteness Is further enhaed by Britain's
geographical position as an Island on the outskirts of mainland Europe.
In addition, the confrontational style UK politicians have adopted in Interactions with
European partners has regularly won the UK a reputation as 'odd man out' - among the most
awkward of EU members - which is often inappropriate given that Britain otherwise has a
reputation of being among the most diligent countries when ft comes to the Implementation,
and even the formulation, of EU decisions (Franklin, p 12). This British aggression thus
frequently baffles and exasperates other Europeans leading to the kind of heated exchange
so beloved of the newspaper press.
That Demnark sought EEC membership at the same times during the 1960s and early 1970s
as did the UK, is not surprising. The UK was, at that stage, Denmark's biggest export
market without which it would have been in dire straits. So, although after vetoing the
combined entry application of the UK and Denmark in 1963 de Gaulle invited the Danes to
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go ahead with membership independently, they chose instead to show 'solidarity with Britain
and EFFA" (Miljan, p176). The Danish negotiating position was, however, so closely
linked to simultaneous membership of both Denmark and the UK that it is unlikely that a
separate deal could have been atnick in time to take advantage of de Gaulle's offer, without
major political upheavals in Denmark. In short, the Danes, whose food production was
enough at the time to feed three times its popubation (Borchert, p17), badly needed to
maintain its links with the UK even though it could see advantages in the free trade
opportunities Community membership offered.
Then, as now, EEC membership was undoubtedly a good economic prospect for the Danes.
What they felt about the emotional, constitutional and political implications of linking with
Europe was, and Is, more complex. Yet, in many ways, those implications can be said to
be Irrelevant. As a maH country, Denmark has always been at the whim of larger countries
in many ways, so, when the UK began to consider EEC membership, the Danes were faced
with 'a necessity of choice' (Miljan p78). Certainly they were concerned about 'the viability
of the Danish way of life' (Ibid. p156) in the context of the EEC, but they felt no real option
in the matter. The realism of the Danish situation, expressed by Eric Scavenius, Danish
Foreign Minister 1913-20 and 1940-43, could be said to pertain today as much as it did in
the early half of this century. He wrote in 1948 (quoted in Miljan, p139):
It is a widely held view in this country that the foreign policy of Denmark is
determined by the Danish Government and Parliament. This, however, is correct
only Insofar as the formal decisions through which this policy is given expression
appear as decisions of these organs. In reality, Danish foreign policy is determined
by factors on which the Danish Government has little influence. The main task of
Danish foreign policy, therefore, is to keep informed about these factors and their
interplay and in this connection to form an opinion of the right moment to exploit the
prevailing situation to further Denmark's interests. Decisive among the factors whose
Interplay determines Danish foreign policy are the actual power relations in the world
around us, especially the power balance between the Great Powers next to us.
As Mdjan sums It up (p279), 'Denmark did not become a member of the EEC for idealistic
or political reasons but because pragmatic economic considerations left no alternative'.
That said, there was an acknowledgement in Denmark of the EEC's role in promoting the
stability of Europe (Miljan, p4) by containing Germany, and of providing a united front
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against what was, in 1972, seen as the potential threat of domination by the USSR. it was
alsoseen by someas a meansoflooseningtheperceived grip and Influence oftheUSA on
a number of aspects of Danish life'. Indeed, relationships of the Danes with other countries
are, as Scavenius suggested, fundamental to both their actions, and their national personality,
and are an area in which contrasts with the UK particularly affect news reporting. The
implications of the Danish perception of the USA will be discussed In more depth In Chapters
7 and 9, aix! there are other major influences. The Dines' relationship with the Germans,
for instance, is of fundamental significance, and has to be understood in the context of events
particularly during the past two centuries. As østergArd relates (In Lyck, pill):
The political catastrophes of the nineteenth century reduced the multinational
absolutist monarchy of the late eighteenth century to a tiny nation stale So nali wi5
its size that many in the domin ating elite wondered whether It would be able to
survive as neighbour to the recently united, aggressively dominant, self-confident
Germany.
The loss of Danish land in the last century to what Is now Germany thus left the Dines with
a lingering suspicion of the Germans, and a determination to resist their cultural Influence
(Turner, p255). These feelings were much exacerbated during the last war, when Denmark
came under German occupation, and remained strong after And although the Dines
understood the reasoning behind the formation of EU's foreninner In the early post war years
- as a means of containing Germany - they still worried that any European organhsatlon
would automatically be dominated by the Germans (Miljan, p168) So, although Germany
is now Denmark's largest export market (Jensen, p37), and Is acknowledged as vital to the
Dines (Joliansen, p56), mixed emotions remain about this 'big brother' (aura BladeS, 5
April, 1993, p2), with whom the Dines share a land border. Indeed, In the Danish
newspaper coverage of the debate following the 1992 referendum, In which the Dines voted
against ratification of the original Maastricht Treaty, this fear of, but dependence on, the
Germans was openly acknowledged'. As the texts In the sample period of this research
show, this ambivalent attitude persists.
Also of significance - in the early debate about the EEC, and since - Is Denmark's
relationship with the other Nordic countries. For this, too, affects the Danish view of the
Union and is evident in press reporting.
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Closely related geographically, culturally and, with the exception of Finnish, linguistically,
the Nordic countries have interlinking histories stretching back for many centuries. Although
th relationships have often been troubled, and wars frequent, the Scandinavian countries of
Norway, Sweden and Denmark in particular have formed unions of varying kinds and in
varying degrees of depth (Seidenfaden, p68; Helgadottir in The European, 30 Januy, 1997,
p5). The notion of Nordic or Scandinavian unity has been a recurring theme (GrOnboim,
p12; Schiller, p238; Sogner, p307; Holmberg, pill), resulting, in, for instance, the founding
in 1953 of the Nordic Council - 'a useful forum for discussions between legislators and
governments' (Fitzznauricc, p24). Other areas of particular co-operation include open labour
markets between the Nordic countries, and Sczndinavians need no passports to travel
throughout the region4.
For the Danes, the entry of the Swedes to the EU has provided an important ally in the
Union camp and Its actions are w'ched - and reported on - in depth. It has at least partially
allayed fears about Isolation from the Nordic community, which many Danes had felt
(Pedersen, p194; Wallace p115), and has presented the opportunity for the two countries to
unite In promoting a European blueprint for such m2tters as social welfare and the
environment, In which they both consider themselves to be ahead of the field (Debra Johnson
in Miles, p200; BT, 19 April, 1993, plO). The relationship with the EU outsider, Norway,
as also a regular source of news, and the inevitable jealousies and minor spats between close
neighbours of long-sIiing is, as will be seen, an element of this.
Denmark's geographical position also makes its relationship with Eastern Europe and the
Baltic States Important. The former, in particular, has been the focus of Danish newspaper
interest for some years. For Instance, debate was particularly strong in 1993 - the period
between the original No vote to the Maastricht Treaty, and the second Yes vote after opt-outs
had been secured (p103) - when the Danish newspapers were regularly berating heel-draggers
in the EU who were failing to support the Central and Eastern European countries' attempts
to join the Union. The message was that these EU members were putting short-term self-
interest above long-term International benefit5.
The reasons why Denmark has been particularly anxious to see the fledgling democracies of
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Central and Eastern Europe welcomed into the EU fold have been both concrete and
idealistic. In terms of the former, as will be seen from newspaper stories In the sample
period, the Danes anticipate increased trading opportunities which will boost Danish wealth.
Furthermore, as eager environmentalists, they also see membership of these countries as an
indirect means of controlling pollution In that part of the world'. As Hilary French
maintains (p28):
Because of its location, a significant share of Eastern air and water pollution winds
up In Western Europe. Indeed, investing in pollution control in East European
countries is a cost-effective way for West European nations to help clean up at borne.
There is, too, the question of immigration control. Since the disintegration of the former
Soviet Union, Germany has been struggling to accommodate a stream of immigrants from
Central and Eastern Europe, and Denmark - attractive as a relatively wealthy nation with
generous welfare provisions' - has long feared a flood across ha own borders In ha
Country Report on Denmark of 1993, The Economist Intelligence Unit reports the results of
a poll, carried out by the Greens, in which 62 per cent of Dines said they considered the
number of refugees in Denmark, even at that stage, to be a problem, and that they would like
a stricter immigration policy. Their anxieties are easy to understand - there is, for Instance,
no distance at all between the Polish/German border and that dividing Germany from Jutland
In general, therefore, the Dines are in agreement with George Brock's argument in The
Tunes of 16 April, 1993, that the choice facing the EU is short-term sacrifices - to open up
markets to Eastern Europe and face a reduction in the performance of domestic markets - or
long-term problems on its Eastern borderr as the beading sums Itup 'Europe's Eastern
dilemma: imports or immigrants?'.
On a more idealistic level, the Dines are more anxious than are the British to see stability
imposed upon the Central and Eastern European countries as a means of safeguarding peace
in the regions. Much has been written about the necessity for Western Europe to help Its
Eastern neighbours, not just as a humanitarian act to reduce poverty in this region as they
limp from planned to market economies, but also to eliminate the risk of creating nations of
hungry, alienated people who might resort to aggression againat rich neighbours who have
abandoned them (Kramer, p12; Adelman and Vujovic, p5; Jochlmsen, plO3, alert, p285,
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Mayer, p101).
Thus, Denmark's proximity to these nations, and the vulnerability it feels because of its small
size and high living standards, make the relationship between the EU and Eastern Europe one
of particular - and positive - focus. An especially close relationship with the Baltic States -
specifically Estonia, Latvia and Uthiian - for whom Denmark would like to be a particular
champion (Barnes, 1996, p3) - also has its roots in geography and history (Fried, p30). The
break-away of these states from Russia, which took place between 1990 and 1992, was
achieved with the support of the then Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs, Uffe Ellemann-
Jensen, and political, cultural and commercial links have since flourished.
Differences between the UK and Denmark in terms of size, geography, history and per
capua wealth, are, consequently, significant in respect of the arthride of each towanis the
EU, which Is reflected in newspaper reporting. For instance, Britain chose to join the EU,
whereas Denmark felt It had no option on account of its ma11nes and economic dependence
on the UK. And, In terms of the Danish national personality, this is significant; the Danes
do not expect to take a leading International role in the same way as the British do, feel
proud when their activities are praised in the international arena, but can also exhibit a
degree of remote superiority on account of their relative wealth and the sophistication of their
society. In defining what he dubs 'the Danish sickness' Silberbrandt describes the Danish
national identity swinging between 'a feeling of inferiority and an instinctive wonder,
suspicion and condescension towards that which is foreign. A mixture of insecurity, easy-
going self-sufficiency and an unfounded sense of superior worth' (p61). østergãrd (in Lyck,
p 170) Is equally frank about what he terms the Danish national, paradoxical, characteristic
of 'humble assertiveness'. As be says: 'We know we are the best, therefore we don't have
to brag about It. So never mistake the apparent Danish or Scandinavian humbleness for real
humbleness. It often conceals a feeling of superiority.'
British arrogance and a sense of superiority - at least as far as the EU is concerned - does
not tend to be tempered by any real or pretend 'humility', as the press reporting in the
previous Chapter has shown.
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Furthermore, although both countries are suspicious of Germany (Boris Johnson, 1994;
Woollacott, 1992; Silberbrandt, p68), the Danes are more fearful of that country than are the
British, who tend more to be resentful about the Franco-German alliance that appears to drive
the EU, frequently consigning the UK to the sidelines. The fact that the UK was not
dominated by Germany in the last war - and in fact saw Itself, along with the USA, as Its
victor - has also left its mark.
Similarly, Denmark's links with Nordic neighbours, and the greater pro1mlty of the Baltic
States and Central and Eastern Europe, have had an impact. As Fitzmawice points out
(p165), Denmark is a mI1 nation at the crossroads of Europe - between East and West,
North and South - and thus, as will be discussed in Chapter 9, has a particular strategic
importance in international defence terms. In contrast, the UK's more remote, entirely
insular, location, and its particular links with the USA and the Commonwealth, play an
ongoing role in its sense of detachment from nuinland Europe In general, and the EU In
The national political backgrounds and public opinion about the EU
The British political parties have vacillated in their approach to Europe (Norton p93) The
EU and its forerunners have, furthermore, regularly been a source of domestic political
strife, between and within both the major parties This was particularly the case during the
sample period of this research -just before the May 1997 General Election - In which Europe
had become a central issue. The Tory Parry was riven between ferociously Euro-sceptic MPs,
including John Redwood, Bill Cash and Sir Teddy Taylor - to mention just a few who were
quoted during this period - and the pro-Europeans, such as Kenneth Clarke This split In the
Party - described by Steve Richards in the New &aesman as a civil war (11 October, 1996,
p8) - was a prime source of concern for John Major, who was trying to present the electorate
with a united Conservative policy on the EU in the run up to the election Clearly believing
that the sccptics formed a majority - or at least would make an embarrassing public show of
undisciplined disapproval at any suggestion of greater European Integration - Major was,
during his dealings with other Europeans during the penod, apparently directing his words
and deeds more towards the home market, than abroad. Even more than usual his approach
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to Europe was strident. Inevitably, however, this stridency was causing qualms among the
pro-Europeans although, as this study will show, there is no doubt that the sceptics had more
of a say in the UK press as a whole during the sample period.
As for the Labour Party, it was, during the sample period, revealing a more pro-European
stance. Shadow Foreign Secretary, Rnbin Cook, had, for instance, spoken of the possibility
that the UK might join Economic aix! Monetary Union (EMU) in the early part of the next
century, words that were seized upon for scaremongering purposes by the Tories in their
'New Labour, New Danger' campaign. The Conservative message was that Tony Blair
would sell out to the Europeans, turning the UK into a puppet of Brussels bureaucrats. He
was nothing but a 'Monsieur Oul".
According to Franklin (p15), the shift of stance towards the EU has been particularly marked
among members of the left-wing of the Labour Party. Although traditionally hostile to the
Union, they have, for instance, come to see benefits from joining forces with trades unions
and other employee bodies In other member states. This is particularly in respect of the
adoption within the UK of EU employment regulations. At the time of the sample period,
the social chapter, for instance, to which the UK had not at the time signed up, was seen as
desirable; and although the Labour Party as a whole retained reservations about the degree
and speed of fwther integration, it was committed to a more positive attitude towards
Europe
The question of sovereignty, too, is fundamental to the British approach to the EU, although
some analysts, such as Michael Franklin (p9), see this as a 'misunderstood obsession' (p9).
As he argues (p10):
No attempt to differentiate the question of sovereignty from that of national or
cultural identity has so far been successful in dispelling the myth that a further
pooling of sovereignty in the EC will mean the suppression of the British way of life
with all its distinctiveness....The reason for this apparent perversity is largely to be
found In the identification of sovereignty with the peculiarly British institution of an
all-powerful national parliament, subject, for all practical purposes, to no
constitutional limitations and able to delegate powers to lower levels of government
or not as It thinks fit.
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Any toss of power from Westminster- real or imagined - Is thus seen as a loss of national
power. Furthermore, with Westminster MPs the ones most directly affected by this apparent
haemorrhage of authority, they are likely to be those most inclined to resist the transference
of 'their' responsibilities to EU institutions, regardless of whether or not the process affects
the national electorate in any real way. As this research shows, whenever possible, they will
use the press to support their cause. As Franklin continues, Britain's unique political culture
makes it particularly unused to the kind of power-sharing advocated by membership of the
EU - and its politicians are therefore hostile to it. This sets the UK apart from other
European countries, including Denmark, where political systems are more consensual and
the notion of power-sharing consequently more familiar.
With the exception of the referendum In 1975, the British have had no formal opportunities
to indicate their views on the nature of the counuy's relationship with Europe This is a
matter that regularly causes disagreement among British politicians, as was seen In the
sample period. What evidence there is of British views comes mainly
 in the form of polls,
such as the Eurobarometer public opinion survey (discussed on p23), and that commissioned
by The a9rianciol 7imes and reported on 12 Februaly, 1997 (p7) This latter poll suggested
that the majority of British voters saw Europe as 'a major problem', and around two-thirds
of interviewees 'were in a state of anguish about the subject'. As the General Bection
approached, they wanted 'a clear line' on EU policy from the major poiluca] parties -
something they felt bad been lacking. Overall, respondents bad a negative view of the
Union, reflecting the mood of an earlier NOP poll co'nmiassoned by The Sunday Times, and
reported on 17 March, 1996, p7. That poll claimed that, while 30 per cent of the 1,500
interviewees thought that EC membership had been 'good for BritaIn', 37 per cent reckoned
it had been 'bad for Britain but good for Europe' and 13 per cent felt It had been 'bad for
both'.
Yet although the notion of the EU as a polItical union causes passions to run high in the UK,
itsroleasasinglemarket-ieasasolelyeconomicenuty-ismuchfavouredbytheUK
business community who have already benefitçd from enhanced trading conditions This will
be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Even so, although the economic reasons for the UK to be in the EU are so strong, there is,
according to Pilkington, a 'minority, but growing, viewpoint that dares to advocate
withdrawal' (p242). This was also reflected in the newspaper press during the sample period.
However, most analysts feel that the realistic arguments now are not focused on whether or
not the UK should be a member, but rather on the nature and extent of that membership (for
instance, Pilkington, p2). There are, too, those who feel that considerably more could be
gleaned from the relationship by a change of attitude. As Franklin writes (ph6):
...we could make a policy shift, as the Danes have done, from being dragged along
kicking and screaming in the wake of the majority to a recognition that the national
interest may best be served by working with the grain and playing the game the
Community way.
Although Danish politics and politicians have not traditionally exhibited the same vehemence
and overt passion as their British equivalents (discussed on p106), they do, of course, have
disagreements and strife. Party views and stances on the EU have also fluctuated (Henning
Bregnsbo In Lyck, p56; Steen Sauerberg in Lyck, p66; Worre, 1988, p367. a al). The
Social Democrats and Radical Liberals, in particular, have suffered internal struggles over
the nature of the Danes' relationship with Europe - although both now 'seem to be close to
the end of the road as far as directly negative, or at the very least very sceptical, attitudes
towards the EC are concerned' (Sauerberg in Lyck, p66). During the sample period at least,
internal disagreements were also evident in the left-wing Socialist People's Party. The
staunchest anti Europeans are to be found in the right-wing Danish People's Party, as well
as in a new party specifically related to the EU - the June Movement (Jnnibevgelsen) -
which was formed after the Danish No vote in the referendum of 2 June 1992 (hence its
However, although most of the major parties are currently pro-EU - at least in general - this
is at odds with a Danish population of whom at least half are more inclined towards
scepticism. Indeed, some analysts (for example, von Dosenrode in Hanf and Soetendorp,
p62) maintain that many Danish politicians are obliged to tread more cautiously than they
would like In their support for EU measures so as not to alienate those who voted them into
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power. Henrik Nielsen, international director of the June Movement (in HIll, p112) agrees.
As he puts it, in Denmark in particular, 'the Eurocrats' desire for power conflicts with the
ordinary citizen's wish to control his own destiny...there is a broad tendency for our
politicians not to be in harmony with their people's wishes'.
Inevitably, there are still disagreements among Danish politicians about the precise elements
of the Danes' relationship with the EU. Even so, the nature of the Dansh political structure
- which differs fundamentally from its UK counterpart - affects the way this disagreement
is expressed, handled, and subsequently reported In the press. For Instance, proportional
representation, introduced in Denmark In 1915 (Fitzrnaurlce, p162), reflects a Danish view
of democracy in which the individual is closely Involved In all decision-making Unlike the
British system, where voters choose a representative who subsequently makes most decisions
on their behalf, the Danish electorate expects openness and constant accountability, debate
and decision-making by committee that spreads power more evenly, and allows more
opportunity for the population to direct their governance on a day-to-day basis (Stlberbrandt,
p102). Thus, the more nnilatcral decision-making process in the British Parliament Is likely
to cause more strife - which makes such good newspaper copy - than the committee-based
Danish equivalent, which is often slower and blander
The Danish Folketmg (Parliament) is based in Chrisuansborg Palace in Copenhagen
Compared with the British House of Commons, the Qiamber of the Danish Folketing is
remarkably restrained Members do not gesticulate, cheer, boo or heckle, and, according
to literature from the Royal Danish Embassy In London (in 'Folkeunget' p10)
• . .absence of manifestations of temperament are a native tradition that Is bound up
with the popular dislike of exaggeration, together with the simple fact that expressions
of approval or disapproval are regarded . as contrary to good order
Consequently, the conflict in the British Parliament, that Is such a rich source of news for
UK newspapers, is not available to their Danish counterparts in Chrlsuansborg In
Fiizmaurice's view (p25), the characteristics of Danish domestic politics can be summed up
as follows:
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Pragmatism and tolerance have enabled smooth change without violence. Absolutism
was mild, and it was abolished without violent revolution. In the 1900s, the old
aristocratic parties ceded to the new mass parties which had waited patiently for the
change. The democratic impulse was never far below the surface, even in the periods
of strong kingship In the Middle Ages or during the Absolute Monarchy...and was
thus able to resurface easily and smoothly when the tide once again ran in its favour.
The reverse side of the coin, less satisfactory perhaps, is the fact that radical reform
movements tend to be easily controlled, canalised and emasculated, without ever
reaching their full flood.
In keeping with their philosophy of consensual decision-making, referendums are a regular
feature of the Danes' relationship with the EU; the Danish Constitution demands one
whenever Danish sovereignty is affected (Sauerberg, in Lyck, p64). These referendums are
listed In Appendix 8. Fch has been comprehensively debated, chronicled and analysed by
numerous academics and analysts (for instance: Nicolaj Petersen in 1973; Roif Christensen
in 1980, Carsten Sarensen in 1987; lager Seidenfaden also in 1987; Torben Worre in 1988;
Henning Fonsmark In 1991; and Christen Sarensen in 1992). Overall, these analysts present
a picture of a Denmark that has remained largely unenthusiastic about European integration.
Indeed, as Carsten Serensen explains, most Danes 'mistrust any utopian ideal of a United
States of Europe, a European political community, a European union, or whatever the
catchword has been' (p159). And, in his article 'Denmark: A reluctant corner of Europe',
Teger Seidenfaden (also one of the interviewees in this research project) agrees. As he pu13
it (p67). 'In practical terms, Denmark has nat been a difficult member-state. But when it
comes to long range planning, institutional innovation, or formalizing new areas of co-
operation, we have been systematic sceptics.'
The consensus Is that the Danes have continued generally to vote - by often slender majorities
and following the negotiation of some concrete opt-outs - to stay with the Union because
debates have continued to concentrate on the economic and security reasons for membership,
rather than on the political. The exception to this was the Referendum of June 1992, in
respect of the Maastricht Treaty, when the Danes shook themselves - and the whole of
Europe - by voting No. This unexpected result is significant as it has affected the Danish
approach in general to the Union ever since, and was particularly pertinent during the sample
period. Despite the fact that the major Danish political parties and almost all of the countiy's
newspapers were supporting a Yes vote, the Danes voted No by a majority of just 52,000.
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This meant that 50.7 per cent of those who voted had ticked the No box (R2dsgaard, p102).
Although some analysts maintain that this result was no accident or mistake, and that the
Danes were expressing their reservations in particular about political union and the lack of
democracy in the way decisions were taken in the then EC (for Instance, Lyck, p242), others
point to other explanations. They reckon that many Danes voted No because they mistakenly
believed that a Yes was assured. Their aim was mainly to assert themselves, as they
imagined, harmlessly, and they were consequently uneasy with the result (that view is
expressed by, for Instance, Silberbrandt, p102). Many were said to have resented the
apparent complacency of some Danish politicians who had presumed a Yes would be
automatically forthcoming, and who had failed to pursue a sufficiently thorough public debate
on the full implications of the Treaty (R2dsgaard, plO3). This No vote also stirred up debate
in the British press of the time which praised the Danes for making a stand igaInt what was
seen as too rapid a move towards closer European 1ntegratio&. As Is shown In the news
stories in Appendix 9, many British newspapers were anxious to support the Danes, and they
were consequently most displeased when the then British Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd,
appeared to be withdrawing British support for the Danish stand. It Is significant that, in
reporting Hurd's comments and the apparent British 'U-turn', the Danish press was far less
outraged than was its British counterpart. Pro-European in their 'line', and thus promoting
a Yes vote, the Danish papers supported the Hurd comments as a way of furthering their own
cause. However, among the largely Euro-sceptic British press, Hurd was condemned for his
'betrayal' of the Danes. The consensus among the UK newspapers was that the EU
leadership was out of touch with the people of Denmark in particular, and Europe In general,
and that, thanks to the Danes, they wOuld flOW have to slow down plans for Integration,
while making more effort to win people over.
As a result of the No vote, Denmark negotiated four opt-outs to the Maastrlcbt Treaty at
Edinburgh in December 1992 (Rødsgaard p104). Significant to this research, one excused
Denmark from becoming anything more than an observer of the European defence body, the
Western European Union. In contrast, the UK has been a member of this since the outset
(Chapter 9, p184). Denmark was also excused from joining the third stage of EMU with its
single currency and new rules on economic policy co-ordination. Consequently, although
neither Denmark nor the UK joined In the first wave on January 1, 1999, durIng the sample
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period the matter was still technically under debate in the UK, and a formal decision had not
yet been made. A third opt-out excused the Danes from co-operating in judicial and police
matters, including the treatment of asylum-seekers. Given Danish concern about refugees
from Eastern Europe (see p96), this aspect of Denmark's relationship with the EU has been
cause for on-going debate in the press to an extent that has not been emulated in the UK,
where no such opt-out pertains Furthermore, during the sample period at least, there was
less direct concern among the relatively 'remote' British - with the exception of that
expressed by the MP Ann Widdecombe, and reported in the Sun (p119) - about the influx
of refuge&3. The revised Treaty, with these opt-outs (and a fourth which addressed
Danish concerns about the n2ture of European 'citizenship' outlined in the Treaty - at odds
with the Danish concept - by agreeing that Danish law alone would determine whether other
EC nationals could become Danish citizens), was, after considerable debate in the press and
elsewhere, put to the vote on 18 May, 1993. This time a majority of Danes (66.8 per cent)
voted Yes (INNOIEU-Informalion, p7.004-6).
During the sample period, the Danish press in particular was discussing the Inter
Governmental Conference (IGC) at which progress towards the completion of EMU, as well
as a further treaty - known as the Amsterdam Treaty, or Maastricht Two - were being
debated This was in anticipation of a referendum in 1998, in which the new treaty - as
eventually agreed by the EU member states - would be put to the Danish vot& 4. The
Danish papers were also much caught up in the debate about whether or not this 1998
referendum should also Include a review of - and the chance for the Danes to vote on - the
retention or abandonment of one or all of the opt-outs. In contrast, with no similar
referendum faking place in the UK, there was inevitably less interest among the British
newspapers In respect of concrete issues brought out at the IGC, or in the precise details of
the Amsterdam Treaty.
However, according to a poll carried out by Bersen on 7 February, 1997 (p14), despite the
Danish newspapers' arguments that some, if not all of the opt-outs should be abolished, the
Danes as a whole were still keen to retain all four. Only around a third of interviewees
wished to see any of them lifted.
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As a further complication - unique to Denmark - during the sample period a group of 11
Danes, with little in common apart from anti EU sentiments, were pursuing a case through
the courts in which they were claiming that the Prime Minister had acted unconstitutionally
when he signed the Maastricht Treaty. Although nobody seriously thought they would be
successful, the fear was that this would slow up the Danish ratification process - and
consequently the entire procedure EUwideU.
Thus, differences in the UK and Danish political systems have a profound Impact on the
press. The extremes of the first-past-the-post British system, with just two major parties, and
the emphasis on MPs as 'representatives', taking decisions on behalf of the electorate, make
for more passionate and dramatic politics In the UK. This Is exacerbated by a House of
Commons in which jeering, booing and heckling are the norm. The Danish proportional
representation, coalition governments and focus on national consensus and decision 'by
committee', including regular referendums - along with a tradition In the Folketing of polite
debate - present Denmark's journalists with less open hostility to report. Similarly, there Is
slightly less emphasis on the Individual personalities involved As Thomas Pedersen (in
Miles, p95) suggests: 'Leadership is generally of little importance In the Danish political
system, in which minority governments are common and broad solutions are sought
especially in foreign policy and European policy.' Furthermore, for the British politicians,
gearing up in the sample period to the May 1997 General Election, the EU was the most
significant issue. It was the cause of a major split in the Conservative Party, and was used
as a weapon by both that and its Labour rival. Each pasty attempted to use the stance of the
other on Europe as a means to scare voters, the Tones suggesting that Labour's apparent
Euro-friendly stance would enfeeble the UK, the Labour Party claiming that Toty disarray
over the EU would consign the country to the sidelines as the rest of Europe forged on
without IL
For Danish politicians, there were fears that a further referendum over Mustrlcht Two
would elicit another No vote - with unknown consequences - and debate over the opt-outs
was lively. Even so, it was more the current issues and details of EU nienibership that were
occupying Danish minds during the sample period, rather than the fundamental - and highly
emotive - philosophies about membership in general that were regularly surfacing in the
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British press.
For these reasons, although the press is, of course, used as a means of getting the views of
politicians across in both countries, the sample period shows that this is more prevalent,
emotional and distorting in the British press than it is in its Danish counterpart.
Thus, although the degree of scepticism each country feels about the EU is similar, and both
are often uniquely grouped as reluctant Europeans (Sauerberg in Lyck, p60) - in Baron's
opinion 'the two most awkward and inflexible countries in Community negotiations and
discussions' (p.xxvi) - the reasons for this, the approach of the countries to their European
partners, and perceived solutions to problems and disagreements, often differ.
Governmental and EU openness
Another fundamental difference can be considered under the heading of 'governmental
openness'. For, while the Danes enjoy a particularly 'open' government system, the British
have one that Is particularly 'secretive'. Consequently, although the volume of information
em2natmg from official sources in the UK is substantial, the nature of that information is
more controlled than it isin Denmark, and access to it, more restricted.
Legal restrictions on access to official information, as enshrined in the Official Secrets Act
among others, have already been discussed (Chapter 3, p43). However, for British reporters,
there are other, less formal, procedures and conventions which hamper the process. As
Tulloch (in Stephenson and Bromley, p65) comments:
The chief ways in which relations between the State and the British press are
problematic lie In their secrecy and in the scope they offer for a mutual game of
manipulation, one of whose aims is to keep the public in the dark. Britain. like
France, has a set of cultural and legal traditions inherited from its former role as a
highly centralized, imperial power which means that the management of the State is
regarded by Its practitioners as a private affair.
There are, be argues, three mechanisms that have evolved through which the British State
seeks to 'hnd1' the press. The first is the 'threat of legal restriction'. The second - 'a
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large State machine for handling press information, government public relations and media
relations' - has been, to an extent, covered by the discussion within this thesis on the role
of spin doctors. The third, the lobby system, is a means by which a few lobby journalists
(picked and policed by the journalists themselves) have access to sources of information that
influence their reporting. Indeed, Tunstall (1996, p257) lists five types of access from which
lobby correspondents benefit: daily briefings given by members of the Prime Minister's press
office (these are non-attributable occasions); the lobby of the Commons debating chamber
(from which the name derives) where they can talk to MPs on a formal and Informal basis;
government publications which they receive in advance of most other recipients; dedicated
office space at Westminster; and a dedicated section of the Commons gallery.
The lobby system has always had its critics (Negrine, p157; Bevins, p15, el a!), aix! many
agree with Hennessy (writing in The Independen, 1 April, 1987, p16) that the twice-daily,
non-attributable, mass briefings of this 'secret service' enable the Government of the day 'to
doininaic the agenda of political discussion'. He adds that 'the first draft of British political
history flows from the Lobby correspondent. It can take years for a fuller picture to be
revealed'.
This lack of openness in the British government system - winch contrasts so dramatically
with the transparency and accessibility of its Danish counterpart - tends to foment suspicion
among UK reporters, almost as a inaner of course, that those in power have something to
bide, whether or not this suspicion is warranted. This Is reflected In their reporting of all
'governmental' matters, national or international As PrIest land expresses it (p63).
When authority operates in secret, it Is easy to hide corruption. When It Is known
to be open, it will be far less harassed by people wondering what It is up to.
The lack of openness in the EU itself exacerbates this tendency and affects reporting In both
the British and Danish press. However, for Danish journalists, comparatively used to free
access to official documents and an open and transparent government process, the 'closed'
nature of EU institutions has been a matter of particular concer&'. Indeed, It cropped up
regularly in Danish newspaper texts during the sample period, particularly within Informwion
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(Chapter 6, p141).
The Brussels correspondents in Morgan's survey (p326) also reported that the flow of
information was patchy, with 'leaks and counter-leaks' often confusing issues, and the Danish
Brussels correspondent, Ole Vigant Ryborg, too, has cited difficulties in acquiring clear,
accurate and relevant information about what goes on behind 'closed doors', as one of the
causes of the 'unhappy marriage' between the press and the EU (in Faa pa Pressen, p51).
The situation is summed up by the Guardian writer, John Palm&7, thus:
...this Community suffers not so much from a lack of information - in some ways it
has a surfeit of information - but it has a communication deficit. It is a deficit in the
rendering of meinng and perspective and significance and relevance to the public of
what happens here and that is a process which is obscured and made more difficult
by the needless and frequently quite stupid forms of secrecy that have informed
attitudes within the institutions...
These sentiments were echoed by the interviewees in this research, British and Daithh,
whose problems in obtaining Information from official EU sources were broadly similir. Not
bowing who to contact, or where to direct queries, was commonplace. Where they could,
journalists in both countries took advantage of the knowledge and contacts of their Brussels-
based colleagues, but without the benefit of that 'link', getting information could be slow and
difficult.
Suggested improvements to the way the EU disseminates news and treats journalists were
also broadly similar. Again, journalists in both countries needed information delivered in
plain Language, better targeted and better timed. Both the British and the Danes would
particularly welcome information about, say, draft regulations at an early stage, so that they
could more easily convey * truthful appraisal of potential merits and drawbacks without
having to rely on that Information coming from other - and usually biased - sources.
Significantly, however, the British journalists were more concerned about the need for
official EU sources to Improve the Union's image - with some commenting that the
'stupidity' of the Union's corporate actions meant that it would inevitably suffer a bad press,
come what may. This kind of biased comment - clearly revealing the antI-EU prejudice that
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some journalists openly bring to EU reporting - was absent from comments made by the
Danes. It suggested that, no matter how much the EU improved its communication channels,
its vety nature meant that it would Inevitably be subjected to negative reporting In some
British quarters. A good flow of information from an 'open' EU would not, In Itself, be
enough to overcome the Euro-sceptic bias of some elements of the UK newspaper press.
The national newspapers and the EU
There is no doubt that the newspapers have a role in informing the cltizenzy of both the UK
and Denmark about EU affairs. In Silberbrandt's opinion, for instance (p124), the debate
about the EU in Denmark over the past decades has, above all, been conducted In the press.
This was supported by the December 1996 edition of Europa (p2) in a leader which lamented
previous Danish press coverage for its over-simplification of EU matters - which had
hindered debate - but mnin?ine4 that coverage had since become more all-encompassing and
therefore more helpful to meaningful discussion. In this respect, It Is significant that the
Danish newspapers in this research have far more Bnisscls-based correspondents than do
their UK counterparts. For instance, Berhngske lldende, Jylia,uLc-Pasen and Poluiken each
have three. This contrasts with The Independesu - with two - and the Daily Telegraph, The
Tunes and the Guardian, which each have Just one. Similarly, BT, with its one Bnissels-
based journalist, is alone among all the tabloids in this study - the others have none.
However, in his thoughtful essay in Par pa Preuen!, Ole Vigant Ryborg gives a different
picture of the relationship between the EU and the Danish press - as be describes it, an
'unhappy marriage' (p49). Euromyths of the 'bent cucumber' Ilk, often Initiated by the
British press, have, be reports, also appeared in Denmark. If such stories bad blamed the
Danish Government, rather than the EU, for ludicrous regulations, be nuintm, they would
not have lasted long. Journalists would have checked the szoiy, or, even if they had not, the
Danish Government would have been quick to put matters straight. In the case of EU
inaccuracies, however, Danish journalists either do not bother to check, or do not know
where to go to check, Ryborg nialntain. And the EU itself - in Denmark at least - does not
make as great an effort to issue corrections.
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Speaking about the role of press representatives - internationally - in reporting the EU,
Ryborg comments that they automatically look solely for the national angle. They are thus
not attempting a role as 'fourth estate' of the EU in the kind of overall, engaged way in
which they pursue this function on a national scale. Furthermore, the structure of the EU,
its lack of openness, the complexity of its processes, the difficulty in getting hold of
Important documents, and, for speakers of DanLch (a minority language within the EU), a
language problem, make honest and accurate reporting almost impossible against the tight
deadlines that face reporters on daily papers. In his opinion, it can take many years for
journalists in Brussels to learn their way around the system - more time than is spent there
by the usual 'Brussels correspondent'. This amount of 'learning' time is, he continues,
needed not least to ensure that journalists are less susceptible to distorted information from
politicians aix! other sources with vested interests.
However, imperfect though the 'marriage' between the EU and the Danish press might be,
it is considerably 'happier' than that between the Union and most of the UK newspapers, in
which the nature of the coverage given to the EU has caused comment, most of it critical,
and deservedly so. Juhan Critchley (writing in The Independent, 21 May, 1996, p15) goes
so far as to suggest that 'hard-right newspapers', specifically with input from 'the Johnson
brothers' of Frank and Boris (writing primarily in the Daily Telegraph) and of Paul (in the
Daity Mail), are to blame for much of the Conservative Party's disorientation over Europe.
Critchley writes: 'Nowadays, the Conservative press, largely foreign-owned, trumpets home
and foreign policies fully-suited to North American ideas and conditions but discordant to
those of Britain and Europe.'
Furthermore, although Ole Vigant Ryborg's comments about the tendency for newspapers
to concentrate on the 'national' angle in EU stones were endorsed by many of the other
interviewees in this research - British and Danish - this, too, is more extreme in the UK
press than it is in its Danish counterpart. This is more fully discussed in Chapter 10.
Nevertheless it is inevitable that the national context influences journalists in their handling
of EU news, and similarly inevitable that this 'national perspective' will be further narrowed
down by the specific area in which the journalist works. For instance, asked what were the
current most major EU issues, UK agriculture and environment journalists named the beef
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crisis and the plight of the fishing industry. Diplomatic correspondents cited enlargement
and the reform of EU institutions, while business and financial specialists plumped for EU
influence in respect of business mergers and takeovers. One UK broadsheet journalist
specifically cited the proposed alliance between British Airways and American Airlines.
However1
 for most UK respondents, the single currency had no rivals as the most major
issue - although this was not necessarily for what it might mean In Itself, but rather on
account of its role as cause of trouble within UK domestic politics. As one broadsheet
ieweeputit,thesinationofJohnMajorintrylngtostraddlethefenceonEMU-
trying not to upset either the Euro-sceptics or pro-Europeans - made It 'the big issue that
nobody will speak abouL.the one economic issue which the Government will not address'.
This complicated the reporting of EMU, he maintained It tended, for instance, to focus
attention more on identifying politicians' stances towards EMIJ and on hints of disagreement,
than on an analysis of what joining, or not joining, EMU might actually mean for the UK,
politically and economically. As another broadsbeet political journalist put It, EMU was the
most important of current EU issues '...because It is so germane to the future of the
Conservative Party'.
For Danish journalists, too, EMU was a major issue But they were also concerned with a
wider sphere of EU activities, and with the concrete unplicthons of current and proposed
initiatives. This included enlargement of the EU, agricultural matters, and, specifically, the
results of the recent Amsterdam summit and the debate about the Danish opt-outs- whether
these should be kept or dropped. Touching on the importance Danes place on their green
credentials, a Danish weekly broadsheet journalist also cited the Implications of the
Amsterdam IGC, specifically in respect of the environment ('cases where Brussels would
force Denmark to lower its standards'). Analyses of where the Danish political parties stood
on EU issues, and what their recommendations to voters in respect of the forthcoming
referendum would be, were also major issues, he said
Indeed, referendums - their existence in Denmark, but absence In the UK - were deemed by
the same Danish journalist to be particularly relevant to the nature and level of EU debate
in the newspaper press of each country. As he explained: 'British newspapers and politicians
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have never been forced to argue their case. For example, if you look at the British press,
there has never been a coherent argument from the Tories or the Euro-sceptic Labour people
aboutwhytheydonotwanttojoinEMUinthefirstwave-thereisnostricteconomic
analysis, and the debate is very nostalgic and not very practical. I think the main reason is
that there is no political necessity for discussing it.' It was his contention that if the British
had more referendums, both the politicians and the newspapers would have to present more
coherent and balanced arguments in order to win voters over to their side.
Similarly significant, he added, was the fact that, with the exception of the Social Democrats
and the Socialist People's Party, the Danish political parties had no internal splits in respect
of the EU. They were thus able to present a coherent policy on, say, EMU, without the risk
that any specific arguments about details would cause internal rifts to become evident. UK
politicians, and consequently the UK newspapers, were hampered, be maintained, by a
clamming up of politicians who could risk only vagueness on many aspects of the Union.
With such a high level of agreement among the Danish political parties, it is not surprising
that, at least in respect of the EU, the Danish newspaper press seems also to suffer less from
the 'nobbling', spin doctors, and general manipulation that is such a feature of current
newspaper journalism in the UK. News 'management' is, of course, common to journalists
of both countries - both come under pressure from lobby groups and other bodies with vested
interests, and both at times fall victim to manipulation. This is an inevitable part of the
professional life of all journalists However, the manipulation of the British press - by Euro-
sceptics in particular - is, as this research shows, particularly extreme. Even some of the
Danish journalists commented on this. To illustrate the poInt, when asked wbere th& 1)
story leads come from, UK political correspondents in particular cited 'people in Britain
who have run into some difficulty as a result of EU regulations', or, more specifically,
'Euro-scepucs - because they are driving the agenda here'. Furthermore, underlining the
relevance of Bell's 'prefabrication' factor of newsworthiness (p26), and the problems
journalists encounter when faced with an apparently 'good' story fed to them by a Euro-
sceptic, one political journalist from a UK broadsheet explained how he had just received a
story from a Euro-sceptic MP, suggesting that new EU regulations would outlaw British
lavatories. As he commented: 'I would predict that over the next few days, you will see a
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lot of stories about foreign imports of cheap and nasty foreign bo g . It's the sort of story that
would be dealt with in a light way, and there will be little inclination on the part of
journalists to check-out whether or not it is correct, because the story Is just too good to be
true.'
Asked whether they felt that the EU was justified In compisining about Its treatment In the
press, most UK journalists in this survey felt that It was, particularly In respect of the British
tabloid press. The prominence and space given to Euro-sceptics, the way 'the facts are made
to fit the views' of anti-European newspapers, the concentration on 'daft' stories of the 'bent
cucumber' variety, the use of the Union 'as a political foothall...a convenient shorth2nd to
describe divisions in the Conservative Party', 'a Little Englander attitude'. 'a tendency to
exploit xenophobia', and 'a lot of ignorance In reporting the Union' were all reasons given
by British journalists as to why EU officials might have cause for dissaflcfaction.
This view was, however, qualified. For instance, some interviewees felt that EU officials
could be over-sensitive - newspapers had every right to take a line on the EU aixi criticise
it if they felt it was warranted, and this was normal practice, they said. Others felt that other
Europeans do not always understand the nature of newspapers in the UK. As one political
journalist on a UK tabloid summed it up: 'The British press Is the most robust, awkward and
prickly in Europe, and Brussels does not know quite how to cope with the kind of
aggressive, hard-hitting coverage it gets in the British media, particularly 1 the tabloids
Continental newspapers are establlchment-minde4 - supine - and they (EU officials) find It
hard to deal with the kind of rumbustious press that flourishes In Britain'
Some British interviewees also commented that although the EU might suffer from a bad
press, it only had itself to blame, in that it regularly failed to explain things properly.
However, whereas the European Commission in London has regularly felt the need to
respond to unfavourable, or simply inaccurate, coverage In UK newspapers of Its activities
and aims, its Danish counterpart has not. As one representative of a Danish broadsheet
commented, although the Danish European Commission might well have felt frustrated about
specific issues 'it is not really the style here to complain and I do not think it would further
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their cause..,and they do not perhaps get as much provocation here as they do in the UK'.
Indeed, the Danish interviewees in general commented that they could understand why the
EU had complained about the British newspaper press - particularly in respect of those
newspapers that are vehemently anti-European, who tailor stories to fit that stance, and who
print 'euromyths' without checking.
One Danish weekly broadsheet journalist, however, made the point that he expected some
change in British press coverage if the Labour Government adopted a more 'balanced'
approach to the EU than their Tory predecessors. The latter bad, he said, 'simply withdrawn
from any responsibility in the EU - and if you are at war, you do not have to present facts,
just propaganda'.
End Notes
1. The UK and Denmark were among the countries that formed the European Free Trade
Area (EFI'A) in 1959 (Pilkington, p23). The other founder members were Norway, Sweden,
Austria, Portugal and Switzerland.
2. These are among the points discussed in one of the leaflets of the time - 'Hvad er vi
uenige oni' (what are we in disagreement about)- which gave views of both sides, for and
ipinq, on a number of issues. ft was one of many publications that aimed to
give Danes the Information they needed before voting on membership in 1972.
3 For instance, in Ek.ura Bladet on 18 April, 1993, p17, a feature headed 'Germany is our
faze' argued that, although the Danes might fear Germany's size, they could not isolate
themselves from it - their heads had to rule their hearts. Again, on 30 April, the newspaper
ran a double-page spread entitled 'We are dead scared' in which it claimed that Danish fear
of the Germans had had a greater effect on vows in the first Maastricht Treaty referendum
than had been officially admitted.
4 The Nordic Passport Union, which also covers the Nordic non-EU members, has
presented problems to the EU in its own moves to remove border controls between its
members (Miles, p278). This difficulty has not yet been fully resolved, although as Miles
reckons: 'Intra Nordic co-operation will continue to be paramount regardless of the division
between full and non-member states as the interests of the Nordic region and the European
Union are Inseparably inter-linked.'
safwherpoin,thefailureofsomeGermanstoshowthefrpassportsatDnishborders-
felt necessary because of the complications caused by the Nordic Passport Union - has
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caused Dpnish resentment. For instance, stories in BT(13 April, 1993, p4) - 'Passport chase
of the surly Germans' - and Berlingske Tldende (13 April, 1993, p3) - 'Germans won't show
their passports' - exhibited Irritation at German 'arrogance' in refusing to acknowledge the
implications of the Danes' 'special' relationship with their Nordic neighbours. This was a
clear instance of the tension sometimes felt In Denmark between its neighbours, north and
south.
5. Among numerous examples are Poliuiken's leader 'Big words' on 13 April, 1993, and
&rlhLgske lldende's leader 'Help for Eastern Europe' of the same date in which both papers
criticised EU countries for doing little to help Eastern Europe. Both papers claimed EU
members were dragging their heels because they feared cheap competition from Eastern
Europe in agricultural and other products, and outlined the possible consequences of not
bringing these countries into the EU fold.
6. As examples, among many newspaper stories and articles supporting this are 'Lonely fight
for the environment' in Po&iken, 27 April, 1993,3 Sektion, p2, and 'Eastern countries
groaning with filth', also in Poliuiken, 20 April, 1993,3 Scktion, p2.
7. According to figures published by the European Commission, and published In a front-
page story in The Independent (30 April, 1997), Denmark came second to bixembourg In
the EU members 'Wealth League'. Britain's position - at number 11- was said to reflect
disparities in the distribution of wealth in the country. There is a much bigger gap between
rich and poor in the UK than there is in Denmark.
8. This point is underlined in, for example, the Polztzken feature of 19 April, 1993, 3
Sektion, p4, 'Europe's life depends on stability In the East'.
9. This description appeared in the Sunday Times of 5 May, 1996, p4 In a leader beaded
'The Great Debate'.
10. On the eve of the 1997 General Election, the newspapers in this study agreed with this
analysis of the stances of the political parties towards Europe. Indeed, most were in
agreement with the Daily Mail that this was 'the defining Issue of this election' (30 April,
p8).
11. Most Danish daily newspapers have editorial offices at Christiansborg Pale, and there
is a press gallery, although many journalists listen to debates on closed-circuit radio in their
rooms ('Folketinget' leaflet, p11).
12. The British newspapers and news magazines covered the Danish No vote - and discussed
its implications - in depth. There was, for instance, 'Suspended .nrnaton' and 'Europe's
case of the Danish blues' in the Financial Times, 8 October, 1992 (Section 111, p1) and 16
January, 1993, p7, respectively; 'When the people say no' in The Independent, 4 June, 1992,
p2; 'Storm in an EC cup' in the Guardian, 12 June, 1992, p25; and 'The Danes say No' In
The Economist, 6 June, 1992, p10, to name just a selection.
13. The fourth opt-out - which was not relevant to this research - addressed Danish concerns
about the nature of European 'citizenship' outlined in the Treaty (at odds with the Danish
concept), by agreeing that Danish law alone would determine whether other EC nationals
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could become Danish citizens.
14. The referendum did result in a Yes vote (see Appendix 8).
15. The legal challenge was eventually thrown out by the Danish Supreme Court on 6 April,
1998.
16. linking up with the Swedes and Finns, Danish journalists have been particularly active
In initiatives to open decision-making processes in EU institutions to scrutiny, for minutes
to be published and even for Commission meetings to be televised (reported in the story,
'Call for EC to be more open' by Anne Silvennoinen, in Reporting Europe, published by the
Centre for Journalism Studies, Cardiff, Summer, 1995).
17. He was speaking at an EC seminar, organised by Swedes, entitled 'Openness and
Transparency In the European Institutions', held in Brussels on 22 November, 1995.
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Chapter 6
An analysis of the newspaper texts In the sample period - 14
January, 1997, to 14 February, 1997, InclusIve with reference to
political backgrounds and structures, and historical and current
relationships with the EU.
UK Tabloids
Relationship pith other Europe2n
The Sun has often - and with good cause - been described as xenophoblc, aix) this
particularly reveals itself in its EU coverage; not just In the paper's own treatment of Union
events, but as much, if not more, in the features It includes that are written by leading anti-
European politicians. Examples in this group include Lord Tebbit, whose regular column
in the newspaper during the sample penod included 'Hans off our election you Brussels
spouter' (31 January) - a strident attack on the Dutch Prime Minister for 'Instructing' the
British political parties 'not to indulge in Euro-bashing'. 'On your bike, off the end of the
pier and take a long swim borne to Holland,' was Tebbit's message This followed an earlier
column ('Just who are EU to order Britain about', 17 January) in which Lord Tebbit drew
on ancient hostilities between the UK, the Spanih, French and Germans to illustrate his point
that, having defeated these nations In the past, there was no reason why we should be
allowing them to order us around now.
Tebbit was not alone. On 14 January, Teresa Gorman told Sun readers that the threat of the
British being told what to do by 'foreigners' was the Inspiration behind her 'fight for a
referendum', while the American political and economic analyst, Irwin Seizer, was asking
on 6 February 'Can voters trust Tony to stop the grabby Germans?' This also barked back
to WW2 with, again, the suggestion that, having curbed German aspirations then, It made
no sense for the British to cave in to them now - and without a fight.
1. A list of the major story themes during the sample period appears In AppendIx 11.
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In Its own in house produced stories and comment the Sun, itself, saw the Germans and the
French, in particular, in terms of past conflicts, with the implication that they were not to
be trusted. The statues 'euromyth', initiated by Dennis Neilsen, has already been discussed
in Chapter 4 (eg p57). And the need to defend British borders against foreign 'invaders' also
loomed large in connection with immigration. The story on 11 February - 'Euro threat to
border curbs' - was followed the next day by quotes from the MP, Ann Widdecombe,
promising that she would 'fight euro migrant laws to last breath'. The gist was that, again,
the French and Germans were ganging up to 'ensure we sign up' to a relaxation of border
controls, which would 'open up the floodgates to illegal immigrants'.
In contrast, the more pro-European Mirror contained few references to Britain's European
partners. The exception appeared in the John Williams column of 6 February headed 'Why
Major's still fighting the prattle of Britain'. In this, Williams lamented Tory Europhobia in
general and 'dread of the Germans' in particular. 'To the Conservatives, Europe is a game
played by 15 nations, which the Germans are bound to win,' Williams commented.
His view that many of the British still suspected that the Germans were trying 'to take over
the whole of Europe' appeared to be borne out by the mid-market tabloids. The Daily Mail,
for instance, in a feature on the 7 February, discussed 'German jobs and history's grim
lesson'. Unemployment, such as the Germans were currently suffering, was what had led
to the rise of Hitler, the paper said, with the implication that it could happen again. The
Germans were not to be trusted. The &press took a similarly anti-German line in its 6
February feature, 'We just want Brussels to get off our backs', when it, too, suggested that
the EU in itself would not stop the Germans rising up, just like they did in WW2.
Although the Germans and, to a lesser extent, the French, bore the brunt of the British
tabloids' attacks during the sample period, other Europeans did not escape entirely. The
Spanich, for instance, received a roasting in the Daily Mail ('Why are Spanish trawler crews
sigmng on in Cornwall?', 3 February), not just for allegedly tiking jobs from Cornish
fishermen, but also for apparently acting in a cavalier fashion about the matter and finding
It 'amusing'.
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Political structure and domestic political strife
The general unwillingness of the British political establishment to put Britain's relationship
with Europe to the British people in a referendum was a source of regret at least to the Sun.
In its leader of 14 January, for instance, it urged politicians to 'Let people have vote on
Europe' and was supportive of Teresa Gorman's Bill to make a referendum obligatory.
However, other tabloids did not agree. The Mirror called the Bill 'barmy' (22 January)
concerned that, should it succeed, this might be the first step towards Britain leaving the EU
- which would be 'disastrous'. At the same time, in his Daily Mail column, John Edwards
was arguing that referendums are fraught with problems ('When the question Is the big
question', 14 January). It would be difficult to decide just what the question should be,
people frequently do not understand what they are voting for, and they often vote more on
personalities than issues, he said.
However, with no referendum to concentrate mind, the UK tabloids as a whole tended to
focus on the EU as a mster of domestic political strife, particularly in the run-up to the May
1997 General Election. It was a key political issue and one about which the parties were
divided - internally and externally. Furthermore, the papers were looking for differences -
the eniergence of 'blue water' - between the Conservative aix! Labour views on the nature
of the British relationship with the rest of Europe, and thus seized on every hint
In us repom of these differences, the ann-EU Sun often concentrated on the views of its
enduring heroine, Lady Thnhcr, urging her to 'put them all straight' (in a leader of 30
Jarniary, 'The threat does not add up'). This related to the House of Lords debate on Lord
Pearson's Bill to begin moves for the UK to leave the Union, but in other instances, Lady
Thrcher, along with other Euro-sceptics, such as Lord Tebbit, Teresa Gornian and Norman
Lanioti, was specifically quoted in contexts where ber hostility to EMU - shared by the Sun -
was evxlent. The paper's particular focus on EMU is discussed in Chapter 8, and for the
UK tabloids as a whole, it was a subject that caused passions to run high. For instance, like
the Sun. the Daily Mail made the hostility caused by differing views on EMU a regular
subject of news reports, and clearly Indicated Its disapproval of those politicians - Tory or
Labour - who supported that initiative, or any general moves to further the UK's integration
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within the EU. For instance, Michael Heseltine was 'sent away with a flea in his ear' for
urging his colleagues to unite on Europe ('Right rebuffs Heseltine on unity plea', 21
January), and there was some satisfaction in 'Major routs Clarke on single currency' (24
January) that the pro-European, Kenneth Clarke, was being slapped down. EU issues as a
source of disagreement between Conservative and Labour came to the fore in such Daily
Mail stories as 'Roaring back as a party of patriots' (3 February), in which the
Conservatives' refusal to kowtow to 'the EU's bureaucratic employment rules' was contrasted
favourably with Labour's more ameliorative approach.
In common with the Sun and the Daily Mail, the &press also indicated its support for the
Euro-sceplics In the regular battles the EU was causing within the UK's domestic political
scene, with, for instance, a piece with John Major's byline, entitled 'Why I battled to bring
my colleagues round'. In this, the then Prime Minister was given the chance to explain the
rationale behind his wary attitude to the EU, and to explain why Labour's Euro-friendly
stance would be so damaging to Britain.
opportunity to express their views.
Pro-Europeans were not given a similar
The UK's relationship with the EU
For the UK tabloids In general, the EU was seen as a threat to British sovereignty, and any
hint of 'bullying' by Brussels or by any of the member states provoked outrage. The
£tpreu, for Instance, In a leader entitled 'Rebukes only add fuel to the Euro-sceptics fire'
(14 January), listed areas In which the UK had been in trouble with the EU in the recent
past, commenting that. 'An increasingly Euro-sceptical public might conclude, with great
satisfaction, that we are just not good enough to be part of a European superstate.' The
notion of the 'superstate' and Brussels 'sticking its oar in' surfaced in another leader the
following day ('Fasten your seathelts for a bumpy flight over EU issue') in which EU
objections to the alliance between British Airways and American Airlines were outlined - and
ndiculed - in an indignant, front page news story of 14 January ('Hi-Jacqued').
Indeed, the concept of 'federalism' as a whole was anathema to The &press, particularly
since the paper sensed a Franco-German conspiracy to create a federal Europe regardless of
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the wishes of others (eg 'Rifkind throws down the Euro gauntlet to Kohl', 20 January and
'Britain facing Euro gang of two', 21 January). In short, the paper just wanted Brussels 'to
get off our back' (6 February).
Similar sentiments were regularly expressed by the Daily Mail which saw 'the worst fears
of sceptics proving true' in French and German moves to create a European superstate ('A
threat to Britain's national identity', 17 January). It also resented 'the Brussels bullies' who
were trying to 'ground our jumbo merger' (15 January).
The Sun, too, bristled at 'Euro meddlers' threatening to take over the UK's tax, social
security, decisions on law and order, immigration and the environment ('Tory fury at Euro
plot to grab our tax', 17 January). It also challenged Germany's ChanceUor Kohl to 'come
clean' about his plans for a European superstate (20 January).
Alone in appealing for a more positive approach to the UK's relationship with the EU, The
Mirror voiced its support for Douglas Hurd who was claiming that constant sniping at Europe
was undermining jobs and prosperity ('Hurd instinct', 6 February). 'If we don't accept a
role at the heart of a developing EU, we descend to the status of a Third World country,'
the paper argued.
EU regulations
EU directives, rules and regulations have long been a rich source of stories for the
newspapers - the 'euromyths' fall into this category.
Again, the tabloid interest in this aspect of the UK relationship with the EU related primarily
to perceived threats to British sovereignty, and the notion of foreigners 'telling us what to
do'. For instance, in addition to the statues 'euromyth', other stories in which EU
regulations were portrayed as being potentially 'daft' or 'outrageous' in some respect
included the Sun story of 18 January, entitled 'Daffy Euro flower rule goes to pot', in which
it was claimed that 'a barmy Brussels plan making it difficult for lovers to send flowers over
the phone was nipped in the bud'. However, since the regulation was clearly amended
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before anything 'daft' was allowed to happen, this was a weak story. The sole purpose
behind its inclusion was, yet again, to present the Union in an unfavourable light. The
response of the E.press and other tabloids to EU proposals for dealing with household waste
- similarly hysterical and largely irrational - has also been discussed in Chapter 4 (eg p64).
For its part, the Daily Mail includes a regular 'Red Tape Alert' feature - in which examples
of what it deems to be 'daft' or 'threatening' EU regulations are identified and ridiculed.
And stories in this 'genre' that appeared during the sample period included 'A Brussels brew-
ha ha over beer advert joke' (15 January) - a report relating how the brewers, Scottish &
Newcastle, were in trouble over their false (and tongue-in-cheek) claim in an advertisement
that the EU was planning to standardise the water used in beer-making.
Attitude to EU Interna' politics and 'openness'
Other opportunities for the UK tabloids to ridicule the Union emerged in the form of
apparent EU wastefulness. There were, for instance, the Sun stories of 12 aM 14 February.
The first attacked the profligacy of an '9ncane £11,000 euro trip to sun isle' which reported
bow an EU group went to Guadaloupe to research 'women in the workplace', and training
opportunities for young people. The second, ('Learn to arg-EU'), mocked a course designed
to teach Eurocrats to argue as a means of helping them 'to cope in Brussels' maze of
committees'.
Taking a more serious approach, The Express drew attention to what it saw as wastefulness
and greed in 'Tackle Europe's fowl play' (5 February). The cost of running the European
Parliament - a 'great travelling circus that divides its time between Brussels, Strasbourg and
Luxembourg' - was bad enough, the paper suggested, but even more unjustified were such
expense claims as those made by the MEP, Bryan Cassidy. He had requested £315 as
compensation for missing a day's shooting on account of EU Parliamentary business.
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Danish tabloids
Relationship with other Europeans
Relatively free of anti-foreigner Invective, the D pnish tabloids contained only minor
criticisms of other EU member states during the sample period. What there was, appeared
in BT, and primarily involved a complaint about French 'protectionism'. The story ('Danish
protest does not help one jot', on 30 January) and related leader ('Skiing In French', on the
same day), related new French regulations that would make It more difficult for other
nationals to become ski instructors in France. The paper was peeved at what It saw as
French unreasonabless.
There was some glee in BTat Chancellor Kohl's admission that he was 'thic-k' at school (on
10 Februaiy). And the fact that the British were being excused the Imposition of Burgundy
red EU passports and could keep their own, was highlighted (12 February), although the
'facts' were reported without comment.
As has already been discussed in Chapter 4 (p61), there was positive emotion in BT In
respect of the anticipated accession to the EU of the Central and Eastern European countries
This was largely prompted by the prospect of financial benefits for the Danes (eg 'We will
be richer in an expanded EU' on 22 January), although the report on 21 January ('Fears a
new EU No') also featured the comments of leading Danish politicians that expansion of the
Union to the East was important in safeguarding peace in the region.
Political structure, domestic political strife and the Danes' relationship
with the EU
According to BT, the Danes were deeply divided over the EU ('Fears a new EU No', 21
January) - a situation that was not being helped by an apparent refusal by the Government
to bring the debate out into the open. In leaders of 23 January ('Woolliness and
concealment') and 5 February ('Man in a tight spot'), the paper appealed to the Government
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to clarify its views specifically on the Danish opt-outs and the country's general relationship
with the EU so that the whole matter could be properly discussed in advance of the 1998
referendum. Nevertheless, although the divided opinions of Danish politicians were given
an airing in the news story mentioned above, the matter was given little coverage or
comment elsewhere in BT, and Ekitra Blade: gave it even less.
EU regulations
In the category of EU regulations, too, there was Little EU news to be found in the Danish
tabloids. The major exception was the Eksrra Blade: report, discussed in Chapter 4 (p65),
relating to the Danish aristocrats who had found a way under the CAP to extract subsidies
in respect of the substantial areas of land they owned. The paper clearly saw faults in both
theCAP-inallowingsuchsubsidiesinthefirstplace- butmostofitsdisapprovalwas
directed towards the landowners. The paper was clearly sceptical about their claims of
poverty without such EU help.
Attitude to EU Internal politics and 'openness'
The Danish tabloids showed a similar Lack of interest in EU internal politics and openness.
The minor exceptions related to the disagreement about the design of the forthcoming euro
mies and the ramifications of the BSE affair. Again, both of these have been discussed in
chapter 4.
Comparison of the tabloids
The ferocious anti EU approach of the British tabloids was largely absent from their Danish
counterparts. During the sample period, the latter showed relatively Little interest in the EU
at all. However, the major elements outlined in the first ction of this chapter were at least
pailially reflected in the tabloid press of both countries. For instance. British suspicion of
the French and Germans was richly illustrated in the UK tabloids, although in the Danish
tabloids It was only the French who, during the sample period, came in for any negative
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reporting. Enthusiasm in BT for the accession of the Eastern and Central European countries
was not matched by the British papers who scarcely mentioned the matter at all.
The influence of the EU - particularly in respect of the forthcoming referendum and the
Danish opt-outs - on internal Danish politics received some coverage in Br (although very
little In Elsrra Blades), and the disagreement over these matters within the Danish political
establishment was featured, albeit in a factual and relatively unemotional fashion. In this
respect, therefore, the Danish tabloids differed considerably from their British counterparts,
for whom the political rows within the Tory party and between Tories and Labour in the run
up to the General Election were a prime news focus warranting considerable - and boisterous
- coverage.
Similarly, the approach of the two countries' tabloids to the single currency differed. EM1J,
so much a factor in the UK's internal political debate, was consequently a major news focus
for the British tabloids. In contrast, as the cause of relatively little disagreement at the time
in Denmark, EMU warranted only the odd passing reference in the Danish tabloids.
Regulations, too, provoked far less passion In the Danish tabloids than they did In their
British counterparts. However, for Br in particular, the internal workings of the EU
Parliament and Commission were of some interest, especially In respect of the way they were
affecting the lone Danish Commissioner, Rin Bperregaard (see p65). The perks of MEPs
were, similarly, a cause of concern. In contrast, the Internal structure of the EU, the way
it operates, the thoughts, actions - and perks - of MEPS, and the profound changes and
challenges the Union was experiencing during this period, left the British tabloids largely
unmoved.
UK broadsheets
Relationship with other Europeans
Although using language that was more sedate than that of the tabloids, some of the UK
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broadsheets nevertheless exhibited some suspicion about, and even contempt for, the
country's EU partners.
The Daily Telegraph, for instance, saw the Irish as being 'incorrigible Euro-enthusiasts'
solely on account of their being 'beneficiaries of European largesse on a massive scale'(in
a leader of 13 February, 'Double Dutch on EMU'). Then there was a regular stream of
negative comment about the French and Germans whom the paper saw as constantly trying
totriumphattheuK'sexpense. For instance, inafeatureof2lJanu2ry('Britainisthe
nation that plays by the rules'), the paper listed a raft of instances where these countries had
fallen foul of EU regulations which simply highlighted 'the hypocrisy of Franco-German calls
for greater commitment from their partners'. In a similar vein, the paper was constantly on
the look-out for instances in which the French and Germans were ganging up against the
Bnush, particularly in the pursuit of a 'federal Europe' (eg 'Major's vision of EU rejected'
of 21 January). The enthusiasm of these countries for EMU was seen as part of their plan
to create a European superstate by slealth(eg 'Brussels confirms study of plans for unified
tax', 17 January).
However, while the Daily Telegraph regularly featured France and Germany, it showed little
imerest in Eastern Europe, apparently agreeing with Kenneth Clarke who, in a feature of 3
February ('Clarke says cool 1t on currency'), was quoted as saying that there were other
issues to be addressed by the EU before it turned its attention to expansion, and questioning
whether it was realistic to *iy to bring together countries with vastly different economic
structures, institutional arrangements and cultures.
The Times, although more inclined to examine the prospect and implications of accession to
the EU of the Central and Eastern Europeans, also foresaw problems in the process (eg in
the leader'Gerinany looks east', 22 January). The paper even included a feature by Anatole
Kaletsky ('Europe's Eastern sceptic?, 14 January) suggesting that these would-be members
nught be better off staying outside altogether, especially given the EU's failure to bring peace
to Bosnia, and the Germans' blocking of their attempts forge closer agricultural links with
Union members.
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In common with the Daily Telegraph, The limes was deeply suspicious of the Germans and
the French (eg in 'Brussels lines up against Britain on multi-speed Europe' 17 January, and
'Show of power by Paris-Bonn axis outflanks Britain', 21 January), although it did at least
aUow Christopher Hakins, Chairman of Northern Foods, a rare chance to argue for more
enthnciam about greater European integration (in a feature of 13 February, 'Europhobia is
bad for business').
For its part, (and as discussed in Chapter 4, p76), The Independeiu was revelling In Its
scoops about apparent behind-the-scenes manoeuvnng by the French and Germans to further
theIr vision of a European superstate. The paper claimed to have unearthed plans, first 'to
create a single system for tax and social security' (16 January, 'Now Britain faces single
European tax system') and second to create a new body to make European economic policy
that would exclude Britain if it stayed out of EMU (3 February, 'Euro plan will cut Britain
out'). The Independeiu also looked askance at the methods employed by EU counfties to
meet the EMU convergence criteria - ix just hint ing that they were engaged In rigging their
economic figures, but also giving the full details. And in a story of 22 Jan uary ( ' Italian
farmers go sour on Europe') it appeared to delight in the comeuppance of the Italian farmers
who, 'after living a fairy-tale life of subsidies and cosy government protection for the past
15 years.. .bave suddenly come face-to-face with the reality of European Integration'
In fact the Guardian was alone in adopting a diplomatic tone towards Britain's EU partners
as any kind of norm. It even ran a leader on 24 Jan uary entitled 'Europe an apology' in
which it lamented the way the British sometimes talk about other Europeans which 'barely
rises above the level of abuse'. The paper also acknowledged the fact that 'momentum
towards unification has little to do with economic rationality and everything to do with
political passion' (in a leader of 28 January, 'The easy way to be a Europhile') And
through features written, respectively, by Andrew Hilton and Francis Wbeen, the paper
appealed to its readers to 'embrace the German Behemoth' (27 January) - thereby abandoning
their suspicions about Germany and its aggressive tendencies - and ridiculed the 'europhobic'
members of the House of Lords who spoke in support of the Lord Pearson's Bill (in
'Europhobic Lords a'leaping', 5 February).
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Like its UK broadsheet counterparts, however, the Guardian made only passing references
to the accession to the EU of the Central and Eastern European countries, giving little
comment on the topic.
Political structure and domestic political strife
Teresa Gorman's Bill, which would have forced a referendum about the nature of Britain's
relationship with the EU, was covered by all the broadsheets. But, although that initiative
was treated more with amusement than passion (for instance, 'Swineherd and wench do battle
over Europe' Parliamentary sketch by Davis Aaronovitch in The Independent, 22 JMmaiy),
Lord Pearson's Bill, did cause a stir, especially since it involved Baroness Thatcher and other
'dry' Tories. For the Daily Telegraph, for instance, Lord Pearson was 'God's Euro-sceptic'
(in a feature, 1 February), engaged in a 'cosmic battle between good and evil'. AM it
delighted ui the House of Lord? debate on the Bill, which told the EU to 'get sniffed' (1
February, 'Th2tcher safety catch on as Europe is shot down').
The two Bills also triggered some broadsheet debate on referendums. On the 6 February,
for instance, the Guardian included a feature by Bernard Crick, entitled 'A plague on these
polls', arguing that referendums 'represent an abject surrender of responsible government'.
In contrast, writing in The Tunes on 27 January ('Renegotiation means out'), Peter Ricklell
bked calls for a referendum, reckoning that the question should be whether or not Britain
remained an EU member at all.
Also, not surprisingly, the broadsheets, like the tabloids, made much of the domestic political
strife occasioned by the EU. This has been fully discussed in Chapter 4. And the same
politicians were quoted in both the broadsheet and tabloid press, indicating just how
successful these people bad become in using the newspaper press to propound their views.
Regularly featured during the sample period, were, for instance, such 'rent-a-quotes" as
John Redwood (eg in The Independent, 'Jobless in Leipzig: taxed in Liverpool'. 17 January)
Lord Tebbit, Teddy Taylor and Bill Cash (eg in the Daily Telegraph, 27 January, 'Major
stazes resistance to EU single currency', and in The limes, 12 February, 'BrItain heads for
row over EU fuel tax plan' and 22 January, 'Redwood condemns calls for European
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smartcard', to pick just a random sample). The use of these sources will be more fully
discussed in Chapter 12. However, significantly, these right-wingers did not appear In the
more liberal-leaning Guardian.
The UK's relationship with the EU
The Guardian was also alone among the UK broadsheets in arguing for a positive approach
in general to Europe. For that paper, 'sovereignty Is as you make it' (18 January), and it
lamented the fact that the election campaign was 'descending Into farce' with dire warnings
from Euro-sceptics of unfounded threats posed to Britain by, for Instance, the harmonisation
of tax. The paper was also embarrassed by what it saw as the Government being difficult
in not supporting the initiatives sparked off by the EU's Year against Racism (in 'Major
vetoes racism fight', 27 Janu2ry) and by John Major's anti social chapter speech In Brussels
(Ic 'Major's onslaught on social chapter', 5 February). It was similarly uncomfortable about
Malcolm Rifkind's initiative to 'take the debate about the future of the European Union to
the people of Europe and over the beads of the politicians' (in 'Europe: an apology', 24
3-.
In short, the paper saw little to be gained from the suspicious and constantly carping attitude
of the Tory Government towards the UK's EU partners, and wanted Instead more efforts to
foster a Union 'which works more closely together In as many fields as it practically can'
In the view of The Tune,, however, the Ritkind Initiative was well-timed. It was an
appropriate juncture, the paper reckoned, 'to refresh the European debate' (in a leader of 24
January, 'Rilkind's soapbox'). As discussed In Chapter 4 (plO), The Times saw EMU as
a critical issue ('Ruling out', 24 January) and was firmly opposed to It. It also felt that the
British did not want a federal Europe, any more loss of sovereignty, or more European
rntegraflon.
These sentiments were largely echoed in the Daity Telegraph which was similarly opposed
to any hint of closer ties with Europe, saw no reason to join EMU or to adopt the social
chapter, and bristled at every suggestion of Brussels imposing Its rules on the UK. That
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latter point was particularly clear in its coverage of the proposed alliance between British
Airways and American Airlines, which will be discussed in Chapter 8. And although the
paper generally felt that there was no chance that the UK would actually leave the EU ('A
row made in Japan', 31 January) it, nevertheless, revelled in anti-EU debate, such as that
occasioned by Lord Pearson's Bill.
In Its more reasonable way, The Independent showed more willingness to accept RDbin
Cook's 'wait and see' approach to EMU, while admitting concern about the 'democratic
threat posed by a single currency' ('Cook finds the right recipe for Europe', 4 February).
In general, however, the paper took a pragmatic approach to the national relationship to the
EU. It feared loss of sovereignty, but reckoned that 'the challenge is to come up with a
credible vision of Europe's future and work for it from within the core' ('Taming the Franco-
German Behemoth', 17 Janu2Ty). The paper also admitted that the word 'federalism' meant
different things to different nations, although it was constantly vigilant, particularly about
Franco-German plans for a European superstaxe. It was also peeved about EU intervention
in respect of the BA/AA alhia'e, and the way it had revealed 'the long arm and big nose of
Mr van Mien' (14 January).
EU regulations
Indeed, EU rules and regulations, in so far as they supported the notion that Brussels was
imposing Its will on the UK, were as much a news focus in some of the broadsheets as they
were in the tabloids. The Daily Telegraph, for instance, was fiercely opposed to the proposal
from the European Safety Commission that would have compelled British motorists to drive
with their 'running' lights on during the day (in a leader of 13 February, entitled 'A dark day
for drivers'). It sounded a note of exasperation in the feature 'Rules spout out of Brussels'
(10 February) at the amount of EU legislation in the pipeline, and expressed relief in its
leader of 15 January ('A second CAP?') that there was not yet an airline policy to match that
afflicting agriculture and fisheries.
In news stories, too, the Daily Telegraph continued to indicate its disapproval of EU-imposed
regulations. Examples included 'Euro code is unobtainable' (14 January), and 'European
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rules stifle biotech' (20 January), discussed in Chapter 4 (p69).
The Thnes, too, was constantly on the look-out for EU 'interference'. In a news story of 12
February ('Britain heads for row over EU fuel tax plan') It concentrated on 'appalled'
ConservativeEuro-sceptic MPswhowere warningagainstwhatthey saw as the startofthe
imposition of a Europe-wide taxation system. Condemnation of the 'illogical' proposal on
ferry safety, in which all passengers would be obliged to give their personal details to ferry
crews, featured in a news story on 5 February, and an 'arrangement' In which the EU would
favour former European colonies in respect of bnn2 exports, elicited a prediction that there
would be 'huge job losses and an upsurge in drug trafficking' In the Caribbean countries
which would be losing an important market.
There was, however, much less concentration on regulations In both the Guarthw, and The
Independent. The former tended to make these the topic of only relatively minor stories (eg
'Millionaire wheat and barley barons cash in on huge EU subsidies while ma1I bill farmers
are left in the cold' on 6 February, aM 'Ministers fight to save fishery talks', 13 February)
both of which were as critical of the then Tory Government as they were of the EU. For
its part, The Independent drew attention to such matTers as a proposed 'information tax' (in
'Cyberspace - final frontier for EU taxmen', 20 January) and the implications for kahan
farmers who were now being obliged to pay attention to milk quotas (p128) But, again, in
both cases the EU generally escaped criacimi.
Attitude to EU Internal politics and 'openness'
Even so, The Independent was regularly up In arms about what it saw as the EU's failure to
communicate with clarity its rules and regulations. In a leader of 10 February ('The vital
message beneath the Euro waffle') the newspaper heralded the fact that It bad set a 'team of
code-crackers' to work out what the social chapter - 'vague, with dodgy translations' - was
really all about. On 22 January, it featured Sir Michael Butler, Labour's EU envoy, trying
to make sense of the 'incomprehensible' Maastricht Treaty (in 'Twenty-five years of the
European dream that have changed the face of Britain') and on 4 February, It was
maintaining that the 'Euro-babble can't obscure the budget crunch'. In thIs ft was trying to
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identify what was and what was not allowed for countries attempting to meet the criteria for
joining EMU.
The implications of the BSE débâcle for the internal operation of the European Commission
and Parliament were generally down-played by the British broadsheets, which were more
interested in the effect the affair was having on the British beef trade, and, again, the
attempted 'interference' of Brussels in British attempts to eradicate the disease2. The
repercussions of the EU ban on British beef were also blamed in some stories (eg The Tunes
on 23 Januaiy) for putting a damper on Burns night in that haggis was also implicated.
Although some attention was drawn to the internal wrangling the BSE affair bad caused
within the Union, and the subsequent investing of new authority in Fmma Bonino at the
expense of Franz Fischler (eg in The Tunes story 'Bonino chosen as new BSE chief, and the
Daily Telegraph story 'Fischler is stripped of major food safety role', both on 13 February),
this aspect of the affair was clearly considered of less importance than the damage being
caused by the ban. Unlike their Danish counterparts, none of the UK papers considered that
the British should feel any great sense of guilt over the affair.
Similarly, the promotion to the post of President of the European Parliament of the Spaniard,
Jos6 Maria Gil Robles, after what appeared to have been some behind the scenes wheeler-
dealing between Germans and Spaniards, failed to excite the more detached British
newspapers in the way it did the Danish press.
Danish broadsheets
Relationship with other Europeans
Wariness about the Germans, a keen interest in - but some irritation about - other Nordic
countries, and support for Central and Eastern European countries in their bid for EU
membership, were all evident in the EU reporting of the Danish broadsheets.
Touching first on the Germans, Jyliands-Posten in particular revealed mixed feelings, which
was perhaps not surprising given Jutland's land border with Germany. While the leader of
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23 January ('Guests in Uniform') expressed dismay that German policemen, In uniform, had
been allowed to attend the funeral in Aalborg of a rocker gang member, in other reports an
acknowledgement was made that Danish attitudes to Germany should change. For Instance,
a news stoiy of 7 February ('Young Social Democrats want done with the opt-outs'),
reported the opinion of a young Social Democrat that Germany should not have to keep on
paying for the last war. The view was that, for instance, Germany should not have to cope
alone with mass immigration from the East, and that asylum seekers should be more evenly
shared among EU members.
Simil2rly, the link between Germany's well-being and Denmark's fortunes - whether the
Danes liked it or not - was illustrated in, for instance, &rhngske lldende, In which a news
story of 29 January about the Germans' economic woes ('Germany's EMU aspirations put
under pressure by unemployment') admitted that the 'sony German figures can threaten
Denmark'.
The re1ationhip with the other Nordic countries was also a focus. There were reports of
some minor tiffs with the Norwegians in, for Instance, the Jyliandr-Poen story of 12
Februazy - 'EU agrees with Danish fishermen' - in which the Union was reported as siding
with the Danes in respect of 'over-stringent' Norwegian fish inspectors. Dzsagreemenzs with
the Swedes were also featured in, for instance, the Informwion story of 5 February,
('Swedish reports: Danish opt-outs hamper Nordic co-operation'). This included quotes from
Ole Stavad of the Social Democrats, defending the Danes against Swedish allegations that the
opt-outs were hindering co-operation between Denmark, Fmlrid and Sweden. Given that
Sweden is now a fellow EU member, and looked upon as a close ally within the EU, there
was understandably close Danish interest in the Swedish stance - or what that might
eventually be - on EMU (eg in Bethngske Tldende, 12 February 'Swedish Minister attacks
EMU in spite of gag', and in an Informwion leader of 31 January, 'Wait and see, perhaps').
Although there was an acceptance that the Swedish and Danish positions on the single
currency differed, there was, nevertheless, the anticipation that whatever the Swedes decided
to do might also affect Denmark, or at least provide a few lessons.
As far as the Central and Eastern European countries were concerned, an unalloyed
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enthusiasm to see them joining the EU fold was common to all the Danish broadsheets.
There were, for instance, Informwion features championing an early amendment of the CAP
for the benefit of the Eastern Europeans ('EU's agricultural subsidies: Eastern Europe must
join in', 20 January) and maintaining that nobody should oppose their speedy entiy to the
Union ('The Eastern European card', 14 February). Berlingske Tidende gave space on 7
February to Vaclav Havel who argued that the accession of Eastern European countries to
theEUwas'Europe'sonechanceinthe2lstcentury'. Andinaleaderof24Jniiary-
'EU's expansion' - PolUiken summed up the national mood by criticising other EU members
for their 'lame excuses' for putting the brakes on the expansion process and for overstating
the technical difficulties involved. The accession of these countries would be, among other
things, 'a godgiven opportunity to speed up the (EU) reforms there has long been a need
for', the paper argued.
The Baltic States, too, came under the spoffight in, for example, Jyllands-Posten's feature
of 24 January ('Estonia - the rehearsal for the EU's expansion'). In this, Hendrik lives,
Estonia's Foreign Affairs Minister, argued that his country's traditions were European 'and
Estonia's entry into the EU will syinbolise the country's home-coming after many years of
unwilling exile'.
On a sltghtly more negative note, and in common with the Danish tabloids, the Dpnish
broadsbeets were peeved with the French over 'protectionism' in respect of skiing instructors
(eg in the Berlzngske Tidende story of 27 January, 'French own goal'). Furthermore, much
waxy coverage was given to the alliance of France and Germany - who were apparently
trying to form an internal EU fast-track towards closer integration - and tile disarray of these
two countries over the running of the European Central Bank. There were, for example, the
Poluiken feature of 1 February, 'Insecure French-German alliance', the Information stories
of 17 and 21 January - 'Bonn and Paris deny secret plan' and 'France and Germany want
to stop (those hesitating in the EU)' - and its feature of 29 January. 'They were such good
fnends. .
There was even some mild exasperation about the British. This was evident particularly in
whattheDanishpaperssawasafailurebytheEUtoactjntheinterestsofconsumersinthe
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BSE affair. In stories such as 'BSE report censured by the Commission' (in InformaUon, 22
January), the view was expressed that the Comniksion had bowed to British pressure to do
nothing over BSE in the early stages of the affair, and that the British bad since been
unhelpful in providing information to bring the matter under control. The UK also earned
mild rebukes for some heel-dragging over the absorption of refugees (eg In the Jyliands-
Poskn story of 7 Febniaiy, 'Young social Democrats want done with the opt-outs') and for
a lack of enthusiasm for measures to combat racism In the EU (eg In Jyllandr Pasten, 31
January, 'Wry start to the year against racism').
Comment was, however, mild In comparison with that expressed in the British press. The
Danish broadsheets also showed a much greater Interest in bow their own countrymen were
being seen by other EU members. There was even some pndc expressed when praise was
given (eg 'EU praises Danish environmental handbook', In Jyllwids Pasten, 3 February)
There was, too, far less prickliness about perceived 'interference' by other EU countries,
although a sense of some superiority was evident In some atones The failure of other
countries to match Denmark in environmental legislation was, for instance, highlighted In
such stories as 'Danish tin ban could end in cowl' (Jyllands-Pbsten, 17 Janu2fy), which
reported bow the Danes were being criticised by other EU members for bannuig the use of
tin cans for drinks.
Political structure and domestic political strife
Not surprisingly, the forthcoming referendum in Denmark about the Amsterdam Treaty, the
relevance of the opt-outs, and whether or ix a vote on those should be included In the
referendum, were the focus of much attention In the Danish broadsbeets during the sample
period. Clearly, dispute over Europe did afflict Danish politicians, and there were splits over
the matter within Danish political parties. For Instance, the Social Democrats - the country's
le2 ling political party, and that of the Prime Minister - were divided over what the nature
of Denmark's relationship with the EU should be Such disagreement was, however,
expressed less vehemently in Denmark than it was in the UK.
Typically, Jyllands-Posten ran such features as 'If It Is a No', (29 Jnivary), 'Confusion about
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opt-out' (12 February); and 'Opt-outs don't harm us' (14 February), in which politicians and
other specialist commentators were given the opportunity to propound their differing views.
As discussed In Chapter 4 (p79), these were not necessarily in agreement with the paper's
own opinions which were laid out in such leaders as 'Taboo-laden EU debate' (5 February),
'Honest EU strategy' (11 February) and 'Debate without reservations' (13 February). In
these, Jylian4s-Poen directed much of its criticism towards the Government for failing to
give a firm outline of Its views on the matter, thereby missing an opportunity to fire a
meaningful debate among the Danish population. And the Social Democrats - wary about
discussing just what kind of relationship Denmark should have with the EU on account of
their internal differences of opinion - were contrasted negatively with the Danish equivalent
of the TUC who were 'daring to discuss the EU without opt-outs'.
Iqformation, meantime, had features like 'EU debate fotces Nynip to a s&WcGWn (WCC the
opt-outs' (8 February), and 'Refugees - the question is too explosive' (11 February) in
which, again, a variety of views was expressed. The disarray among Danish politicians was
covered in such news stones as 'Social Democrat Party tussle over boundaries for EU
debate' (31 January) and 'Sociat Democrat chiefs fall out over opt-outs' (3 February).
For Berhngske lldende, the performance of the Danish negotiator, Niels Ersb gll, at the IGC,
In which be bad strayed from the line mandated by the Folketing's European Affairs
Committee, caused some debate. For example, the leader of 23 January, 'Reprimand in gift
paper', took him to task, although the Government's 'unclear and woolly' stance was not
reckoned to have helped 'n"ers. The uneasy stance over Europe of the Social Democrats
was specifically covered in a story on 7 February ('Social Democrat balancing act') in which
the party's efforts to crystaliise a policy, specifically in respect of the opt-outs, that would
keep all its members happy, was discussed. Views among other groups differed, too, as the
paper's news stones showed: 'Political duel about EU fear' (21 January), 'EU decision gets
a lukewarm reception' (11 February) 'EU policy splits trade union' (13 February) and 'EU
politician goes against her party' (13 February) were among those that focused on opposing
opinions in a variety of locations. Again, much of the disagreement centred on whether or
not a vote about the opt-outs should be included in the forthcoming referendum and, if they
should, how many, and which ones. The use of transport metaphors (discussed in Chapter
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4, p81) clearly suggested that Berlin gske Tindende perceived the EU as a developing entity,
which required the Danes also to keep their relationship with it constantly under review. As
part of this, the opt-out in respect of asylum in particular should, the paper argued, be
debated forthwith.
Politiken included features such as: 'On the way to a new No?' (14 Januaiy); 'Europhile
Danes stamp like mice' (21 January); and 'The Danes cannot be frightened' (6 February),
again, written by a variety of politicians and others with vested interests and, again,
expressing a spectrum of views. Some of PolUiken's own opinions were revealed in the
lender of 22 January ('EU vote - what will a new No mean?'), in which the paper
commented that 'despite the fact that we have now been members for a quarter of a century,
and despite the fact that co-operation with the EU affects our daily lives in all possible
respects, political uncertainly still dogs our participation'. Such uncertainly was again
illustrated in coverage of the threatened court case In which, It was claimed, Danish powers
had been signed over to the EU in a way that contravened the Constitution (eg 'EU sceptics
change tactics', 24 January, 'The Government refuses to deliver EU documents', 2.5 January
and 'High Court refuses to deliver documents', 12 February). The case was even the subject
of a lender on 25 January ('The dilemma of opposition - the Constitution case about
everything or nothing') in which it was dismissed by the paper as 'unrealistic'.
The Danes' relationship with the EU
Clearly much of the disagreement discussed above related to the exact nature of Denmark's
relationship with the EU. Whether or not some or all of the opt-outs were still relevant,
whether or not Denmark should aim for closer co-operation and just what would happen If
the Danes voted No again in the forthcoming referendum, were topics of much debate. In
common with the British broadsbeets, the subject of flexibility In the EU also drew much
coverage although there was more of an air of resignation in the Danish approach to the
subject.
For instance, in a leader of 22 January - 'The EU's two-stroke engine' - JyWinds-Posten
reckoned that readers could not be surprised that the French and Germans wanted to storm
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ahead with closer integration. Who could blame them when they were being held back by
the 'slow ships in the convoy' - namely the UK and Denmark - the paper asked. Even so,
the concern of Danish politicians that less enthusiastic countries would be penalised for
holding back was also covered (in 'Massive support for Danish EU wishes', 21 January and
'Nyrup concentrates his efforts on flexible EU co-operation', 7 February).
The 'dangers' behind the French and German drive for closer unity for those countries who
did not share the same enthusiasm were also discussed in Information. The initiative -
although acceptable in principle - could splinter the Union, the paper suggested, unless
appropriate measures were taken to safeguard the 'qualified veto' ('EU veto under new
pressure', 17 January, and 'Nyrup: Yes to EU in two speeds', 7 February).
&rlzngske lldende, too, was concerned about the effects of flexibility (eg in: 'EU countries
in group work or on the way to a split', 20 January; 'Ritt B. hopes for more flexible EU',
21 January; and 'Nyrup: No way round flexible EU', 7 February). In common with the
other Danish broadsbeets, It, too, felt that the opt-outs were unhelpful in the Dane? efforts
to make the most of EU membership (this view was expressed in a leader of 11 February,
entitled 'EU towards harmonisation') and that, much as the Danes might regret loss of
sovereignty, there was little to be gained from a continued half-hearted approach to the
Union
Poluiken was equally realistic about the Danish position. Fears that another referendum No
vote would necessitate Danish withdrawal from the EU were aired (eg in the news story 'No
to the EU treaty will be the same as Withdrawal', 22 January) as were concerns that, for
example, retaining the opt-cut on co-operation in respect of refugees and immigrants would
isolate the country (eg in 'Denmark threatened with isolation', 7 February). On the other
band, the small - and diminishing - degree of power Denmark had In the EU was also a
matter of some regret for the paper. For instance, the effect a 'flexible' Europe might have
on this was covered in 'Denmark on the way to EU defeat' (22 January), but there was some
relief in a news story of 15 January, that threat that small EU countries - Including
Denmark - would lose some of their voting powers, had receded (in 'Denmark holds on to
ha power in the EU'). The notion of the no-win situation in that, outside the Union, the
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Danes would have no influence or power at all, but that, within it, they were still constantly
at risk of being marginalised, was also evident In stories such as 'The big take the Initiative
in the EU (31 January). Concern about a loss of sovereignty emerged In stories such as 'The
EU wants to question Dpnish ministers' (15 January).
EU regulations
The Danes consider themselves to be leading the field in terms of environmental legislation,
for which they generally wish to see more stringent EU regulations. And, overall, the
Danish papers were more willing than their UK counterparts to accept EU controls, as shown
by their response to the EU intervention in respect of the overpayment of subsidies to Danish
shipyards. This was much reported in the broadsheets (eg in Jyliandr-Posten on 14 January,
'EU dem1s that shipyard subsidy is repaid'; In Berlu*gske lldende on 23 January, EU
demivk state subsidy paid back'; and in Poltuken on 6 February, 'Shipyards cleared by the
EU'). As discussed in Chapter 4 (eg p79 and p82), there was no suggestion that the EU bad
no right to interfere in this and, in fact, there was even a hint of pride when Denmark
received a pat on the back for its efforts to put thrngc straight (eg In &rhngske 7ldende of
6 February. 'EU fulsome praise for Denmark in shipyard affair').
There was, too, gratitude for EU help over, for instance, Japanese restrictions on the Import
of Danish pork (in Jyllandr-Pa#en, 12 February 'Danish pigs on the WTO's table' and in
Berlzngske Tidende, of the same date, 'Danish pigs In VITO case') And there was support
for such initiatives as the move to give battery hens a better life (in Polinken, 22 January)
However, EU failure to agree on a strategy for the clear and comprehensive labelling of
genetically modified food was highlighted (eg In Information, 16 January, 'GenetIcally
modified food divides the EU Parliament'; In Berlmgske lldende, 17 January, 'Auken wants
to change EU practice for genetically modified food'; and Poliuiken, 28 January, 'Strife In
the EU about genetically modified maize'). Again, the Danish wish was for more EU
intervention and control, rather than less.
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Attitude to EU Internal politics and 'openness'
Even so, the Danish papers were critical of what they saw as waste and inefficiency in the
running of the EU. As one example, the Berlingske Tidende leader of the 25 January
('Ridiculous EU measurement'), in which it berated the European Commission office in
Copenhagen for trying to convince the Danish population that it is not a 'money gu1ing
bureaucracy', has already been discussed (Chapter 4, p80). This was followed on 11
February by a feature headed: 'Too expensive to seek EU funding', in which the application
process for companies seeking subsidies in the field of information technology was criticised
for being too complicated and costly. And on 12 February - 'Dane must trim EU
bureaucracy' - Steffea Smidt, newly appointed General Director for Personnel in the EU
Commission, was featured. His job, the paper explained, was to rationalise and reduce
privileges In this overpaid bureaucracy.
For Information, too, accountability of the EU's internal bodies was a cause of particular
concern. In the leader 'M2dness and eurocrats' (27 January), for instance, the repercussions
of the BSE affair were covered, with the paper hoping that the EU Parliament was not using
the affair just to wrest more power from the Commission. In extensive coverage of what it
saw as the failure of the Commission to act immediately when a possible link between BSE
and its human equivalent, CJD, emerged, its kowtowing to the British and its apparent
determination to put economic factors before the interests of consumers were sources of
much concern to the paper. The critical findings of the committee of enquiry, and the
threatened vote of no confidence in the Commission, were used by the paper to suggest that
a good deal more openness was needed all round. Indeed, the story headings alone give a
flavour of Information's perception of the affair - 'Mad cow sinners go free' (15 January);
'Santer comes under fire in BSE affair' (16 January); 'BSE report censured by the
Commission' (22 January); 'EU Commission threatened with the sack in the BSE affair' (23
January); 'Demand for power can save Santer in BSE affair' (25 January); and 'EU chaos
over BSE' (7 February). Four of these stories appeared on the front page of the paper, and
that of 22 January was the paper's lead of that day.
Jyilo.nds-Posen, too, rued the EU's complicated bureaucracy. In a story of 17 January - 'EU
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subsidy can be achieved without shuffling paper' - it related how Danish firms were giving
up in advance of applying for subsidies because they saw It as 'a hopeless fight against
bureaucracy and acres of paper'. While Polftiken was wary of EU moves to extend Its
powers, and also of abuses in the system. For Instance, in 'Parliament wants more Influence'
(15 January) the notion that the EU Parliament should be able to nomln2te for Itself the
people it wanted to question if, say, another BSE affair emerged, sounded alarm bells. In
the words of one source, 'the proposal will give the EU Parliament more powers than..the
Danish Folketing has...'.
The election to the leadership of the EU Parliament of José Marie Gil Robles was also a
matter of concern to Politiken (discussed in Chapter 4, p82). Similarly, In 'The ways of
power are secret' (17 January), Poluiken drew attention to the fact that much law-miking In
the EU was conducted in secret - more openness and democracy were called for, It
maintained.
Clearly, for the Danes, the workings of the EU - the cost, bureaucracy, secrecy, and lack
of both accountability and democracy - were bugbears, and contrasted dr2m2tically with the
way in which Danish power bases function. The implication was that these flaws made the
Union vulnerable to abuse on many fronts.
Comparison of the broadsheets
As this analysis shows, the differences outlined In the first section of this chapter were
reflected in broadsheet newspaper coverage of the EU during the sample penod.
Looking first at relationships with other countries, Danish enthusiasm for the accession of
the Eastern and Central European countries to the EU contrasted with a lack of British
interest in the subject; to the UK newspapers, these countries were too remote to warrant
much attention. And the Danes' interest In their Nordic, and, to a lesser extent, their Baltic,
neighbours was similarly not shared by the British. However, both countries saw Germany,
and, to a lesser extent, France, as a focus, although for different reasons, and in different
ways. The Danish papers were particularly wary of the Germans, fearing the dominance of
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that country, while acknowledging that they were dependent on it. The British papers tended
to expect the worst - from both Germany and France - and were frequently niggled by their
leading roles within the Union that rarely took British sensitivities into account.
The EU as a cause of internal political strife was evident in the press of both countries,
although the circumstances, tone and topics differed. For the British broadsbeets, for
instance, the first-past-the-post, two-party system and imminence of the General Election,
contributed to robust reporting of EU matters, in which the parties' internal wrangling over
Europe was given wide coverage. Both sides were using Europe as a weapon in their
election battles, and Euro-sceptic MPs in particular were using the Euro-sceptic press to
press borne their negative vision of the direction in which the Union was heading.
In contrast, the Danish coalition system, in which there is more general political consensus -
in respect of Europe, as in other matters - provoked few heated exchanges for the papers
to report. Although disagreements about the EU were a news focus, these were expressed
and reported in considerably milder terms than was the case in Britain The imminence of
a referendum was dearly having a major impact in that it was necessitating widespread
debate in the press on the nature of Denmark's relatiorLchip with the EU with reference to
concrete issues.
Other differences could be seen in greater Danish concern about 'openness' in the EU -
largely absent from most British newspapers that, opposed to the whole idea of European
Union, consequently took little interest at all in the mechanics of its operation. Furthermore,
the open nature of Danish political and other institutions means that Danes have come to
expect this of all public bodies. The British, in contrast, are more used to secrecy in these
spheres.
Furthermore, while the British papers were quick to oppose and ridicule the imposition of
EU regulations - real or imagined - their DRnish counterparts were far more accepting of
these and sometimes felt even more EU controls were needed. This, again, suggested that
Danish papers were more willing than their British counterparts to judge EU initiatives
without prejudice.
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End Notes
1. This description is coined by Nicholas Jones in his book 'Soundbites and Spin Doctors'.
2. There were many stories reporting the BSE affair. For instance: The Independeiu on 15
January ('Ministers angry after being accused of fuelling beef crisis' and 7 February ('EU
to seek £lbn refund from Britain over BSE'); the Guardian on 15 January ('Hogg derides
threats by MEPs to take him to court') and February 14 'BSE report is absurd, says
Britain'); The Times on 15 January ('Hogg sparks fresh row by dismissing EU legal
threat'); and the Daily Telegraph on 6 February ('Farmers accuse ministers over EU ban on
beef).
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Chapter 7
Business, fmance and economics in the international context
Among the dominant story themes during the sample period, business, finance and economics
In the international context figured strongly. This particularly reflected the
'internationalisation' of what were generally 'national' issues just a few decades ago and is
significant in this thesis for two reasons.
First, reporting in this sphere sheds light on - and illustrates differences between - the
approach of the British and Danes to international integration. Both are wary about loss <f
independence, as Pilkington puts it (p101):
...at the end of the twentieth century, the nation-state is under threat from two
directions: overshadowed by supranational organisations and multinational
organisations, yet undermined by the minor nationalLcms of regions, religious groups
or ethnic minorities...The appeal of Euro-scepticism to the adherence of the nation-
state, as a defence of national sovereignty against the encroachment of an alien
Europe, is.. .essentially flawed because the nation-state, instead of reaching its
apotheosis in the post-war world, is in decline in the face of international reality.
However, there are substantial differences in the way interaction between EU member states,
and between the Union and non-members worldwide, is reported in the British and Danish
press which make for meaningful analysis.
Second, particularly in the UK, the difference in approach between journalists who specialise
in reporting business and finance and their counterparts in other reporting spheres also
highlights a number of elements that are significant to this research.
The nature of financial journalism
Business and financial journalism is generally governed by factors that differ from those
affecting reporting in other fields - at least when it appears in specified business sections of
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the newspapers, or in dedicated financial publications. Many press commentators have
addressed this, putting forward a series of suggested explanations. MacDougall, for Instance
(quoted in Tumber. p353), explains that business and finance stories appearing on the front,
or within the early pages of a newspaper, will, In accordance with normal factors of
newsworthiness (Chapter 2, p26), concentrate on the 'bad news' of scandal, dirty-dealings,
job losses and other disasters, whereas those in the business sections will have the opposite
emphasis. There, corporate profits, executive promotions, product developments and the like
will generally triumph over the more negative elements of business Ufe. In short, the focus
for each section is different. For this reason, as will be seen In the newspaper analyses
(p172), the same story can be treated quite differently within the same newspaper.
All national newspapers these days have financial sections. In the broadsheets, these appear
almost as a 'newspaper within a newspaper', but even the tabloids now dedicate sections to
matters financial (Virginia Matthews in the Guardian, 24 August, 1987, p13; Tumber, p350,
Fleet, p8; Newman, p196; Tunstall, 1996, p354). The information purveyed here is
particularly useful - if not vital - to any business that needs to understand the economic
climate in which it must plan for future prosperity (Fleet, p6). As a result, journalists
reporting on business or financial matters are required to provide the business community
with information that is accurate and comprehensive enough to enable It to function
effectively. Nevertheless, the relationship between business and the media does have its
snags, and in reporting the topic as a whole journalists face particular problems Although
the British and Danish newspaper press do not appear to have suffered from the kind of
intense antagonicm that existed for some time between American corporations and the US
press (widely reported and analysed by, for Instance, Hynds, p297; Peterson, Kozmetsky and
Cunningham, p461; and Dicier, p121), they are obliged to be wary of each other. As Fleet
(p4) and Rubin (in Big Business and the Media, p77) argue, the Influence of the financial
writer 'whose words can mean money' is significant, and companies dread the kind of
negative reporting of company doom that can destroy business confidence and become a self
fulfilling prophesy.
For their part, financial reporters, who often have no formal training In their field of activity
(Barber, writing in the New Swiesman, 1 May, 1987, p18), can find that the complexity of
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business news is both difficult for them to grasp, personally, and even more difficult to
express in the simple, unambiguous terms demanded by their newspapers (Rubin, as above,
p7 and p22). Furthermore, the torrent of facts and figures that daily descends on financial
journalists means that a particular reliance on company press releases and PR hand-outs has
become an inevitability in some quarters (Parsons p216; Newman, p231; Rubin, as above,
p79; Tunstall, 1996, p368). Consequently, the business press has sometimes been accused
of having too cosy a relationship with business and financial leaders and to have virtually
abandoned investigative or critical journalism (Parsons, p216; lumber, p347; aM Barber).
For all of these reasons, financial and business journalism often has a style and approach that
differs from that appearing in other sections of the newspaper; tendencies that were evident
in EU relaxed reports during the sample period, especially in UK newspapers. This research
found that information in specific business sections was, for instance, generally conveyed in
a Less passionate style - factual rather than emotional - with more concentration on the role
of the newspaper as purveyor of reliable data. This sometimes meant that stories lacked
critical appraisal - and were less 'entertaining' - but the lack of sensationalism in the
reporting of business and financial matters, along with the absence of 'rent-a-quotes',
provided comparisons from which conclusions, significant to this research, could be drawn.
Also influential to reporting in this sphere is the fact that economic trends are gradual.
According to Bill Emmott, editor of The Economist (in Reporting Europe, Winier 1995, p8):
'Business is not driven by events. It is not a war' as most think, but a process, on-going
and unending.' This gradual unfurling of a process is, nevertheless, punctuated along the way
by dramatic but unrepresentative 'blips'. Given that newspapers are better at representing
the brief distortions - the Immediately newsworthy events or blips - rather than the longer-
term developments (Chapter 1, p8), they have sometimes been accused of distorting the
economic pcture (Hynds, p297). The concentratIon on the dramatic event at the expense of
the long term development is evident in this study, particularly in respect of EMU.
However, although the influence of advertisers on the business and financial press is
reckoned by some to be particularly significant (Fleet,p7, and Newman, p182, for instance,
maintain that journalists involved in this sector are under particular pressure not to offend
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advertisers, who may well be figuring widely in their reports), little evidence emerged In this
study that the feelings of advertisers had been taken into account In any substantial way In
thereportingofbusinessandfinancialnews-atleastlnasfarasltrelatedtotheEU. And
there was nothing to support the theories of, for Instance, Herman and Chomsky (p14), that
the interests of advertisers bad acted as one of the 'filters' for news, or of Dreier (p129), that
thenewsmeiahadinanywayactedasa'tool'ofthebusinesscommunityascapitalist
class. Even so, Parson's notion of its agenda-setting role Is persuasive. As he puts It (p7):
'The power of the financial press may.. be characterized in terms of Its capacity to establish
a community of economic discourse as opposed to an ability to change the attitudes and
opinions of its readers.' Thus, as with the newspaper press in general, what business and
financial journalists choose to report, and in what detail, is as Important as the opinions they
put into it.
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
The sample period was a time when EU member countries were anticipating the completion
of EMU on January 1, 1999. Many would-be members were, however, struggling to meet
the requirements and the issue was the cause of national and international tensions. Although
both the UK and Denmark have traditionally voiced strong reservations about the concept of
EMU, and had no plans to join EMU in the 'first wave', the way this topic was being
bandied in the newspapers of each country during the sample period differed Although the
reasons for this difference were, as this thesis shops, varied, historical contexts were
significant
According to Pilkington (p170), Britain bad originally Intended to join EMU, but had been
deterred by memories of the turmoil which hit the Exchange Rate Mechanim (ERM) - an
earlier, but much looser attempt at EMU - in 1992-93, which caused the bra and sterling to
withdraw. Even so, there was never wholehearted enthusiasm for it. As Michael Franklin
puts ft (p56): 'Britain has a long history of distaste for the management of economic and
monetary policy becoming a Community responsibility,' preferring Instead to keep It a matter
for national regulation. Thus, at least for the political establishment, the question of control
has inevitably overridden consideration of the economic benefits membership of EMU might
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bring. For the business world, however, the benefits of membership are recognised, and
there is genuine concern about the consequences of the UK staying out. As Michael Franklin
adds (p67), this lack of enthusiasm for EMU particularly within the country's political
establishment - and solely in respect of its threat to British sovereignty - means that
legitimate concerns over the practicalities of, for instance, the speed of integration and the
genuine readiness of some countries to take part, have been obscured. Furthermore, be adds,
many observers have voiced the fear that other countries will be less inclined to take into
account the views of a UK that is detached from EMU, as such an important element of the
EU's developing integration process. This is the nub of the UK's dilemma over EMU. To
enter EMU would result In a loss of sovereignty but, as Franklin says (p68):
To stay out of EMU would be to face accusations that once again Britain had missed
the tide of European events. A treaty of which it is not a signatory is not what the
rest of the Community wants. It could have serious consequences for Britain's role
as the leading finn ial centre of Europe. The result might be not just a two-speed
Europe but a two-class Europe.
Given that the right to remain outside EMU was one of the opt-outs negotiated by the Danes
following the No vote In the 1992 referendum about the Maastricht Treaty, it is ironic that,
during the sample period, Denmark, like the UK, was one of the few countries that looked
likely to meet the convergence criteria by 1 January, 1999. This was without any need for
'creative accounting' (Denmark and the Euro, p 13).
In common with its UK counterpart, the Danish business community can see economic
benefits from joining EMU (as the Barsen reports show, p167), although the population as
a whole Is generally opposed (Barren opinion poll, 7 February, 1997, p14; and Barnes,
1996, p2). The fears of those opposing the initiative - in Denmnrk as in the UK - centre on
the loss of sovereignty and economic freedom membership of EMU might entail and also on
the belief that a 'Yes to economic and monetary union is tantamount to a Yes to a united
stales of Europe' (Christen Serensen, p194).
The Danish political establishment also emulates its British counterpart in that there is
internal disagreement over the pros and cons of EMU membership for the Danes. According
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to reports (Barnes, as above; and The Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, 1995,
p8), significant Danish Government ministers such as Marianne Jelved (in charge of
Economic Affairs) and Mogens Lykketoft (Minister for Finance) have long been encouraging
positive debate about EMU, fearing that, outside It, Denmark could be sidelined. However,
other commentators, as texts in the sample period show, remain opposed.
Even so, in contrast to the situation in the UK, during the sample period at least, political
debate in Denmark about EMIJ was relatively restrained. Since the opt-out meant that Dane,
had already ruled themselves out of early entry, it was, at the time, a relatively 'remote'
prospect. There was an acknowledgement that the effects impending EMU membership was
having on other countries would also, to an extent, impinge on the Danes, but this was
generally reckoned to relate primarily to members of the business community whose activities
brought them into contact with other Europeans. It was not considered to be of immediate
relevance to other sections of the Danish newspapers' readership, although Denmark's
particularly close economic 1ink with Germany - which was taking a leading role among
those countries expecting to join EMU in the first wave - were influential In some news
reports.
Furthermore, in this sphere, the difference in size between the two countries was, again,
significant. Copenhagen does not rival London as a leading financial centre and the Danes
do not expect to take a primary role in guiding the EU in the economic and monetary sphere
In the sample texts, therefore, the Danes were showing less inclination than were the British
to resent the leading role France and Germany looked likely to forge by joining EMU from
the start and thus having the key say in the Initial nature and rnnning of the Initiative. By
the same token, Denmark's mallnes as a nation was making some Danish commentators
particularly fearful of what damage isolation from EMU might Inflict on the Dane,. There
was, thus, an ambiguity in Danish press coverage of EMU that did not exist In the British
newspapers.
As a further significant point of difference, Denmark has also, traditionally, had a less
turbulent history than has the UK in previous, more limited, forms of 'integration'. For
instance, in contrast to the UK, Denmark has maintained a fixed exchange rate policy in
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respect of the German mark and other core currencies within the EMS since 1982 (Denmark
and the Euro, p22).
The EU and International business and trade
The creation of a 'single market' in which member states can trade, free of barriers -
concrete or legislative - was, and remains, one of the prime objectives of the EU. In
furtherance of this, it has created systems and regulations designed to deter unfair
competition, Including, as will be seen in this research, state aid to individual firms or
sectors of Industry, and large-scale mergers that have monopolistic aspects. Both activities
require the prior approval of the Commission. The imposition of unfair prices, and the
luniung of production, markets, or technical development, are simil2rly banned (Borchardi,
p44, Humphreys, p4O)). These EU regulations are rigorously applied, and, as the sample
period shows, can be the source of national resentment, particularly within member states
like the UK who see such curbs as outside interference in their internal affairs. As Morton
argues (p4 1), in fostering a genuinely 'single market', the EU must emulate the US and
'walk the same tightrope' between 'protecting the market from distortion and protecting
companies from the ravages of foreign competition'. Perhaps not surprisingly, the
Commission and individual member states do not always agree on how this can best be
achieved. Although the majority would agree that, in principle, 'protectionism' is
undesirable, many companies and countries are able to cite mitigating factors when accused
of practising it themselves. Both the UK and Denmark showed evidence of this during the
sample period.
However, although both countries support the notion of a single market - and the EU's role
in achieving and maintaining this - the response of the British and Danish newspapers to
Union activity on this front shows significant differences. For instance, for the UK press,
the imposition of regulations to safeguard competition has often caused consternation. In
that, as in other instances, any suggestion of Brussels 'interference' has caused hackles to rise
in the newspaper press as elsewhere. In contrast, the Danes are far less resentful than are
the British about EU intervention In terms of competition regulations (see Chapter 6, pl4O).
This is not least because, for example, with more stringent environmental legislation than
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most other EU members, Denmark Is anxious to avoid Its producers being at a competitive
disadvantage when pitched against countries whose Industries are less burdened by 'green'
taxes and other legislation (Nielsen In Hill, p113). At the same time - as this research shows
Danish environmental regulations sometimes draw protests from other countries which
interpret them as a subtle form of protectionism. For these reasons, the Danes, particularly
supported by the EU Commissioner for the Environment- Ritt Bjerregaard - who Is herself
a Dane, are constantly seeking to impose stricter 'green' regulations In other EU countries
so that a common standard is reached.
Other contrasts emerge in the handling of stories that relate to EU regulations and other
activity designed to enable the Union to trade competitively as a 'bloc' worldwide
(Borchardt, p75; Michael Franklin, p48; Greenaway, p1535). For, In addition to maintaining
a vigil to identify and e1iminte unfair competition Internally, the EU also acts as a corporate
body in the International arena, representing Its members' interests In, for Instance, the
World Trade Organisation (WTO). That body, which succeeded the former GAU (General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), acts as a forum at which International agreements on free
trade can be reached, and to which countries can bring grievances if they feel trading
partners are not adhering to these rules (Buckley, p12). As such, It featured several times
during the sample period. This was, however, largely confined to the Danish press (p178).
For, while the British rarely acknowledge that the EU has any meaningful role In the
international arena, in any sphere, the Danes often recognise Union activity on this front as
beneficial. This is particularly in its function as a means of combating protectionm and of
representing Denmark's interests in the international arena - with an effectiveness that, as a
rnall country, it could not hope to nl2tch alone. Such 'positive' EU activity has been
favourably reported in the Danish press.
TheEUasawholeistheworld'sbiggesttrader. ltlsfollowedbytheUSandtheniapan-
partners with which it attempts to foster good relationships but of which It sometimes falls
foul. There were disagreements with both during the sample period. For Instance, although
the US 'unequivocally supports European economic Integration' (McAllister, p17), and
interaction between Europe and America is generally harmonious, there has been Intermittent
turbulence in the relationship between the two (Scott In Bulmer, p167; Budd and Jones,
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p144). So, although the US has welcomed the formation of a strong European entity with
which It can develop a thriving market, it has nevertheless remained fearful of the
development of a 'Fortress Europe' which would stifle external competition (Michael
Franklin, p3). But there are complaints on both sides. The EU, for instance, has in many
Instances reacted against what it sees as American protectionism' and an example of this
emerged during the sample period.
However, although the UK still reckons to enjoy a 'special' relationship with the US, this
Is less evident in economic matters than it is in defence (Chapter 9, pi84). Consequently,
during the sample period at least, the EU's interaction with the US in respect of trade was
provoking relatively little passion - or Interest - in the UK's newspapers. In contrast, the
Danes showed more concern about US activity in this sphere in particular, and less
enthusiasm for the Americans in general. Again because of its small size, Denmark
sometimes fears being overwhelmed not so much by the sheer physical might of America,
but more by Its culture and national characteristics, of which the Danes are often critical
(Schou in Skovmand and Scbrader, p142; Lerche-Niclsen and Wechselmann in de Ia Garde,
p103; Silberbrandt, pill). Danish membership of the EEC in the early days - and
subsequently of the EU has thus sometimes been viewed as a means of distancing the US,
while being part of a Union that is big enough to match it in certain respects. Consequently,
on this front, too, many Danes feel that the EU has a positive role topy. Yet, wary though
they are, the Danes still accept that the US - through NATO - is crucial in terms of
international defence (Silberbrandt,, pill; Pedersen, p189). This is discussed more fully in
Chapter 9, p186.
As for Japan, the EU's links with that country have developed only recently - in the past two
decades - as It has made a late emergence as one of the world's economic superpowers. Yet,
despite policies to deepen the understanding between the two blocs, problems are still
encountered (Scott in Bulmer, George and Scott, pI68), and as Budd and Jones explain
(p144):
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The closed nature of the Japanese market caused by numerous administrative and
technical barriers, the Japanese distribution system, and the widespread belief among
the Japanese that it is unpatriotic to purchase foreign goods In preference to home
manufacturers, have all had a major effect.
Evidence of this also emerged during the sample period.
Even so, substantial Japanese investment within Europe - as a means for Japan to capitalise
on the EU market from within - is, as this study shows, a valued element of some major
industries, and trade with Japan Is important to both the UK and the Danes. Thus, although
interest in the trading relationship between Japan and the EU as a whole was muted In the
UK newspapers, the furore caused by the comments of Hiroshi Okuda In respect of British
membership of EMU (highlighted on, for example, p158, p163, Ct a!) Indicated that although
Japanese investment in the UK was much welcomed, Japanese nationals were not expected
to interfere in the UK's relationship with the EU.
In common with the British, the Danes have no 'special' relationship with Japan. However,
during the simple period they were in a dispute with the Japanese over exports of Danish
pigmeat - a matter the EU had taken up on the Dane? behalf, much to the approval of the
Danish newspapers.
EU reporting: the comparative views of business and financial journalists
in the UK and Denmark
Of the interviewees in this project, four - three British and one Danish - were specifically
concerned with business and finance. Given the international perspective of business and
economics these days, and the relatively unemotional nature of reporting in this field, It is
not surprising that all four were in general agreement In respect of the survey questions
This in itself contrasted with responses given by reporters in other fields - particularly the
political correspondents - whose answers revealed substantial diversity. Indeed, the three
British interviewees themselves acknowledged that there were differences between them and
their political journalist colleagues in both the nature of the stories they handled, and in the
influences to which they were subjected. For Instance, emotional stories of passionate
confrontation - the realm of the political journalist - contrasted with the more
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'straightforward' reporting of stories in the business field; one British journalist felt that EU
reporting as a whole would generally benefit from being 'depoliticised'. Furthermore, asked
if they often experienced attempts by external agencies to manipulate them and to 'manage'
the news, one commented that: 'We don't get spun so much as some people do.' Another
reported that this happened 'not at all'. Although the Danish interviewee did report 'pressure
from lobby groups,' she added that this was the experience of all journalists these days and
was, therefore, unremarkable.
For all four business and finance journalists, the single currency was easily the most
important EU topic of the moment. In the words of a British broadsheet journalist, it was
'the absolute big one', and, for the Danbh participant: 'It's monetary union, it's the
completion of the single market - I think for any business newspaper in Europe those would
be the two Issues.'
However, for the British journalists at least, the topic of mergers and takeovers - and the EU
influence and constraints on those - also came to mind. Another also mentioned EU
expansion and reform of the CAP; and competition regulations, too, were significant for the
British interviewees. There was general agreement that the EU was an increasing feature
ibeir area of activity, and that it had an expanding role In the international business arena.
There were also vigorous denials from all four Interviewees that advertisers had any effect
on journalists' activities, British or Danish, although one UK interviewee said he felt that
proprietors might exert an Influence; he suspected that 'Murdoch's toings and froings with
the EC' might well 'impinge' on The Ttmes, although be was not one of that newspaper's
Raff.
In short, the different criteria against which the business community adjudges EU matters
were best summed up by the Danish journalist. As she commented: 'We are a newspaper
for business and most businesses want the euro because they see the merit of it. We (at
B.ren) are for the foil development of the free single market, the expansion of the EU, and
also the single currency and more economic co-operation.'
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End Note
1. The nature of these are detailed In, for Instance, 4 Report on United States Trade and
Investment Barriers 1992: Problems of doing business with the US',, published by Services
of the Commission of the European Communities (RF:EU4 4752).
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Chapter 8
An analysis of the newspaper texts in the sample period - 14
January, 1997, to 14 February, 1997, inclusive - with reference to
business, finance and economics in the international context.
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
The UK tabloid press
For the UK newspapers, the subject of EMU was primarily linked to the upheaval it was
causing within domestic politics. In the newspapers' news sections at least, little attention
was given to the practicalities of the single currency or what material effects it might have
on the UK's inhabitants.
The Sw,, for Instance, placed much emphasis on EMU, using it as the major theme of 12
leader columns, all of them expressing vehement opposition. In the paper's opinion, EMU
was simply another example of how Brussels was trying to destroy the country's 'Britisliness'
to facilitate the creation of a European superstale. In its own words, 'the euro is the first
ep on the road to oblivion for Britain' ('Single threat to our nation', 17 January), and 'it
would make Britain an off-shore territory of the United States of Europe' ('Rumbling on',
8 February).
In features, too, the paper gave full rein to those opposed to EMU with no voice to contrary
opinion These included the former Chancellor, Norman Lamont, with 'They want your
taxes to build EU super state' (17 January) and the economist, Lord Desai, with 'Why
Britain will never join in the Euro fiasco' (18 January). In many cases, EMU was
represented solely as a process through which the EU would do away with the pound - a
symbol of 'Britishness' - ('PM'S new euro snub to Clarke', 27 January; 'Tory's threat over
£', 7 February; and 'Tory civil war on £', 10 February), to replace it with the 'foreign'
euro, symbol of an overweening Brussels. No attempt was made to explain its deeper
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function or philosophy.
Similarly. The Mirror did not feature EMU for itself, but rather for the opportunities it
offered to attack John Major in particular, and the Tories in general. However, unlike the
Sun. which was incensed by the comments of Hiroshi Okuda that Toyota would be less
inclined to invest in a UK that remained outside EMU, The Mirror could see his point. This
was particularly expressed in the leader of 30 January ('EU know it makes sense') when the
paper opined that: 'A mal1 number of anti-Europe Tories and their friends In the media are
running a scandalous campaign. The people of Britain must not listen to them. They must
be told the truth. And it comes from the boss of Toyota and The Mirror.'
Even so, there was no attempt to look at the single currency in detail and, with the exception
of a further small story on 3 February ('Labour euro hint') which featured Robin Cook's
indications that Labour would favour a 'wait and see' approach to EMU, The Mirror gave
little space to the subject at all.
In contrast, the Daily Mail, like the Sun, saw EMU as a major Issue - aix! was fiercely
opposed to the initiative. Although disagreeing with Hiroshi Okuda's sentiments which
favoured UK entry into EMU, the paper nevertheless welcomed them as a means of stimng
up the single currency debate in the UK. It was a matter that should be put to a referendum,
the paper reckoned (in a leader of 30 January 'Japanese car giant In political pile-up'). The
paper missed few chances to whip up Indignation about the subject, with the story of 27
January - 'Tails we lose on new Euro coins' - as a prime example. Here, the Daily Mail
reported that, although the Queen would appear on one side of the euro coins, 'founding
fathers of the European Union' would feature on the other. The story was accompanied by
pictures of three EU 'worthies'- unknown to the average reader, and looking suitably dour
and unappealing - and also included the admission of 'a spokesman for the EU Commission'
that he could not think of enough outstanding Union figures to adorn all eight coins.
Continuing its anti-EMU reporting stance, the Doily Mail treated Hiroshi Okuda as a one-off
with bizarre views not shared by others (in 'Toyota boss's threat over Europe', 30 January),
and reports of Labour's 'wait and see' approach to EMU were linked with assumptions that
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this would lead the country to ruin (eg in 'Blair's Toyota talks "gambling with jobs"', 31
January, and 'We'll have to join the Euro', 3 February). In that latter account, Robin
Cook's remarks were used as the paper's front page lead of the day, complete with emotive
quotes from Euro-sceptic MP5 such as that of 'one Cabinet minister' who commented: 'This
is the present Mr Blair is p1nnng for the Queen - to destroy our national currency and place
her head on new Euro notes.'
Continuing the negative theme, EMU as a showcase for the dishonesty of Britain's EU
partners was evident in, for instance, 'Major to bobble "Trojan Horse" of EU policy' (4
February). This front page story, continued on page 2 with a 'currency cheats' beading,
discussed, among other matters, how Malcolm Rifkind was accusing France and Germany
of 'cooking the books' in their quest to meet the EMU convergence criteria.
The solitary exception to this one-sided reporting was the story of 13 February ('Bosses
attack "wait and see" on Euro'). Initiated by the remarks of Niall Fitzgerald (Chairman of
Unilever) that Bntain would be sidelined in the debate over monetary union because of its
opposition to the project, the paper gave a 'straight' report of his remarks without comment.
However, the story was relegated to a relatively small eight-column-inch slot at the bottom
of page 13.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the anti-EU stance that has been much discussed in previous
Chapters, The £rpress was similarly one-sided in its disapproval of EMU, going so far as
to state that comments about the undesirability of EMU were not opinion, but fact. This was
clear from the leader of 24 January ('The PM's subtle but wise move on single currency')
in which the paper lamented the slowness of the Government in 'edging towards the correct
policy on the single currency'. Similarly, the paper had little time for Hirosbi Okuda (eg in
the story of 30 January 'Back Euro or else, warns Toyota chief), again suggesting that
opposition to the single currency was the obvious stance of anyone who made the effort to
'look at the facts about the Euro rather than listening to the well-funded Brussels
misinformation'. Thus the paper closed its doors to any debate on the subject, refusing to
accept that any opposing view might have any validity.
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The nub of the paper's distaste for EMU rested in its conviction that the single currency
would inevitably lead to political union. This was most clearly expressed by the Euro-sceptic
author, John Laughiand, in a feature of 17 January ('We can no longer gloss over the great
Euro gulf) which was personally insulting to Jacques Santer for his support for monetary
union, and which maintained that 'few British politicians will face up to the fact that EC
monetary union will inevitably mean political union'.
To pursue its anti-EMU campaign still further, The &press even printed suggestions on 31
January that Mr Okuda had been put up to making his controversial comments In a
conspiracy led by pro-European MPs Including Edwina Currie, Michael Heseltine and
Kenneth Clarke (although, as discussed in Chapter 4, p64. no indication was given about
where the allegation bad come from). And In a further example of emotive and unsupported
comment, the paper's report of 8 February ('Labour's Left in huge protest at Euro job
threat') heralded a demonstration planned to co-incide with the Amsterdam IGC at which,
the paper maintained, workers would protest at EMU which would destroy jobs and 'throw
millions of families into poverty'.
The UK broadsheets
The approach to EMU of the British broadsheets also tended to mirror their attitude to the
EU in general. The Guardian, for instance, generally more pro-European than Its British
counterparts, favoured greater integration - albeit approached with caution It was, thus, not
opposed to EMU per se, but reckoned that there were pros and cons to be weighed up before
the UK joined (eg the leaders of 24 January, 'Europe: an apology', and 4 February, 'Edging
towards the Euro'). It also bad reservations about Mr Okuda's comments, matnialning that
EU membership was just one of many aspects that made Britain attractive to Japanese
investors and that suggestions that this was the sole inducement were misguided (eg In the
leader of 30 January, 'When Toyota thinks again').
The Guardian was alone among UK newspapers in confessing that its doubts about EMU
stemmed at least in part from the fact that it did not know what the single currency really
entailed. Peter Preston's feature of 31 January ('Should we join EMU? I don't know. Do
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you?') has already been discussed (Chapter 4, p74), as has the double-page feature of 10
February ('Single currency: The Guardian debate'), which both attempted to 'rescue the
issue from hysteria, obfuscation and half-truth and open an intelligent debate on the choice
facing Britain'.
Without the 'facts', and given the prevailing political mood about the single currency, the
Guardian, like its counterparts, gave much coverage to EMU as a source of domestic
political strife. It also featured the single currency as a cause of unrest among other EU
member states (specifically the Italians, the Spanish and the Germans) - as they struggled to
meet the convergence criteria - as well as the dispute between France and Germany about
the proposed role and powers of the European Central Bank (ECB). These stories were
common to all the UK broadshcets in this study.
However, the Guardian differed from most of its rivals in giving at least some space to EMU
enthusiasts to explain their understanding of the rationale behind the introduction of the euro,
and in being more inclined to include positive quotes from foreign politicians without trying
to ridicule them. An example of this was the comment by the Belgian Prime Minister, Jean-
Luc Dehaene, that the single currency would improve competitiveness because it would help
to cement the single market (in 'Hurdle for euro is raised by faulty figures', 3 February).
Similarly, the Guardian was unusual in publiching a glowing profile of Niall Fitzgerald (in
'New euro warning for Britain', 12 February) giving a fair report of his view that the UK
could become sidelined in the EMU debate if it continued its relentlessly negative approach
to the subject. The story of Fitzgerald's remarks was apparently a Guardian scoop (although
not flagged as such) subsequently taken up by other papers. These were far less kindly
disposed towards the Unilever boss, and his remarks also drew the ire of the anti-EMU
protagonists. Indeed, the vitriolic response of these Euro-sceplics was covered in the
following day's Guardian ('Ministers attack Unilever chief over EMU warning') in a story
which reported Fitzgerald as having 'stuck to his guns' against personal attacks by, among
others, the Euro-sceptic MP, John Redwood.
In contrast, The limes saw no need to hesitate in coming to a decision about EMU. It was
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firmly opposed. It wanted a more sceptical Kenneth Clarke ('Clarke versus Cabinet', 30
January) and was uneasy about Cook's Indications that early entry into EMU would be a
possibility under a Labour Government ('The Cook currency', 4 February).
Those negative views were supported by the inclusion of such unequivocal features as
'Clarke could lose it' (21 January), by Woodrow Wyatt, suggesting that such backing for the
single currency would jeopardise the Conservatives' general election chances, and a 'letter'
from Tim Congdon (a member of the Treasury panel of Independent forecasters) headed 'A
word in your ear Mr Clarke' (24 January) and 'king the Chancellor to drop his support for
EMU. For The Thnes, as for other UK papers, the maln problem with the project was the
threat it posed to British sovereignty and this was, again, highlighted, largely to the exclusion
of practical details and rational analysis. Just one contributor - Christopher Haskins,
Chairman of Northern Foods - was allowed to argue that 'Europhobla Is bad for business'
(13 February) and that 'to rule ourselves out of monetary union now would be stupid and
self-destructive'.
Although, as will be seen later in this Chapter, the nature of the coverage given to events
that fell into the category of 'business, finance and economics' sometimes depended on
whether it appeared in the news or business section of a newspaper, this was not generally
the case with EMU. In their stance towards the single currency, the individual business
sections usually toed their paper's general EMU line. There was, for Instance, no outright
support for the single currency In the business sections of newspapers that had openly
declared an anti-EMU sta in leader columns and elsewhere.
Thus, although The Times did acknowledge that businesmen were largely in support of the
single currency (evident in, for instance, 'Labour denies policy switch on single currency',
4 February, which followed Robin Cook's comments on entry to EMU), It was clearly
unimpressed by their arguments.
Even more staunchly opposed to EMU, the Daily Telegraph ran such bard hitting leaders as
the already-mentioned (Chapter 4, p68) 'Single currency, single taxation' (17 January), and
'Now rule out enhly' (24 January). In an approach that was more strident than that of The
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limes, the paper was ruthless in denigrating both Hiroshi Okuda and Niall Fitzgerald for
daring to voice warnings about what might happen if Britain stayed outside of EMU (eg in
leaders of 31 January, 'A row made in Japan', and 13 February, 'Double Dutch on EMU').
Even in the 30 January comment section of the Daily Telegraph's business section, the
strident, personal attacks were maintained, with the piece 'Toyota on dead-end street over
single European currency', suggesting that Okuda's remark 'smacks of ingratitude and is also
Illogical'. In neither its news stones, nor its business section did the paper consider that
EMU should be given even the most modest rational analysis, or its supporters the chance
to argue their case.
The international shenanigans over 'fudging of accounts', too, were well documented (for
instance In 'EU talks to draw line on EMU entry rules', 31 January; and 'EU preparing to
stop the clock on money union', 14 February). There was also some indignation about EU
money being spent to promote the euro in a campaign, that, as the Daily Telegraph saw it,
smacked of desperation (in 'Brussels to promote the euro on TV', 28 January). And to
complete a picture of almost entirely negative reporting, the comments of Robin Cook on
joining EMU were used as an excuse to attak the single currency and the labour Party in
one fell swoop. In the stoiy of 3 February ('Labour will join single currency within five
years'), 'one Tory source' was quoted as saying: 'Just when we need to be more
coinpetiuve, Labour wants to embrace the failed economic policies of the European social
model'
In common with the Guardian, but In contrast to The Times and the Daily Telegraph, The
independent was inclined to 'wait and see' about EMU, welcoming the comments of Robin
Cook as 'the most sensible available stance' ('Cook finds the right recipe for Europe', 4
February) True to its name, the paper gave a platform to a wide variety of conflicting
views on the subject. For example, a feature headed 'The single currency debate' (4
February), In which largely negative views of EMU were expressed, contrasted with a
feature in the 'Commentators' section of the same edition ('Europe is Britain's business').
in which Christopher Mackenzie, President of GE Capital Europe Ltd, argued that 'Europe
Is Britain's business' and that 'the Government's chilly attitude to the EU is making
companies such as Toyota think twice about investing In Britain'. In the same edition again,
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the American financier, George Soros, (in 'Soros speculates on European politics') took the
middle line, suggesting that it might be damaging for Britain to stay out for ever, but
possibly dangerous to go in straight away. In giving voice to a variety of leading figures
with widely differing views, The Independent was thus adopting a policy more closely
aligned to that of the Dpnish newspapers than to that of its British counterparts.
Further evidence that the paper was determined that it - and its readers - should keep an open
mind about EMU appeared in its coverage of the Hiroshi Okuda comments. For example,
the news story of 30 January ('Toyota job cut threat for Britain') Included quotes from a
number of interviewees with a variety of views on the subject. And the feature by Richard
Lloyd Parry in Tokyo, of 31 January, ('Stronger ties than EMU bind Japan and UK'), again
quoted a number of Japanese people giving a spectrum of opinion on the pros and cons of
UK membership of EMU.
But whatever the merits of EMU, the uncertainties and rows over the ECB, the economic
problems of, particularly, Germany and Italy, as well as other troubles, clearly led The
Independent to see this as a turbulent patch for the project. On 8 February, the paper even
included a 'Thai was the week that was for EMU' In which the welter of events was
catalogued. At the end, although The Independent again kept away from direct comment on
the single currency itself, it nevertheless suggested thai the 1ntter was becoming a h2mbles
over which the EU was losing control.
The Danish newspapers
During the sample period, EMU held little interest for either a#ra Bladet or BT. There are
relatively few businessmen among their readers, and, given that EMU was not, at the time,
a direct cause of national strife in Denmark, it warranted only brief mentions In general
coverage about the Danish opt-outs.
Indeed, with Danish membership of EMU firmly ruled out - at least during the first wave -
even the Danish broadsheets viewed the subject with comparative detachment. For Jyliandr-
Posten, for instance, all EMU-specific stories appeared In the business section apparently on
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the assumption that interest in it was confined to that sector of its readership. Coverage
included reports such as 'Confidential plan for harmonisation', 17 January, which picked up
on The Independetu's story about alleged plans of the French and German to barmonise
taxation among EU member states, and also included speculation about how Denmark would
fare outside EMU. It went on to discuss the report of Mario Monti, Commissioner for the
Internal Market, suggesting that countries choosing to stay out of EMU in the first wave
would feel compelled to join in the long run. This, the paper reported, bore out the
comments of the Danish Minister for Economic Affairs, Marianne Jelved, that Denmark
would come to rue its EMU opt-out. The paper was thus clearly concerned about the Danes
becoming isolated outside the single currency, especially since the Danish economy was
comparatively healthy and would meet the convergence criteria ('EU report with optimism',
10 February).
The paper's interest in the international implications of EMU emerged on 30 January with
a story ('EMU splits Sweden') examining the position of the Swedes, who were unhampered
by an opt-out, but fiercely divided on the question. In common with the UK newspapers,
Jyliandr Posten also reported the disagreements between the French and Germans over the
ECB, the use by some countries of 'creative accounting' to meet convergence criteria, and
the awkward situation between Germany and Italy over the participation of the latter (eg
'Show-down over the EU bank', 23 January, 'Accounts with EMU finezy', 4 February, and
'Italy's participation increases euro-scepticism', 7 February). These events were, however,
reported with little comment and there was no mention of any direct or immediate relevance
they might have to Denmark.
Information, too, watched the Swedish EMU debate with interest. For instance, the leader
o131 January ('Wait and see, perhaps'), welcomed the fact that the comments of the Swedish
Education and Research Minister, Carl Tham, had brought the debate out Into the open, and
other stones and features - such as 'Sweden will wait to go to the EMU-bowl' (16 January),
and 'A recipe for disaster' (31 January) - generally supported a wary approach to the subject.
The overall impression was that EMU was an unknown quantity warranting caution, with the
implication that this was one opt-out that Information's contributors did not necessarily wish
to see lifted for the time being.
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One of the reasons for this approach was Germany's troubled economy. In an Information
feature of 13 February, for instance - 'German unemployment as a bogey' - the influence
European national economies have on each other was discussed with the acknowledgement
that, just as they could pull each other up, they could also drag each other down. Thus, a
struggling Germany could mean trouble for Denmark, the feature suggested, particularly
given the economic dependence of Danes on Germans.
As a mll country, Denmark stawis little chance of operating successfully In Isolation, and
the acknowledgement of that fact In International economic terms was clearly affecting the
coverage Information gave to the single currency. Another Instance appeared on 17 January
('Bonn and Paris deny secret plan') in which The Independeiu's story about secret plans for
tax harmonisation was followed up, and Marianne Jelved's analysis of what this might mean
for Denmark, should it happen, was featured.
In keeping with the paper's policy of giving its readers full background details to news
events, the EMU trials of Italy, and that country's hiccup with Germany over the matter,
were covered in depth, but without comment (te 'Italy on the way with new EMU-
reductions', 21 January; 'Rumours about EMU conspiracy shake Italy', 6 February; and
'Kohl comforts Italy's Prodi', 8 February).
In common with JyLLw*ds-Posien, &rttngske 7tdende confined most of ha major EMU stories
to its business section, and, agMn, there was concern about Isolation for the Danes If they
remained outside. For instance, In the news story 'EU countries In group work or on the
way to a split' (20 January), EMU was cited as one area In which 'flexibility' could operate,
with some member states going further along the route to full Integration than others. in its
coverage of The independent's communal taxation story ('EMU can lead to a common EU
tax', 17 January), the paper suggested that this was the first Instance of EMU going beyond
its original brief, and, quoting Jan Geers, a Dutch financial expert, &rlingske Tidende
hxlicaied what a loss of sovereignty EMU could entail. Thus, again, a conflict between
Danish fear of isolation on the sidelines of the EU, and disquiet about loss of sovereignty if
it embraced the Union with too much enthusiasm, became evident. At the same time there
was acknowledgement, again, of Danish dependence on Germany, particularly In the story
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of 29 January ('Sorry German figures can threaten Denmark'), in which the paper recognised
that Denmark would be affected by Germany's economic performance, EMU or no EMU.
In short, in Berlin gske Tidende, as elsewhere, there was an understanding that Denmark had
only limited power over its own position - its economic performance was inextricably linked
to that of other countries. Indeed, as well as the German position in respect of EMU, that
of Italy, Sweden and the UK also received coverage.
With fewer business people among its readers, PoWiken gave less coverage to EMU during
the sample period than did its Danish broadsheet counterparts. Even so, it did carry a
feature on 29 Januazy ('EMU is necessary') in which three representatives from the business
community expressed their support for the project. That said, the trials of those countries
who wished to join in the first wave were given 'straight' coverage, and the paper clearly
believed the Financial Tunes' claimc (made in the FT story of 5 February, 'Italy will be
offered delayed entry to Eniu', p1) that a 'waiting room' had been arranged for countries like
Italy, to persuade them to delay joining ('Southern Europe rages against new EU plan', 6
February). This was despite denials by the European Commission.
However, the paper did make much of comments made by the French Foreign Minister,
Herv6 de Chareue, during a visit to Copenhagen. In the story headed 'VAT a means to
control EU currency' (28 January), de Charette's views about the operation of 'flexibility'
in the Union in respect of, for instance, harmonisanon of VAT and how this might benefit
the single market, were expressed. This had clearly provoked unease in the D pnish camp.
Again, the conundrum was clear; the choice facing the Danes was quite possibly between
isolation or loss of sovereignty.
International and financial press
In providing additional insight into the stances towards EMU taken by the newspapers in this
study, neither the Fznanaal Thnes, nor Bersen, had any doubt that, respectively, the UK and
Denmark should join EMU, if not immediately, then as soon as possible. Both saw delay
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as potentially damaging to their countries' economies. The FTs views, for instance, were
summed up in a leader of 31 January (Whispered warning') which was linked to the
comments of Hiroshi Okuda and which acknowledged the Internatlonalisation of business and
finance in today's world. After examining the pros and cons, the paper concluded that: 'This
does not mean that the UK must join Emu as soon as possible..Jt does mean that UK
politicians must cease their abuse of the project.'
The F1' also recognised the detrimental affects of negative reporting by the British press. For
instance, in the story 'Cook sets a course of 'wait and see" (3 February) the paper
commented that:
Tory Euro-sceptics will be counting on the press to wage the battle against Labour
on their behalf. 'To be frank we don't really need to adopt a new official slogan on
a single currency,' said one. 'The Daily Mail, the Sun and the Daily Telegraph will
all be doing the job for us, by taking Labour apart for selling out the pound.
Thus, for the F7, EMU was a mailer warranting more serious consideration, analysis and
realism, and less emotional hysteria than it was receiving in both the UK's political
establishment and in the rest of the country's newspaper press.
Bersen, meanwhile, was voicing its concern about the Danes' reluctance to join in the project
in a more vigorous fashion than was to be found in the other Danish newspapers. Clearly
convinced that Danish business had much to gain from membership of EMU - and a lot to
lose from being consigned to the sidelines - the paper was keen to see an end to the opt-out
forbidding Danish membership (eg In the leader of 3 February, 'The shift in stance towards
the EU'). For Bersen, however, the frustration was that, while Danish politicians were
increasingly joining the country's business community in advocating membership of EMU,
they were failing to win support among the population at large. This was evident in
coverage of the results of an opinion poll, published on 7 February ('Voters stand firm on
EU opt-outs') and also in the paper's report of comments made by Alexandre Lamfalussy,
President of the European Monetary Institute (EM!). He bad expressed surprise that
Denmark wanted to stay outside EMU ('Monetary union will grow rapidly', 29 January) and
in a linked leader, ('Denmark in the second EMU wave'), the paper agreed, arguing that
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there was no logical reason for not joining.
Both the FT and Bersen gave much coverage to the technicalities of EMU and clearly
understood their readers' need for information and guidance that would help them to operate
In the international context. Both were unmoved by arguments about loss of sovereignty, and
were primarily concerned about what would be best for business, and ultimately the British
and Danish national economies.
Relatively detached from the issues surrounding EMU, the US-focused International Herald
Tnbune (IF!!) and Wail Street Journal Europe (WITh) were shedding more light on the
subject from their perspectives.
The former, for instance, frequently portrayed EU members as a bunch of squabbling
nations, rarely able to act in unison to any great effect (eg 'EU tensions show over call to
make taxes more uniform', 28 J2nuazy, and 'Officials deny deal on European bank', 16
January). In this, the paper compared them unfavourably with the US, where a 'united
states' bad clearly worked in a way the paper felt was unlikely in any European equivalent,
particularly in respect of mafters economic (eg 'At Europe's bank, independence will be the
word', 21 January, and 'Europe's future central bank: more than an inflation-fighter', 3
February).
The 11ff also gave no indication that It saw any 'special relationship' between the US and
UK, and was often unflattering about the British and their newspapers. This contrasted with
the generally favourable reports the US enjoyed in the British papers which still seemed to
Imagine that special links existed between the two countries. For instance, the 11ff attributed
The Independent story about secret proposals for common tax as an inevitable development
of EMU simply to 'pre-election jitters in Britain over European policy' (in 'Bonn and EU
deny report on common income tax', 17 January). The implication was that this was a
fabncation born of 'nationalist sentiment ahead of the general election'. Similarly, the
Bnush newspapers would not have been thrilled by a feature of 16 January by Sir Roy
Denman, a former representative of the European Commission in W-chington ('Yes.
America, a Single Currency for the Coming Superpower'). In this, Denrnan reported that
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doubts about EMU were strongest in Britain, and that 'this reflects the Europhobia of the
largely foreign-owned BritIsh press, which has long since convinced the public that further
European integration is a plot for the takeover of Britain by heel-clicking Gauleiters. . .These
fantasies have condemned Britain to a fringe role In Europe'. Attacking the Danes, too,
Denman described them as 'a political basket case'.
The WSJE, too, was brutally frank in its reporting of EU affairs. This started on 15 January
with a comment piece, 'Belgian Bookkeeping', which discussed the 'accounting gmmicb'
of the pre-EMIJ era and scornfully dismissed the Belgians' 'everybody does It' excuse. The
paper was smil2rly disdainful in the Global View column by George Mdlloan of 28 January
('How do you qualify for the Euro Club? By cheating') which described the Introduction of
the 'Fudgie' award 'for the finance minister fliyhng the most imaginative ways to make
budget deficits look ml1er than serious accounting would require'.
The WJE also asked 'Can 15 tax systems coexist with EMU?' (3 February) and feared that
'flexibility' applied to the integration of taxation could lead to 'explosive disagreements
between member states or, officials fear, to distortions In the single market'.
From reports in these two newspapers, with their primarily American focus, It was clear that
there were doubts about the effectiveness of the EU as a whole and that, as a 'united states'
ii was often found wanting. Both the ff1' and YcVE had misgivings about EMU, which
appeared to be based primarily on a belief that EU member states were too disparate and
nationalistic to be able to join forces in this respect, particularly since It was reckoned by
these papers that political union would inevitably follow economic and monetary union. In
this respect, they were acknowledging that, in the final analysis, all or many of the relevant
countries would have difficulties in surrendering sovereignty to the degree necessary to make
EMU work and that this was not, therefore, solely confined to the UK and Denmark.
The tendency of the British newspapers to favour the US sometimes to the detriment of the
EU was not reciprocated - at least by the papers In this study, which were often critical of
the UK, and showed no Indication of a 'special relationship' whatsoever. Furthermore, the
JIlT, at least, was unimpressed by the nationalistic and emotional reporting of British
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newspapers which, it suggested, were giving an inaccurate picture of the EU and thereby
hampering the UK's relationship with the rest of Europe.
Comparison
As a long-term, on going process EMU is not easily covered by newspapers, which prefer
to concentrate on specific 'events' (Chapter 7, p147). Thus, although the subject is of great
international significance, it is perhaps not surprising that, for instance, it appeared so little
in the Danish tabloids, or that, in the British press as a whole, it was covered primarily in
its role as the cause of strife on the domestic political scene.
In general, the comparative approach of the British and Danish newspapers to EMU mirrored
that outlined in respect of their general response to the EU (described in Chapter 6). Some
British newspapers also used EMU to make a nationalistic point, underlining how would-be
members were either dishonestly cooking the books to meet the convergence criteria, or
making devious plans on the quiet to use EMU as one more means to create a European
superstaze in which British powers would be much diminished.
Although the Danish papers, too, were concerned about the loss of national power, there was
some detachment In that the opt-out had ruled out Danish entry in the first wave at least.
Even so, much more attennon was given to the penalties of being sidelined - economically
and politically - with much concern that non-membership could adversely affect Danish
business There was, too, an acknowledgement of the reality of the situation for a small
country like Denmark. Inextricable links with, for instance, Germany mean that the
country's control over its own economic performance is considerably curtailed. There was
recognition of this, too, in EMU coverage during the period.
These elements are further highlighted by comparisons with the international and business
newspapers in this studies. Writing specifically for the business community, both the FT and
Bersen, for instance, gave a clearer and richer picture of the actual economic and practical
pros and cons of EMU. From their US focus, however, the 1Ff)' and WSJE gave an often
brutal analysis of the EU as a collection of inept and quarrelsome member countries that
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were unlikely to be able to make EMU work. Their concern was that this could have dire
consequences for international trade In general. In this critical appraisal, they were adding
credence to the stance taken by the more Euro-sceptic newspapers In this study, although for
different reasons.
The EU, the UK, and Denmark: international trading
The UK newspapers
The proposed 2lliance between British Airways and American Airlines
In reports relating to the EU's role in supporting fair competition in both Internal and
external trading, the newspapers again revealed significant contrasts. There were even
differences in the way the same story was handled on the same day within an Individual
newspaper's own pages, particularly in the UK; in the news sections of the UK titles, for
instance, stories tended to reflect a newspaper's usual approach to the EU, but this sometimes
differed from the manner in which its business sections covered the same story.
During the sample period, the general approach of the UK newspapers to the EU in relation
to competition was best illustrated by the way they reacted to the response of the European
Commission to the planned alliance between British Airways and American Airlines This
link-up had the support of British authorities, but EU approval bad not been sought, and,
during the sample period, the EU Commissioner for Competition, Karel van Mien, was
engaging in heated correspondence with, among others, Ian Lang, the Trade and Industry
Secretary, over the matter. Van Mien was objecting on the grounds that the alliance would
restrict competition on trans-Atlantic routes.
True to form, the Sun saw this as yet another Instance of Brussels Interfering In British
affairs, with Norman Tebbit's column posing the question 'Just who are EU to order Britain
around?' (17 January). It was, too, a chance to suggest that, again, other EU member states
were being favoured at the expense of the British. The Sun's news story on the subject, for
instance, ended with the observation: 'Brussels officials say the merger would stifle
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competition" - but ignore massive state aid for inefficient French and Spanish airlines'.
There were no quotes, no facts or explanations to support this statement.
The Mirror, too, was angry, but took an opposing view. In 'Fury at air merger bid' (15
January) it reported that 'Virgin boss Richard Branson and consumer champions yesterday
backed European Union moves to block a huge airlines merger'. It is, however, worth
noting that Branson bad a vested interest in any company posing competition to his Virgin
airline and was thus unlikely to give an unbiased response to the matter. Furthermore, the
paper used the story more as a means to attack the Tory Government than to support the EU
action.
Still more vehemence was shown in the Daily Mail's handling of the affair. The paper was
angry at 'these insufferable lame duck keepers' (in a leader of 15 January) who bad picked
on BA while taking no action against other European airlines. The alliance was solely the
business of Britain and the US who could teach the Europeans a thing or two, the paper
maintained, the inference being that the UK in its 'special relation-chip' with the US was
vastly superior to other EU member states.
In Iunher Daily Mail coverage of the affair, the former MEP, Lord Bethell, described the
EU intervention as 'an exercise in hypocritical one-sidedness and anti-British paranoia' (in
'Why Britain threatens the cosy cartels of Europe', 15 January) aM the paper itself, in a
news story, cited it as 'the latest swipe against UK sovereignty' ('Brussels bid to ground BA
deal', the front page lead of 14 January). Indeed, the paper's rallying call on the subject was
summed up in the beading given to the follow-up story the next day - 'The Brussels bullies
won't ground our jumbo merger'.
In its news section, The &press was in full agreement with its tabloid rival. In 'Hi-Jacqued'
the front page lead of 14 January - it used emotive language to report Britain 'on a collision
course with Brussels' over being 'kicked around', adding that 'incensed' Tory MPs were
urging John Major to 'declare war on Brussels'. And in a leader of 15 January ('Fasten your
athclts for a bumpy flight over EU issue') the paper made its view quite plain - the EU had
no right to Interfere In this matter.
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However, in the first example of a difference between a newspaper's news and business
sections, John Murray in the paper's City Comment of the same day (13 January) was
allowed to argue 'Europe right to give BA a bumpy ride'. In fact he even maintained that
it was 'a bit rum for supposedly pro-competition forces.. .to complain about the intervention
of the European Commissioner.. .their attitude is, of course, based on their visceral hatred
of anything from Brussels'. This was the most extreme example of differing stances on the
same subject in the same edition of a newspaper during the sample period. But it was not
the only one, as will be discussed later in this section.
Indeed, there were several instances in the UK broadsbeets which, as could be expected,
gave a fuller account in general of the affair - although here, too, the nature of the coverage
it received made for interesting analysis. For instance, the Guard1an's story - 'Outcry as
EC opposes deal by BA' (14 January) - did give an explanation as to why the other earners
were complaining about the proposed alliance, although the quotes in the story went
primarily to those who were indignant about the EC's action. These were specifically Teresa
Gorman aixi a 'spokeswoman' from the DII saying that the Commission had no powers to
'override' Mr Lang's policy judgement.
From then on, however, the paper's reporting of the affair tended to concentrate on the
personal and political rows it was causing (eg: 'Brussels attacks BA chief's lie' as row
escalates', 15 January; and 'Euro-sceptics cheer BA row', 17 January). Ii was thus portrayed
as another item that was fanning the flames of Euro-scepticism, particularly within the Tory
Party, and causing further problems for John Major as be sought to play down Tory rifts
over Europe. There was consequently less emphasis on the matter in terms of its actual
implications for competition on transatlantic airline routes.
In common with The Expreis, The Times varied in Its treaflnent of the story, depending on
where it appeared. For instance, It made its first appearance on 14 January In the paper's
business section where, under the heading 'European opposition to BA link Intensifies', the
situation was explained, fully and without comment. The following day, the story appeared
again in the business section with the heading 'BA confident of American link-up', bandied
in an equally even-handed fashion. In contrast, however, the paper's front-page story of the
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same day (15 January) -'Brussels threat to BA rejected' - presented a far more emotional
picture, in which Euro-sceptic MP, Sir Teddy Taylor (the solitary person quoted), said of
the affair that it was 'just one of an increasing number of examples where the EU stretches
the powers in the treaties to interfere with almost every aspect of our way of life and our
business activities'. Gone was the balanced, rational approach that was evident in the paper's
business section, to be replaced by an emotional and less-balanced account, focusing on the
affair as another perceived instance of Brussels clawing away at the UK's right to self-
determination.
The Daily Telegraph veered simiIrIy in its approach. For instance, the front page story of
14 Januazy ('EC legal threat over BA merger') was full of the indignation of the two people
quoted - Euro-sceptic MPs, John Redwood and Bill Cash - about the interference of the EC
in a maner that, they thought, did not concern it. The paper itself agreed that Brussels
should keep out (in the leader 'A second CAP?', 15 Januazy). However, in the paper's
business section of 14 January ('Brussels threatens to fight BA plliance') there was balance
to a story which aimed to explain just why Karel van Miert was objecting.
On the following day (15 January), the Daily Telegraph's business section even carried a
dory beaded 'KLM faces Euro fine over pact' which detailed the trouble that airline was
facing over an alliance with North-west Airlines, It also listed other airlines that were being
investigated by the European Commission. Clearly, then, the direct suggestions and indirect
inferences of the UK papers that BA was being unfairly singled out were inaccurate - and by
the Daily Telegraph's own admission (albeit in the business section).
It was evident that for both The limes and the Daily Telegraph, EU competition regulations
caused a problem. Politically they were opposed to such Union intervention in UK affairs.
However, in a business context - and in deference to their large proportion of readers who
work in this sector - the papers were inclined to give these matters a more rational
examination. Fair competition is, after all, a generally favoured concept among business
people, and moves to promote it are supported.
In contrast, The independent did not consider that this story warranted much coverage as a
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general news topic at all and thus consigned it chiefly to Its business section. Here,
however, it did loom large, and was covered in a relatively emotional way. For instance,
in the paper's Business Comment section of 14 January, the paper highlighted what It saw
as 'The long arm and big nose of Mr Van Miert', suggesting that he had not been even-
handed in his treatment of national airlines. This was, however, followed by a news story
(also in the business section) on 15 January - 'DTI challenges Brussels on BA' - which gave
a balanced account of the disagreement over who had jurisdiction in this matter and which
also added an account of KLM's difficulties in its proposed alliance. Again the notion was
that BA was not alone.
Thus, in their approach to the story about the BA/AA alliance, the UK newspapers could not,
in some instances, keep to a consistent approach even within the same editions. In the
general news pages, the emotional and political aspect of the affair was highlighted, whereas
in the business section, the economic implications of the affair - and whether or not It could
be justified when adjudged against competition legislation - were generally the most
- aspects.
The Danish newspapers
As a further element in the UK's traumatic relationship with the EU in the run up to the
General Election, the BA/AA alliance story also received coverage in Denmark's two
'heaviest' broadsheets - Jyliand$-Posen and BerlAngske Tidende - both of which were in
support of the EU over the matter.
In Jyllandr-Posen, for instance, the affair was covered on 15 January ('Air traffic alliance
under the magnifying glass') in a story which started, tellingly: 'The EU Commission is
preparing for a battle with the British Government to safeguard free competition on the
profitable cross-Atlantic routes.' Thus, the paper clearly saw the EU as the champion of free
competition campaigning against a British Government that was threatening it.
Although less anti-UK in its report, Berlingske Tidende (in 'Alliance in the sky Is threatened
by an EU No', 15 January) nevertheless portrayed EU officials as peacemakers in the matter,
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who were trying to pour oil on troubled waters in the new confrontation between the EC and
Great Britain. As the paper made clear by quoting other examples of EU intervention in
similar airline matters, BA really had no cause for complaint and was certainly not being
unfairly singled out.
International and business newspapers
Much more background to the BA/AA affair - and airline activity in general - appeared in
the international and business newspapers and this made for enlightening comparisons.
Bersen, for Instance, detailed how the alliance would eliminate competition on 13 routes
entirely ('EU threatens legal action against air alliance', 15 January), thereby providing bard
facts to support the notion that the EU response was legitimate.
The European, too, added further background information to the matter. For instance, in
'Airline merger row reaches higher plane' (16 January), Karel van Miert was quoted as
saying that Bob Ayling, BA's chief executive, 'was happy to take advantage of EU rules
when lobbying for the go-ahead for British Airways' successful takeover of failed French
airline Air Libert but was now ignoring the Commission'. This previously successful
project, In which BA had taken full advantage of EU facilities, was not reported in the UK
press
In a second story in that edition - 'US wins out in battle for open skies' - the suggestion was
made that the Amencans were using the British, and other Europeans, for their own ends.
Here, the paper suggested that, while applauding European unity, the Clinton administration
was 'playing a masterly game of divide-and-rule where its interests on transatlantic mutes
are concerned'.
The Ti', too, added material facts. For instance, on the one hand it presented the
Commission's fears that 'quasi-monopolies' would be created on several important mutes,
should the alliance go ahead ('EU threatens BA alliance plan', 14 January), on the other, it
outlined the background to the affair from M's point of view ('Alliances are in the air', 25
January). This wealth of background and explanatory information was missing from the rest
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of the UK newspaper press.
As for US-focused reporting, the V&E was also able to reveal that there were objections to
the alliance from involved parties in the US, too ('Van Miert warns Britain on BA-American
link-up'. 23 January) - a fact that was not mentioned in the UK newspapers, who gave the
impression that the EU was the solitary fly In the ointment.
International trade and competition In general
The UK newspapers
Perhaps it is indicative of a British sense of detachment from the EU that, with the exception
of the BA/AA affair, there was relatively little reporting during the sample period of other
international trading mattprs in which the EU figured.
For instance, the EU's trading relationship with Japan was rarely referred to, and Its dealings
with the US over trade received even less attention. Although in 'Caribbean bann2 face
EU export blow' (28 January) The Times outlined compl2int* the US was m2klng against the
Union for favouring former European colonies at the expense of Caribbean countries, the
only major story relevant to this section appeared in The Independem. On 12 February
('Boston takes on EU over Burma trade'), the paper told bow the State of Massachusetts was
pitting itself against both Japan and the EU by boycotting firms doing business with Burma
because of that country's human rights abuses. The EU and Japan were considering an
official complaint to the VITO on the grounds that the State had no right to make such
move, The Independeia reported.
The Danish newspapers
For the Danish newspapers, the most major domestic competition Issue involving the EU
during this period concerned state subsidies to Danish shipyards In which, as has already
been mentioned (eg Chapter 4, p79, and Chapter 6, pl4O), the Danes accepted that the EU
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had every right to intervene. Similarly, the acknowledgement that some existing Danish
environmental legislation, and the country's wish for more 'green taxes', might contravene
EU competition law was also reported. But although this was done without the kind of
passionate indignation that would have been found in the British press had UK laws, current
and proposed, been subjected to simi1r EU scrutiny, there was some exasperation. For
instance, British and French objections to the Danish ban on the use of tin cans for soft
drinks (the former on the grounds that it was breaching packaging regulations, the latter
because it constituted a form of protectionism) were covered from every viewpoint (eg: in
Poluiken, 16 January, 'Pressure on Auken over (EU legal case concerning tin cans)'; and in
Jyliands-Posten, 17 January, 'Danish tin ban could end in court'). And, as discussed in
Chapter 4, p78, the irritation of Environment Minister, Svend Auken, was evident in quotes
in the Jyllands Posten story suggesting that the EU's efforts would be better spent in going
after countries with poor performance records in respect of the environment, rather than
those who were progressive. There was, too, some frustration in reports of the only partial
success of Pitt Bjerregaard's attempts to introduce stricter 'green taxes'. For instance, on
30 January, Jyliands-Poszen reported (in 'No rules for duties') that her proposals could be
gwdehnes only - rather than requirements - because of the effect they might have on
competition.
However, in general, EU intervention in other matters - national and international - was often
welcomed by the Danish press. Again, the Danes were grateful for EU intervention against
Japanese attempts to 'hinder' trade in pigmeat (expressed in, for instance, Jyliands-Possen
on 18 January - 'Denmark seeks compensation for Japan's ban on pigmeat' - and in
Ber&ngske Tidende on 12 February - 'Danish pigs in WTO case'), and the Danish
newspapers also reported the Union's positive efforts in persuading the Japanese to adopt
better copyright agreements for European songs and music from the 1950s and 1960s (eg in
Jyllands Poszen's story 'Japan gives in in year-long dispute with the EU', 17 January).
The Dnsh newspapers also tended to support EU action against the us In trading matters.
This was evident in coverage of the ban imposed by the State of Massachusetts on doing
business with companies that traded with Burma (eg in Berlingske Tadende's story of 5
February, 'EU angry about Burma sanctions'). It also emerged in the Politiken feature of
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10 February ('Obvious Cuba-nonsense'), about the so-called Helms Burton law punishing
European companies who were dealing, quite legitimately, with Cuba - a matter that the EU
was considering taking up with the WTO. This piece argued that the US had no right to set
itself up as an international legal power in this Instance.
International and rinanclal press
Both the FT and Bersen shared this interest In competition regulations and rulings. However,
by a raft of stones relating the problems a number of EU member states were experiencing
in their failures to comply, the FT suggested that, again, the impression given by the British
newspapers that the UK was regularly - and unfairly - singled out by the EU for reprimands,
was misleading. Examples included: France in 'French c1-sh with Brittan on dumping' (30
January); Germany in 'EU raps 'predatory' German Post Office' (3 February); and Italy In
'Brussels likely to disappoint Alitalia' (14 February).
Also presenting a different perspective of international trading - specifically In respect of the
EU relationship with the US - were the US-focused papers. For Instance, in 'EU ends 'time-
out' on Cuba' (6 February), the Iffy clearly could not understand why the EU wanted an
International panel to be appointed to rule on its complaint that 'a US law tightening an
embargo on Cuba violates global trade agreements'. The EU was 'almost certain to lose'
the paper maintained and 'would raise the question anew in the American public debate of
whether other countries can use the WTO to rein in US sovereignty'. The inference was that
the EU should keep its nose out of such international trade matters.
The WSJE took further digs at the EU in general, and its member states in particular, In such
stories as 'French anxiety is clouding WTO telecom negotiations' (17 January) - in which
France was accused of 'injecting its fears about US cultural dominance in the audiovisual
sector into trade talks on liberalizing telecommunications' - and 'Why Europe's silicon valley
is in a rut' (31 January). That latter feature announced, patronisingly, that 'Obviously, EU
leaders still don't understand that tariffs hurt their own member nations...worse than they
hurt outside companies or nations'.
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Comparison
For the British newspapers - hypersensitive to any EU move that smacked of Union
interference in UK affairs - competition regulations were generally treated with scorn and
irritation. As was evident from comparative coverage of the BA/AA affair, in trying to fit
relevant stories into the mind-set of a Brussels intent on wresting every possIble ounce of
sovereignty from the UK, the British newspapers tended to ignore the reasoning behind EU
interventions - at least in their news pages. These, however, contrasted with coverage of the
same stories in business pages of the same papers in which justification of the EU stance on
competition grounds was at least aired, and often supported. The distorted nature of UK
news coverage of this affair was also evident from comparison with the Danish and
international newspapers, which added material facts to their stories which were omitted from
the UK versions.
The Danish attitude to competition regulations was quite different in that, as a means of
promoting the single market of which the Danes are much in favour, such rules were
frequently welcomed. Furthermore, the EU's positive role in helping Danish commercial
interests in the international arena received favourable coverage.
The Danish papers were also generally willing to accept EU rebukes when the Danes had
broken the rules. There was little - if any - resentment about this. The only exception
involved regulations relating to the environment, in respect of which Denmark is in the
vanguard. The Dane? frustration was, however, in the slowness of other countries to adopt
'greener' policies and taxes that would bring them into line with Scandinavia and create a
'level playing field' for industrial exporters.
Not surprisingly, the financial newspapers gave more detailed accounts of competition rulings
and regulations - as matters of fact their readers needed to know to conduct their business
activities. Neither they, nor the international titles, agreed with the notion of the British
press that the UK had been unfairly singled out for criticism in the BA/AA affair or
anywhere else. However, again, the American-focused newspapers adopted a superior
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attitude to the EU, reckoning that here, u in many instances elsewhere, It was Inept and
ineffectIve. And here, again, they were In tune with the views of the UK's Euro-sceptic
press.
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Chapter 9
The EU and foreign policy, including expansion, defence
and human rights
The development of a common foreign and security policy was one of the major aspects of
the Maastricht Treaty - the second of the three pillars of the Union. It was specifically
designed to provide the machinery for EU member states to make a co-ordinated and
effective response to crises such as the Gulf War and the civil war in the former Yugoslavia;
conflicts in which the EU was generally deemed to have been powerless and ineffective. In
short, the aim was 'to allow the European Union to assert its identity on the international
ene...to play a part which is proportional to its size and economic strength' (Luff, p35).
It would do this through, for instance, the Council of Ministers taking common positions in
response to events in the international arena, and, for those decisions that had defence
implications, asking for help from the Western European Union (WEU)'. The Treaty also
made it clear that these new developments would not impinge on the specific defence and
security policies of individual member states in NATO (Luff, p37). The idea was that the
EU and NATO would continue to strengthen their links with each other in a mutually
beneficial wa?, and that the WEU, acting as a bridge between NATO's defence stnlctures
and the developing common political and security policies of the EU member states, 'should
develop operational capabilities which would complement and be fully compatible with
NATO common defence'3.
However, as Borchardt points out (p60), foreign and security policy is a sphere in which
countries feel especially sensitive and in which sovereignty is guarded with particular
keenness. The situation within the EU is further complicated by the fact that not all EU
countries belong to the defence alliances of NATO (for instance, Sweden, Finland, Austria
and Ireland) or the WEU (for instance, Denmark, Austria and Ireland).
Furthermore, other recent developments - most notably the end of the Cold War which
eliminated a common and tangible enemy, and the reunification of Germany - have
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necessitated a readjustment of the relationships between NATO, the WEU, the US and EU
member states (Carr and Ifantis, p37 and p43; Cornish, p751; Michael Clarke In
Tsakaloynnis, 1988. p91; et a!). This has caused tensions on many levels. Among them
are those that were evident during the sample period of this study, namely: what the role of
the US should be in European defence; whether the EU should develop Its own security
policy within or complementary to NATO (and just how the WEU should fit Into this
arrangement); the continuing problems between the French and NATO4; and just how a
reunited Germany should be rehabilitated In defence terms, but still sufficiently 'contained'
to curb any further aggressive tendencies that might be reawakened by its renewed size and
strength. As many commentators have pointed out, the Europeans might want to take charge
of their own defence, but the cost of so doing Is prohibitive. For their part, the Americans
might wish to shed some of the economic burden of European defence that their leading
position in NATO imposes, but they do not wish to relinquish any of their supremacy
(Menon, p265). Thus, both EU and US exhibit an attitude to their responslbthues In respect
of European defence that is often ambiguous (Simon Serfaty In aemens, p24). The
challenge for all in recent years has been to find structures and divisions of responsibility in
the defence of Europe that satisfy all sides. This has Inevitably been fraught with problems
and has demanded compromise (The Econonus, 8 June, 1996, psi; Roger Boyes in The
Tunes, 6 June, 1996, p11; eta!). The ongoing defence structure of Europe Is one of constant
realignment and readjustment. It is also an area in which there are significant differences
of opinion and historical background between the British and the Danes which affect the way
relevant stories are handled in the newspapers of thesç counines.
For instance, according to Bulmer and Edwards (in Bulmer, p148 and p15 1), a general
objective of British foreign policy has been to 'maintn a position of prominence on the
global stage'. Furthermore, 'the British relationship with the United States remaina central
to the question of security policy'. For both of these reasons there has tended to be a
particular lack of enthusiasm for a corporate EU foreign policy in general among the UK's
politicians'. In this field, as in others, Initiatives from Brussels are often resented, and any
action that might weaken ltnk with the US is resisted. This Is despite the fact that the
'special relationship' is less potent these days, and Britain's power too much diminished to
mean that the country can play as meaningful an International role as might once have been
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the case (Michael Franklin, p37). Furthermore, as mentioned above, there is evidence that
the US would like a corporate Europe to play a greater role in its own security and foreign
policy to relieve the burden on its own resources (Michael Franklin, p32), and that 'it prefers
to see Britain's efforts as part of an integrated Europe than in terms of a special UK/US
relationship'. Consequently, the UK has been obliged to recognise the need for 'a stronger
WEU so that European countries can take on their proper share of the burden and act
effectively in situations in which the US may not wish to be involved". Nevertheless, the
British are generally opposed to closer links between the WEU and EU, and, according to
Menon (p274), they have shown, until recently at least, the strongest support among EU
members for the 'minim2list position' in respect of the relationship between the two. As G.
Wyn Rees sums It up (p132):
At Maastricht, through its power of veto, the British were able to insist upon the
WEU rem2ining equi-distant from the European Union and NATO; whilst at
Amsterdam, the UK blocked the process of integrating the WEU into the EU, in spite
of pressure from the nine other members. The British rejected the broader political
agenda for the WEU that governed the approach of its allies towards the organisation.
It was prepared to see the WEU rendered more operationally capable but only in
ways that avoided duplication with NATO.
Thus, again, the general reluctance of the British political establishment - as reflected in the
UK newspapers - to accept an EU role in anything other than a 'common market' tends to
be as prevalent here as anywhere. Again, the notion is frequently that foreign affairs are
matters in which the EU is irrelevant, or indeed, has no right to dabble.
In contrast, as a m1l country, Denmark does not aspire to international prominence - in this
as in other spheres. It is consequently less likely than the UK to be drawn into taking
stances or pursuing action in respect of global conificts. Indeed, up until WW2 when
German occupation forced it to declare a position, the country was neutral (Nikolaj Petersen,
1988, p146). This historical tradition of neutrality has affected the way the Danes have since
viewed defence, not least in their often unenthusiastic approach to NATO membership and
defence in general (Petersen, as above, p148; Christian Thune in Tsakaloynnis, 1985, p87;
Barnes in the Financial limes special report, 21 November, 1996, p3). As Fitzmaurice
(p166) points out, 'Denmarkisation' was a term coined by the other affiance members to
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describe the uncooperative attitude of a state that was, nevertheless, valuable to NATO
because of its strategic position 'as a cork at the neck of the Baltic' (Barnes, as above)'.
This sometimes awkward attitude to NATO has at least In part been the result of Internal,
political disagreements over what Denmark's defence policy should be, and In the early
1980s, the then Government suffered a number of defeats on foreign policy, 'Including
several attempts by the Folketing to disassociate Itself from particular aspects of NATO
defence strategy' (Europa World Yearbook, p923). In 1988, a general election was called
on the issue of Denmark's membership of NATO and defence policy which, although It still
did not produce a clear ma'iate (Schou In Lyck, p33), nevertheless enabled the newly-
formed Government to mend some fences with Denmark's NATO allies.
Since then, there has been growing acceptance of the benefits of NATO membership among
the Danish population as a whole and among Its leading politicians (Nikolai Petersen, 1988,
p161; Clemens, p184) - or at least a recognition that neutrality Is not a realistic option and
that Denmark could not possibly go it alone. As Barnes reports (in the Financial Times as
above), the end of the Soviet Union and especially the liberation of the Baltic States has
persuaded the Danes to take a more positive approach to defence In general and to NATO
in particular, encouraging moves to bring the Baltic states Into the NATO fold as a means
of promoting peace in the region. That said, and as has already been discussed, the Danes'
ambivalent attitude towards the US - NATO's leading member - leads to ambiguities In the
Danish response to defence matters. They both need and resent the American involvement
It could be argued that tbe solution to this ambivalence would be for the Danes to support
the notion of greater EU Involvement In European defence. Yet the majority of Danes
remain in favour of retaining the opt-out to the Maastrlcht Treaty In respect of defence and
are happy to have observer status only In respect of the WEU'. So, although many Danish
politicians would like to see the opt-out abandoned, and Denmark becoming a full WEU
member (for example, MP and MEP Bawl Haarder In Ewvpa. June, 1996, p15; The
Economist Intelligence Unit Countiy Report, 1995, p8), the Danes are wary about joining
'a European army' that, they fear, might be dominated by Germans (Miles, p2fl).
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Furthermore, as the analyst, Christen Sørensen, argues, the Danes do not want to promote
any organisation or association that might lessen the power of NATO and, through it,
American Involvement in Europe, 'not least because of our German neighbour' (p181).
Christian Thune (in Tsakaloynrns, 1985, p89) and Thomas Pedersen (p194) agree that the
Danes do not want to support anything that 'might give the US the impression that Western
Europe wants to go it alone'.
For the Danish newspapers, however, although defence and security policies remained
sensitive Issues during the sample period, there was distinctly more enthusiasm for a common
EU foreign policy that would, for instance, promote the Union's role in combating human
rights abuses. The Danes have a strong sense of national obligation towards the world's
poorest and most down-trodden people and this was reflected in the Danish papers which,
on the whole, favoured corporate EU action to right international wrongs - and saw this as
a positive benefit of the Union - in a manner that was not generally shared by their UK
counterpans. This is in keeping with the importance the Danes place on development aid
for poor countries and on International humanitarian initiatives (1)11 Countiy Profile -
Denmark - p2). Indeed, these were important elements of the manifesto published by the
Danish Government under the leadership of Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, that was formed in
1993', and which was still in force during the sample period.
The EU and enlargement
The Maastncht Treaty provides that 'any European State whose system of government is
founded on the principle of democracy may apply to become a member of the Union"°.
Thus, no limit has been put on the potential number of member states.
As has already been discussed (Chapter 5, p95), a number of Eastern and Central European
countries were working towards accession during the sample period. The Danish newspapers
were far more Interested in - and enthusiastic about - this than were their British
counterparts. However, there were other applications in the pipeline, too. For instance, also
of relevance to this thesis, the Turks and Cypriots were hoping to join. The former, who
first applied in 1987, were failing to meet the EU's criterion for 'respect for human rights',
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although the Turks themselves suspected that the rejection had more to do with Greek
hostility, and, during the sample period, were using NATO as a means of retaliation (eg
pl92)
Cyprus, meantime, although beset by internal strife, had been given the go-ahead by the
European Council in June 1995, and negotiations on accession were pending during the
sample period. Newspapers in both the UK and Denmark Included 'straight' reports on the
situations of both the Turks and the Cypriots. Although by no means opposed to EU
enlargement - indeed, the British accept that this could have benefits particularly in economic
and security matters - the UK is nevertheless concerned that a substantial Increase in the
number of members will make the Union more unwieldy. Thus, an ambivalent attitude to
this subject tends to be the norm (Michael Frnklln, p25), whIch Is reflected in the press.
End Notes
1. The Western European Union was formed in 1954 by a group of Western European
countries, including the UK, but not Denmark. Its initial aims were: 'to provide the member
state which is the object of an aimed attack In Europe with military and other aid; to
strengthen peace and security; to promote unity and encourage the progressive Integration of
Europe; and to co-operate more closely with member stales and with other European
organi-tions.' (Tsakaloyannic, 1988, p10).
2. This aim is supported in the booklet 'A new chapter in the history of the North Atlantic
Alliance', published by the NATO Office of Information and Press, Brussels. The booklet
is nMited, but was certainly published post 1993.
3. This is quoted from p22 of the 'Britain in NATO' booklet, published by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, July 1992.
4. Under Charles de Gaulle, the French left NATO in 1966 largely because of its domination
by the US. There have since been various, unsuccessful, attempts at a reunion.
5. On December 4, 1998, the British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, signed a defence pact with
France, committing the two countries to forging an Integrated European defence Identity.
This signalled a significant change of approach on behalf of the UK. This occurred,
however, after the sample period of this research.
6. Quoted in Can and Ifantis, p40, from a speech made by John Major to the House of
Commons, 1 March, 1995.
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7. Indeed, both Denmark and Norway have refused to permit nuclear weapons to be placed
on their soil in peace-time and no allied forces are stationed in Denmark (DTI Country
Profile - Denmark - p2).
8. The Bersen poll, published in 7 February, 1997, showed that 53 per cent of interviewees
wanted this opt-out retained, and only 33.1 per cent wanted it abolished.
9. This was published in, for instance, Politiken, 23 January, 1993, Sektion 2, p3.
10. This statement appears in 'Europe and the challenge of enlargement', Bulletin of the
European Communities, Supplement 3/92, p23.
11. This Information appears in The European Commission's Background Report B/3/97,
February 1997, entitled 'The F.nl2rgement of the European Union'.
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Chapter 10
An analysis of the newspaper texts In the sample period - 14
January, 1997, to 14 February, 1997, indusive - with reference to
the EU and foreign policy, Including expansion, defence and
human rights.
UK newspapers
Making news of foreign affairs interesting to a newspaper's readers is not always easy. As
the American foreign correspondent, Mort Rosenbium puts it (p10):
Where space is tight, news from far away loses on points. South Chicago conjures
an image in American minds, and if a riot erupts, people know some of the reasons.
Bosnia-Herzegovina is a lot of new syllables at the end of a hard day, and you could
fill a fat book exptrning why conflict there is so important...This is a basic flaw in
the system. If a story is important, it is complex. But if it gets too complicated, it
invites the spike.
lixteed, as Stephenson (Stephenson and Bromley, p20), Baistow (p47), Tunstall (1996, p339),
et at, point out, coverage of foreign news, particularly among the British tabloids, has been
much curtailed in recent years as a cost-cutting measure. Those papers have largely ceased
to employ staff correspondents permanently stationed in foreign places.
Furthermore, as Tunstall comments, although some foreign news finds a ready market - the
us in particular enjoys much focus - journalists struggle to make locations such as Brussels
interesting to their readers. It is not sufficiently 'colourful' or hkeable. As he explains
(p341-2):
A nation's foreign news - like its definition of history - reflects Its prejudices and
sentiments; it ignores the events and places we want to forget and It emphasizes the
events, places, and faces we prefer and admire.
ft could thus be argued that when 'boring Brussels' becomes involved in matters concerning
places that are still further afield, those become even less interesting to the British press -
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which is perhaps why the British tabloids in this study, en masse, had nothing relevant to
include in this section at all. Even the broadsheets contained relatively little: the Daily
Telegraph also had nothing significant to discuss and the Guardian's coverage was minimal.
There was support in the leader of 24 January ('Europe: an apology') for the notion of an
expanded EU and of its role in safeguarding peace in Europe, and the Union's relationship
with Turkey was the focus of a 'straight' news story on 29 January ('Britain will urge Turkey
to keep cool on Cyprus'). This dealt with the threat of the Turks to block eastward
expansion of NATO if their application to join the EU were not progressed. There was,
however, little else.
Although The Independent, too, had no features or leaders on subjects of relevance to this
section, it did have the already-mentioned 'scoop' news story in respect of the EU's
suggestions for the reform of the UN (Chapter 4, p75). Like the Guardian, it also featured
the story about Turkey (in 'Europe set for clash over Turkish question', 7 February), and
included more information. For instance, it added to the Guardian's report with details of
EU misgivings about Turkey's huzn2n rights record, and of ages-old hostilities with the
Greeks with whom there were problems over Cyprus.
The 1ndependeu was, however, alone in covering the EU's attempts to punish Burma for
human tights abuses (in the story of 14 February, 'EU fails to block Burma's entry to
Mean')
The Th,ws also covered the Turkey story, not just in the account of 7 February ('Turkey
insists on EU entry as price for bigger NATO'), but also in a supplement about the country,
published on 31 January. Among many features included in this was one in which Turkey's
'vital role In Europe' was sympathetically discussed. Turkish grievances over the fact that
Eastern European countries were apparently being considered for EU membership ahead of
Turkey were aired through quotes from the country's President, Suleman Demirel, and the
German Foreign Minister, Klaus Kinkel.
A week later (in 'Aibright mission to back Nato and EU expansion', 14 February), The
Times was reporting US support for an enlargement of NATO to be accompanied by a rapid
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widening and deepening of the European Union as a means of nurturing stability in Europe.
The notion was that the US was keen to foster a situation that would relieve It of at least
some of its responsibilities in the region. In other words, the US wanted a more proactive
EU in defence matters than perhaps the British wished it to have.
The relationship between NATO, the WEU and the EU was the focus of The limes' story
of 30 January ('Secret defence plan pits Paris against Bonn') which was a later version of the
account that had appeared in the French Le Monde newspaper, and which bad earlier been
aired in the Danish press (see below). For The limes, however, the emphasis was on the
effect the issue was having on Franco-German relations with little analysis of its potential
effects elsewhere, beyond the prediction that it would 'cause suspicion in Britain'. The
reason for this, the paper said, was the suggestion within this defence plan that the WEU
should be fully integrated into the EU structure. 'Britain opposes such a move,' the paper
said. However, given the 'deliberate vagueness' of the Franco-German plan, and the
disputes it bad been causing, The limes clearly felt that it would spark tulle action In the
foreseeable future and thus required no passionate reaction.
Danish newspapers
In contrast, the Danish newspapers carried far more news relevant to this section. Even the
tabloid BT - if not aura Bladet - included not just an account about the 'Turkish No to
Eastern countries in NATO' (30 January), but also made much more of the story mentioned
above about the EU's defence role as seen by the French and Germans ('Germany and
France in agreement about atomic weapons', 27 JanuMy). Indeed, the account - picked up
from the French Le Monde newspaper - started with criticism of the US, quoting French
sources saying that if the President, Bill Clinton, had not been so much in the pocket of the
American military leaders, 'we would not have had to go so far'. Thus, reflecting a blend
of French antagonLcm towards NATO, the Danes' mistrust of the Americans and their fear
of the Germans, the story suggested that the US should have agreed to a European dimension
to NATO. Without that, France and Germany bad been encouraged to link up - and the end
result was that the EU would have atomic weapons, and that they would be under Franco-
German control, the report suggested.
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The nature of the relationship between the EU and NATO (and by extension the US) was
also much discussed in the Danish broadsheets. Jyllands-Posten, for instance, carried a
feature on 15 January ('NATO and the EU - each its own timetable') in which the MEP,
Karin R.iis-Jørgensen, suggested that the Union was paying the price for dragging its heels
over the accession of the Eastern European countries in that NATO was now taking the
initiative in the region. The EU did not want to be dancing to NATO's tune, the writer
argued.
Similarly, In the news story of 24 January ('The EU does not want to be the consolation
prize'), the comments of the EU Commissioner for External Relations, Hans van den Broek,
that the Eastern European countries were unlikely to join the Union until 2002, were
portrayed as a reaction against a rather bullying US that was exerting pressure in the matter.
Again In its handling of the Turkish story ('No understanding for Turkey', 8 February), the
determination that EU and NATO membership could not be linked - and that the Union
would not bow to NATOIUS pressure - was focal.
Perhaps not surprisingly, Berttngske fldende took a line similar to that of Jyllandc-Posten,
particularly in respect of wariness towards what was perceived as US heavy-handedness. For
example, in a leader of 8 February ('Desperation in Ankara'), the paper outlined the
dilemma-' of Turkey - torn between its eastern soul and western political orientation. With
typical Danish 'reasonableness', It acknowledged US fears that, excluded from the EU, the
country was at risk of 'islamisation'. Nevertheless, it concluded, there were problems over
human rights abuses, and the Impression given was that, despite US pressure, it was
necessary for the EU to take a measured decision over whether or not to accept Turkey into
membership. As the paper had already made clear in a detailed story of 29 January ('Greek-
Turkish strife threatens expansion'), the complicated interlinking of these countries, along
wuh the intractable problem of Cyprus, meant that there were no easy solutions to the
difficulties that these countries were posing in respect of the expansion of both the Eli and
NATO.
Berlin gske lldende also picked up on The Independent's 21 January scoop about the EU's
suggestions for the reform of the UN. Although, unlike The Independent (which used as Its
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heading 'Europe urges Annan to reform the UN'), the paper took the opportunity to attack
the Americans with its version, even in its headline ('The EU wants to reform the UN, the
USA wants to save (money)', 22 January). The story went on to relate that, although the
EU had put forward plans to make the UN more relevant and effective, these had not
involved a budget cut, and were thus not in keeping with US demands.
The EU's relationship with NATO also cropped up in stories on 25,27 and 30 January ('The
EU will have common defence', 'Plans for a common EU nuclear defence', and 'A European
NATO in deadlock').
In the first, a new initiative in which 'France and Holland have put themselves at the helm
of the development of a common defence policy in the EU', was discussed, along with
French wishes that the WEU should be integrated within the EU as its defence arm.
In the second, the Le Monde story was covered, but in this version the French Defence
Minister, Charles Muon, was quoted as saying that the French would not be giving up
control of their nuclear weapons. Here at least, then, no threat was foreseen that the
Germans would have power over nuclear weapons. The notion that the WEU could become
the EU's defence arm, subsequently becoming NATO's European column, was repealed
In the third, the antagonim between the French and NATO was evident in a story that
relaxed the US block on French plans to take over more of the defence role in Europe. This
was specifically in respect of French proposals that a European should take over control of
NATO's southern comml in Napoli - or at least share it with the US. The Americans
were, however, refusing to relinquish any of their control. Thus, the unease of France over
the extent of US influence in the defence of Europe was highlighted in Berlingske lldende,
which clearly had some sympathy with the French position.
For Poiftiken, too, European defence was a topic of interest. That paper's extensive
coverage included news stories on 21,23,24 and 25 January with headings, respectively:
'EU sharpens its approach to Serbia'; 'The USA turns down EU defence'; 'EU and NATO
sit on the fence'; and 'French-German offensive about EU defence'.
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In the first, the paper underlined the role of the EU as diplomatic force in the international
arena by relating the tough stance it was threatening to take with Serbia unless that country
adopted democracy.
In the second, the USA's ambassador to NATO, Robert Hunter, was quoted as saying that
the WEU and the EU would not be taking over from the US and NATO in the military
aspect of the defence of Europe - the Americans were not intending to relinquish control.
In the third, the delicate diplomacy between the EU and NATO was outlined, with each
nmking it clear that membership of the one could not be seen as a consolation prize for not
being accepted into the other.
In the fourth - Politiken's version of the I.e Monde story - the actions of the French and
Germans to move co-operation on defence up the EU agenda were outlined. Both countries,
Polinken reported, had agreed that developments should take place within the context of
NATO. But, by strengthening European defence capability, dependence on the US would
thereby be weakened.
Polinken features covering defence included that of 1 February ('Insecure Franco-German
alliance'), in which 'a Paris correspondent' aired the view that the aim of the Franco-German
military policy initiative was to bind the two countries even more tightly together as one
more element In Germany's rehabilitation process. However, in discussing the integration
of European defence in general, the feature made the point that the participation of the UK
would be a necessary element of this. And in mnking the assumption of a Labour victory
in the UK's then forthcoming General Election, the writer reckoned that this would depend
on Tony Blair.
Thus, In common with the other Danish broadsheets, Politiken was clearly in support of
NATO, but was also willing to report other European defence arrangements - actual or
proposed - and to consider alternatives to th existing order.
In its coverage of the Turkish story ('Cyprus conflict threatens EU expansion', 22 January),
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Politiken blamed the delay in Turkey being admitted to EU membership on the Greeks, who
were blocking it because of tensions over Cyprus. The paper clearly bad sympathy with the
Turks, although it could be argued that poor relations between Greece and Denmark in the
past had an influence here'.
Poliriken clearly saw an expanding role for the EU both in defence and in international
diplomacy. In a similar vein - and in common with the other Danish broadsheets - It also
felt that the EU should make a corporate stand against human rights abuses, worldwide. This
particularly emerged in 'EU turns a blind eye to injustice' (4 February), in which 'a
committee in the British Parliament' was castigated for taking only seven minutes to approve
an agreement for co-operation between the EU and Tunisia - a country with a poor track
record in respect of human rights. The paper dearly felt that the Union should pay more
heed to such matters - a sentiment that also permeated Its coverage of the ASEAN story (eg
'EU and ASEAN cross swords', 13 February) and Its feature and leader about the faiwa
against Salman Rushdie ('Blood money', 13 February, and 'The priests' true face', 14
Febny).
The EU's response to human rights abuses was also a focal issue for Information, not just
in its coverage of the ASEAN affair ('Disagreement between ASEAN and the EU', 13
February), but more specifically in its front page lead story of 4 February ('EU cntrclsrn UN
is letting Zaire down'). In this passionate story, the criticisms levelled - Indirectly - at the
US and UN by the EU Commissioner, Emma Bonino, were featured. In It, she lambasted
'desk strategists and saion diplomats' for claiming that there were no refugees trapped in
Zaire, when, she maintained, there were literally hundreds of thousands, Including children
who were no more than walking skeletons. However, balancing this story in which the EU
had played a positive role in bringing human tights abuses to the attention of the world at
large, wasthefeatureofllianuary('DenrnarkispartoftheEUbypocrisy')whichrelated
the bard time poor African countries were having In their attempts to export rice and sugar
to the EU. Fort Europe was better guarded than Fort Knox, the writer maintained.
In its approach to the EU response to human rights abuses, Berlin gske Thknde, too, clearly
supported the Union's 'completely united and critical front' in Its negotiations with ASEAN
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over Burma ('No agreement about Burma', 14 February) and its attitude towards Iran ('EU
complains about Rushdie reward', 14 February).
Jyllands-Posten was similarly moved. In common with Information, that paper gave an
emotional report of Fmma Bonino's rebuke to international forces (led by the US) for
abandoning the refugees in Zaire's rain forest ('Harsh telling-off from EU Commissioner',
4 February). And it carried stories about the ASEAN meeting ('Portugal blocks expanded
agreement', 14 February) and the Salman Rushdie affair ('EU close to giving up dialogue',
14 February). In a further story ('EU putting religious leadership in han under pressure',
5 February), Danish pressure was flagged as the reason why the EU was pursuing the matter
of the disappearance of the author, Faraj Sarkooris.
From these reports, it was clear that human rights abuses were considered a matter of
particular concern by Danish newspapers. They felt that the EU not only had the right, but
also the duty to fight against such abuses. It was perceived as a positive role in which EU
intervention received warm support from the Danes.
The International and business papers
The three newspapers that shed the most additional light on the issues raised in this Chapter
were the FT. the IRT and The Ewopean. For instance, the FTs version of the I.e Monde
story ('Franco-German pact stresses reform of Nato', 27 January) differed from that of the
Danish press in that it focused on the subject of US and NATO reforms, which, it said, were
seen in the Franco-German document as 'the key to European defence'. The report added
that the Franco-German plans would be a complement to the existing security arrangements
and not an alternative. Thus, there was yet another interpretation of this story - this one
suggesting that there was little in this Franco-German plan to get excited about.
However, the 1117', like the Danish newspapers, did feel that the Le Monde revelations were
worth not just a story ('Bonn and Paris weigh atomic force', 25 January) but also a leader
('Let's hope France and Germany get it right', 30 January). For that newspaper, the focus
was the agreement between the French and Germans to add a nuclear dimension to European
defence policy - albeit to be kept within NATO. Given the 11-iT's US focus It Is perhaps not
surprising that it put a focus on the importance of NATO's role In Europe, clearly believing
in the Interdependence of alliance and Union in fostering peace in the region (eg 'NATO
expansion as a crafty consolation prize', 23 January, and the leader 'NATO helps Europe',
27 January). However, in the view of the 11-fl', NATO was vital primarily because the EU
was too feeble and ineffective to achieve much in defence and foreign affairs on Its own.
For instance, the paper pointed to the fact that it had made no Impact on ASEAN over human
tights abuses in Burma and East Timor ('ASEAN to keep East Timor off agenda of EU
talks', 4 February, and 'Two issues block EU-ASEAN pact', 13 February) and had backed
off from making a stand against Chinese threats to curtail the freedom of the Inhabitants of
Hong Kong following British withdrawal from the colony ('Let Britain worry about liberties,
EU says', 27 January). The paper also doubted that the EU would be able to control the
conflict in Bosnia after the US left the region in June 1998 ('Europe has 17 months to get
serious on Bosnia', 25 January). The tilTs general opinion was that: 'The European Union
has for several years been talking about its goal of a common European foreign and security
policy, with nothing much tangible coming from that talk. There has been highly intelligent
debate without practical conclusions.'
Even the EU-supportive European was at times critical of the Union's response to external
problems. For instance, in a feature of 6 February ('Europe's Jekyll and Hyde diplomats')
it highlighted differences in the way the conflicts in Serbia and Algeria were regarded by the
EU. There were vigorous attempts to help in the first case, the paper said (although the 1HT
might not have agreed with this), and apparent apathy in the second. The paper clearly felt
that the EU was generally ineffective in the international arena - In both a peace-keeping role
and in solving disputes.
Comparison
The Dane? lukewarm attitude to both NATO and the US about which the UK, In contrast,
is considerably more enthusiastic, sheds much light on differences In the way this topic was
handled in their respective newspapers. Anxious not to be entirely dominated by the US, the
Danes were much more keen to see the EU developing a meaningful role in the international
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arena - particularly in a humanitarian role - in which they were more likely to have a say.
Although this role was accepted as embryonic, instances where the Union had had an impact
were given positive coverage. And although the Danish papers also highlighted areas in
which they felt that the EU could have been more effective, this was more to encourage
greater and more meaningful Union activity than to suggest that it should withdraw from such
intervention completely.
There could be a number of reasons why there was such a comparatively small amount of
news in the UK papers about EU involvement with countries and issues outside of its
member states. For a start, EMU and domestic political strife over Europe were t2king up
so much column space that perhaps editors were anxious to vary news coverage elsewhere.
Even so, the fact that the EU is not generally considered by the British to have an important
international diplomatic or security and defence role, could be another explanation.
Furthermore, it could be argued that the interactions between 'foreigners' in the Union and
other 'foreigners' even further afield, was deemed to be of little interest to insular - or
'nationalistic' - British newspaper readers.
The UK's particular enthusiasm for the US was also significant in that British newspapers
were consequently Inclined to see the EU as an irrelevance in combating hum2n rights
abuses, as well as in defending Europe and keeping the peace: the notion was that these tasks
were best done by existing agencies, such as NATO and the UN, as well as by the
Americans working with their existing close allies, of whom the British number themselves.
The UK newspapers' stance was largely supported by the US-focused titles. Although they
certainly did not single the British out for special support, they, too, clearly felt that the EU -
at least as it stood - was worthy of only a limited role in international affairs. Again, one
of the major problems perceived by the US-focused press - and, to an extent, also by The
European - was that EU member states were rarely able to co-operate to any great effect and
were thus currently unfit to take on a meaningful role in the world at large.
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End Note
1. As an example of this. the story in BT on 2 April, 1993 (p25) - 'Greeks thrown In prison
for thinking like Uffe' - criticises the Greeks for, among other matters, punishing their fellow
countrymen who wanted to recognise an independent Macedonia. It was 'unbelievable' that
an EU country should seek to crush freedom of speech in this way, the paper maintained.
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Chapter 11
Journalists and the practice of journalism
In his study of public perceptions of journalists' ethical motivations, Paul Voakes (p24)
identifies seven areas that influence the way journalists approach their work. This list
includes: Individual; small group; organisation; competition; occupation; the law; and extra
media.
Most of these categories have been explored in earlier Chapters. For instance, the influence
of an 'organization' - Ic the newspapers' and industries' structure, British and Danish - as
well as 'competition' have been covered in Chapter 3. The influence of 'the law' and
relevant 'extra media' effects on British and Danish journalists have also been discussed.
Those - which include contrasts in legal restraints and requirements, political structures,
historical and current relationships with the EU and its member states, and in perceptions in
the way it should interact with non-member countries - have been covered in Chapters 5, 7
and 9. Some of the effects of 'small groups' have also been discussed. For instance, in
aldinon to the influence on a journalist of the 'smnll group' with whom he or she works -
eg in respect of established working styles and patterns - this category might also encompass
the tendency of reporters to 'hunt in packs' (Chapter 1, p11), covering the same stories, or
feeding off each Other for story leads. This, too, has revealed itself in the sample period
texts.
However, the other categories of, 'individual' and 'occupation' warrant investigation here
for contrasts that might shed light on differences in the way EU news is handled in the
British and Danish newspapers.
Individual
As Voakes argues, each journalist is influenced by his or her background - personal beliefs,
personal upbringing and personal moral reasoning - although, as Hetherington points out
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(p21) 1 they might not be aware of this or the effect It is having on 'their judgement or their
phrasing'.
However, this research found little difference in the nature of journalists, British or Danish.
In both countries, they are expected to exhibit the same practical, Intellectual and emotional
qualities. The ability to observe and report accurately and concisely, to be able to coax
information from people, to have the judgement to prioritise 'facts' - these are all cited as
desirable traits in literature, British and Danish, aimed at would-be journalists, or In books
and features describing the kind of people they are'.
Furthermore, they are generally assumed to be overwhelmingly 'middle-class' or 'bourgeois'
(Kruuse, p160; Guild of Editors' Surwy of F4itoriol 7)aining Needr, Summary, p2), and as
a breed are frequently 'liberal' in their political views2. This Is despite the fact that they
may write for right-wing newspapers. Consequently, journalists can commonly find
themselves expressing 'views' that are not their own (Schneider, p6), not least because their
career progression may depend on this (Chapter 1, p20). In some cases, job insecurity
heightens still further the compulsion journalists feel to conform to their newspaper's
particular style and stance'.
Thus, differences in the way EU news is covered in the UK and Denmark are not the result
of contrasts in the type of person producing the reports. The Influences are clearly external
to the individuak involved.
Occupation
According to Voakes, 'occupation' describes:
a common system of norms and values in the practice of journahsm, and is closely
related to what many practitioners and scholars call professional ethics. It is a
function not only of training in journalism and ongoing socialization through
professional organiations, but also of formal codes of conduct
In respect of this area of influence, there are significant differences between the UK and
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Denmark. For instance, the nature of journalistic training differs. In the UK, trainees come
into the industry through a variety of routes. Some are 'direct entry', recruited directly by
regional or local newspapers to undergo basic training under the terms of a training contract.
Others take the 'pre-entry' route, attending a vocational education and training course at a
college or university before entering the industry4. However, within those basic
specifications, there is an array of training options. As Bernie Corbett, a former Training
Officer of the NUJ, put it (p14), there is:
...a jungle of competing and contradictory accreditations, learning systems and
qualiflcations...depending on where they study, and what media sector they pick, a
student or trainee can study for the NCTJ National Certificate; National Vocational
Qualification; university BA or MA in journalism, sometimes in a specific sector;
college qualification such as HNi) or WTEC; pgmt&e tificate ot diçloma or
an employer's own certificate in a company training centre.
The Guild of Editors (in its 'White Paper' on editorial training, Tomorrow's Journalirr) has
made similar observations, and there have been features, leaders and news stories in the
Press Gazene3. Thus, there is currently no standard training process for UK journalists.
Furthermore, what training there is has tended to concentrate on practical skills at the
expense of the academic skie, specifically in a consideration of the moral dimension of
journalism. As Gopsill puts ii (p6): 'The most important element missing in training is what
jirnalists call ethics - professional standards that respect the truth, the reader and the
subjects of coverage". In his book, Raymond Snoddy also highlights this. He says (pl53):
In marked contrast to the British, Americans take their journalism seriously. Debates
are held about the power of newspapers, the role of the journalist in society and the
difference between best practice and sharp practice. In the USA, there are even
journalists who are prepared to utter the word 'ethics' in public without blushing.
Thereasonforthis,hereckons,isthatjoumalismththeUS-asinDenmark-hasamore
'academic tradition' than it does in the UK. This view is supported by Walter Jaebnig (in
Stephenson and Bromley, p104), and by Barbara ThomaB (also in Stephenson and Bromley,
p137), who points out that the relative brevity of training courses in the UK gives little time
1. A comparative discussion of ethics and Codes of Practice appears later in this Chapter.
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for more than the basics, and certainly not enough to develop the 'competence of reflection'.
Furthermore, the students themselves are often keen not to 'waste time' with matters that will
not obviously improve their job prospects.
In contrast to the fragmented nature of training in the UK, until the start of the 1998
academic year virtually all Danish journalists received their training at one Institution -
Danmarks Journalisthøjskole (Dill) - in Arhus. As Stephenson reports (Stephenson and
Mory, p98), this was established in 1970 as part of the Danish system of higher education,
and, since 1971, it has been awarding a diploma equivalent to a Bachelor's Degree after a
course lasting four years. Its philosophy has been 'to produce a rounded journalist able to
operate in all media'. In average years, it reckoned to provide 80 per cent of all those
becoming journalists in Denmark, giving It 'a quasi-monopolistic position In Danish
journalism education which has no parallel in any other European country'.
Although from the start of the 1998 academic year additional tralning courses were begun
at the universities of Odense and Roskilde, Arhus still reigned supreme during the sample
period as the major element in determining the nature and the moulding of journalists in
Denmark as a whole. According to Professor Erik Farmann' from DIII, the four-year
training programme includes ethics as a substantial element. Indeed, the course booklist
includes Esik I Jounialimk by Dill staff member, HdUc Nissen Kniuse, which is a
comprehensive discussion of ethics in journalism, much referred to in this thesis, and
elements of ethical practice - in which, Professor Farmann reports, students are very
interested - appear throughout the course syllabus.
The pursuit of 'fairness' in reporting is an activity that, at least in part, requires adherence
to practical rules. Sometimes, the success or failure of reporters to adhere to these 'rules'
is not easily discernable. As Baistow explains (p60):
The selection of certain facts, the omission of others that would modify them, the
treatment of a story to impart an Implicit rather than explicit emphasis, the
prominence or otherwise of its position and presentation - all can contribute to
produce an effect which the non-specialist reader Is in no position to recognise let
alone question.
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Much of this thesis has aimed to pinpoint examples of such 'flagrant partiality' where
professional 'ideals' have been disregarded. According to Tunstall (1977, p214), the Anglo-
American notion of 'professionalism' among journalists:
...typically stresses presentation techniques, the ability to select to balance, to give
'both sides" of the story; it implies autonomy - independence from either political or
commercial direction - with the communicator depending on his "professional"
judgement to make decisions.
Wheeler agrees (p7), adding that journalists 'have to verify information by drawing on
alternative sources and presenting rival interpretations' and that this means that they will
'necessarily provide a plurality of opinions'. In his analysis, McNair (p47) says that, in
addition to the elements mentioned above, to be 'objective', the journalist needs to provide
supporting evidence for any assertions made in the story:
...authoritative sources, such as politicians must be quoted (in this way the journalist
is seen to distance him- or herself from the views reported, by establishing that they
are someone else's opinions); 'fact' must be separated from 'opinion", and "hard
news' from 'editorial comment'; and the presentation of information must be
structured pyramidically, with the most important bits coming first, at the 'top' of
the story.
This, according to the former Information editor, Lasse Ellegaard (p156), is the 'classic
model for reporting'. And, although, as has already been discussed (Chapter 1, p15),
objectivity is Impossible to achieve, the (hopeless) pursuit of it is, nevertheless, seen as
generally desirable. In both the UK and Denmark, training manuals and 'how to' books for
would-be journalists also underline this, while describing how it should be aimed at in
practice (for instance, Sellars, p32, and Meilby, p40).
However, while it is true that UK trainees are generally guided in at least the mechanics of
'balance', the fragmented nature of journalism training in the UK means that, in contrast to
the situation In Denmark, the nature - and standard - of tuition inevitably varies. Certainly,
as the analyses later in this thesis reveal, Danish newspapers in general achieve a far higher
standard in adherence to the 'rules' than do their British counterparts, among whom,
partiality -'a legitimate exercise of editorial choice'(Baistow, pSi) - has ow 'degenerated
into naked prejudice without principle'. Even so, as Erik Farmann points out, the Danes'
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'superior' performance on this front does not please everyone. As he reports, the conformity
of style among DJH-trained journalists, who tend, much more than their British counterparts,
to play stories 'straight', giving all views in as objective a fashion as Is humanly possible,
has been criticised. 'Many editors...think that the journalists we produce are too neat,' he
says, 'that what they produce is too much alike. They like originality.' At least that is one
criticism that is unlikely to be levelled at the British press.
Another area relevant to this thesis in which Danish journalists receive more guidance than
do their British counterparts relates specifically to the EU. A Press Gazelle survey,
published on 5 December, 1997 (p11), revealed 'widespread Euro-ignorance' among British
journalists, suggesting that this would have to change. The situation was summed up by the
BBC's Europe correspondent, David Eades, who commented: 'Suddenly Europe Is a very
big challenge for the British media...The endless rows were easy. Now journalists will no
longer be able to get away with knowing nothing of the detail. The stories are in the detail'
In his study, David Morgan (p332) reported that, even among dedicated Brussels
correspondents in his survey, 'lack of training and orientation' was visible, hampering their
credibility among Europeans and their effectiveness as reporters for UK consumers.
Thus, formal training programmes in the UK include little, If any, focus on enabling
journalists to understand EU issues or institutions - for background knowledge or practical
use. In contrast, DJH has for some time included elements in its curriculum - as both a core
subject and a specialised option - designed to give students an in-depth understanding of bow
the EU functions, and there have also been short courses for local journalists. These have
aimed to encourage such reporters to see local angles in EU news - and then to know from
whom further information can be obtained, or a quote elicited. These short courses were
originated by John Frølicb (one of the interviewees in this project) In accordance with his
view that all Danish reporters - including those on local papers - have now to look at EU
affairs as domestic rather than foreign policy. 'These days, everybody has to know about
decision-making in Brussels, and eveiybody has to know about sources and where to find
them,' he said.
Thus, although Ole Vigant Ryborg argues (in Pas p4 Pressen, p55) that Danish journalists
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need even more training to enable them to report EU matters with more accuracy and insight,
they are still far better equipped to do this than the overwhelming majority of British
journalists who receive no formal guidance at all.
Overall, therefore, there are significant differences in the training of journalists in the UK
and Denmark that might affect the way they handle EU news. For instance, Danish
journalists, who receive a more uniform training programme, of much longer duration,
receive more in-depth tuition, across the board. The fact that they are also given more
formal guidance to enable them to understand the workings of the EU, and where to find
information, sources for quotes, and so on, could at least partially explain why Danish
reports are more often put in context, contain more background or explanatory information,
and are handled with less unfounded prejudice than is the case in the UK.
But it is not just in their failure to adhere to the practical medianics of 'fair' reporting that
journalists can fall short of professional ideals. As Belsey and Chadwick point out (p8) in
a Long, but by no means complete, list of 'ethical sins', there are many ways the media can
offend, including: inaccuracy; lies; distortions; bias; propaganda; favouritism; sensationalism;
lalisanon; lapses of taste; vulgarity; sleaze; sexism; racism; homophobia; personal
attacks; smears; character assassination; cheque-book journalism; deception; betrayal of
confidences; and invasions of privacy. Many of these - as they relate to the way the EU has
been portrayed, particularly in the UK press - have been unveiled in this research. The
evidence shows that the Danish press in general is far more 'ethically aware' than is its
British counterpart. This is revealed not just in the greater importance put on the
development of 'ethical awareness' in the journalists' training programme in Denmark, but
also in national attitudes towards the need for 'ethical practices' in the media which have led
to a Code of Practice which is legally enforceable. This differs substantially to the situation
wtthin the UK, where such matters are addressed less formally. Even so, just what measures
should be taken to ensure that journalists behave in a manner that is 'morally'
unimpeachable, are matters of debate in both the UK and Denmark. For instance, Belsey
and Chadwick (p13) are among those who argue that, even for the most ethically-aware
journalist, there are no absolute guidelines to assist in avoiding breathes of 'ethical practice'.
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The choices that journalists must constantly make are inevitably guided by a sense of right
and wrong within individuals themselves. Furthermore, the nebulous nature of 'the truth'
can turn attempts to make rules or to appoint censors to curb the press, into a minefield.
The opportunities for abuse are legion (Greer, July/August 1986).
Even so, attempts have been made to present workable philosophies to guide journalists
towards ethical practice. For instance, Fuller (p30) has suggested that journalists should
follow the example of judges in being 'neutral in their inquiry but not In the expression of
their findings'. As be says:
The judicial analogy suggests a whole set of virtues - open-mindedness, Impartiality,
the duty to be candid about one's reasoning and about what one knows and does not
know, the responsibility to put as forcefully as possible the positions of those with
whom one disagrees. These virtues all come together In the concept of Intellectual
honesty, which links the truth discipline In journalism with the highest standards In
scientific and academic debate. It is as good a statement of aspiration as any I can
think of for journalists.
Or, as Cameron puts it (pfl):
...the journalists is obliged to present his attitude as vigorously and persuasively as
he can, insisting that it is his attitude, to be e,ranined and criticized in the light of
every contrary argument, which be need not accept but must reveal.
The evidence in this research suggests that such ethical approaches to journalism are more
likely to be found in the Danish than in the British newspaper press. It can be argued that
this is at least in part a result of the emphasis the Dill training course puts on setting the
practice of journalism into an ethical framework, encompassing a journalist's behaviour
across the board. For instance, Helle Nissen Kruuse's book (p31) conta'n sections advIsing
against accepting 'freebies' which might impose 'obligations', suggesting that journalists
remain detached from all overt political allegiances, and even advocating that they avoid
taking supplementary paid jobs that might compromise their 'impartiality'. British journalists
receive little - if any - guidance on this front, and, by tradition, take conflicts of interest
between their working and private lives less into account. However, there are signs that
awareness is growing. For Instance, the need for journalists, personally, to behave with
more openness and honour has been put forward by the Guardian editor, Alan Rusbrldger7.
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In maintaining that it is necessary for journalists to put their own house in order before they
can start criticising others, he has suggested that, among other things, they should declare
any outside interests that might impinge on the way they perform their job in the same way
as is required of politicians. He has also asked why British newspapers do not emulate those
In the US by carrying a regular column for corrections and clarifications (indeed, the
Guardian now has such a column), and has suggested that British journalism should be
subjected to greater academic scrutiny in terms of ethical issues. Such an attitude is,
however, not as yet embedded within the British press as a whole.
Up until now, what attempts there have been in the UK to encourage 'ethical' journalism
have appeared generally in the form of legal restraints (discussed in Chapter 3, p43) and in
various forms of self-regulation, which have been regularly refashioned particularly - but not
exclusively - In response to outrage provoked by tabloid press excesses. Currently, self-
regulation of the UK press - under the auspices of the Press Complainta Commission (PCC) -
is working just about adequately enough to convince the government that substantial,
addiuonal, legislation is not warranted. Even so, the issue regularly bubbles to the surface.
As Stephenson points out (Stephenson and Bromley, p19):
.the argument seems to be strong that the journalistic values of today's popular press
- and the reaction of politicians and the chattcring classes to them - are part of an
historical continuum. Sex, lies and the invasion of the privacy of individuals have
certainly been an Important part of the staple diet of popular British newspapers since
popular British newspapers have existed.
That said, however, he adds that there are new factors at work which make today's situation
different. Among them are an abandonment of the 'public service' aspect of newspaper
publishing, and, under the Influence of Thatcherism, an emphasis on newspapers as 'just a
business like any other'. As a consequence, he concludes 'it is not too much to say that
national newspapers have themselves been caught up In a spirit of the times which says that
profit Tnnking is the only real measure of socially worthwhile performance'.
With such a philosophy now entrenched within large sections of the British newspaper press,
It is little wonder that high-minded principles of fair and accurate reporting - of ensuring that
the press properly fulfils its essential role in the democratic process - have been quashed by
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a commercial sense that wishes only to satisfy mass consumer demand for gossip, trivia and
scandal in order to sell more papers and attract more advertisers.
However, in an attempt to curb excesses, the Press Complaints Commission (PCC) Editors'
Code Committee has moulded a series of guidelines for good journalistic practice, and sits
injudgement when those guidelines have allegedly been breached. Established in 1991, the
PCC replaced the discredited Press Council, and followed the first report of an Inquiry led
by I)avid Calcutt which was charged with investigating press Intrusions Into privacy (l'ulloch
in Stephenson and Bromley, p74). According to McNair (p152), whIle the mn thrust of
the Calcutt report was for the desirability of continuing self regulation by the press, it
accepted that the framework of self-regulation needed substantial strengthening. To that clxi,
Calcun proposed that the press as a whole should adopt a formal Code of Practice laying
down what was, and was not, permissable In matters such as privacy. The press was to be
given one final chare to prove that voluntary self regulation could be made to work, and
the Press Council should be disbanded arid replaced by a new body which had to be seen as
'authoritative, independent arid impartial'.
The press was given an 18-month 'probationary penod' to prove that it could abide by the
PCC's recommendations. However, when Calcuti reported again (Calcuti II), although there
had been a number of controversial press activities and Calcun himself consequently
recommended a statutory press tribunal to replace the PCC, his proposal was rejected by
Ministers (McNair, p159). As reports from a relieved press at the time show, politicians in
general aix! the National Heritage Secretary, Peter Brooke', In particular, were said to
favour a 'softly, softly' approach to curbs on the press. In the words of veteran Tory
backbcncher, Sir Anthony Grant', the general feeling among politicians was that. 'No matter
bow odious or detestable a free Press seems, every other system is infinitely worse.' As the
Daily Telegraph argued in its leader column of 13 January, 1993 (p16)
...every newspaper would oppose the creation of a Judicial tribunal to police the
press. Such a tribunal could and almost certainly would be abused by the government
of the day. A balance needs to be maintned between the right to pnvacy and the
public interest.
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Thus, the PCC currently prevails. Although it is frequently criticised for having no real
powe&°, it remains the main body through which comp1intc against the UK press are
chpnnelled. As its Chairman, Lord Wakebam, has himself admitted 11 , possibly its most
major sanction lies in the fact that a system infinitely more Draconian might be imposed,
should newspapers not heed its recommendations and rulings.
The National Union of Journalists, the Chartered Institute of Journalists and the International
Federation of Journalists, as well as bodies dealing specifically with broadcast journalism2,
also have codes of practice. However, these are not widely publicised, or referred to, and
at is unlikely that they have any great regulatory effect on British journalists' daily activities.
In contrast, Journalists In Denmark have just one code to guide their professional practice,
aixi are legally obliged to adhere to it since 1992, self-regulation has been replaced by
Matutory control In the form of the Media Liability Act which, in its article 34, includes a
Code of Conduct covering Danish Journalists in all the media. And although the consensus
as that Danish journalists do ix* take the Code into account as a matter of course in their
working lives, the fact that It is their statutory duty to behave in a manner that accords with
ats s	press ethics' inevitably highlights the Code in a way that is not emulated  in the
In order to determine whether or not the Code has been breached in any given situation, the
Minister of Justice created Pressenvnet (the Press Council). In common with its UK
eçuvalent, this Council is not universally respected, and is sometimes openly mocked by the
Danish newspapers, especially the tabloids. Also in common with its UK counterpart, the
only punishment the Council can impose is to demand that its decision (should a complaint
be upheld) be published as it sTank, and 'in any such conspicuous manner as may reasonably
be demanded'. Indeed, there have been instances where newspapers have been made to
repeat a Press Council ruling which was initially 'hidden away'.
2. The various Codes of Practice relevant to the sample period of this thesis appear in
Appendix 10.
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The Code of Conduct is based on that formulated in 1960 by newspaper publishers, and
adopted then only by the Danske Dagblades Forening (the Danish Newspaper Society)
because Dansk Journalistforbund (the Danish journalists' union) would not accept It (Kruuse,
p25). Their protest was linked primarily to the refusal of the employers to Include a
conscience clause. Furthermore, some major publishers - Politikens Hus, Jyllands Posten
and Information - also rejected the original Code, on the basis that a paper's ethics should
be decided by the paper itself and not by an external agent.
Given this background, it is perhaps not surprising that many Danes have voiced concern
about the fact that complying with the Code is now a legal obligation for ill Danish
journalists. Some regret the fact that the state has assumed control over the behaviour of the
press in this way - it is seen as a legalised curb on press activity that sets Denmark apart
from other democracies where such matters are the subject of self regulation only. Others
criticise the move on more philosophical grounds. As Kruuse comments (p26):
Ethical rules are a bit like political manifestos. When ethics have to be fashioned into
universally valid regulations, the whole exercise becomes so wooUy and theoretical
that there is hardly any instructional, good sense left in the nice words.
Furthermore, she argues (p28, her italics), the blend of legal regulations and moral norms
is a dangerous cocktail. Outlining the argument, Kruuse says (p231):
Those who are against rules take this stance most often because reality Is too
disparate for written rules to be a help and a gwde. Journalism Is not charactensed
by absolutes, and the morals of journalists cannot be governed by rules, but based on
the individual's own conscience and humanity. (Those who are against rules) put
more weight on the journalist's own reflection and opinions; on the fact that rules
cannot do away with bad journalism, but that self-critical debate and a thorough
training, with on-going further training, can improve it.
It is this facility of 'self-criticism' and 'sense of right and wrong' that elements of the
journalists' training courses at DJH tiy to develop.
Thus, in a further aspect, the approach to ethical practice differs between the UK and
Denmark. Although many might agree that It is unrealistic to attempt to make a code of
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practice legally enforceable, it does at least mean that Danish journalists are likely to be
more aware of it, as a legal obligation. Even so, the prejudicial and skewed reporting
revealed in this research is not generally of a nature that could realistically be dealt with by
bodies such as the PCC or Pressenvnet. Improvements in this sphere are more likely to
be wrought by changes in attitude and approach by the newspaper press and its members, as
a whole, to the extent that adherence to the principles of 'fairness' and 'balance' is
considered the norm. As is shown in the following Chapter's analysis, the Danish system
is far closer to this 'ideal' than is its British counterpart.
End Notes
1. In, for instance: the NUJ Careers In Journalism booklet; the Journalism and Writing
booklet, published by the Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (AGCAS); the
publicity sent out by Danmarks Journalisbøjskole; and in articles written by, for instance,
Tove Hygurn Jakobsen in Paspd P1-essen (pp34), and Knud Aage Frøbert in Jyllands-Posten
(4 February, 1997, p9).
2 In their 1994-5 survey, The News Breed, for instance, Delano and Henningham found that
57 per cent of the journalist respondents were intending to vote Labour at the next election,
and just6per cent, Tory.
3 In the UK, this point has been made by, for instance, Tim Gopsill, a former editor of the
NUJ's in house maga71r, the Journalist, in a paper on ownership, media workers and
editonal standards, given at the Media v. The People Conference, at the TUC Centre,
London, on March 18,1995. Danish journalists, too, suffer from feelings of job insecurity,
as was evident in the strike among journalists in the Berlingske group, that took place during
the sample period. Their dispute with the management over proposed job cuts was widely
reported in the Danish press in, for instance: Berlingske lidende, 28 January, 1997, 3.
Sekuon, p3 '118 job skal vk pA Berlingske'; and Information, 29 January, 1997, p3 'Tanten
pA thump', among many others.
4 These 'routes' are described in the Newspaper Society's leaflet, Training to e a
Journalist, published in July, 1995.
5. These Include: 'National Diploma in Journalism should replace NCE and NVQS', 1
November, 1996, p11; 'Support for Industry-wide qualification for journalists', 2 May, 1997,
p8, 'A matter of course', 23 May, 1997, p14; and 'Talks may bring single training body nd
qualification', 18 July. 1997, p4.
6. Information purveyed in a personal interview of 15 April, 1998.
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7. In, for instance, his James Cameron Memorial Lecture, entitled 'The Freedom of the
Press, and other Platitudes', given at City University, 22 May, 1997.
8. Peter Brooke had taken over as National Heritage Secretary In September 1992 when
David Mellor resigned in disgrace over an affair with an actress.
9. Reported in the Daily Erpress - 'Softly, softly urge MPs' - 15 Januaiy, 1993, p17.
10. Indeed, the article 'Making sense of the growing code confusion' In the Press Gazette,
17 April, 1998, p11, points out that the PCC's 'ultimate sanction against breaches to Its Code
is to force offending editors to publish its adjudications 1n full and with due promlnence'.
11. At a lecture, entitled 'Press Regulation in a Free Society', given to the Bristol Society,
at the University of the West of England, 28 November, 1996.
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Chapter 12
Analysis of newspaper texts in the sample period - 14 January,
1997, to 14 February, 1997, inclusive - with reference to the
application of practical measures to achieve 'fairness'
in the reporting of EU stories.
The UK tabloids
Sources quoted in newspaper texts during the sample period were frequently unbalanced,
particularly in the Euro-sceptic sections of the British press. In innumerable instances, little
more than a token gesture - if that - was made towards achieving the journalistic ideal of
balance in a story.
In the Sun, for instance, among the sources most regularly cited were such acknowledged
Euro-scepacs as John Redwood, Norman Lamont, Lord Tebbit, Teddy Taylor and Lain
Duncan-Smith. Virtually no vtention was paid to those with opposing views. In a raft of
szonessuchas 'VoteTorytosavethe'(24January); 'Axeforit'sToyota-tatoourcash'
(30 January), 'Delors will have more statues than Churchill' (31 Jann2ry); 'Don't let us sink
in euro qwcknd' (1 February); and 'Labour to scrap £ in 2002' (3 February), those MPs
and others with similarly strong anti-EU views were given the bulk of the say.
Furthermore, the paper appeared sometimes to manufacture opportunities to drum home its
Euro-sceptic message. An example of this was the muddled story of 17 January ('Tory fury
at Euro plot to grab our tax') which mixed news of a vague 'leaked blueprint' about U
plans to 'grab our tax' with a Labour attack on Clarke, suggesting that he was p1nning to
put VAT on food. The link between these two elements was not explained, and no proof
was given for either, yet they were used collectively by the Sun to knock the pro-European
Clarke while instilling fear at the expense of the EU.
Similarly manufactured was the story of 12 February ('I'll fight euro migrant laws to last
breath...Minlster's frontier vow') in which the Sun expressed fears that EU demands could
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'open the floodgates to illegal immigrants and terrorists'. However, given that the story also
included a quote from the Dutch European Affairs Minister, Michiel Patijn, that the UK
would probably be allowed to opt out of opening its borders, there was clearly no need for
such passion or panic.
Again. 'Daffy euro flower rule goes to pot' (18 January) related how the regulation about
a cooling-off period for telephone orders had been amended so that it did not affect people
who, for instance, wanted to issue an immediate order for the sending of flowers. Thus,
since the regulation had clearly been amended before it got near to causing a problem - Ic
in the normal course of being fashioned In order to make It workable - this story, too, could
be described as 'manufactured' by the Sun solely for propaganda purposes.
Exaggeration, too, was evident For instance the story of 4 February ('Money men agree
euro is a dud') started with the statement that 'Tycoon George Soros yesterday stunned the
capitals of Europe by warning a single currency is 'heading for the rocks'.' It was,
however, unlikely that such comments would have 'stunned' anyone, and in any case, the
Sun offered no proof or examples. Furthermore, although Iwo financial professionals were
quoted supporting the Soros views, nobody was allowed to give an opposing opinion.
In the Sun's defence, it has to be said that Its very short news story style tends to lead,
through over-simplification, to distortions, arid that the complexities of EU stones In general
are not easily conveyed in this short a space. Even so, the unbalanced quotes, manufactured
stories, exaggerations - along with the extreme and often xenopbobic language, and
selectivity of facts, missing out on significant qualifying and explanatory information - are
far removed from journalistic Ideals for fair representation of the news.
There was far less EU news in The Mirror. But what there was, boasted more balance than
was to be found in the Sun. For instance, in 'Fury at air merger bid' (15 January), the
paper's more Euro-friendly stance was evident from the sources quoted - eg Richard Branson
and 'consumer champions' all of whom spoke in support of the EC's Intervention In the
proposed alliance between British Airways and American Airlines - although the opposing
views of the 'BA chief and a 'Government source' were also Included. Nevertheless, In Its
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version of the statues 'euromyth' - 'Delors statue not all right, Jacques' (31 Januaiy) - The
Mirror quoted only sceptical politicians, Roy Perry and Graham Mather, voicing their
displeasure at the notion, and clearly no attempt had been made to verify what turned out to
be an erroneous story.
The Mirror was, however, not alone. The Daily Mail, too, had apparently not checked this
story. Furthermore, like the Sun, it tended not to balance quotes. For instance, in 'Brussels
bid to ground BA deal'(14 January), high-profile Euro-sceptic MPs, John Redwood and
Teddy Taylor, were quoted in paragraphs four aix! six (out of 22). Richard Branson did get
a voice - but not until paragraph 21. Indeed, Redwood and Taylor, along with Bill Cash and
Norman Lamont, were regularly quoted in the paper's news stories, and Lady Thatcher was
even given a front page slot for saying very little. This story - 'Britain may have to leave
EU, warns Maggie' (10 February) - featured comments made by the former Tory Prime
Minister at a lunch attended only by 'prominent Tory rigbt-wingers', quoted by 'one ally'.
It was, thus, an unremarkable comment from a known Euro-sceptic, at a lunch of other
largely known Euro-scepucs that had, therefore, little news interest. It could be said that the
decision to Include it was not based on its inherent news value, or to give a balanced view
of the pro- aix! anti-EU debate within the UK, but to present the Euro-sceptic views of a
particularly elite politician with whom the paper was in harmony. The comments of Lady
Thafher - albeit relayed second-hand - were a chance for the paper yet again to bang the
anti EU drum
Among other devices the Daily Mail used to put its own spin on EU news stories was the
inclusion of adverbs and adjectives that constituted unverified comment. For instance, the
story of 4 February - 'Major to bobble Trojan Horse of EU policy' - speculated without
explanation or evidence that Britain's European partners would be 'furious' at John Major's
'tiack on the social chapter in his speech in Brussels. Given that his comments were
predictable, 'fury' seems an unlikely response from anyone. There was, too, the lame end
quote that gave the initial impression of being fair, but was in fact designed to dismiss or
ndicule the contrary argument. An example of this appeared in a story of 7 February
('German chapter of disaster, by Major') in which John Major was reported as blaming
Germany's unemployment crisis on the social chapter. The last paragraph (out of 14), which
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read: 4 Labour Office chief Bernhard Jagoda said much of the jobless rise was due to lay-offs
in building because of bad weather 1 ' sounded more like a weak excuse than a credible reason
when set against the 13 preceding paragraphs of apparently strong argument from the former
Prime Minister that the social chapter was to blame.
Again, in common with the Sun, the Daily Mali could also be accused of Including vague
stories simply for the purpose of boosting its anti-EU cause. For example, as outlined In
Chapter 4, p62. the story 'Britain tried to blackmall me on BSE says Santer' (16 January),
reported an 'icy' exchange without telling readers what the blackmail amounted to or what
it was about. The story bad not been followed up for details, or set In context.
As for The &press, although commendable balance was seen in stones such as that of 25
January ('Britlan piles scorn on Tory Euro deal') in which pro- and anti Europeans were
given a fair bearing, that paper, too, was often biased in its news reports. And, In common
with its UK tabloid counterparts, it made much use of the 'rent-i-quote' MPs - especially
John Redwood and Bill Cash - without anyone giving a more pro-European comment
Examples included 'Hi-Jacqued' (14 January) and 'Rilkind throws down the Euro gauntlet
to Kohl' (20 January).
As discussed in Chapter 4, p63, Lord Tebbit also featured, most notably In the &press story
of 8 February ('Kinnock hope for top post at last') In which be was allowed the solitary, and
spiteful, comment on Kinnock's EU presidential aspirations. It was 'a devastating comment
on the Commission's usefulness that a double reject wio has never held a proper job should
be considered for the Presidency,' Tebbit sneered. This ended the story, and thus formed
the impression with which the reader was left. Indeed, the negative end quote - le the
parting shot that leaves its impression on readers and thus Informs their opinion about the
issues raised in a story - was used again in 'Here's another rubbish idea from Europe' (27
January). In that report, any favourable notion the reader might have formed about the EU
proposal in respect of the recycling of waste was annihilated by the end statement - 'Britain
has no veto over final approval'. This concentrated on the 'negative' fact that, whatever the
merits or otherwise of this idea, the fact was that Brussels could coerce the UK Into
acceptance.
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There was, too, the 'manufactured' story about what prompted Hiroshi Okuda to make his
remarks about the British stance on EMU (discussed in Chapter 8, p160) and the
inappropriately extreme remarks of Sir Teddy Taylor in the 'Mint peps up debate' story of
4 February (Chapter 4, p64).
The Danish tabloids
Although the Danish tabloids embrace many of the elements of tabloid newspaper 'style',
during the sample period they proved far more likely than their British counterparts to adhere
to professional ideals of news reporting. In BT, for instance, the story 'Fears a new EU No'
(21 January) reported the views of Holger K Nielsen (Socialist People's Party), Uffe
Ellemann-Jensen (Liberal) and Lone Dybkjr (Social-Liberal), detailing the differences
between these politicians as well as the areas of agreement. It was well-balanced, and
featured neither insults nor 'rent-a-quotes'. Furthermore, BT regularly gave its readers
substantial background Information. For instance, to analyse just one story - 'Ritt's fate
bangs in the b1ance' (14 January) - which reported the BSE d6bAcle arid the threatened vote
of no confidence in the European Commission, the paper gave the full background to the
current situation, with quotes from MEPs including the Frenchman Jean-Claude Martinez and
the Belgian José Happen. Indeed, the Danish papers as a whole showed much more
ixlinanon than their UK counterparts not just to recognise the role of MEPs - from home
and abroad - but also to report their views.
Of course Bra stones often concentrated on the Danish aspect of a story -and particularly
on elite Danish individuals. For instance, in addition to the story above, the Danish
Commissioner, P.m Bjerregaard, was the focus of the stories of 7 February ('Kohl wants to
get rid of Rat and Santer'), and 12 February ('Ritt will be Denmark's last EU
Commissioner'). And Danish MP and MEP, Bertel Haarder, also loomed large (in 'I give
200,000 kroner a year to handicapped children', 14 January, and 'Haarder Is the last but one
vice-president', 15 January). Thus, as is normal practice, the Danish tabloids tended to find
specifically Danish aspects for their stories.
However, general topics chosen by the Danish tabloids often differed substantially from those
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chosen by their British counterparts. For Instance, on 7 February, BTdevoted a whole page
to 'MEPs must pay tax on insurance'. Not only was this story - with text covering 27.5
column Inches - considerably longer than most that appear in UK tabloids, It was also on a
subject of some technicality and seriousness that would have been considered of no Interest
at all to British tabloid readers. Indeed, MEPs perks seem to have been a campaign issue
for BT, which also featured the matter in 'So we will drop the pension scheme' (6 February)
and 'Helveg (hinders things)' (10 February).
Despite general 'fairness', however, there was some bias in 81' stories. For Instance,
'Danish protest does not help one jot' (30 January) about the French regulations that would
hamper Danish ski instructors, Included vague reports of French Instructors trying to trip up
Danish skiers - apparently out of spitefulness. These were unsubsianriated, and nobody gave
the French side. In a similar vein, the opening sentence of the story 'Germany and France
in agreement about atomic weapons' (27 January) - which read: 'The EU will have its own
atomic weapons. But they will be under Franco-German control - without any of the other
countrieshavingawordtosayinthemalter'-leftthereadermnodoubtutowbatthe
paper's opinion about this was.
Even so, such examples of blatant bias were comparatively rare, and balanced and 'straight'
reporting was the norm in 87'.
The fact that aura Bladi!f'S EU coverage during the sample period was minimal Indicates
that the EU as a whole was not considered a newsworthy subject for the paper's readers at
that time. Perhaps without the conflict so beloved of the British tabloids, and with little
human interest - specifically involving Danes - to be extracted from the available events, the
paper had more relevant subjects with which to fill its pages. However, even in the few EU
news items that did appear (eg, 'Earls on welfare', 31 January), all concerned were allowed
to put their case.
Comparison of UK and Danish tabloids
Clearly, the Danish tabloids showed far more balance in their reporting and there was less
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overt comment in news stories. They also gave more qualifying information, and made more
attempts to put events and comments in context. A greater variety of sources was quoted and
stories were, in general, longer. There was less compulsion in the Danish tabloids solely to
entertain and more inclination to inform about matters of relative 'seriousness'. However,
aura Bladet In particular showed little interest in the EU at all, and clearly did not see
Union issues as central to the lives of its average readers.
There was, too, less spitefulness in the Danish tabloids towards unfavoured individuals and
less ridicule or scorn poured on foreigners as a whole. Their stance was thus more
'balanced' and their tone more measured.
The UK broadsheets
Predictably, the Daily Telegraph m infained its Euro-sceptic stance at every opportunity - not
just in its choice of story and angle, but also in sources quoted. There was an inordinately
large amount of space devoted to such Euro-sceptic MPs as John Redwood, Bill Cash,
Norman Lamont and David Heathcote-Amoiy. These people were allowed to use a variety
of news events to propound their anti-EU views - eg 'EC legal threat over BA merger' (14
January); 'Britain to face cowl on audits' (25 January); and 'Britain very unlikely to join
EMU' (24 January), to name a selection - largely without a dissenting voice to balance.
Where pro-Europeans were given a say, this was apparently in order to slap them down in
associated leaders. This was the case in 'Major stales resistance to EU single currency plan'
(27 January) in which the pro-European, Tristan Garel-Jones, was allowed tO speak in favour
of pro-EU Tory and Labour politicians forming a pact after the General Election to take on
the Euro-sceptics, only to have his suggestion roundly dismissed in the leader 'The Watford
Like the Daily Mail, the Daily Telegraph also used the lame end quote to make its own
political point. This was evident in, for instance, 'Cook challenges Major over attack on
iocial chapter' (5 February) where, after detailing the facts and figures given by John Major
to support his negative views on this subject, a German MEP was quoted as saying, baldly
and without detail, that 'Mr Major bad exaggerated the problems caused by the social
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chapter'. Similarly, in 'Peers vote for Bill to take back power from Brussels' (1 February),
the combined anti-EU invective of the Lords Tebbit, Charteris, Bethaven and Stenton, and
Willoughby de Broke, in respect of Lord Pearson's Bill, was hardly matched by the single,
lame and woolly statement attributed to Lady Williams that the EU had created 'peace In
Europe'.
In other instances, the paper made its point by acting as a mouthpiece for favoured politicians
who were otherwise muuled. For instance, in 'Major faces new split by Euro-sceptic Tory
peers' (31 January), which related again to Lord Pearson's Bill, the paper told Its readers that
'friends of the former Prime Minister (Lady Thatcher) say that she Is 'delighted' that the
issue is to be discussed and would like to speak, but is likely to remn silent because she
does not want to appear disloyal to her successor'. Thus, the Daily Telegraph made her
point for her. Similarly, in 'Cabinet minister's attack on Brussels Is censored' (also on 31
JanuTy), the paper relaxed bow Michael Forsyth was being ordered to tone down an anti-
European speech - but then related precisely what be was going to say anyway.
Thus, evidence of bias in choosing stories and angles, and unbalanced and skewed news
reporting in the Daily Telegraph was rife. Furthermore, facts were chosen more to underline
the paper's point of view, than to give a true picture of events. Indeed, outside of its
Business section the paper rarely achieved balance or 'straight' reporting at all.
In contrast, the Guardian was more 'fair' in its news reporting. For Instance, within the
story 'Single currency 'on schedule" (25 January), there were quotes from Yves Thibauk
de Silguy, John Major, 'senior Tory backbench sources' and Sir Leon Bntzan - a wide
spectrum of views. This paper was also more inclined than some of its UK counterparts to
give validity to the views of other Europeans. For Instance, the story 'Britain stymies EU
co-operation deal' (21 January), relaxing to the unofficial press conference held by the French
Foreign Minister, Hervé de Charette, and his German counterpart, Klaus Kinkel, Included
quotes from an unnamed Italian, and from Frans Weisgias, the Dutch Foreign Affairs
spokesman, as well as from David Davis, the British Foreign Office Minister. The use of
quotes from 'foreigners', that were not simply designed to ridicule them, was not common
outside UK newspapers' business and finance sections, or their dedicated 'foreign' pages.
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However, there was hidden opinion in news reports in the form of the lame quote from
sources with whom the paper did not agree. For instance, in 'Major vetoes racism fight' (27
January), strong quotes from sources lamenting the apparent lack of British support for a
European centre to monitor racism and xenophobia, were 'balanced' only by a feeble and
apparently petulant response from an unnamed 'Government official' in paragraph 14 out of
16, that 'we do not oppose the idea in principle. It is just that we do not believe the
European Union has, or should be given, the legal powers to establish a monitoring centre'.
The paper also used the device of the dismissive end quote in 'Outcry as EC opposes deal
by BA' (14 January) apparently to discredit Neil Kinnock. The story's last paragraph - 'Mr
ICinnock, it emerged yesterday, has also written to Mr Lang to tell him that any sale of slots
would be illegal under EU rules. He had earlier given the impression a sale would be
acceptable' - left the reader with the notion of an inconsistent Kinnock, saying one thing one
moment, another the next. It was, however, even by the paper's own admission, only 'an
impression'.
Like the Guardian, The Times generally managed to balance its stories in terms of the quotes
used. For instance, such stories as: 'Parties collude to thwart Gorman' (22 Jan"aiy); 'Major
takes poll battle to Brussels' (4 February); and 'Toyota tells Britain: join euro or risk losing
car plant' (30 January) gave a fair thare to all sides to express their views. And in such
nones as 'EMU will hit 1999 target, says Brussels' (25 January), a number of events were
brought together to set a context and to provide background information.
Other stones were, however, less balanced. For example, in 'Britain heads for row over EU
fuel tax' (12 February), 'rent-a-quotes' John Redwood and Bill Cash, gave the usual anti-EU
comments, along with a spokesman from the treasury' saying that 'we would veto any
directive that would impose a new tax on electricity, coal or gas'. The rationale behind the
proposals - which had found so much favour among the environmentally-aware Danes - was
covered only briefly, and in paragraph 10 of 13. Similarly, in 'Redwood condemns calls for
European smartcard' (22 January) - The Times' version of the proposals for a bank-cum-
identity card - John Redwood's views were, again, covered in depth along with those of a
civil rights organisanon representative and 'a Whitehall spokesman' both also speaking
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against the idea. At the end of the story, The Times - clearly also against the proposal -
made use of the dicmisive last paragraph to support its case. After quoting the Tory MP,
John Stevens, who was in (avour of the idea, saying that 'It Is not a question of using
taxpayers' money', the report ended with the sentence: 'A recent Green Paper on introducing
ID cards in Britain put the cost at £600 million.' Thus, the srnartcard's sole supporter was,
by implication, dismissed as talking nonsense.
Furthermore, The Times also occasionally used words to add a subtle slant to stories. An
example of this appeared in the story of 10 February ('EMU would mean loss of sovereignty,
Rilkind warns') where Malcolm Riikind was said to have 'Insisted that Mr Clarke agreed
with him'. The word 'insisted' suggested a determined Rifkind attempting In vain to
persuade a sceptical press that his colleague shared his views on EMU. It smacked of
desperation. In a similar vein, the story 'Spaniard's promotion deal angers some MEPs' (14
January) related that the appointment of Gil Robles as President of the European Parliament,
was the result of a çy deal. These words suggested a fix - something underhand in the
operation of the EU Parliament.
For The Independeru, although balance was often achieved, this was done, more often than
was the case in other newspapers, via the unaurlbuted quote. For example, an 'Pans and
Bonn hail Major, their flexible friend' (14 January), 'senior French and German officials'
along with 'a source in Bonn', 'pro-Europeans', 'a senior commission official' and 'officials'
in Paris were all cited, but not one name given. A similar absence of named Individuals was
to be found in 'Now Britain (aces single European tax system' (16 January) - one of The
Independent's major exclusives during the sample period (Chapter 4, p76) - and In 'EU
flesbes out bow flexlbility' would work' (also 16 January). In neither story was anyone
directly quoted supporting or otherwise giving credence to the reports from which these
stories emanated.
In fairness, there were examples of commendable balance. For Instance, 'Toyota job cut
threat for Britain' (30 January), included quotes from the Liberal Democrat treasury
spokesman, Malcolm Bruce, along with Edwina Currie, Ian Lang and Gordon Brown giving
a variety of views. Even so, the paper did make use of the 'rent-a-quotes', including John
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Redwood and Jam Duncan-Smith (in 'Major winks at the Tory Euro-sceptics', 24 January).
Also, strangely, (and as discussed in Chapter 4, p76), in its reporting of Lord Pearson's Bill,
the paper concentrated exclusively on the comments of arch Euro-sceptic, Lord Tebbit, to
the exclusion of everyone else (in 'Tebbit calls on Euro-sceptics to provoke crisis', 1
February).
Among other devices The Independeiu used to further an opinion in news reports was the
dismkcjve end statement. An example of that appeared in 'R.ifkind rules out a federal future'
(4 February), which concluded by poin ting out that Rifkind's understanding of the word
'federalism' differed to that of, say, the Germans, thereby implying that what he was saying
was meaningless to his European audience.
There was, too, the use of emotive words and pictures. In the first category was the story
of 22 January ('Italian farmers go sour on Europe') which started with the sentence: 'After
living a fairy-tale life of subsidies and cosy government protection for the past 15 years,
Italy's dairy farmers have suddenly come face-to-face with reality of European integration -
and they don't like it one bit' The paper's view of the Italian farmers as mollycoddled and
spoilt was clear from the language used. The best example of the emotive picture was that
used to illustrate the stoty of 12 February ('Boston takes on EU over Burma trade') which
featured a group of chained workers, their bodies hunched and bowed. The obvious aim was
to underline the paper's view of the Burmese as ruthless abusers of human rights.
The Danish broadsheets
In terms of adherence to 'ideals' of practice, the Danish broadsheets far outstripped their UK
counterparts The tendency of Jyliands-Pasten to give full background details and qualifying
information has already been discussed (Chapter 4, p78). And even in reports about
decisions that were likely to be unpopular with its readers the paper still aimed at
'reasonableness'. For Instance, the story relating EU plans for passports for animals (16
January) reported that, although this idea was not well received by the Danish adviser, Jan
Pedersen (because the relevant bits of paper could easily be lost), there were sound reasons
for its introduction, primarily as a control for such diseases as BSE. Similarly, in 'Danish
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EU politicians in the fight against tobacco' (16 January) the paper did quote the
Commissioner for Agriculture. Franz Fischler, explpining how the withdrawal of support
would put many thousands out of work, although the health risks of tobacco were fully
acknowledged.
There was, too, little evidence of the use of the dismissive end comment, or lame quote, to
further the paper's own opinions within news stories. For Jyliands-Paszen, the majority of
stories were concluded with a paragraph outlining the next stage in the event. A typical
example was the story, 'Danish tin ban could end In court' (17 January), whIch ended simply
by telling readers that the matter would be aired at the next meeting of the Folketing's
environment committee.
In terms of people quoted, the variety was wide, with less evidence of 'rent-a-quotes' than
was to be found in the UK papers, and more concentration on the Issues than on the trading
of insults. For instance, the story 'Young Social Democrats want done with the opt-outs'
ci February), included quotes from their leader and other Social Democrat MPs, along with
that of a Euro-sceptic, voicing differing views. But these were centred on concrete issues
of direct relevance to Denmark - ie the opt-out concerning asylum policy and ha effects on
the Danes. Indeed, that opt-out and the need for its abolition - In the opinion of Jyliands-
Posten - was a focal issue for the paper, and appeared to have Influenced story choice and
angles. There was a concentration on stories related to the topic and on angles that supported
Jyllands-Posten's own view about it. These included. 'Young Social Democrats want done
with the opt-outs' (7 February); 'EU co-operation at a snail's pace' and 'Opt-out without
meaning', (both of 11 February), as well as 'Danish opt-out under pressure in the EU' (12
February), to name just a selection.
And despite general fairness in its reporting, Jyilands-Posten did have its unpopular figures
Sir Leon Britian, for Instance, was clearly disliked by the paper for his aggressive style. In
'Brivan's Cuba initiative has created a division' (5 February), the paper commented that the
EU's attempt to drag the US before the WTO was becoming Britian's own personal
campaign. It added that Brittan himself posed a problem In the US, where be was seen as
arrogant and confrontational, and was often an isolated figure In the Commission. These
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observations about how he was seen by other countries and organisations were, however,
made without bard evidence or live quotes to back them up. Such examples of
unsubstantiated, critical remarks, were, however, comparatively rare.
Information, too, showed a determination to give both sides of an argument, backed up by
quotes from relevant sources, as has already been discussed (Chapter 4, p86). For instance,
in 'Bonn and Paris deny secret plan' (17 JannaTy), the proposals for a common EU tax as
outlined in The Independeru exclusive, were obviously well checked by Information, which
devoted 23 column Iwthes to discussion on the subject. Quotes came from 'spokesmen' from
the French and German Ministries of Finance, from a 'spokesman' saying what it might
mean for Denmark, as well as from Marianne Jelved, the Danish Minister for Economic
Affairs. The story finished by looking forward to a meeting expected to take place within
the following fortnight at which EU Finance Commissioner, Yves-Thibault de Silguy, 'will
put forward his proposals about what flexibility in finance policy ought to be permitted under
EMU'. There were thus no hysterical comments from 'rent-a-quotes' about loss of
sovereignty, the matter was mulled over rationally, and the last sentence told readers what
would be the next stage in the process. Similarly, the story sparked by the Financial Tunes
report about the proposal for an EMU 'waiting room' for countries such as Italy, had also
been well checked. Among those quoted were a Danish economist arid a banker, as well as
Italians, again giving a range of views. Like the rest of the Danish press - but only a few
British newspapers - information included quotes in general news stories from other
Europeans as a matter of course, and without doing so purely to sneer at them.
Information did, however, have its 'crusade' issues - primarily the need for more openness
sad accountability In the EU's Institutions - which had influenced its choice of story and
angle Furthermore, it did make substantial use of the unattributed quote such as those
outlined in the BSE story above. And some stories contained no quotes at all - which would
have been a rare occurrence in the UK press. For instance, the story 'New Spanish
President of the EU Parliament' (15 January), devoted 12 column inches to a full explanation
of how the election of Gil-Robles came about, the protests against it, the unfair compositIon
of the European Parliament, and so on. There was much background information, but no
quotes. Similarly, the story of 22 January ('BSE report censured by the Commission'),
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which was sparked by a report in the Belgian newspaper, Le Soir, also contained no quotes,
while others, such as 'EU Commission threatened with the sack In the BSE affair' (23
January), simply alluded to the input of 'sources' which had Informed the paper's
correspondent.
The impression was that the paper's reporters were authoritative enough to carry the story
themselves and thus did not necessarily need to support their accounts with quotes from
external agencies or individuals. And they would appear to be justified In this approach If
one takes their reports of the British political scene as examples. One of the best was
'British take a tough line towards the EU' (5 February) which talked about the 'verbal
campaign' of leading ministers against further EU Integration, and also covered John Major's
Brussels speech, the Rifkind initiative and Robin Cook's predictions about EMU entry. It
even related how Cook's comments had been used by the Tory press in the UK to rnIInt2m
that Labour would take the UK into EMU in 2002, adding that this was denied by him
Thus, in a nutshell, Inforrnasion had presented a rich, well-balanced and accurate appraisal
of key issues within the UK's political scene at that time. It had done so without a solitary
live quote or reference to any sources, but also without injecting any comment or Indicating
any view on the subject.
In comn with its Danish broadsbeet counterparts, Berlingske 7ldende, was also in the habit
of quoting a wide range of sources in its stories. These came not just from within Denmark
(eg 'R:Conimon policy on asylum in the EU', 4 February, in which the views of Socialist
People's Party, Liberal, Conservative, Social Liberal, and the Social Democrat politicians
were included), but also from abroad (eg 'Modest Spaniard in the EU's top post', 15
Jaimary, in which the Spanich Foreign Minister gave his opinion of Gd Robles) It also
tended to cite those who were directly relevant to the story, rather than all-purpose 'rent-a-
quotes'. Examples included a representative of the Transport Council in 'Haulage
contractors: The environment is everyone's responsibility', 16 January, and a Danish
representative of the Agriculture Committee in Brussels in 'Clear-up after the cow affair in
the EU is criticised', 13 February.
As has already been discussed (Chapter 4 p81), the paper also gave considerable background
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detail. One of the most interesting examples of that was the story of 20 J pnuary, 'EU
countries in group work or on the way to a split'. In this, an imaginary scenario of the year
2001 was given, with the concept of 'flexibility' working in practice. The report, sppnning
22 column inches, also covered views of the notion - pro and anti - in Demnark and in other
EU member states. In common with some of the Information stories cited above, this
Berlsngske Tidende account had no quotes, and readers were clearly expected to take the
reporter's word for It.
Again In common with its Danish counterparts, Berlingske 7]dende generally gave opposing
views, even In respect of topics about which the Danes as a nation have strong opinions or
about which It, as a newspaper, had taken an editorial stance. An example of this was the
environmental story 'Industry and ministers in Europe in disagreement about carbon dioxide'
(21 January). This gave a fair account of why other EU countries were less in favour of
'gr' taxes than were the Danes, as well as re lating the fears of industry that these would
blunt their competitive edge.
Examples of detectable bias were, again, rare. Among the few was the story of 16 January -
'Brussels has the last word about airspace' - which related the UK's difficulties with the EU
over the proposed BA/AA illianee. After recounting the UK's view that it was being
unfairly picked on by Brussels, the story ended with the dicmissive statement 'The EU
Commission has previously compelled Lufthansa and SAS to give up slots at Frankfurt
airport without payment' Thus, without actually saying so, the paper was clearly diniiscing
British complaints as nonsense.
Compared with the other Danish broadsheets, Poliuiken was more inclined to inject its own
opinion into Its news stones. For instance, the paper's strong views about the need for more
openness and democracy in the EU's institutions shone through such reports as 'EU election
decided in advance' (14 January) - which dealt with the appointment of Gil-Robles - and 'The
ways of power are secret' (17 January) which reported the views of Danish politicians that
there should be more openness in committees involved in EU law-making. In neither story
was any case put for the defence. Similarly, the paper's views on the need to abolish the
opt-out that Impinged on asylum policy were evident from 'No to common policy harms
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refugees' (4 February) and 'Refugees - (there will be more help without the opt-out)' (11
February), both of which, again, concentrated exclusively on the comments of sources which
shared its stance.
Politiken also made some use of the significant end statement. An example of that appeared
on 16 January ('Santer will learn from BSE') which again focused on lack of openness In the
EU, and ended with a comment from the French socialist, André Laignel, that the committee
charged with investigating the BSE affair only got knowledge of many documents because
certain people in the Commission leaked them arid the press had done its job. Similarly, the
story 'Strife in the EU about genetically modified maize' (28 January) concluded with a quote
from Paul Lannoye of the Green group In the EU Parliament, echoing Poluiken's view that
people should wait until more is known about such products before giving an import licence.
Thus, in both cases, the reader left the story with quotes supporting Polirzken's view of
matters uppermost in their minds.
Emotive language was also evident. The opening sentence in 'EU sharpens its approach to
Serbia' (21 January) - which read: 'The EU's Council of Ministers baa bad enough. The
Government of Beograd has just one more kan not to be totally Isolated, politically and
economically' - smacked of exasperation. Similarly, the story 'EU and NATO sit on the
fence' (24 January), talked of the 'EU-Swahili' which was the cause of confusing and
contradictory messages that were circulating about just when the Eastern European countries
could expect to join the EU.
However, although Polmken was thus less inclined than other Danish broadsbeets to keep
emotion out of its news stories or to adhere rigidly to the provision of 'balance', it did
emulate them in avoiding 'rent-a-quotes'. Sources quoted tended to be those with relevant
expertise rather than simply an axe to grind. For instance, in 'EU will open for sale of
private addresses' (28 January), which described a new EU directive that might lead to
private addresses being available for commercial use, the only quotes were from lawyers who
discussed the legal implications. Had the same story appeared In the UK, it would most
likely have featured a 'rent-a-quote' issuing passionate warnings about overweening Brussels
bureaucrats and further erosions of sovereignty.
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Comparison of UK and Danish broadsheets
In the Danish broadsheets, there was more evidence of b1ancc in sources quoted and in
relevance of those chosen. They also generally gave more background and qualifying
information, and made less use of such devices as the lame quote and the dismissive or
significant end statement. Even so, the lack in some Danish stories of any quotes at all could
be said to place too much authority on the reporter; without the authoritative quote, it was
difficult to judge validity. Furthermore, the Danish papers all had their own particular
'crusades' with stories and angles chosen accordingly. Particularly in the case of Politiken,
these 'crusades' were supported by news reports that were sometimes one-sided. As for the
other Danish papers, although stories and angles had apparently been chosen to further the
papers' causes, at least some attempt had generally been made to present opposing views.
Overall, there was less passion in the Danish broadsheets, less emotive language and more
attempt at rational argument and the airing of all sides of the argument.
Thus, in terms of the attempt to give 'straight' news reports and to keep comment and
opinion out - in accordance with the journalistic ideals of practice - the Danish broadsheets
were far more successful than were their British counterparts.
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Chapter 13
Summary and conclusions
Given that the Danes and the British as a whole have broadly similar views about the EU
(Chapter 2, p25), the aim of this research has been to identify the reasons why coverage of
the Union differs in the newspaper press of the respective countries. This has Involved an
investigation and analysis of the nature of EU reporting, set against the prevailing contexts
in which British and Danish journalists work. It has covered the seven areas that Voakes has
identified as influenti2l in the way journalists approach their work (Chapter 2, p25) to
identify those in which differences between the UK and Denmark are significant In expliining
why coverage of EU news differs.
These differences can be grouped in two categories. One conpnses those that are the result
of the national context in which the journalist works - British and Danish - and that bring
about differences that can be expected, and that would pertain to any journalist working In
any country with a comparable press system. The other encompasses those that are the result
of specific factors in the UK or Denmark and that cannot, therefore, be explained as normal
In first identifying the differences, and the reasons for them, it Is relevant to use Voakes'
work as a framework.
Organisation and competition
Two of Voakes' areas of influence - 'orpn'-auon' and 'competition' - can be discussed
together. These cover elements identified and analysed In Chapters 3 and 4, Including the
nature of the individual newspaper titles, newspaper Industry structures In the UK and
Denmark, and the national context within which the newspaper press operates, Including
relevant legislation. In this area, there were differences that were highly significant to this
research, particularly in the shaping of newspaper styles and journalistic cultures.
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For instance, the often aggressive and adversarial approach of the UK newspapers to EU
news is at least partly the result of a reporting style, not shared by the Danes, that has
become a tradition over tune. For much longer than their Danish counterparts, the British
newspapers have been free of allegiances to specific political parties, and have had a national
rather than regional role. From the days of Barnes and Delane, a tradition has been
established in the UK of independent newspapers, intern on pursuing a role of Fourth Estate
in a direct and vociferous manner. There has, of tradition, been comparatively little
deference shown to politicians or to those who hold power in general. This adversarial
approach has been employed in EU coverage in the UK press as a matter of course. But,
while entertaining, this style can be spiteful towards individuals - Neil Kinnock, Hiroshi
Okuda, Niall Fitzgerald, Kenneth Clarke and Karel van Mien are just a selection of people
who were personally abused by British newspapers during the s2mpIe period - and often
involves the use of 'strong' language. Particularly among the right-wing newspapers, the
sample period revealed the widespread use of words of conflict in connection with the EU,
and there were constant references to the Union and its member states in terms of WW2 and
other historical conflicts. An arrogance of style also affects EU reporting in that every
perceived inadequacy in the Union's operation will, of tradition, be treated with outrage if
Dc* contempt.
In contrast, the general Danish reporting style is gentler, and more respectful towards those
in power. It also involves the application of far more pragmaricm and rational analysis than
the case In its British counterpart. Instead of simply 2thlking on a superficial level every
perceived EU failing, the Danish newspapers are, in keeping with their more moderate style,
more inclined to subject matters to honest investigation and appraisal.
As is clear from the texts analysed, the Danes in general, and their newspaper press in
particular, place far more emphasis than do the British on the role of their newspapers in
informing and explaining news events; despite the fact that the British journalists interviewed
in this research cited this as an important role for the newspapers in respect of the EU, it had
relatively rarely been fulfilled in practice. The role of the newspaper in the democratic
process - ie as a means through which the citizenry can glean a comprehensive, overall, view
of the Union and Its activities, In order to make informed judgements about it - Is maintained
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to a greater degree in Denmark than it Is in the UK. Consequently, as has been seen from
the sample period, the Danish newspapers in general make a policy of conveying all sides
of the EU debate. They do have set views and stances on Union matters, but tend, far more
than their British counterparts, to put these In context - setting out the alternatives, while
explpining, openly, the rationale behind the stances they have taken. In this respect, the fact
that the Danish newspapers have far more Brussels-based correspondents than do their British
counterparts is influentinl - they clearly benefit from having more on-the-spot reporters to
glean information. In contrast, for the UK titles, this role to Inform and explain Is often
abandoned wholesale. Instead, the individual newspaper's view often predominates to the
exclusion of all opposing opinion. Thus, The limes, the Daily Telegraph, the Daily Mail and
the Sun were not open to debate about, for instance, EMU, while, for The &press,
op osition to the initiative was the 'obvious' stance of any who 'bothered to look at the
facts'. In many instances, readers would have been unaware that any other views could be
seriously held.
Similarly, although journalists in both countries considered that newspapers have an
important role as watchdog in respect of the EU, there were also differences here In the way
the role was fulfilled in practice. It is significant, for instance, that although generally pro-
EU, the Danish press still contained stories that criticised the EU - specifically In Its lack of
openness, 'democratic deficit', failure to implement 'green' policies, and so forth. In
contrast, the generally Euro-sceptic UK newspapers pursued the watchdog role In a way that
was overzealous and unbal2Ived, rather than comprehensive and detached. News stones in
which the EU could be criticised were, in some Instances, manufactured, and there were few
instances where criticism was balanced with reports of events in which the EU had been
beneficial or positive in any way. Furthermore, some British newspapers did not appear to
apply a watchdog role at all towards Euro-sceptics. The words of these people were often
accepted at face value, without any critical appraisal.
Among the other major reasons behind this fundamental difference In general journalistic
culture is the greater emphasis placed In the UK on newspapers as a business. This often
overrides all other considerations. The compulsion for British newspapers to be commercial
successes has in many instances pushed other newspaper 'roles' into the shade. For instance,
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although newspapers in both countries are aware of a need to 'entertain' as a means of
attracting and retaining readers, the UK titles have generally placed far more emphasis on
this, particularly by pandering to mass interests and prejudices, which has been especially
detrimental to fairness in EU reporting. Particularly evident in the British tabloid press -
although also in some of the UK's 'dumbed down' broadsheets - the heavy, background
information necessazy for readers to understand EU activity has been abandoned in favour
of passionate stories of alleged 'daft' regulations, overblown reports of rows and a general
concentration on trivia. Furthermore, in playing to prejudices and vested interests to
maintain sales, many UK titles tend, far more than their Danish counterparts, to regurgitate
old stereotypes of the UK's EU partners, and their 'dishonest' or 'sneaky' motives, whether
or not these bear any relation to the 'facts' in any given instance. Of course, during the
sample period, the Danish newspapers did, for example, reflect the counhiy's suspicion and
fear of Germany, but this 'prejudice' was often openly acknowledged, with views expressed
that the Danes needed to move on from the influence of past conflicts with their biggest
neighbour, to adopt a more 'understanding' position towards its current problems and
aspirations
Furthermore, although it, too, needs to keep in the black, the Danish press as a whole is less
frivolous and less keen to 'entertain' at the expense of honest reporting. Thus, for
Denmark's 'hghcest' tabloid - Elum Blade? - the fact that, without the rows, exaggerations,
distomons, and so forth, the EU could not be made 'entertaining' meant that it simply was
n* covered very much at all. Certainly, aura Blade? did not show the inclination of, say,
the Sun to manufacture an EU story simply to have something 'entertaining' to include.
Furthermore, as the text analyses showed, the other Danish titles were unafraid to include
'bonng' background detail in order to ensure that readers had a better idea of the rationale
behind EU events. They were also less inclined to sneer and snipe at 'foreigners' simply as
a means of entertaining their readers, while pandering to their baser instincts. Interestingly,
they were apparently pursuing this 'honourable' approach without damaging sales: Jyllands-
Pouen, with its relatively 'heavy' and thorough reporting style, was Denmark's best-selling
newspaper at the time, and the Danes as a whole are more avid in their newspaper reading
habits than are the British. So, although competition for market share between newspapers
In both the UK and Denmark Is intense, the response to that competition has often differed.
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For instance, the Danish broadsheets, have tended to take measures to Improve journalistic
depth and quality as a means of beating the competition, whereas their British counterparts
have 'dumbed down', 'lightening' their contents and emulating the tabloids in putting more
emphasis on news as 'entertainment'. This has further reduced the Instances within the UK
newspaper press where the EU is subjected to thorough reporting and appraisal. However,
although some analysts have malntained that journalists distort, suppress, or enhance news
stories to pander to advertisers, this thesis found no evidence to support this view - at least
in respect of EU coverage.
As another significant difference, the 'public service' role of the newspaper press In Denmark
is subject to more official support than it is in the UK. In the UK, for instance, recent
Prime Ministers, particularly Margaret Thatcher, have shown little Inclination to curb the
media ownership aspirations of, say, Rupert Murdoch apparently for fear of alienkling a
powerful ally, and have consequently made few moves to safeguard the Independence and
diversity of the national media. Of course, newspapers In Denmark are independent of the
state. Even so, the existence in Denmark of measures, such as postal subsidies and VAT
concessions, indicates that the importance of the newspapers' 'public service' role Is more
keenly recognised in that country than it is In the UK. Furthermore, the newspapers,
themselves, in Denmark are generally run by companies that have been established In such
a way as to foster editorial independence, and to avoid the emergence of solitary, all-
powerful proprietors.
In fact, the British Press Barons are highly significant in expl 2ining the way the EU Is
handled in some UK newspapers. Particularly Rupert Murdoch and, to a lesser extent,
Conrad Black, have strong Euro-sceptic views that their newspapers promote and which were
evident throughout the sample period. The personal and business Interests of these
proprietors are supported in their newspapers in a way that is highly partisan, and which
tolerates no contrary argument. By the same token, although the effects of competition in
reducing the market in terms of the number of titles available are common to both countries,
the concentration of ownership in the UK niçans that proprietors such as Rupert Murdoch
have assumed power over a significant section of the UK media. Their opportunities for
using these media to support their own, anti-EU, views, have thus burgeoned. Without such
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all powerful proprietors, the Danish newspapers, although subject to some concentration,
are more free to act as a forum for thorough debate, by airing a variety of views. Similarly,
they are under less pressure than are their British counterparts to inak EU news fit pre-
determined lines. As is evident from the texts in the sample period, the compulsion to toe
a set line on the EU means that UK journalists often distort news events, quote in a one-sided
m2nner, omit material facts, and so on. Some of the interviewees, too, indicated that, in
order to be seen as a 'good' story, an EU event bad to show the Union in a 'bad' light. If
It did not do this, then it would not appear in some newspapers' pages, regardless of any
other strengths it might have. Thus, although both British and Danish journalists maint2ined
that, in general, the EU was not treated differently to any other subject, the evidence
revealed In this thesis suggests that, specifically in the case of the UK newspaper press, this
was not the case.
The Law
MIhOUgh the effects are less direct, it can be argued that differences in legal frameworks are
also influential. In contrast to the British, the Danes have a press whose freedom is
protected in the Constitution, and they have laws that promote the dissemination of
mformation from official sources. British journalists have neither. The effects are to
promote a generally easier relationship between government and press in Denmark which
lessens the tension between the two. In the UK, the difficulties journalists often have in
Obtaining information from official sources often foments suspicion which inevitably also
colours reporting of the EU, as an element of 'government'. This is further discussed on
p241. As one of the Danish interviewees pointed out, this might make British journalists
particularly well-practised at 'digging out the dirt', but it also means that they are, more than
their Danish counterparts, inclined to approach the actions of those in power with scepticism
born of being kept regularly in the dark. This is, therefore, a further element in the
nurtunng of the UK's often belligerent journalistic culture which affects EU reporting.
Small group
As a further area of Influence, Voakes cited the 'small group', which he defined as a
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journalist's immediate colleagues; the people with whom he or she comes into daily contact.
This includes not only the people working on the same newspaper, but also those working
for other titles, but covering the same topics. In terms of EU coverage, members of this
maIl group' influence each other in that, preferring generally to 'hunt in packs', they tend
to cover the same stories, and in the same fashion. They also feed off each other for story
leads. This research showed strong evidence of that, and its main effect, particularly in the
UK during the sample period, was to keep coverage of the EU narrow. The same restricted
selection of EU news events, generally supporting the anti-EU stance, appeared in most
newspapers. In contrast, there was a much wider selection of EU events and Initiatives
covered in the Danish papers and, given that the newspapers are often the only source of
information people have about the Union, and that they thus set the agenda in terms of which
EU affairs are in the collective British consciousness, there were necessarily more items
about which UK newspaper readers remained unaware, than did their Danish counterparts.
Individual
This research identified no significant differences between British and Danish journalists in
terms of the type of people they are and the skills that are expected of them. Therefore,
although an individual's 'personal values and beliefs, personal upbringing, and personal
moral reasoning' are fundamental influences on the way he or she performs the role of
journalist, they do not abed any specific light on why differences occur in the reporting of
EU events. The triggers are external; they are factors to which the Individual journalist,
British or Danish, is responding.
E
The external triggers that can be considered under the beading 'extra media' Include areas
identified in Chapters 5-10, covering historical and political backgrounds, size and
geography.
First, differences in the historical and current relationship to the EU of the UK and Denmark
inevitably colour reporting of Union events. For instance, the fact that Britain joined the
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then EEC 'too late', in that the French and Germans had seized the initlative, has left a
lingering sense of detachment which affects the British relationship with the Union and
consequently reveals itself in related reports. Furthermore, resentment over initial French
rejections of the British application for membership, jealousy over the supremacy of the
French and Germans within the EU, and deep suspicion of their motives, are also major
elements of the UK's relationship with the rest of Europe, which has also been marked by
the words and actions of adversarial Prime Ministers who have regularly been at odds with
their European counterparts. These negative emotions and conflicts have inevitably been
reflected in British press reporting of EU events. The UK's geographical detachment, and
traditionally close ties with the US and the Commonwealth countries, have also conspired to
enhance the sense of detachment within the UK in respect of the rest of Europe, which has,
igain, exacerbated the 'them and us' approach, present in some press reporting. It was
perhaps for this reason that, during the sample period, the UK newspapers in this research
showed no Interest at all in, for instance, defence initiatives put forward by other EU
member stases, or in the notion that the EU might have any role at all in the international
arena as peace-keeper or as champion of the oppressed. The fact that, in viewing the EU
as a bunch of squabbling member countries, unable to achieve the kind of unity necessazy
to make them a powerful international entity, the UK newspapers were more in tune with the
US-focused Ilfi' and 1E, than with the Danish newspapers, further suggests that UK
'thinking' is, in many respects, still more North Atlantic than European.
In contrast, as a small countxy, Denmark is often at the whim of larger states. However, it
has generally come to terms with its dependence to the extent that it sometimes welcomes EU
mzervenuon in its affairs. Of course, there is concern that Denmark might be totally
overwhelmed - or sidelined - by larger countries, but there is fear, too, of isolation. This
results in an often ambwalent attitude - to the EU in general and Germany in particular -
which colours press reporting in Denmark. This ambivalence also affects the Danish view
of the US. Here, again, the EU is sometimes favoured as a way of 'diluting' US influence,
and sometimes seen as threatening, specifically insofar as its actions on the defence front
might alienate the Americans, whose support, via NATO, the Danes are anxious to maintain.
Physically attached to mainland Europe, Denmark is much more closely involved in, and
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affected by, what happens on the Continent, so takes a less detached interest in the affairs
of other EU member states. For instance, German economic problems, Eastern European
refugees, and suchlike, were matters that, during the sample period, were of concern to the
Danes in that the geographical proximity of these countries meant that these problems were
likely to have a direct influence on Denmark. By the same token, its closest affinities lie not
with countries far afield - as is the case with the UK - but with those on Its doorstep,
including the Baltic and other Scandinavian countries. These lands are also closely Involved
in EU affairs in an often positive way, and that, too, Is Inevitably reflected In DnnW' press
coverage. Thus, the national and international contexts have fashioned a consensus within
the UK and Denmark in terms of the way the EU Is seen which differs fundamentally. The
reporting of events will teixi to be consonant with this consensus.
Differences in political smictures are also influential. The British first past the-post electoral
system, which has led to the emergence of just two major parties, obliged, therefore, to slug
matters out between them, has fostered a Parliamentary environment In which heated debate,
jeering, booing and heckling are the norm. Since Britain's relationship with the rest of
Europe is a mailer over which the Tory party, In particular, has been riven, and about which
feelings run especially high, the EU Is often the cause of Intense emotion, and is,
consequently, also reported in passionate terms. The conflicts the Union has caused are
inevitably 'good' news topics and give rise to reports In which vehement language is used
In addition, given that, as the analyses in this research show, during the sample period at
least, the Euro-sceplics had seized the initiative In getting their views Into the newspapers,
this provided an extra spur to the production of ferociously negative reports.
In contrast, with the Danish political parties far less passionately at war within themselves
over the nature of Denmark's relationship with the EU, there was far less emotion to report,
and the Danish electoral system of proportional representation, and Its broad coalition
governments, mean that, in any case, there Is far more emphasis on achieving general
consensus. Furthermore, given that it is the custom for debates In the Danish Folketing to
be conducted in a rational and dignified manner, arguments must be presented clearly and
politely, and a readiness to compromise is expected. This is also reflected In comparatively
mild press reports.
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The fact, too, that the Constitution guarantees Danish voters the right of a referendum when
any aspect of Danish sovereignty is in question, is significant - and was particularly so during
the sample period. Since the Danes are able to make direct decisions about the nature of
their country's relationship with the EU, the Danish newspapers have had an important role
in expressing relevant debate. This has tended to subject the elements of the Union - and of
the Danes' specific relationship to it - to rational analysis and scrutiny in the Danish
newspapers in a way that has not been reflected in their British counterparts. In contrast,
debate about the EU in British newspapers - so much fashioned by the Euro-sceptics - has
largely ignored concrete details and rational analysis to concentrate more on the passions it
has triggered as a 'concept'. During the sample period, this was particularly true of EMIJ,
In respect of which, little heed was paid to the economic pros and cons of membership and
great attention paid to Its perceived threat to British sovereignty.
A disparity In the degree of governmental 'openness' in each country has also played a part
in promoting some differences in reporting style. The 'secretive' nature of the British system
• which has already been partly discussed in respect of 'the law' - also reveals itself in the
UK's lobby system. This tradition enhances the opportunity the government has to further
its cause in the media. Consequently, when a largely Euro-sceptic government is in power -
as was the case during the sample period - these views will stand a particularly good chance
of being propounded in the newspapers. Using the lobby, the government of the day can
dominate the agenda of political discussion, including, where relevant, the injection of a
Euro-sceptic bias. By the same token, the 'secretive' British system has tended to foment
suspicion to the extent that the press is often inclined to assume sinister motives in respect
of all those In power - including those in the EU - whether or not this suspicion is justified.
In contrast, used to governmental 'openness', Danish citizens expect constant accountability
from those In charge, and regular involvement in the decision-making process. Therefore,
they also expect public debate on matters of governance, in which they can have a
meaningful say. This debate is, to a large extent, conducted in the media.
As a further 'extra media' influence, the lack of openness within the EU itself, and the lack
of clarity in its communications, do little to improve its image, or the way its affairs are
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covered, in either the UK or Danish press.
Occupation
In terms of the nature of training, and attitudes to what constitutes ethical practice In
journalism, this research revealed significant differences between the UK and Denmark.
Danish journalists who, at the time of the sample period at least, were generally all trained
at the same place in a course of four years' duration, have a more uniform training that
includes more EU-specific guidance and has a stronger emphasis on ethical approaches to
journalism than is the case in the UK. They have thus been more thoroughly schooled in the
practicalities of reporting EU matters, as well as in the 'competence of reflection' in respect
of their journalistic activities, and have consequently tended to develop a more critical
approach to their work. The fact that, uniquely, a Code of Practice for journalists Is legally
enforceable in Denmark also has the effect of promoting awareness of what constitutes 'good
practice'. Although it is not possible to prove that training in ethics and the imposition of
a legal requirement for ethical practice have an effect in practical terms, the results of this
research sugges that Danish reports - at least In respect of the EU - are carried out with far
greater regard to the principles of 'fairness' than is the case in their British counterparts.
This is, however, not necessarily the result of shortcomings on the part of British journalists
themselves. The fact that many reports of EU events In UK newspapers lack the elements
of 'fair' reporting does not necessarily mean that the journalists are unaware of this - or that
they could not produce 'fair' reports if they bad more power over what appeared in the
newspapers for which they write. This view Is supported by analyses of the ways in which
the story of the proposed BA/AA allmnce was handled (Chapter 7). The fact that the same
story sometimes appeared twice within the same edition of a newspaper, but liRivUed
differently, was significant: in the business sections, the rules of 'fair' reporting were far
more rigidly adhered to than they were in other news sections. The evidence suggests that
it was not an unconscious failure on the part of British journalists that lay behind the biased
and distorted news reports that appeared about the alliance in the genera! news pages, but
rather that the compulsion to enforce an anti-EU stance, born of political motives and
influences, overrode all other considerations.
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Indeed, as the analysis in Chapter 12 showed, the UK newspapers failed in many respects
to adhere to the practical rules for 'good' reporting. In respect of sources, Euro-sceptic MPs
were often used to the exclusion of all those with Contrary views. There was much obvious
exaggeration, selectivity of facts, the use of emotive language, xenophobia and personal
abuse, along with the inclusion of lame quotes, and dismissive end Statements designed to
'colour' news reports. Stories that were weak, or manufactured, had sometimes been
included solely to make a Euro-sceptic point and there was frequently little attempt to
represent any view that was pro-European, unless it was in order to ridicule such sentiments.
Only The Independent and the Guardian generally avoided this. In contrast, there were
relatively few instances in the Danish reports where such practical 'failings' were evident.
News stories in those titles generally included quotes from people who either had relevant
expertise in the subject area concerned, or who could represent a variety of view points.
Although there was some overt bias to some Politiken stories, in the other Danish
broadsheets, news reports were generally free of such bias. The features included in the
Danish papers, too, generally covered the spectrum of views, even if these were at odds with,
the stance of the paper.
Another British 'failure' in terms of adherence to the practical rules for 'good' reporting, was
highlighted when comparisons with both the Danish' and fmancial and international titles
revealed that material facts had sometimes been omitted from UK newspapers. This was
especially evident in reports of EC objections to the proposed BA/AA alliance, and in the
response of the Commission and European Parliament to the BSE crisis. Outside of
dedicated business sections, most British newspapers were unwilling to accept that other
nationals might genuinely be fearful about the restriction of competition on trans-Atlantic
routes, or about the spread of BSE.
These elements revealed a conscious effort on the p of some UK newspapers to support
a view of the EU at the expense of any attempt at objectivity, and could not, therefore, be
explained on the grounds of any 'excusable' criteria relating to the national or any other
context. Indeed, a fundamental element of this research has been in distinguishing between
differences appearing in UK and Danish EU news reporting that are predictable - and the
result of the application of normal 'news values' and procedures - and those that are not and
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that thus represent an undesirable distortion of the news for propaganda purposes, or
generally to serve ulterior motives. From this analysis of the newspaper reports In respect
of their application of the practical rules of 'fair' reporting, It was clear that they were
distortedinordertofoilowasetlineandtofeedaskewedpictureofthe EU toBritish
newspaper readers. In many instances, any attempt at objectivity had been abandoned, to
the extent that the subjective, anti-EU newspaper stance appeared not just In features and
comment sections, but also throughout news reporting.
Furthermore, it was not just in the structure of news reports, and In the application of the
rules of fairness in individual stories, that unjustified distortion appeared. For Instance, an
analysis of the sample period texts (listed In Appendix 1) and the major 'themes' (listed In
Appendix 11) against the most relevant of Gaining and Ruge's, and Bell's factors of
newsworthiness (Chapter 2, p26) revealed further evidence, which will be discussed next.
Relevance
Some of the differences between the UK and Danish press In respect of EU news coverage
are explained under this beading; and many are Inevitable and 'acceptable'. For Instance,
in seeking to make stories 'relevant' to their readers, newspapers will choose those events
that match their readers' interests. For a start, this involves the national context, much of
which has been outlined above in respect of the 'extra media' area of Influence on journalistic
activity. British interests and concerns about the Union, for instance, the dominance of the
Franco-German alliance, the influence of the 'special relationship' with the US, along with
the UK's geographical location, detached from mainland Europe, will Inevitably affect the
nature of coverage. Similarly, fear of Germany, relationships with neighbouring countries,
concern about the dominance of American culture, and so on, will be evident In the Danish
press. At the same time, each newspaper will be faking the interests of Its specific
readership into account. The readers of the Guardian and Polinken will, for instance, be
more interested in human rights issues and, say, the response of the British government to
the bunch of the EU Year against Racism, than they will In matters that relate to business.
Similarly, readers of the Daily Telegraph and lyliands-Posten will be more Interested in the
'conservative' issues, such as the excesses of the welfare stale, and Initiatives that promote
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or hamper business.
Even so, comparisons between the newspapers in each country show that stories and
information that were 'relevant' to British readers were often omitted if they did not support
the anti EU line. For instance, the positive aspects of new regulations and initiatives -
insofar as they promoted the single market or were otherwise beneficial - either failed to be
included at all, or were distorted to appear in a negative light. Jyllands-Posten, for instance,
contained more practical, and unbiased information in this sphere, which would be of
particular use to its business readers, than did the Daity Telegraph. Likewise, news of
'relevant' - and positive - EU action on, say, the labelling of genetically modified food, or
the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions - fully covered in the Danish papers - received
few, if any, mentions in the British press.
By the same token, stories that were 'irrelevant' made far more appearances in the UK
papers than they did in their Danish counterparts. News of regulations that might have been
'daft', but had been amended well before implementation (including the one that might have
prevented people from issuing immediate telephone orders for flowers) fall into that category.
Clearly, the only reason for including a story such as this was to present the image of an
mep Brussels bureaucracy that both 'entertained' and promoted a negative EU image.
Consonance
Consonance - closely linked to 'relevance' - also explains some differences. For instance,
in choosing and handling EU stories in a way that legitimately mirrors their readers' 'mind-
set', the newspapers, as mentioned above, will reflect national concerns about, say,
profligacy In the EU, the viability of EMU, or the hidden agendas of other member states.
They will also reflect national characteristics. Inevitably, therefore, stories and angles will
often mirror the sense of superiority the Danes feel about their approach to the environment
and their welfare provisions, as well as their 'humbleness' in pleasure at EU praise, and
'reasonableness' in their determination to understand the point of view of others. Similarly,
'consonance' with the British sense of superiority and wariness born of history, particularly
In respect of the French and Germans, will affect UK newspapers.
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However1 some British papers during the sample period were over-extreme In their coverage
and not, therefore, in 'consonance' with their readers. For Instance, as the Eurobarometer
survey, the polls commissioned by The Sunday limes and the FinandoJ limes - and even The
&press poll conducted during the sample period itself - suggest, although the British as a
nation are sceptical about EU membership, this scepticism is nothing like as ferocious within
the population as a whole as it is within its national press. After all, around a half of the
British population is generally in favour of the EU, yet, with the exception of The Mirror,
all the tabloids are Euro-sceptic, as is the top-selling broadsbeet. The fact that the business
communityisoverwhelmingly infavouroftheEU-oratleast Inrespectofltsactionsto
combat protectionism and to nurture the single market - suggests that, hi ha approach to EU
news in general, and ferocious opposition to EMU in particular, neither the Daily Telegraph
nor The Tunes are in 'consonance' with a large section of their readers. Indeed, to achieve
this, one might expect them to emulate the approach taken by, say, the Financial limes,
which regularly reported such initiatives In a thorough and dispassionate way that 'informed'
and 'explained'.
It could be argued that the Danish newspapers in this research - which are generally pro-EU -
are even more out of tune with their national readership of wbom around half are Euro-
sceptic. However, the text analyses showed that the Danish newspapers generally expressed
their pro-EU views only in features and leader columns, and that news stones were chosen
and handled with more regard to their 'consonance' with a broad spectrum of Danish
opinion. Consequently, in responding to this 'factor of newsworthiness', the British
newspapers, again, showed greater inadequacies than did their Danish counterparts.
Unexpectedness
Adjudged against this factor - described by Galtung and Ruge as the 'unexpected within the
meaningful and the consonant that is brought to one's attention' - again, the British
newspapers revealed a substantial degree of 'unacceptable' bias. Many of the stories that
appeared, particularly in the Euro-sceptic newspapers, seemed to have been chosen more
because they underlined the 'expected' than the 'unexpected'. For instance, because some
of the British newspapers 'expected' the social chapter to cause economic woes, stories were
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chosen and angled to suggest that this was the case, even when it was not. Similarly,
because it was 'expected' that EU regulations would inevitably be 'daft', that the EC would
automatically 'pick on' the UK, and that the major purpose of the EU was to enable the
French and Germans to create a superstate in which British powers would be diminished,
stories that could be made to reflect this stood a good chance of inclusion. The Danish press
was not distorted to the same extent.
Continuity
In this research, 'continuity' - in that issues, once established, rumbled on for some time -
could also be considered under the definition of 'expectedness'. For instance, the comments
of Hiroshi Obida that the UK might suffer from being excluded from EMU - about which
most British newspapers were outraged - provoked ongoing, negative, coverage of EMU in
us relation to business, external investment, the perceived evils of the social chapter, and the
general 'nght' of such 'foreigners' to comment on British affairs.
Of course, 'continuity' was also a feature of Danish news coverage. The debate over
national and supra-national policy on asylum, for example, stayed in the newspapers for some
time after it had been introduced, with a story introduced one day, being built on the next.
However, again, whereas the effects of 'continuity' in the Danish press were to spark news
coverage which looked at a theme from a number of different angles, and gave a variety of
commentators the chance to present their views about it, in the UK newspapers the picture
did not often widen in the same way. In many of those British titles, an inevitably negative
EU story would be chosen, which would then provide an opportunity for a narrow band of
largely Euro-sceptic 'rent a-quotes' to enhance its negativity, or to spark off linked stories
to reinforce the theme.
Composition
According to Gaining and Ruge, this factor relates to the 'composition' of a newspaper
insofar as editors are seeking a balance of news coverage. They will, therefore, be looking
for a varied mix of topics. However, compared with the Danish press, the performance of
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the UK newspapers In this respect was, again, inferior. Although most newspapers in this
research devoted substantial amounts of space to the EU, the range of related topics covered
was far greater in the Danish press than It was In its British counterpart (see Appendix 11).
Thus, although UK newspapers such as the Daily Mail, The &press, the Sun and the Daily
Telegraph devoted many column inches to the Union, the subjects embraced a relatively
narrow field - Ic the domestic political strife, alleged EU 'interference' in competition and
other regulations, the 'cheating' of other member states to meet the EMU convergence
criteria, and so on. So, although the Danish newspapers also had major EU topics - for
instance, internal debate over the pros and cons of the opt-cuts to the Maastricht Treaty, the
BSE affair, the illegal subsidies to Danish shipyards, and suchlike - the broadsbeets in
particular did manige to cover a greater selection of EU affairs. This was particularly
evident in coverage of EU regulations - current or proposed - which, In the Danish papers,
were well aired in a series of 'straight' and Informative reports. It was also especially
relevant in terms of the number and depth of stories involving the EU and Its Interactions
with non-member states, that appeared in the Danish papers. For example, the British papers
in general paid little heed to EU actions in the international arena, focusing instead almost
entirely on the Union as it affected Internal affairs, or as It related to the UK's relationship
with, primarily, the Germans and the French. Although it could be argued that as 'dlite'
nations, these would justify more coverage in the UK press thin, say, Belgium or
Luxembourg, the factor of 'composition' that nurtures variety still suggests that the UK's EU
coverage was unduly narrow. Again, there was a reluctance in some British titles to take a
wider look at the Union, preferring Instead to concentrate entirely on well-worn, and
negative, EU themes.
This British insularity is not helped by the comparatively ma1!er number of dedicated foreign
correspondents employed by UK newspapers. With access to a greater number of reporters
posted abroad, and thus with a larger 'Dews net' In which to 'catch' stories, It Is perhaps not
surprising that the Danish papers both feature a wider selection of news events from EU
countries as a whole, and have more focus on the interaction of the Union and Its member
states with the world at large, in a commercial, defence and humanitarian context.
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Jiteness of people involved
Given that, like 'elite' countries, 'Clite' people are inherently newsworthy, some differences
between the British and Danish coverage of the EU were inevitable, and did not necessarily
imply any unwholesome distortion of the news. For instance, during the sample period, the
words and actions of leading politicians in both countries, and such international figures as
Helmut Kohl, Jacques Santer and Jacques Delors, were automatically newsworthy.
Furthermore, given that Danish politicians were less at odds over the namre of the Danish
relationship with the EU - or at least were less inclined to passionate outpourings on the
subject - than were their British counterparts, journalists in Denmark had fewer colourful
quotes or heated excKnges from 'Cute' Dames to report. Inevitably, therefore, during the
sample period the British newspapers contained more stories of heated anti-EU invective.
However, some British newspapers were not even-handed in their reporting of the words and
deeds of 'elite' people. For instance, for newspapers such as the Sun, the Daily Mail, The
Eqreu and the Daily Telegraph, almost anything that the former Prime Minister, Lady
Thatcher, said about the EU was newsworthy, even when this amounted to vely little. The
particularly favourable image that this politician still enjoys in the right-wing press is at least
partly due to the regard in which she and her right-wing policies are held, aix! partly because
her vehemently anti EU views accord with those of these newspapers. Consequently, almost
every time Lady Thatcher Tn2k$ 5 comment on the Union, this will be reported in depth -
regardless of bow 'relevant' her intervention is. Although some 'Clite' pm-Europeans are
quoted in these British newspapers, they figure less prominently, aix! their comments are
often ridiculed, or generally played down. In contrast, the greater determination of the
Danish newspapers during the sample period to show all sides of the EU debate meant that
the words and deeds of 'Claw' people who were pro- or anti- EU were more likely to be
treated even handedly with no camp appearing to merit more of a say than was reasonable.
The fact that, with broad coalition governments a common feature of Danish politics, there
as less concentration on individual leaders, perhaps also explains why the Danish newspapers
were not so dominated by a small band of 'Clite people' as was the case in their UK
counterparts.
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Negativity
Since, as Galtung and Ruge argue, 'bad' news makes 'good' news simply because It Is more
likely to match the 'factors of newsworthiness' listed above, It was Inevitably the disasters
and conflicts about the EU that were most likely to get into the media during the sample
period. This was common to the newspapers of both countries. However, In terms of the
EUatleast, someUKnews rs ed onnegauvity tothe exciusionof all else and In
some instances, even manufactured it themselves. In contrast, there was less of an
unwavering focus on 'bad' EU news in the Danish newspapers. For Instance, the 'positive'
side of EU activity in supporting the Danes in respect of the export of pigmeat to Japan, In
Interventions to support human rights and in representing European Interests in the face of
unfair US trading restrictions, were well covered. This was not the case in the British press.
Competition
The effects of competition on newspaper reporting in general and on the EU In particular
have already been discussed, specifically in terms of 'dumbing down' of both tabloids and
broadsheets, a greater focus on trivia, sensationa1icm, and so forth. This has been far more
marked in the British press than it has in its Danish equivalent.
However, there were other effects. For instance, the substance of The independent's
exclusive about the Franco-German 'plot' to harmonise tax was covered In newspapers in
both the UK and I)enmark. However, while the Danish papers sought comment from
relevant sources in an anempc to establish the veracity of this stoty, the British newspapers
seemed more keen to discredit it, making official denials of it the focus of their accounts
This was presumably because it emanated from a competitor, and was despite the fact that
the story itself - one that both portrayed the 'threat' of the Union to British sovereignty and
highlighted the 'sneaky' qualities of the French and the Germans - was one that would
otherwise have been covered with relish. Clearly, the compulsion to discredit a rival In the
highly competitive British newspaper market had even overridden the compulsion to use
every opportunity to discredit the EU.
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Co-oDtion
In this research, Bell's news factor of 'co-option' is closely linked to that of 'continuity' in
that,asthelistinAppendix 11 shows, anystorythatcouldbemtofitintoanexisting
theme, stood a good chance of being included. This was common to both countries, but was,
of course, subject to the tendency of some British newspapers to use any opportunity, no
matter how tenuous, to bang the anti-EU drum.
Consequently, at its most extreme, 'co-option' in the British press meant that even a simple
story about the efforts of a mint manufacturer to promote its new Euromints by sending a
packet to each MP, was used for propaganda purposes. Similarly, a story about the
introduction of a bank-cum-identity card was fashioned in order to link it to the 'threat' of
EMU - even though this link was tenuous, if not entirely imaginary - and a proposal simply
to Introduce a European dialling code was represented as a part of moves to create a
Of course, there were 'campaign' Issues in the Danish papers. For instance, Jyllands-Posten
was particularly concerned about asylum policy, BT was focusing on MEPs' perks,
Berlzngske lldende on EU bureaucratic inefficiencies, and Irformwion on lack of openness
and accountability in EU Institutions, and stories were 'co-opted' accordingly. Even so,
there was generally more balance in these Danish titles, and the emphasis was on unearthing
genuine problems for which there were realistic solutions.
Consequently, while it is to be expected that newspapers will favour stories that fit in with
current news themes, and that there were differences here between the British and Danish
press that were 'legitimate' and by no means disreputable, others, such as those outlined
above, represented a difference that, again, cast a shadow on the quality of EU reporting in
UK newspapers.
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fabrication
The lure of the ready-made news story - in the form of, for instance, a well-written press
release - was described by one of the British interviewees in this research. He explained
how, in particular, vigilant Euro-sceptic MPs had learnt how to get stories about 'daft' EU
regulations into the UK newspapers by sending out irresistible accounts of how Brussels was
pinnirig to foist its allegedly unworkable plans on UK citizens. His claim that such stories
stood a good chance of inclusion in British newspapers, unchecked, was supported by the
treatment given to the 'euromyth' that appeared during the sample period, and which had
been 'prefabricated' by a freelance journalist and sent to a number of UK newspapers. This
story - which claimed that a regulation had been passed that would compel the UK to replace
statues of British heroes with EU 'worthies' - was 'consonant' with the Euro-sceptic British
newspapers' views on the EU, and featured prominently. It was not checked, and no
correction was made when it subsequently turned out to be entirely false.
Indeed, the comments of the interviewees in this research - British and Danish - suggesting
that, in terms of harnessing the strength of 'prefabrication' as a major factor in whether or
not a story will be featured in a newspaper, the Euro-sceptic element of the British political
establishment had taken the initiative, were well supported by an analysis of the news texts
Thus, although 'prefabrication', particularly as it appears as 'nobbling', is an element in the
professional lives of journalists in the UK, Denmark and all other counines where a similar
press - and democratic - system prevails, It Is a particularly distorting element of EU
reporting in some British newspapers.
Overall conclusion
Thus, many differences between the UK and Danish press in their coverage of EU affairs are
inevitable; they relate to national differences that would affect any journalist In any country
and are therefore unremarkable. These differences do not, therefore, represent any failure
of the relevant newspapers to adhere to the principles of good, ethical practice.
However, there are many other differences which suggest that the coverage the Union
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receives from the British press is distorted to a significant - and remarkable - degree; that
good, ethical practice is often deliberately suspended in respect of the reporting of EU
affairs. In Innumerable instances, all attempts at objectivity have been abandoned in order
to present, and constantly enhance, a negative image of the Union as a whole, and of its
major member states of France and Germany, in particular.
The reasons why the newspapers have taken this 'unbalanced' approach, can at least partly
be ascribed to the fact that, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 11, most UK newspapers these
days are seen solely as businesses, and that their prime purpose is to make as large a profit
as possible. Although this has been a frequenlly acknowledged aspect of current trends
within the newspaper industiy, this research is innovative in revealing the full extent to which
this development Is adversely affecting the reporting of a major aspect of British life.
Furthermore, this thesis also highlights the degree to which the broadsheets are affected.
For, although tabloids such as the Sun have long been recognised for their xenophobic and
personally Insulting style - and for their hysteria about EU 'interference' in all its alleged
guises - the evidence in this research shows that anti-EU bias is almost as strong in the
broadsheet press, particularly In the Daily Telegraph and, to a lesser extent, in The Tunes.
Furthermore, many of the faiing of the British press, in terms of EU coverage, are subtle
and become evident only when comparison is made with newspapers produced in other
countries Thus, in numerous instances during the sample period, the readers of British
newspapers would have been wholly unaware of the distorted nature of the reports they were
reading This was particularly true in instances where material facts had been omitted. With
the UK press generally helping to set the agenda for EU debate within the counny, British
cItizens would thus have remained in ignorance about significant aspects of Union activity
which had direct relevance for their eveiyday lives, and about which they needed to be aware
In order to make appropriate responses. Therefore, the nature of EU reporting in the British
press during the sample period represented a failure that was detrimental to the national
Interest.
Looked at in detail, this drive to earn profits has obscured the 'public service' aspect of some
British newspapers, and obliterated their role as essential element in the democratic process.
They do not provide any reliable indication of the nature of the EU - or of the range of
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opinions about it - that would enable readers to make a realistic judgement about it. Overall,
the forces of competition have encouraged newspapers to seek to outdo their rivals In, for
instance, concentrating on inking EU news enterthining, rather than informative, and, In
order to do this, they have focused on the 'entertaining' rows, pandered to negative
stereotypes of foreigners, and have regularly seized on any opportunity to sensationalise EU
news. This has been done at the expense of 'boring', but necessary, background
information, thorough expl2nktions of rules and initiatives, or general attempts to put words
and deeds into context.
In addition, it was clear during the sample period at least that British Euro-sceptic MPs bad
become particularly adept at feeding news stories to the press that promoted their own Ideas,
indicating a level of 'news rn2nagement' and 'spin-doctoring' that was ousting 'honest'
debate, it is also reasonable to suppose that the over-arching Euro-scep& views of
proprietors, specifically Rupert Murdoch aix), to a lesser extent, Conrad Black, were also
influential, in that their notion of a 'suspect' EU, intent on 'Interfering' In every aspect of
British life to further its vision of a European 'superstate', was promoted at every
opy.
Although --I all UK newspapers are affected by this - the Guardian and The Independent,
for instance, were generally far more 'balanced' than were their British counterparts - the
conscious distortion of EU news is a marked trait within the British press as a whole. Thus,
although a truly objective press, entirely free of the flaws of Imbalance, and skewed and
biased reporting, can only be an Ideal, the Danish newspapers as a whole are much closer
to achieving this than are their British counterparts.
Furthermore, the narrow, nationalistic, stance taken by most UK newspapers contrasts with
that of the Danes, which tends far more to view the country as part of Europe, and to place
its actions and responses in an International context. Furthermore, the language and allusions
used so often in the British press, suggest that, in some quarters, the UK newspapers have
not moved on from WW2 in their perception of the UK's relationship with the rest of
Europe. That conflict in particular is regularly evoked in the context of EU activity, and
reinforces the negative, 'them and us' approach of some of the British to their fellow
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Europeans.
Overall, therefore, observations about the inadequacies of EU reporting in the British
newspapers, made by Danish interviewees in this research, have been borne out. The
'serious' press is much diminished in the UK with detrimental consequences for fair and
balanced reporting, and the state of 'wa? which exists between the Union and some of the
countzy's best-selling titles, means that 'truth' has often been replaced by 'propaganda'.
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Areas in which further research could be pursued
This project has covered a wide field, and areas in which further research could be pursued
are similarly diverse. However, major suggestions include the following:
1) This research has compared the British and Damch press, and comparisons have proved
enlightening. Similar studies could use comparisons among other countries, using other
'common' themes. This could be the EU, or any other international orpnisauons or subject
areas where interests converge. Although linguistic difficulties might limit choices, the
possibilities here are multitudinous. Such studies could involve the wide sweep featured in
this research, or concentrate on one of more of Its 'section' areas.
2) This research has also illustrated the extent to which the media feed off each other for
story leads. This sometimes means that 'myths' have been spread, Internationally. It can
also lead to a 'Chinese whispers' effect in which an onginal story eventually ends up with
substantial - and inaccurate - differences as It passes from one medium to another. The
effects of this practice would make for interesting research.
3) This thesis has shown that the influence in particular of 'rent-a-quotes' Is significant
Comparative analyses of sources used in newspapers, and the nature of their Input, Is worth
further investigation.
4) Comparisons of, say, EU coverage In the newspaper press over time (a number of years),
measured against public opinion surveys relating to the degree of support for the Union,
might shed some light on bow much newspaper coverage Influences - or reflects - public
opinion.
5) Similarly, the effects of a change of Government on the way, say, the EU is reported,
might make an interesting study, particularly in shedding light on the relationship between
press and politicians.
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6) Further research into the differences in the way a story can be handled, depending on
whether it appears in a newspaper's general news or business section, could enhance
understanding of the influence of politics in general in the way news is presented.
7) In Denmark, training courses have been introduced to encourage local journalists to seek
out local angles to EU initiatives and regulations. In order to ascertain whether or not a
imjJar initiative would be beneficial in this country, it would be enlightening to examine
local newspapers in the UK to discover the nature and extent of their EU coverage.
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APPENDICES
EU STORIES IN UK NEWSPAPERS DURING THE SAMPLE PERIOD
(14 JANUARY 1997 -14 FEBRUARY, 1997)
JANUARY 14
The Sum
p2: 'My fight for referendum' (by Teresa Gorman)
'The Conservatives are on the defensive over this election. We are miles back In the polls and worried about
losing votes to the Referendum Party In marginal seats.'
p6: The Sun says ..'Le* People have vote on Europe'
'Jn Major says ft is fatuous to talk of leaving the EU. Mkhil HCICIIitIC says the idea Is prrpostcrous.
We agrec ft would be a doemon with far.rehkg, and potentially d mag1ng, mpllcwlons But you should never
say never?
Daily Mall
p1. 'Brussels bid to ground BA deal'
'Britain vu locked on a new collision course with Brussels last night after Euro chiefs vowed to block British
Airways' puns to ae the world's biggest airline.'
plO 'When the qn'tion is the big question'
(Referring to the question of a referendum on the EU)
p11 'Britain targeted by Euro-court'
'Britain baa miffciul the second-highest mmther of defeats In the Eurupean Court of Human Rights, it vu
ed	 ay.'
p1: 'H1-Jaqurd'
Bnuain vu on a collision course with Europe last night alter Brussels shot down the world's biggest ever
airline merger.'
plO	 'Rebukes only add fuel to the Eurn-aceptics' fire'
'It vu real bad hair day for Britain In Europe yesterday It aema we could do nothing right'
1 Daily Telegraph
p1: EC legal threat over BA niierger'
Toiy Euro-.cepacs chm4 l night that Britain was being 'kIcked around by Brussels after the Government
was threatened with legal action by the European Cciii vniscion over the uger between British Airways and
Amm Airlines'
p9 'Euro code Is unobtainable'
'The Government went Into battle again with Europe yesterday over pLaits to barinonise telephone dialling
codes.'
p25: 'Brussels threatens to fight BA alliance'
'Britain was yesterday threatened with legal action by the European Conm thtlon hi Brussels over the contentious
Brutish Airways and American Airlines alliance.'
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The Times
pl4: 'Spaniard's promotion deal angers sore MEl's'
'Barring an upset, a Spanish conservative from an illustrious family will be picked as President of the European
Parliament today In a cosy deal with German parties that has stirred revolt among MEPs from smaller states
and political groups.'
p20. 'Europe's Eastern sceptics'...'Anatole Kaletsky says integration has failed before...'
p27. 'European opposition to BA link lnnsifi&
'British Airways Insisted that hi proposed alliance with American Airlines was on trak yesterday, despite signs
of growing opposition from the European Commission.'
The Guardian
p4 'Outcry as EC opposes deal by BA'
Ibe Government was h4dtng for a new showdown with Brussels last night when the European commission
threatened to take ministers to cowl over plans by British Airways to form a tranr2tlanric alliance with the US
ener Are&an AirH.'
p15 'TwIsts and turns In EU aerospace'
Ibe eithryonlc rea1Ignm underway within Europe's aeroçi and defence has taken an intngwng turn.'
The Independent
p8 'ParIs and Bonn hail Mjor, their flexible friend'
'John Mjor's latest Ideas for a ilexible Europe, allowing cotmmea to pool powers at different speeds, are
being cautiously wekotucd In Paris and Bonn, as the possible key to a new treaty deal.'
p14 'Brussels warns of legal setlos over BA alllaix*'
'A sIniirinj row between the Governmmt and the European Civn'tsion over the UK's moves to approve
British Airways' proposed ill lwe with American Airlines exploded yesterday when it emerged that the EC has
threatened Britain with legal action unless ft Imposes nauch stricter conditions On the two carriers.'
p15 Conunent 'The long arm and big unse of Mr Van Mert'
Ibere are, It seerns, very few thing' In this world beyond the reach of Karel van Miert, the European
Competition Conhsioner'
p13 'Europe set for £32bn of state sell-offs'
'European governmmts will sell a record S53bn (L32bii) of state assets m 1997 compared -with $43bn l year
'T er 0 *&r d iwa pas to improve their chances of qualifying (or nxxaxy union,
according to a report by IP Morgan Securities.'
JANUARY 15
The Sun
p6 The Sun says... 'k's hot sir'
'British Airways Is hugely s iieciesM. And, unlike many European airlines, it doesn't cost taxpayers a penny.
Thst's why the socialists at the European Commission don't like it.'
The Daily Minor
p6 'Futyat air merger bid'
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'Virgin boss Richard Branson and consumer champions yesterday backed European Union moves to block a
huge airlines merger.'
p11: 'Brewery In storm over BC jibe ad'
'Britain's top brewer will be blasted today for ridiculing Euro chiefs in a beer advert.'
ph: 'Euro revolt spins Tories'
'Almost half of John Mijor's top ministers are In open revolt over Europe.'
The Daily Mali
p8: Coawn: 'These Insufferable lame duck keepers'
'Profitable and pnvatrsed, British Airways Is a soaraway coeas of which this country can be proud. What
a contrast to most European airlines which Jangle the collecting tin while they fly the flag'
plO 'Why Britain threatens the cosy cartels of Europe' (by Lord Bethell, former MEP) ..'As row grows over
EU's attempt to block deal, airline and minls"s unite apinat nieddlers'
phi The Brussels bullies won't ground our jumbo merger'
'Relations between Britain and Brussels plunged to a new low l night over EU attnçu so block the merger
of British Airways and American Airlines.'
p31 'A Brussels brew-ha-ba over beer advert joke'
'A beer joke by a British brewing giant fell flat with Brussels buresicrats'
piO C .n": 'Fasten your sbdts for a bumpy flight over EU Issue'
'iould the European Union Crwnhtion in Brussels be able to block a British airline's deal with an American
competitor o the British Govunm* has given its okay? Of course ft thouldn'L.'
p61. 'Europe right to give BA a bumpy ride'
'Barely a day goes by without a fresh controversy over British Airways' proposed II1e with American
The Daily Telegraph
p4 'Lang to defy Brussels threat over BA deal' by Roland Gribbea
'The Govermi and British Airways l night served notice that they we ready to defy 'fflj*s by Brussels
to block a planned lliiiw* between BA and American Airtlom'
p19. Coi.vw 'A second CAP?'
'II is Iiopoaslbleto keep polnlcsoutof airlines...'
Bnsn News
p24: 'KLM faces Euro fine over pact'
'KLM, the Dutch national airline, was yesterday fwlng the threat of fines from the European CilnIon for
failing to move fast enough In providing derails of its link-up with North-west Airlines'
The Tlmes
p1: 'Brussels threat to BA rejected'
'The Government yesterday angrily rejected an attempt by Brussels to block British Airway's attempt to create
the world's biggest airline.'
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p2: 'Hogg sparks fresh row by dismiuing EU legal threat'
'A further confrontation between the Government and the European Union was triggered yesterday by Douglas
Hogg, the Agriculture Minister, when he dismissed the threat of legal action over his refusal to give evidence
to $ European Parliament Inquiry Into BSE.'
p29: 'EMU: looking for hidden agendas' Anthony Harris column
(Discusses whether EMU wW happen on time etc)
BusInn
p25. 'BA confident of American link-up'
'Bob Ayllng, chief executive of British Airways, yesterday Insisted the planned 2Iliar with American Airlines
would go ahead, In spite of a deepening rift between London and Brussels.'
The Guardian
p8 'Hogg derides threats by MEPs to take ham to court'
Tao Government yesterday tried to shrug off threats from the European Parliament to take Douglas Hogg, the
Agriculture Secretary, to court in the wake of a report strongly cln'rnng ministers for their hiv11ing of the
BSEcriala'
p11 Psris warns Bonn on EU bank pledge'
Tac simmering conflict between France and Germany about the role and powers of the planned European
central bank in Frankfurt grew more bested yesterday atter a senior French official d2in Bonn was
reconsidering a secret pledge to make a Frlimn its first bead.'
p16 'Brussels sftitk, BA chiefs 11e as row esc'i'
Tao Government's row with Brussels over the pInned ilhanre between British Airways and American Airlines
ied yesterday with the EU cooetltIon conwniitkiwi imling BA', chief executive, Robert Ayling, a
liar'
The Independent
p2 'Minlsi rs angry after being accused of fuellmg beef arsas'
Tao European ParUarn yesterday enraged both the British governmmt and the European Connnissioo when
k published a draft report twfrb'ig both for fudling the beef cmii.'
p16 'DII challenges Brussels on BA'
'The rift between the UK and Brussels over British Airways' proposed IH1TWC with American Airlines deepened
yesterday after the Depamnent of Trade and Industry Insisted ii bad the final say over approving the tie-up.'
JANUARY 16
The Sun
p6 The Sun says...'Lcoklng up'
'The nwthcr c1ilmIr g the dole goes down sgaIn The 45,000 drop ana our uneruployment is aIriEst half that
of Germany Thank goodness we don't have the social chapter.'
p6 'EU chief In snub to PM'
'EC President Jacques Snir snubbed John Major last night by pressing for a Euro superstate - and fast.'
The Daily Mail
p2. 'BrItain tried to bl'nail me on BSE says Sante?
'John Major was accused of b1 kniail by EU President Jacques Santa yesterday. He claimed be had been
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threatened and browbeaten by the Prime Minister In the early days of the crisis over mad cow disease'
p2: 'Debra tipped for top of Euro-bank'
'Jacques Debra has been tipped to become the first president of the new European Central Bank.'
p21: 'Not a lot of plain talk as Kinnock talks planes'
'Neil Kinnock yesterday defended Brussels meddling In the proposed merger of British Airways and American
Airlines - by letting his celebrated verbosity take wing.'
The limes
p2 'Minister reopens debate on Europe'
'The Tory ceasefire on Europe was broken last night when a pro-European minister rounded on his Eurosceptic
colleagues for suggesting that Britain should renegotiate its relationship with Brussels'
Br
p24: 'Germany's deficit bodes Ill for EMU'
'Germany's efforts to qualIfy for European menetary union suffered a serious set-back yesterday The latest
budget figures reveal that Bonn has overshot one of the Masitrichi convergence criteria by almest 25 per cent'
p24: 'EU bank safeguards roo Iow'
'The Govezrnnni has expreied concern that a European dlrIve to make cross-border credit transfers cheaper,
qwcker and mere rthab1e does not provide enough conçensatlon for customers when the transfers do not arrive
on tune.'
The GuarrDan
p11: 'flexlbility the key to Britain's r'4.lng EU veto'
'The Government is prqiaied to relax its opposition so any w.knkig of ha veto In the EU In an w* so
reach an agr&m d on a new EU treaty thIs year, acuirding to British sources here (in Strasbourg)'
The hpend.
p1: 'Now Britain faces single European tax system' (exclusive sag)
'Plans so create a single European system for sax arid social security are being privately prepared in Brussels
by a powerful .IIt2nre of	 ies including Prance arid Germany'
ph: 'EU fleshes out bow flexlbilhy would work'
'Two	 d'n"1 European Union reports show that Britain's parurs have anthhions to Integrate policies In
areas as far-rhmg as saon social security, policing arid	 gratloa.'
p19. 'British Airways becomes a campaign Issue'
...'But the row should cot be about Europe- the real thenvi are large but domestic.'
p21: 'Gviwsny Insy nut cut deficit In time for single currency'
'A former Bundesbank chief warned yesterday that the German government would have difficulty cutting its
budget deficit by enough to nt the target for the single European currency.'
UNUARY 17
The Sun
p2: 'Tory fury at Euro plot to grab our sax'
'Toty anger exploded last night over a secret Brussels piot for Europe to decide Britain's tax levels.'
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p6: 'They want your taxes to built EU super state'
'The cat Is out of the bag as European Union officials now admit they are drawing up plans for a single tax
system.'
p6: The Sun uys... 'Single threat to our nation'
'What's the BIG issue going to be In the electlon...Europe of the economy? The answer is BOTH because
Europe IS the economy.'
pl3: 'Just who are EU to order Britain show?' Norman Tebbit column
'A member of the European Parliament tells us that our Minister of Agriculture should be pmWi.d. What was
his crime? Well, be didn't obey orders to go to a Euro Parliament conmuftee.'
The Daily Mail
ph 'Major calms fears on secret EU tax'
'John Major was trying last night to reassure Tory MPs angered by claima that Brus1s is secretly pl2nning
a single European tax and welfare system.'
p8 Cocmxnt: 'A threat to Britain's national Identity'
'So the worst fears of the scieptics are proving true. Despite the d'ntalt, France and Germany are dearly
cont it,laclng a ___ new step towards a European superate, with long-term plans for a single system
covering tax and social security. And our own Government, ii seus, Is the last to know.'
p59 'Red Tape Alert by Ciristopher Brooker and Richard North
'Brussels Is behind lax takuwer'
'The row over plans to Inçose VAT on food Is the most startling example yet of how our politici2n are
concealing the Brussels strangfriv9d on British politics.'
p10 Comnt. 'We can no longer gloss over the great Euro gulf'
'The only surprising thing about the plans to cre a single tax and social system in Europe - revealed in
Brussels yesterday - Is that pouple In Britain still find such revdatons surprising'
p27 'In other words, the old Welsh Windbag's bsck'
The voice of Nell Kinnock thol over Britain yesterday as a row over airline megers dramatically deepened.'
Daily Telegraph
p10 'Brussels conflnns study of plans for unified tax'
'Controversial plans to allow barnionisatlon of tax and social security policies in countries that join Europe's
single currency are being studied in Brussels, the EC confirmed yesterday.'
p23 Convmni. 'Single currency, single taxation'
'Be grateiW to our European partners. With a candour rarely demonstrated by the British Government, they
have repeatedly provided clarification of what European monetary union would really entail.'
Businet, News
p27 'Major faces EU wrath over link-up by airlines'
'The stakes were raised yesterday In the battle between London and Brussels over the planned British Airways
sed American Airlines allIa when the Prime Minister was on the receiving end of a dressing down from the
European Commission'
p29 'Lonrbo bead for Euro row'
'Lnrbo Is hoping to buy Gencor's stake in its platinum subsidiary in a move which will heighten the European
Commission's concern at the 2Spc stake In the British mining group bought by Anglo American, another
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platinum company.'
The mea
p12: 'Bnissels lines up against Britain on multispeed Union'
'The European Coninmtsion yesterday added Its weight to a drive led by France and Germany for a future
nialuspeed Union In winch groups of countries could pursue deeper Integration even If other states objected.'
p12: 'Germans tip Debra to head bank'
'Jacques Delors, bogey man of British Eurosceplics, was yesterday tipped In the German press to be the first
president of the European omtral bank.'
The Gsan
p14: 'Anti-EU party pqer off to 1960 scoop'
'Sir James Goldmnth yesterday set the pressea rolling on a 24 million-copy run of a Referendum Party
newspsper be inimk t deliver to evety home In the counuy.'
p14: 'Rebel Labour MEP scores In fight igin pr1VitMIOo'
'Hugh Kerr, the dustdnst left-wing rvwnhe of the European Parlient who wan publicly threatened with
disciphnaiy maanues by the Labour Party last month for ai&4ting Tony Blair, yesterday struck a blow against
the Cvatrve goverms's privatisatlon strategy.'
p22 'Ewocacs th BA row'
'John Major med to pe Euro-sceptic 	 on his back biwheu yesterday when he Insisted that the
Govcrt and not Brussels would d'c* whether BA should be allowed to go Kesd with ha plmn d illL
wIth Acan A'
The bdepesdst
p1: 'EU cocflrnn c'c..-. tax plan'
The EC yesterday cenflr that, after nionelaiy union, European m ioli.er states may move towards a Europe-
wide nmc policy- winch could include a
	 sax regime oss the EU'
p15: Co..- .-': 1knthig the Pianco-German Bebenioth'
'They bed through their teeth. So uys Sir J5 Goldsmith, whose confused propaganda is about to flood the
P17: 'Jobless in Leipzig, taxed In Uverpool' (feature by John Redwood)
'Let's have an aid so fairy stones. Sure a coy with other countries, and you share their sax burden, too'
p19: '5i'nn chief tIirMt UK Eiurophobla"
'The bead of UK operations for S1 crwi, the German electrical cnginIng giant, yesterday e one of the
strongest wwk, yet from the lne co..rnInity on the Government's increasing hostility towards Joining the
single European amency.'
JANUARY 18
The Sun
p2: 'Clarke I know Euro Is a no-no (But I still won't say so In public)'
'Onidllor Ken Clarke ban admitted there is 'not a cat in bell's chance • of Britain signing upso the Euro In
1999. Butheisrefusingsouy.oinpublic.evensboughheknowsbewlllbcblsinedlftheTodcslosethe
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election.'
p6: 'Why Britain will never join in the Euro fiasco' (by Lord Desal)
'Tony Blair and John Major both know that, whoever wins the election, they will never persuade the British
people to join a single European currency.'
p6: The Sun says...'Stubborn Ken'
'What on earth does Ken Clarke think he's playing at? In private he admits there isn't 'a cat in bell's chance'
of Britain scrapping the Pound In 1999. But he won't say so publicly.'
p23: 'Daffy Euro flower rule goes to pot'
'A barmy Brussels plan miking It difficult for lovers to send flowers over the phone was nipped in the bud
Daily Telegraph
p1 'Brussels to fight election wwki'
Officlals working (or the European COII 'IIOn In London have been authorisul by Brussels to put the case
tot Europe during the general 'tLm canip'Jgn.
The Thuas
Business
p28 'EU jobless rate steady' In Bniin Roundup
The Guardian
p5 'Strasbourg bar so deportation'
'An _imit by the Home Secretary, Mhid Howard, to deport a convicted heroin dealer has been thwarted
by the European Coninis'Ion of Ht Rights In Strasbourg. which has agreed to hear the man's claim that
he risks torture If returned so kin.'
p10 'BrIttan warns on 'rival Euro scepilclsma"
'Both Labour sod the Conservatives should avoid turning the cornug election into 'a Dutdi auction between
con,etlnj Euroicepticisma', the former Toy cabinet minin aral EU Conmiissioner, Sir Leon Brirtan,,
waned -'
p20 CommMI1 'Sovereignty Is you make is'
'We have known for aoinetlne that this Is going so be a very taxing election cançaign in every sense of the
Bw hi, already dcxeridin.g into fzr betoze It Is even seriously underway.'
p22.'Happy to take a bsek se*'...'Domesdc politics hold no allure for Eurocrat Neil Kinnock'
p22. Euro Eye column. 'Pin you hopes on the favountes in monesaly union grand national'
The Indepandent
p2. 'Brinan warns Tories to lay off Europe'
'The Conservatives were yesterday given a highly charged warning to lay off Europe as an election issue by
Sir Leon Brinan. vice-president of the European Comnnsion.'
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JANUARY 20
The Sun
p2: 'Come clean Kohl!'
'Foreign Secretary Malcolm Ru kind accused Germany yesterday of trying to conceal hi plans for a European
The Mall
p13: 'Baissels wW sue over BA merger'
'Eurocrats have stepped up their plans to shoot down the proposed merger of British Airways and American
Airways. They have threatened to seek an Injunction in the European Court of Justice If the Government gives
it the expected all-dear.'
p2. 'Rifhnii throws down the Euro gauntlet to Kohl'
'Britain last night threw down an extraordinary challenge to Germany In the battle over rho future of Europe'
The Daily Telegraph
p2: 'Rifhnd challenge to Kohl on EU future'
'Malcolm Riftmd the foreign secretary, yesterday thallnged (i wellor Kohl of Germany and other European
lekfrll so spell out the limits they would place on EU Integration.'
p18. 'GohlkTnnh's duty tricks' (by Sir Edward Heath)
Intro: 'Sir Edward Heath, who took Britain Into Europe, answers the Referendum Parry charge that be lied to
the electorate about the loss of sovereignty that nntheuhip would Involve'
Business news
p23: 'European roles anflc blo'
'European Union regulations are jiiffing developa of biotechnology throughout Europe and in king It easier
for Amencan coaarua to Iuj u'e their conçerlfive advantage, h4ii an American study pubflthed today'
p23: 'Government welcome for EU move on cash transfer'
'European Union lcgsI in to protect bank customers when rnding money abroad war broadly welcomed by
the British Government yesterday.'
p23: 'Co'vniitiomcr on sticky wicket at Lords' (Personal view by Grabani Matber, PresI i nt, European Policy
Forum)
First nwt 'Later this week Europe's Social Affairs Con viih,Ioner, Padraig Flynn, Is due to give evidence
to a House of Lord's European Conanll t'e on structural funds. it will be a timely moment for peers to ask the
cossiooer about some of the social spending nightmares which have oocurred within his bailiwick.'
The mes
p2: 'Rifkmd tells Kohl to spell out EU linuts'
'Malcolm Rifktnd yesterday challenged Hehart Kohl, the German Chancellor, to spell out the limits be would
place on moves towards a European luperstate.'
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Independent
p5: 'Cyberspace - final frontier for EU taxrnan'
'A revolutionary new 9nformation Lu on television, faxes and use of the Internet is being examined by the
European Union.'
JANUARY 21
The Sun
p4 'BIg Euro brush-off for Major'
'Euro allies Germany and France warned Last night they will not let Britain block plans for a European
-
Daily Mail
p2 'RIght rebuffs Heseltine on unity plea'
'Right wing Tories Isswd an aubairwlng rebuff to Mdtwl Heseftine last night, rejecting his plea to toe the
Cab line over Europe.'
p9 'BritaIn facing Euro gang of two'
'France and Germany yesterday joined forces agiIn Britain In tfrmanding an end to the right of any single
country to veto plans for the funue of Europe.'
The Dilly Telegraph
p11 Major's vision of EU rejected'
France and Germany yesterday rejected John Major's proposals for a nailti-specd Europe in which Britain
could veto its partners' plans for faster and deeper Integration.'
__news
p22 'Single currency call draws Directors' flue'
'Pedical policy Initiatives ranging from a national mintnnn wage to the creation of a new City pressure group
to target underperforining uinanIcs are proposed In a report published today by a bstcncs group.'
The 11mm
p2. 'Hesutlne fails to halt euro rebellion'
'Michael Headline appealed In vain 1 night to a crowded private meeting of Toiy right-wingers not to reject
a single European currency In their personal election manifestos.'
p12 'Show of power by Paris-Bonn axis outflanks Britain'
'Germany and France yesterday brushed off Britain's conditions for a multispeed Europe in a show of force
that underlined the gulf that divides London from the big EU powers in the drive to revarxç the Maasindut
uesty'
p18 'Clarke could lose k'...'Drop the single currency says Woodrow Wyatt.
(Talks about bow the EU wilUahould figure In the election debate.)
The Guardian
p4 'BusIness chiefs call for EMU and social chapter'
'Ladlng City and industrial executives will today undermine key planks of the Government's election strategy
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u they unveil a report calling for a minimum wage and membership of the European Union social chapter.'
p11: 'Britain stymies EU co-operation deal'
'The British Government yesterday deflated hopes of an agreement allowing greater co-operation between
groups of European Union countries by firmly insisting on Its rights to veto changes to the existing rules.'
Finance
p17: 'Pound returns to ERM level'
'Fierce policy debate between the Treaswy and the Bank of England over the strength of the pound intensified
Jut night an sterling's rally took it bsck towards Its old bands within the European exchange rare mecbknIIIn'
The Independent
p8: 'Europe urges Annan to reform the UN'
'The European Union Is to urge the new Secretary General of the United Nations, Kofi Annkn, to take swift
and aggressive steps to overhaiui the organlsatioa's sprawling web of departments, agencies and speclalised
funds, if necessary nging some with ench other and 11minwing others altogether.'
p9 'Bntam slime EU fast-trsck strategy'
'1 Government naist mtntm the right to veto any *rçt by other countries to build a ilexlble uzaltispeed
Europe, Britain told ha European partners yesterday.'
JANUARY 22
Thun
p2 'MPs ' Euro cowards for d'klng vnte'
'Euro rebels accused fellow Tories of cowardice Jut night for ducking a referendum yore that would have
shown party sputa.'
The Mfrror
p6: Le
	 'A barmy Bill'
(About Teresa Go	 and her EU referendum Bill)
Daily Mail
p6: 'An Identity crisis'
'Plans to Inçose a Europe-wide bank and kfrnthy card triggered fury from Right wIgers and civil liberties
groups Jut night.'
p5: 'Clarke roars rebels on Euro cub'
'O'ancdllor ICnnth Clarke Is poIsed for victory in the titanic struggle over a European single currency'
The Daily Telegraph
p1 'RIEhIII backs Clarke on EMU'
'A heavyweight Cabinet iIhr of Kenneth Clarke, Michael Hesekine and Malcolm RIlkind yesterday appeared
to have succeeded in blocking Euro-sceptic du,n,nk for a change to the Government's wait and aee policy
on joining a European single currency.'
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The Times
p2: 'Redwood condemns calls for European smartcard'
'There was a marked lack of enthusiasm In Britain last night for the proposed introduction of a European
imancard that would set as an Identify document, driving licence and electronic purse.'
pS: 'EU helps Scots lift kilt .m'king skills'
'A sch	 to teach Scots how to make kilts 1 a garment many would argue was originally designed by an
Engllihmin. Is being funded by the European Union.'
p9: 'Parties collude to thwart Gorman'
'The Tory Euro-sceptic Teresa Gorman scored a hollow victory yesterday when MPs allowed through her EU
referendum Bill without a vote.'
p13. 'Bonn and Prague heal 50-year rift'
'Germany and the Ch Republic yesterday made an lnortant step towards ending 50 years of friction over
the postwar expulsion of Sudetim Germans.
'Belnad Xehl, the German C)inrellor, and Vaclav KIans, the C7ech Prime Minister, signed an ard
expressing nmzual regret. 1re scema now on real hindrance to Germany asserting its role as the thampion
of Central Europe within an expanded European Union.'
p16 'A Cabinet seat for Europe'
(Feature wondering If there will be a Department of Europe In the next Government)
p17 Couxnen*: Germauy looks East'
(About Gunauy's rl1ons with Eas"n Europe with fiee to the accesnion of Eastern European countries
tbeEU)
The Guaran
p2 'ChirpIng dln loses hi bill ketch by Sinion Hoggarl
'The greatest Issue before ow Parliament Ii Europe, and the natinn's future within the EU.' (Comment on
Gorman Bill)
p8 'French MPi 1wk bcef dccepdon'
'Britain was scnned of deception. procrastination and blaclanail yesterday by a Fre parliamentary
cenin on Investigating the BSE y.'
p8 'Parties block Europe vote'
'Both the Government and Labour shied away yesterday from a potentially embarrassing vote on Europe, when
$ procedural device was employed to avoid a Commons division on Tory Euro-sceptic Teresa Gorman's bill
calling for a referendum on Britain's links with the European Union.'
p8 'Tory MEPs In bluer war of words with k'W'
'Warfare has erupted aniong Conservative Euro-MPs In Brussels with nirtual accusations of bad faith circulating
anid att nçss to unseat gzos lekv Tom Spencer.'
The Independent
p6 'SwIneherd and wench do battle over Europe' colunm by David Aaronovitch
Waiiianientary Sketch on Gorinan's Referendum Bill)
p8 BIg feature marking 25th anniversary of signing upto Cornnxm Market. Heading 'Twenty-five years of
the European dream that have changed the face of Britain'
p9 'Italian farns go sour on Europe'
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'Alter living a fairy-tale life of subsidies and cosy government protection for the past 15 years, Italy's dairy
fanners have suddenly come face-to-face with the reality of European integration- and they don't like it one
bit.'
JANUARY 23
The
4: 'Referen-duff party going up the polls'
'Referendum party leader Sir James Goldsmith suffered a humiliating blow yesterday as leaked opinion polls
showed almost none supports him.'
Uty
p63: 'UK takes on EU over BA deal'
'The gloves catne off yesterday In the row between Britain and Brussels over who has the final say on British
Airways £I8bllhioui deal with American Airlines.'
The Daily Telegraph
p11: 'Burns night haggis hit by beef ban in Europe'
'Exiled Scotsmen in Europe may have to celebrate Bums Night without the traditional haUls because of the
European ban on Bntish beef.'
p15: 'Sc*	 of British flshenuien to bead food safety agency'
(Profile of hhi, Pvn Boolmi, 'band-picked by Jacques S'n''r for a diunting EU task')
p29- EMU could hit lnaurssxe ln inttTy for up to £lbn'
'Economic aid monetary imion (EMU) could corn Insurance coa*nIes £1 billion over the three-year transition
period if Bnuam joins, aid upso -- even If Britain renln o'I" .
 the single auraicy, the Industry warned
p31: 'Euro go-sheaf for cola plant un-up'
Tba European Cntttion yesterday gave the green light for Coca-Cola Enterprises, the world's largest bottler
of Coke, to buy ow Cadbwy Scbwcppes' Slpc stake In UK bottler Coca-Cola Sthweppes Beverages'
The Thins
p1: 'Rifkmnd takes vision of EU to the people'
'Malcolm Rilkmd will today seek to take the debate shout the finure of the European Union to the people of
Europe over the beads of the polltlhns'
p4: 'EU ns datEper on Burns night'
'Hundreds of Scottish es-patriots plannb g Burns suppers on Saturday will be disappointed when their supply
of haggis fails to matenalise'
p18- 'The peoples of Europe must speak' (by Malcolm Rlfkind)
'Ii is time to take the debate on Europe to Europe, and I hne"d to do so over the next few weeks'
Bustnis News
p24: 'Toyota jolis depend on Euro-sceptics stance'
'Toyota could build a new car in Britain but warned Euro-aceptics not to upset investment plans that would
mean hundreds of new jobs by pnthlng Britain out of the European Union.'
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p24: 'chancellor opposes EU tax on bank?' Business Roundup
The Guardian
p3: 'James and a not so peachy poll'
'Sir James Goldsmith's bid to hijack the election campaign for the anti-European cause suffered a fresh setback
yesterday when his Referendum Party was accused of trying to nobble an opinion pollster to hide its mmicu1e
level of public support.'
p12: 'EU welcomes hi language barriers'
'The spread of English as Europe's lingua franca and the revival of nxwe than 40 minority languages, some of
which were close to extinction, are transforming the European Union's linguistic environment, a new report
uys'
p19. 'BrItain has EU's meet miserly subsidies'
'British minufacturers received fewer state subsidwa per worker than any of their counterparts in other EU
ceunules, competition coan Is,k, Karel van Miert declared yesterday.'
p19 'Brussels clean Coke bottling buy but harbours c*xrçetinon doubts'
The Independent
p6 'Major backs Clarke In Euro siwdown'
'Kenneth Clarke, the ( reIlor, today will face a showdown with the Euro-.ccptics in the Cabinet over the
European single currency, with the bking of John Major, M
	
Heseltine and Malcolm RiftiM.'
JANUARY 24
meSses
p2 'VoceTosytosavetheL'
John Major yesterday woo his cthu battle with C'ellor Ken Clarke and effectively ruled OUT joining
a single currency In the next Parli.'
p2. (Exclusive) 'Rebels to back Lthour'
Rebel Toy MPs ate plotting to quit the Conservatives and back a Labour government over Europe, it emeged
last night.'
p6 The Sun says. 'Pound saver'
'As last the penny b dropped on saving the pound.'
p9 'PM fights to death on Europe'
'John Major's new policy on the single currency is not dnven by Britain's interests in Europe. but by Tory
haesg in the election.'
Daily Mail
p1 (ExclusIve) 'Left wing Tories In threat to break away'
'A group of up to 40 pro-European Tory MPs is secretly plotting to split from the party if John Major loses
the election and MIch. l Portillo rjcceed him.'
p2 'Major rows Clarke on single currency'
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'Kenneth Clarke was yesterday forced Into a retreat on the single currency as his Cabinet colleagues ruled out
British membership of monetary union in 1999.'
p8: Comment: 'The empty rhetoric of Malcolm RI kind'
'So now we have the dmanIng spect1e of Her Majesty's Foreign Secretary trailing round the podiums of
Europe in the vain hope of rousing the local populations against the federalising ambitions of Paris, Bonn and
Bnisseis.'
plO Andrew Alendr col. 'The big Issue that's a winner' (about EMU)
The Expe
p1: 'A last throw of the dice' ...'Premier rules out the Euro currency In big election gamble'
'John Major took a huge pm-election gamble yesterday by coming out apinst a single currency.'
p4&S: 'irewd tmii!g of Mr Clarke'...'How Major used all his cunning to make CltiuweBor toe the Euro-line
before historic Cabinet meeting.'
'Only a handful of puiple knew they were on the brink of political history as they filed Into the Cabinet meeting
that ditched the single currency.'
plO Cnn': 'The PM's subtle but wise ve on single currency'
'ft is with painful, indeed exasperating slowness, that the Government Is edging towards the correct policy on
the single currency.'
Daily Telegraph
p1: 'Britain 'very tmIikly' to join EMU'
'John Major and the Cabu yesterday came as close as possible to ruling our joining a European single
currency in 1999 If the Tones wee the general election.'
p2 'Tones in talks to bait 'ingle currency'
'Tar top Tory MPs are pinmg to nd a ning in Pans today with other European politicians to draw up
a joint strategy to stop the 'ingle aurery being hitioduced In its current form.'
p25: C: 'Now nile out entry'
'Officially the Government's wazt-and-.ce' policy on the single currency survived yesterday's Cabl Intact.
C)"'d' the meeting, however, It soon became clear that the Prime Minister, the Foreign Secretary and, perhaps
most mçortanrly of all, the flavv.flor, bed sxepred a significant hardening of the Conservatives' position'
ie limes
p1: 'Major rules out joining EMU In 1999'
'John Major yesterday effectively ruled out British muthersblp of a single European currency In 1999 with a
hardened Cabinet line in"nded to unite the Tories In the run-up to the election.'
p2: 'Bnnan calls on Major to sign up for EMU now'
'Britain should sign up Inanediately for European monetary union bew,e It offers a wealth of benefits, not
least by locking all governments Into aound Conservative economics, Sir Leon Brinan, Vice-President of the
European Convmssion, u yesterday.'
p12: 'Clarke's EMU option is all but deed and buried'
'Kenneth Clarke was last night holding on just by his finger tips to his wait and-see policy on a single currency'
p14: 'Ageing Germans seek referendum In and-euro fight'
(about Germans who don't want the DM dropped)
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pl4: 'Rlfklnd argues for a nation state'
'The nation state has served Britain well ass protector of Its freedom, Malcolm Rifkind, the Foreign Secretary,
said yesterday.'
p22:'A word In your ear, Mr Clarke'
(about Europe and single currency)
p23:Comrnnt: 'Ruling out'
(Leader on EMU and the social chapter - and on where the Conservatives and Labour stand on each.)
p23 Comment: Rifkind's soapbox' 'A voter-friendly Bntish message for jobless Europe'
'At first sight, Malcolm Rlfklnd'sjudgement that IL is tune for Britain to take the debate on Europe to Europe
may seem little short of bizarre.'
Tb. Guardian
p20 Comment: 'Europe: an apology'...'Mr Rifkiad In the land of fantasy politics'
(about R.11klnd t.kng the debate on Europe, to Europe)
The -
p1. MaJor winks at the Tory Euro-.cepdcs'
'John Major saiL a clear signal so the Tory Euro-sceptic rebels than it wan 	 nlikely Britain would join
a European single currency In the first wave, even though the Cabiit agreed to	 cie m its policy
on Europe before the election.'
p2. 'Hlndley to reject EU appeal on freedom ruling'
'While the moors nairderer Myra Hindley waited to learn her fare yesterday, her lawyer denied they would turn
so the European Court of Humm Rights If as expected, Mihel Howard 'i'dd.-s that she win never be freed.'
p14 'Rilklnd set so explain EU to the ordinary European'
'In an effort so reassert Britain's Influence in the European Union, the Foreign Secretary, Malcolm Riftind,
Is plannkig a series of speeches in corvwnftl capitals to defend the Government's resistance to closer European
In-.
p14 'CardIff wins r to boat suninit'
'Cardiff has som off a rival bid by Glasgow to emerge as host city for the European heads-of-government
pmvnl5 marking Britain's EU presidency In June 1998.
Business arid City
p2O 'British banks warn over EU capital rules'
'British bankers warned yesterday than European banks could suffer a serious coropetifive disadvantage against
bank, from other parts of the world, becaise regulators will require them to set aside more capital as a safety
neisgaitidlosses'
JANUARY 25
The Sun
p2 'EU blasts Major for Euro jibe'
'EU chiefs last night rubbished John Major's chime that the single currency won't be launched in 1999.'
The -
p2 'Brlttan piles scorn on Tory Euro deal'...'EU CC11iSiOner re-opens single currency wounds'
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'John Major's attempt to heal Tory wounds over Europe by ruling out a single currency ran into Immediate
trouble yesterday.'
Daily Telegraph
p1: 'BrItain to face court on audits'
'Britain is to be taken to the European Court of Justice because the Government failed to give accountants from
other EU countries the chance to audit the books of councils In England and Wales.'
p2: 'Single currency to start on tlme'
'Brussels hit back lant night at the Cabinet's new hard line on Europe, warning that a single currency will go
ahead within two years despite British doubts.'
News
B6: 'Brussels to probe Esso on price war'
'Britain's petrol price war will come under scrutiny in Brussels following a decision by the European
Commission to investigate allegations that Esso Is behaving antl-ooiopctltively.'
The 1mns
p2 'EMU will hit 1999 target says Brussels'
'Brussels yesterday cr*itrkbcted John Major's prediction that the European Union would be unlikely to proceed
safely with a single airraiey in 1999.'
The Gunan
p6: 'Single aurency on ath'duk'
'John Major's tough new v"e on the European single currency wan challenged yesterday by the EU
_______ in charge of the pcoj, who said be bad no doubt that the ainmey would be Introduced In
1999?
p3: 1osy nioderates pour scorn on breakaway party claim'
'Revised reports that up to 40 ConservatIve MPs are plotting to break away, form a new party, and back a Blair
governnt on Europe, were roundly repudiated last night.'
JANUARY 27
The Sun
p6: 1 Sun uys...'Cuckoo Ken'
'It wan good while it lasted. Just 48 hours after the Prhne Minister signalled an ever-so-slightly ie sceptical
Cabinet stance on Europe, blundering O'llor Kenneth Clarke reopens all the old wounds'
p6: 'PM's new euro snub to Clarke'
'Prune Minister John Major clthed with ChnceUor Ken Clarke yesterday and warned him Britain uy
NEVER axe the	 .'
Daily Mail
p13: 'Clarke's Euro lurch out of the Major line'
'Kenneth Clarke contradicted John Major's tougher stance on the single European currency yesterday.'
p13: 'Bruuds Is accused on rights for workers'
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'Brussels is forever preaching to Britain about workers' rights. But now Euro MPs are investigating claims that
the EU Commission Itself has been violating basic employment standards by recruiting an army of labour on
the cheap.'
p23: 'Tails we lose on new Euro coins'
'The Queen's head will feature on one side of Euro coins if Britain joins the single currency. The reverse is
likely to feature founding fathers of the European Union.'
p28. 'Use two bins.. .a rubbish tip from the Eurocrats'
'Brussels Is talking rubbish - the kind which goes Into bins. Eurocrats want Britain's 23 million households to
have two dusthins.'
The -
p4 'Here's another rubbish Idea from Europe'
'Brussels could this week order evety British household to separate its rubbish in a recycling revolution.'
p9 'What Major fears Euro currency would force him to say...lnterest rates are up but it's nothing to do with
me, Guy'
'John Major yesterday tough n"d his opposition to scrapping the pound by warning that Britain may never join
a European single currency.'
Daily Telegraph
p1 'Mor states reslst	 to EU single currency plan'
'John Major has outlined his opposition to the single currency in principle for the first time in a further
toughening of the Government's position on Europe.'
p1 'Hands fail to measure up to Euro rules on bones'
1 hand, used since Roni times as the meanrrenit of bones, has been officially scrapped in Britain.'
pit (Euro debate)
Britain is the nation that plays by the rules'
'Which of the European Union's big five meroher states is the best at implmnting rules and regulations made
in Brussels? Not France, nor Spain nor Italy. And certainly not Germany. Step forward, Britain.'
p11 'Queen h.adlng for Euro coins clash'
lhe Queen's bead could appear on new Euro coins with the Images of founding fathers of the Union on the
reverse side If Britain joined the single arnency, it was disclosed yesterday.'
p19 Couiwr4. 'The Watibni gaps'
lrIs*an Garel-Jooes, the retiring Conservative MP for Watford, has published a newspaper article urging the
leadership of the two main political parties to work together over Europe.'
p29 'Euro currency clock ticking' (In Bnthiss Monitor)
'When will the euro be Introduced, Is one of the questions in a briefing paper from legal firm Lovell White
Tb. mas
p2 'Major admits be has deep doubts on single currency'
'John Major has signalled for the first time that he may be opposed in principle to a European single currency.'
p22 'Renegotiation means out'...'Peter Riddell says the cracks can't be papered over we need a referendum
thoot	 '
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The Guardian
p1:'Mjor vetoes racism fight'
'John Major's pie-election campaign to present himself as a chiniplon of Britain's ethnic minorities will be
seriously undermined this week by the Government's veto of a plan to establish a EU centre to monitor racism
and xenophobia throughout the union.'
p16: 'Let's embrace the German Bcbemoth'(Debate by Andrew Hilton)
'Dcsptte its name, economic and monetary union Is primarily about politics - and specifically about the role of
Germany in Europe.'
JANUARY 28
The&m
p2:'L5ba going to waste on Euro trash'
'EU chiefs want to spend £S.6bilhron getting Britons to aeparste food acrsps from other rubbish and put them
in Euro bins.'
1lly Mail
p11: 'Brussels sets out tax bsttlegroimd'
'Moves to harmoarse taxes In Europe have again raised the spectre of a British (linretlor losing control of
tauon pobcy'
Daily Telegraph
p11: 'Brussels to promote euro on TV'
'European tcicvisrc cosopanics are to be offcred cash Incentives by Brussels whelp to promote increasingly
unpopular pl for a tmgk European currency.'
The Tunas
p13: 'Gibraltar chiefs visit to Brussels Infurlases Spain'
'Amid bowls of protest in the Spanish press and a backroom cançslgn by the Medrid Government to wreck
his trip, Peter Caruana, the Quef Minister of Gibraltar yesterday began a three-day visit to Brussels (or talks
with the European Cnn.'
p13:'EU seeks end to tax havens'
'France and Germany yerday call for European Union rules to stop governments from iax poaching
companies and Individuals through low lax rstes, stick in the Cin.'l It1vls'
p14:'Caribbean banini face EU export blow'
'The Caribbean is preparing for huge job losses In the b'n*n' Industry and an upsurge In drug trafficking If the
region loses us iredruonal export markets In the European Union.'
The Guardian
p14: Conanent: 'Rwern most be tackled' '..Jobn Major should prove his Euro-credentials'
p14: Commni: 'The easy way to be a Europhllc'...'But If handouts are so powerful why Is Germany so keen?'
Guardian 2: p4 and 5: 'Winnmg the race' 'On the day the European Year Against Rwlw Is latrnehed, Angela
Neustatir charts black women's progress...'
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JANUARY 29
The Sun
p2: 'Britain in dock over 48hr week'
'Britain was threatened last night with European court action for not adopting a 48-hour working week.'
Daily Telegraph
p4: 'Gibraltar urges EC to fine Spain'
'Gibraltar urged the European Commission to consider legal action Igaint Spain yesterday for preventing the
Rock's 27,000 inhabitants from exercising their rights as EU members.'
The ilmas
p26 'MinIster says fall in Jobless wifi clear Germany for EMU'
'Gunrer Rexrodt, the German Economics Minister, predicted that the record unn1oyment that led the
Government to raise hi 1997 deficIt forecast will case in the spring.'
p26 'French tax breaks threat to EMU'
Ibe French Government wants to curb the runaway costs of a high-profile job creation 1th that offers tax
breaks to cocupanles that cii working bours and take on new staff.'
p29 - analysis 'An EMU that nisk' for quarrelsome bedmais'
p2 'Bonn snubs EMU bopelWs'...'Germaus thmlves risk exclusion from single currency elite as forecasts
over-optimism'
p11 'EU shuts door on Gibraltar's status ctaimi'
Ibe Gibraltar Govern	 arrived In Brussels yesterday, only to find the doors to the European Commission
dosed against It - upparently due to Spanish pressure.'
p11 'BrItain will urge Turkey to keep cool on Cyprus'
'Concern Is mounting about relations between Britain, Its European Union paziners and Turkey as problems pile
up over Cyprus and Turkey grows increasingly frustrated that Its ties with the EU are failing to develop.'
The Independent
p1 'Sceptics granted freedom of speech'
'Sir Marcus Fox, chairman of the 1922 Conumuce of Tory backbenchers, is expected to assure the party's
Euro-sceptic MPs today that they will Dot have their election addresses censored by Conservative Central
Office'
p17 - the coinn nrlors. 'Beware! VAT on food'...'Whether the next government is Labour or Tory, Europe
could still make us inçose far wider taxes, says Teddy Taylor'
p21 Buslnets (Comment): 'EU holds key to inward Investment miracle'
30].
JANUARY 30
The Sun
p2: 'Axe £ or It's Toyota-ta to our cash'
'Toyota car bosses last night stepped Into the row over a single currency and threatened to halt new investment
unless Bntain ditched the pound.'
p2: 'Maggie ui dnch EU law' battle'
'Lady Thatcher Is throwing her full weight behind a Tory peer's bid to stop EU laws applying In Britain.'
p6: The Sun says...' The threat does not add up'
'You'd expect the president of Toyota to know what be's tIkIng about.'
The Mor
p8. Commneni: 'EU know It mekni sense'
'Forgot the fiery arguments fur and against Britain's place in Europe. All that really matters Is bow well this
axmtry and Its people will prosper.'
Daily Mail
p2: 'Toyota boss's threat over Europe'
'The boss of Toyota hinted yesterday that be would halt future investment In Britain If It stays outside the single
c
p8 Cnnt. 'Japanese car giant In political pile-up'
'From Tokyo, the boss of Toyota warns that, If Britain does not joIn a single currency, It could lose millions
of inward investment.'
p14: 'Allergy may be other side of euro coin'
of the planned new euro coins could provoke an allergic risetlon In those using them.'
p32: 'Rippo	 who - Britain's path into Europe' - obituary
The
p2: 'Back Euro or else, warns Toyota thief'
'Car giant Toyota yesterday warned that BrItain would pay a heavy price In lost jobs and Investment if It turned
us back on the European tingle cluCy.'
plO Conii	 'Why we should Ignore threat from Toyota'
'Toyota's threat to halt further Investment In Britain if we stay out of the single currency experiment Ii strange
and siuprismg, even eccenmc?
p28. 'Heath's tribute to Mr Europe' - Rippon obituary
Daily Telegraph
p1: 'No EMU, no more cash, says Toyota'
'Toyota, the Japanese car manufacturer, yesterday re-Ignited the political row over a single curreriey by warning
that future investment might go to continental Europe if Britain decided against joining monetary union'
ph: 'Euro-sceptic Gardiner faces vole to oust him'
'Nearly a third of the membership of the Rergate Conservative Association have signed a motion of no
confidence in Sir George Gardiner, their Euro-sceptic MP.'
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p16: 'Germans face fines for defying EU ruling?
'Germany Is facing fines of £360,000 a day for failing to implement directives on wild bird conservation and
water quality, the European Comrniiilon said yesterday.'
p23: 'Lord Rippon of Hexhain' - obituary
p2l: 'Toyota on dead-end Street over single European currency'
(City Comment)
The limes
pi: 'Toyota tells Britain: join euro or risk losing car plant'
Thc head of the Toyota car conany gave a warning yesterday that Britain could risk losing Japanese
investment If it failed to join the single currency.'
p12. 'Clarke accused of confusing voters on EMU'
'Kenneth Clarke dismayed senior Tory strategists and Eurosceptic Ml's yesterday with his declaration that
Britain could still be in the first wave of nations to join a single currency.'
p12. 'Eurosceptics dnd treaty 4tnge'
'Tory backbenchcrs called yesterday for a renegotiation of the Maastricht Treaty before Britain was sucked into
a Europ bbydnth.'
p15 'Secret dcfe	 plan pits Paris igsln't Bonn'
'A joint strategy docurrrnt on defence between France and Germany, supposed to syinbolise pe between the
two historic acmies, has suffered a breedi birth.'
p15 'First Brussels fines fall on Germany and italy'
Ihe European yvnh,sion yesterday nx)vcd to Inçose the first fines on member states for breaking EU law,
eniqg a iota) penalty of £500,000 a day on Germany Italy for non-conçliance with envirnnnital
thiective,'
p21 'Clarke versus cabinet' (k t"r rding to story p12)
p23 'Lord Rippon of H,ithgn' - obituary
The Guardian
p1 'Toyota's EMU threat to Britain'
'The Japanese car giant Toyota threw a thnebotth Into the European single currency debate yesterday by issuing
a threat to Britain that failure to join could ace ha niiltl-milhion pound investments switched to the Contwnt.'
p15 'Recruit minorities, MEP urges EU'
rThe European Conimhtlon, the European Parliament and the other EU institutions were told yesterday to cease
being a pl tnum-pLared white gheuo and recruit nre officials from ethnic minority comimmities.'
p17 'Tory man of Europe' - Rippon obituary
p18 Conanem: 'When Toyota thnkt again'...'It's not just the euro that nves Japanese investment'
The Independent
p1 'Toyota job cut threat for Britain'
'A Tory government refusal to join a single European currency would jeopardise jobs and overseas investment,
Toyota, one of Japan's biggest Investors In Britain, warned yesterday.'
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p11: 'EU stales accused of hypocrisy over race'
'The 1aund today In The Hague of the European 'Year against R1sm' will be overshadowed by a bitter
dispute over proposals to give second-class 'c1Hn-hlp'to non-Union nationals.'
p14: 'Lord Rippon of Hexhazn' - obituary
p2O: 'A yen for the euro' - Lox column
p12: 'The one-nation outlook of 'Mr Europe" Rippon obituary
JANUARY 31
The Sun
p2: 'Debra will have more statues than Churchill'
'Angry war veterans and MPs lashed out yesterday at crazy plans for statues to EU 'heroes'.'
p6: The Sun sayL..'Pgeon Pnglith'
'They've finally gone off their rockers in Brussels. They want to spend millions (of our money) on statues of
Euro nobodies to Morn binidings, bridges and roads.'
p9: 'Hans off our &ctx*u you Brussels spouter' and 'The sucker In front is the EU' (in the Nornian Tebbit
column)
The Mirror
p4: 'Debts statue - all rigid,, Jacques'
'Statues of Jacques Debts and other European VIP, could soon be popping up all over Britain.'
Jfly Mali
p2 'Blair's Toyota talks 'gaithhng with jobs" exclusive
'Labour stood accused of playing polities with British jobs last night over plans for a top-level ncilng with
Toyota executives.'
p5: 'Cash for sex-swap boss'
'A unua1 who took a sex discrimination case to the European Court after being made r'rdimdani was
awarded subnm1
p11: 'Blair clmdown over Euro dtttii.iii,'
'Tony Blair has retreated from his warning that he would 'Dot tolerate' Labour candidatri opposing the single
currency in their election addresses.'
p19: 'Danger - statue of Debts shead'
'Britain's mowrways and public buildings could be adorned with statues of EU 'heroes' such as Jacques Debts
under a Brussels plan.'
p57: (Red rape alert by Christopher Booker and Richard North)
'Cave plan all to pot' (anti EU feature as is...
p57 'Huge net loss for Britain'
The Exprs
p2: 'Riddle of Tory link to Toyota'
'Tory MPs were last night puziing over clalnat that senior ministers such as Kenneth Clarke and Michael
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Heseltine might have encouraged car giant Toyota to speak out in favour of scrapping the pound.'
Daily Telegraph
p2: 'Major faces new split by Euro-sceptic Tory peers'
'John Major's attempt to end Tory divisions over Europe will receive another blow today when dozens of
Conservative peers back a nve to take Britain out of the European Union.'
p2: 'Cabinet minister's inwk on Brussels Is censored'
'A right wing Cabinet minister was ordered to tone down a speech that would have portrayed the European
Union as a destroyer of nations, for fear of exposing Tory splits.'
pl3: 'The Euro debate: Car chiefs warning on single currency highlights the political tensions and the billions
at stake'
'Toyota tries to calm row over Investment'
'Driving force on road to recovery'
'EU talks to draw line on EMU entry rules'
p25 L 4er 'A row made In Japan'
First ."n: 'Of course Edwina Currie was excId yesterday. AU her warnings have seemingly b
,lndlc2fed by the munerings from Tokyo.'
The Guardian
p19 'Should we join EMU? I don't know. Do you?' Commentary by Peter Preston
The -
p13 'Budget ma tage puts EMU at risk'
'The credibility of the single currency will be called into question next week when new evidence is expected
to emerge that several countries may be rigging their economic figures.'
p14 'Stronger ties than EMU bind Japan and UK' ...'The single currency might Dot be as crucial to investment
as the Toyota chalnuan believes, writes Richard Lloyd Parry In Tokyo.'
The Tlmse
p2 'Major defiant over single curreucy'
Ibe PM yesterday Insisted that be would --- slavishly follow policies adopted elsewhere in Europe after a
warning from Toyota that Britain ungb* lose Japanese Investment if it chose not to join a single currency.'
p13 'Bulgaria plea for EU lifeline so stave off ruin'
'President Sioyanov of Bulgaria gave Europe a stark warning yesterday that his country faced imminent
banbuptey and finanrial ma'
p15 'Aznar pleads with Bonn for rapid entry to euro club'
'Spain's Prime Minister, José Maria Aniar, yesterday appealed to Germany not to lump Madrid with Rome in
the sprint to qualify for economic and merary union.'
p18 'Toyota and the Tory Right' ...'Wby do Eurosceptics protest when a firm says something unwelcome?
at heart they are siatists'
p18 'Amicable exit from the EU' ...'Malcolm Pearson says his Europe Bill is not extremist'
'John Major is wrong to suggest that it Ia those of us who want to leave the European Union whose views are
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was yesterday celebrating the creation of another Euro-myth' (this refers to the 'Debra statue' stoly.)
The Independent
p6: 'Tebblt calls on Euro-sceptics to provoke crisis'
ibe former Tory Cabinet minister Lord Tebbit yesterday called on defenders of British parliamentary
sovereignty to 'save Europe from itselr by bluing back at advocates of a 'United Stales of Europe'.'
Bus
p23: 'EMU 'crisis over the euro"
lbc 'unpopular euro' has become the focus for 'a crisis of confidence in European integration', according
to a Bundesbank board member.'
FEBRUARY 3
The Sun
p2 'Labour to scrup £ in 2002'...'No choice, says Cook'
'A Labour government would scrup the pound In 2002, Stadow foreign secretary Robin Cook revealed
p2 'Euro lr"-1' is on target says 5nir'
EU chief Jacques S n'rr Insists the single currency WILL go ahead in two years as planned.'
p2. 'Gully's blast on jobs'
Enloyment secretary Glum Shpkird lash'd out at Euro chiefs yesterday after they dimed credit for the
UK's low wloyment.'
p6 The Sun says .'Sieam roller'
Last y"" 'Don't expect the Euro fin	 to allow a little thing like denxicracy to get in the way'
p2. 'Labour Euro hint'
'Britain abould sign up for the single European currency by 2002, Labour signalled yesterday.'
MaII
p1 'We'll have to join the Euro'
A Labour government would find k bzçosaible to stay out of a successful EU single currency, Robin Cook
ued yesterday.'
p2. 'RoarIng back as party olpatriots'
Ibe Tories will today put Europe at the forefront of the General Election campaign. They will unveil this
'new Labour Euro Danger' poster fcatunng a weeping boa said to syinbolise Britain suffering under the EU's
bureaucratic employment rules,'
p2. 'Stealing our thunder'
'The credit for creating thousands of jobs In Britain belongs to Brussels, a European commissioner said
yesterday'
p20 'Why are Spanish trawler crews signing on in Cornwall?'
(piece criticising EU regulations)
The Exprasu
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p2O-21: 'Vital power base or threat to freedom?' - In 'Election '97, the Burning Issues' series. Looks at a
variety of Issues re EU membership.
Daily Telegraph
p2: 'Labour will join single currency within five yearsu
'A Labour government could take Britain into a single currency within fIve years of coming to power, Robin
Cook, shadow foreign secretary, said yesterday.'
p4: 'EU warns windfall tax may be illegal'
'A large part of Gordon Brown's plans to impose a wlndfall' tax on the privatised utilities could be declared
Illegal under European Union competition laws, It emerged Last night.'
plO: 'Italian business revolts * cost of monetary union' (The Euro debate)
'As Italy passes successive taxes In an effort to beef up its economy and qualify for European monetary union,
the middle-classes are growing disnrhnted.'
BHt1Ttt News
p23: 'Clarke says cooL h on curvency'...'Plea for caution afler European CiiIttion president says doom
and glooin is exaggerated'
p23 'Alpine sunb	 catch single currency conflicts' (cmnI on story above)
The 1msa
p2. 'Cook says Britain may have to join euro In 2002'
'Robin Cook strongly hmD41 yesterday that a Labour govcrnm would join a European single currency when
it becm legal vvr in shops on the Con'4' In 2002.'
p5: 'EU nay aid coruioaiit's protected status'
'Anglers are himtng abreakthsough in their long 11mnng CaflWIIgn against the coiuwv*, which they ruie
of destroying their sport by raiding Ini- 1 waters.'
p14: 'Juppé should be wrtcowed with a few ano truths' In 'The Week In Europe'
The Guanan
p4: 'Cook calls for 'II''e Igimq EU integration'
'Labour took a fwi1 step along the Euro-.cqtic road yesterday when Robin Cook, the shadow foreign
secretary, said Britain should Join aIlitt of ,n.nther states opposing the Franco-Gennan move to
mW
Finance
p17: 'Hurdle (or euro is raised by faulty figures'
'Some European Union countries hmung to join the single currency In 1999 could be disqualified as their
economic performance will be judged on the basis of Inaccurate figures for Inflation and output'
p17: 'clarke forced to the mag1na over delay In single currency stan-date'
'Bniain's growing Isolation over the single currency was highlighted at the weekend when the O%knelior's fears
about the 1999 timetable were brushed aside by supporters of monetary union.'
The Independad
pi: 'Euro plan will cut Britain out' exclusive
'France and Germany have agreed to set up a powerful new political body to make European economic policy
which would exclude Britain If It says outside the single currency.'
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p2: 'Labour could enter the single currency by 2002, Cook says'
'The strongest hint so far that a Labour government could give the go-ahead to Britain's entry into a single
currency within the lifetime of the next Parliament yesterday came from Robin Cook, one of the leading sceptics
in the Shadow Cabinet.'
FEBRUARY 4
The Sun
p2 'Major's Euro bllLz'
'A new Tory offensive agiin an EU wperstale Is being 1,tindd in Brussels today by Premier John Major.'
p6 The Sun uys. ..'Fony days	 frights' (beginning of eleetion campaign - aud coming out of Europe should
be pan of it)
p6: 'Money men agree: Euro Ii a dud'
'Tycoon George Soros yesterday wmed the capitals of Europe by warning a single currency is 'heading for
the rocks'.'
The ner
p2 Don'tbinIt-recydek'
(ion story On Ideas for mHng the most of waste) Lad
	
'The EU wants countries to introduce the
Idea nationwide, but the British governnt refuses to sign up.'
Daily Mall
p1 'Mor to hobble 'Trojan horse' of EU policy'
'John Major will tell biitui, chiefs In Brussels today that the EU's social chapter is a 'trojan horse' that would
wreck the British economy'
p57 City & Flnance 'German o&'ghl Is threat to enro lnh' (even Gvrmans w turning sceptical about
The
p2 'Mint pep. up debate on Europe'
At last a breath of fresh air In the stale European debe. A pseket of Euromints, the 'taste without frontiers'
hst been sent to every MP In Britain.'
pp2l 'Which way to take at the crossroads?' in the 'Election '97 Burning Issues series'
The Daily Telegraph
p1 'EU's 'Trojan hone' risk for Brltaln'...'Major warns of social chapter perils'
'John Major will seek to put the European social chapter at the bean of the election campaign by saying today
that it would lead to a return of the Industrial relations problems that brought Britain 'to its knees' in the
Seven'
p12 'ItalIan hopes of dirrhing un for o are boosted by EC ruling'
'Italy Issued a confident prediction yesterday that It will be ready to adopt the enro in 1999. after the European
Conmuisslon ruled In favour of Rome In the row over fudging of the Maastricht criteria'
p18 cartoon- 'Too many cooks' Robin Cook as Pro Enzi, Anti Burn and Wait and Sec.
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The limes
p1: 'Major takes poll battle to Brussels'...'wzrnlng on Europe's 'trojan horse'
'John Major will today blarn European Union policies for mass unemployment across the continent and give
a warning that acceptance of the social chapter In Britain would lead to all the problema that 'brought us to our
knees' In the l97(.'
p2: 'Labour denies policy switch on single currency'
'Labour yesterday sought to play down any suggestion that It had softened its position on a single European
curry after Robin Cook's admission that a Labour government might join In 2002.'
p2: 'Rifhnd rallies Swedes to defend nation stale against lntegratlonlsts'
'Malcolm RifHnd yesterday challenged Germany, France and others pressing for more European Integration
to explain their ulnm e objective.'
p18: 'Labour's no soft touch for Europe'...'The Shadow Foreign Secretary Robin Cook on Tory vaclllstloc'
Article In which Robin Cook voices his views on EMU.
pl9: Leader. 'The Cock ainuicy'...'Labour 1inint more likely to lead Britain Into EMU'
pfl 'Governor warns of EMU 'risks"
'EM c George, Governor of the Bank of Figland, l night urged Europe's political leaden to stand back and
weigh up dupassionatdy the 'teal risks' as well as the potential benefits of the single currency before any
irrevocable step Is 'kn'
The Gnsrdian
p2: 'Major reopens war over EU'
'John Major will today - the threat to Brhiab jobs posed by the EU's social chapter into the forefront of the
coming 'frction cvrçazp with iwk on Labour for wndng so Import a 'Trojan Hone' that would
supposedly bring irvfustiy to its kn"i'
p8: '(lapser and worse: Is Is threat to jobs?'
(qn tyin and wer piece on the social chapter).
p14: Co miii' 'Edging towards the Euro'...'Labow' steers a sounder course on the single currency'
p15: 'At l, an issue that 	 all the d1ffrence' Conmientary by Hugo Young
(Opinion piece about the two main parties disagreeing on EMU - something concrete for electors to consider)
The Lt.pmdd
Single Qneq
p8: 'Rifkied rules out a federal future' ...'Europe divided Conservative leaden go on offensive, arguing
g2iTlt greater Integration and the Social (lapse?
p8: 'Swedcs blame Bnis,th for the bard tlnies'...'Mats Wikiund reports from a nation of 'euro' scepdcs'
p8: 'Major takes pre-elecuon shot at social chapter'
p8: 'Monetary union could be re*kis gamble, warns Eddie George'
p13: CocIneid: 'Cook finds the tight recipe for Europe'
piS: 'Europe is Britain's bntinii' ...'The Government's chilly tltude to the EU Is miklng companies such
Toyota think twice about Investing In Britain. That's why, says Christopher Mwlrenrie. busLnumn like
him are looking forward to a Labour victory.'
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Business
p17: 'Euro-babble can't obscure the budget cninch'. Comment piece on the confusing language of Eurostat
overviews of EU countries' economic situations.
pl7: 'Soros speculates on European politics'
FEBRUARY 5
Tb. Sun
p2. 'EU are all losers'
'John Major l,trndied a savage ,iiwk last night on EU laws which be blamed for destroying millions of jobs.'
p2 'Premier so right, say foreign firma' beads' (leading on from first story)
'Foreign busln'n chief' hindered by EU red tape heaped praise on Mr Major's speech last night'
p6 The Sun uys...'Turnlng point' 'John Major talks tough on Europe once igan'
Two main parry kn wr
p8'I want Europe to opt Into Britain's success, not us opt Into their failure' by John Major
'I want Britain so take skid In Europe, rather than get pushed around' by Tony Blair.
p9 'EU're tefly is rubbish'
'How long before the Euroczats uy to tell us what we can watch.'
The ?.Onr
p6 VoIce of the Mirror. 'Social gaffe' 'John Major thmki he can scare voters back to she Tory fold. He warns
that Labour wants to sign up to the European Social Clapter.'
Daily Mail
p4 'You're tHng the road to ruin, Major tells Brussels' ...'Prernier's dire warning on crippling costs of the
social
'John Major w to Brussels yesterday to warn Europe's Iedrs that they are in danger of creating an
ecenomic wwsland.'
p4 QuestIon and Answer piece on the social chapter.
p8 Couimci 'Why Britain works and Europe doesn't' 'Never before has the PM so powerfully put the case
a1nst being sucked deeper Into a Europe over-regulated, over-taxed and over-burdened with social costs.'
p11 'EU ferry rules sail Intoa storm'
'Every man, woman and child Hng a ferry woss the fltinnd would have to declare their name, age and sex
the ship's crew under a new ruling from Brussels.'
plO Th. Express Opinion: 'Tackle Europe's fowl play'
p26 In 'EleCtiOn '97 The Burning Issues - Europe' series - 'Anitions leave a nation divided' ...'Froxn
Couinon Market to EU, bow the constant march forward has only served to confuse Britain's electorate.'
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Daily Telegraph
p2: 'Cook challenges Major over attack on social chapter' by George Jones and Toby Helm
'JohnMajorwansedbyLbrlantnightofralsingthespectrethatthelorlescouldbeglntheproccuof
leaving the European Union after he claimed that signing the social chapter would put 500,000 workers on the
dole.'
p2: 'The figures that add up to mote jobs for Britain' Analysis: Philip Johnston explains Europe's Trojan Horse
'John Major conared the European social chapter yesterday to a Trojan Horse. It wan an apt analogy.'
p20: 'Labour's vision: white heat of molten sterling' .. .'SlngIe currency goes with the whole New Labour
package1 together with narrow lapels, polenia, seared tuna steaks and the Bill of Rights.'
p20 - Europe cannon (be dmg for Europe buffer - car test)
The mea
p2: 'Major dtmiss EU proposal on feriy safety' by JoIifhn Prynn
'Cross-channcl feriy pengers will have to disclose personal dei il , to a crew rnber during the crossing,
if proposed European safety regulations are approved.'
p12: 'Brussels finrwe chief lnhcs charm offensive agilnit sceptics'
'Britain will I .rIIe to join moostaiy union once ft Ii clearly explained and the public understands that ft offers
the best hope of 	 sting In the world ec v ny, according to the EU Civniisloner responsible for the
p23. 'Pound gains on doubts over EMU timetable'
'The pound boun strongly again yesterday an doubts spread around Europe about whether or not the single
currency will go ahead on schedule with a broad niinhershlp'
p29: 'Japan in EU pact to cut duty on Scotch'
'Scotland's whisky mi&Pr$ have wIcomed a Japanese move that will reduce taxed on lnçoned Scotch.'
The Gan
p4 'Major's onslaught on social chapter' 'PM leaves EU officials baffled and airaised an he seeks to demolish
'myth of sweatshop Britain' and defends the enterprise approach'
'John Major's latest 'tectuon offensive_ginit the 'sweatshop Britain myth' l night drew baffled protests from
EU officials and Labour acctn'ons that the Cabinet is betraying the national interest Instead of p.ndlng up to
us own 'Mtltt Tavfrnfy' on the Eurosceptic right.'
p16: Cannon. 'New Major Euro Bogey' (Refuence to 'Lion' poster caiialgn)
Supplemt pS
'Europhobac lords alcaping' by Francis Wheen (about 'New Labour Euro Danger' slogan)
The -
p9: 'Major lays down gatnif tcI for his enterprise culture'
'Enienng the lion's den, John Major lant night chose Brussels an the venue for a fierce 1k on the European
'social model', proclaiming Britain an the 'enterprise capital' of Europe.'
bnked stow
p9: Tirade sem an election propaganda'
'John Major's Brussels speech received little attention in the con tInen .I press, and wan unlikely to attract much
interest in other European capitals.'
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FEBRUARY 6
The Sun
p2: 'Can voters trust Tony to stop the grabby Germans' . . .'Leading Anacrican political and economic analyst
Irwin Steixer writes for The Sun today on Britain's role In Europe.'
p2 'PMwrongonEurope'
uro chief Jacques Santer last night lashed John Major for chiming EU laws wreck jobs.'
p6: 'EU got It dead right, Major'...'Forelgn business chiefs back PM's Euro blast.'
'John Major's savage anwk on the EU laws be says have thrown 18.5 million workers on the dole had Europe's
top busIni chiefs queuelng up to shake his hand.'
p6 The Sun uys...'Suecr41 story' (follow .on from p6 story above)
The P.flor
p8 'Why Major's still fighting the prattle of Britain' the John Wi11i.im column.
p8 VoIce of the Mirror 'Hurd instinct'
Daly Mall
pIP 'A rough tide for the Trojan bone'...'SocIal chapter will make ire Morocco bound' (interview with Kay
Cok!mln, a businesswoman)
The Ept—i
p2. '5antr hits at MajOr'
'Euro chief Jacques Shntf and John Major were locked in a bitter war of words last night over the social
p1 Convp '. 'Concluding our analysis of the d%at on Britain and the EU'...'We just want Brussels to get
if our backs'
p65 City 'Ford starts aictlon for Euro aid'
Ibe Govcrunid yesterday said It would seriously consider giving carmaker Ford grants worth tens of millions
of pounds to keep open the threatened Halewood factory.'
Daily Telegraph
p12 'Farmers accuse mlnis'ers over EU ban on beef'
Ihe Goveinmeni's attitude to Europe has hindered efforts to lift the EU export ban on beef, farmers' leaders
said in London yesterday.'
The limea
p8 'Santer r1dIilca Major's ii ?k± on social chapter'
'Jacques Sanir, president of the European Commission, struck back yesterday at John Major's campaign against
the social chapter, diimhslng his argument as caricature.'
p9 'Jobless rise dents German hopes of monetary umon'
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'The number of Germans on the dole has jumped to 4.6 millIon, dishing the Government's hopes of an early
recovery on the labour market and pushing the Maastrlcht monetary union targets farther out of reach.'
p17: Comment: 'Irreversible Opt-in' ...'Buslness should weigh the social chapter's true cost'
The Guardian
p7:'Milhiocaue wheat and barley barons cash In on huge EU subsidies while small hill farmers are left In the
cold.'
p8: 'Cook calls on firma to fight EU aceptics'
'Robin Cook yesterday lwned a .c th'nj counter-offensive against the Conservatives' European strategy and
challenged bntmss leaders to join Labour in warning voui of the 'threat to jobs and prosperity' posed by
bardbne Tory Europhobia.'
p17: 'A plague on these polls' (by Bernard Crick)
'Northern kLind, EMU, Scotland: ft soema we're being promised referendums all round, but Bernard Crick
argues that they vnia an abject surrender of responsible government'
p18.'Germans back Italy to halt run on Urn'
'The European C'imton and Italian suthoritics, backed by the German government, yesterday moved swiftly
to prevent a run on the bra amid reports Italy's entry Into the single curry may be delayed'
p11: 'Rome moves to silence the Izaly-.cqxlca'
'Besieged by reports that ft would not be admh"d Into Europe's premier ecoonmic league, the Italian
govesnn1 tnc'"d yesterday that ft wan on course so meet she criteria for monetary union In time for the
1tni1i date of 1 January 1999, aid lashed out at what It called a character wininioa being orchestrated by
the international media.'
p11: 'Cook fears creation of 'hard core' euro-anne'
'Robin Cook, the 'iow Foreign Secretary, said yesterday that a Labour govcrnnU would not favour the
cngei of a 'hard core' of highly-integrated countries in the European Union that left other nations on the
p1!: 'Date proposed trw countries to join Ems second wave'
'Specul'on intensified yesterday that countries which do not join the first wave of monetary union in 1999 may
be offered informal guarantees of mPITIherIhIp by 2002'
p21: 'Br.t k 'plan' to eaclude Italy from EMU IKtLi'$ urn'
'Runxurs that plans were afoot In Brussels to keep Italy out of the fins wave of the single curTency led to
volatile trading in the bra cc foreign I'nge markets yesterday. JtILM government bonds also suffered'
p28: 'EU so protect top events from pay-TV'
'Televinon viewers throughout Europe will be guaranteed the right to watch live, and for free, the Olympics,
the World Cup and other major sporting events, If proposals tabled by the European Cii1etlon yesterday are
enac'ed an law.'
FEBRUARY 7
The Sun
p2: 'Tory's threat over £'
'A Tory MP helping to mastermind John Major's election fight piled pressure on the PM l night by saying
he would rebel to save the pound.'
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p20: Finance Guardian: 'EU chief heralds fudge, free euro'
'Delayuug monetary union would threaten turmoil In the financial markets and undermine efforts to bring further
countries Into the commnnity, the European Union monetary affairs commissioner, Yves Thlbault do SLlguy,
said yesterday.'
The Independent
p6: 'EU to seek £lbn refund from Britain over BSE'
'Britain should be asked to repay more than flbn In European Union payments to farmers an punhihmnt for
its handling of the BSE crisis, a European parIIinnt committee of Inquiry concluded last night.'
p11: 'Europe set for clash over Turkish question'
'Ankara said yesterday that is would block Nato's expansion If Turkey Ii excluded from the European Union.'
pl7: 'A fair wind lot President Kinueck' ...'A politician who once bked British withdrawal from the Common
Market is anergmg favourite to be Europe's next leader, says Nyta Mann'
FEBRUARY 8
The Sun
p2: 'Kinnock tipped an next Euro kad"
'Former Labour le"W Neil Kinnock ba become a front run to be next President of the European
C-
p6: The Sun says...'RwnNzng on'
'The danger of reptating the pound with the mm Is clear. It would make Britain an off-shore territory of a
United States of Europe.'
Daily Mail
p8: Con.m: 'Kinnock in charge' (about rumour that Kinnock might take over from S 	 eventually)
p29: 'Klnnock lured to Sn'r' groan'
'Neil Kzck wan being mooted yesterday an the next prtld n of the EU Convii1slon.'
The EA
p2: 'Labour's Left in huge prot at Euro job threat' exclusive
The Lab Left Is in the heart of a dramatic show of strength against the plans for a single European
Link in piece 'Kinnock hope for top post at last'
Daily Telegraph
p3: 'British instructors win EU bking in French ski-fIght'
'British ski Instructors received a further boost to their campaign for Ml recognition In France yesterday when
a European Coimniuion venwI1 threatened legal aulon against France If ft continued to impose excesslve
obstacles on foreign workers.'
p8: 'Italy determined to make deadline for joining EMU'
'Italy will be ready to join a single currency in 1999, It Insisted yesterday, despite growing fears in Germany
that its participation will undermine the euro'. ciedibUity.'
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The Timea
pl4: 'German nerves show In Prodl euro talks'
'Germany and Italy tried yesterday to patch up their quarrel over Rome's early entry to economic and monetary
union, but neither Helmut Kohl, the German Chancellor, nor Romano Prodi, the Italian Prime Minister, could
quite bwy their anxieties.'
The Guardian
p11: 'Our man In US to mastermind EU diplomacy'
'Sir John Kerr, Britain's ambassador to the United States, and an expert on the European Union, is leaving his
post early to become head of the diplomatic service In London. it was announced yesterday.'
The bde
p13 'Kohl admits the bad news Is not just from Italy'
'Gerniany and Italy yesterday brushed aside differences over European Monetary Union, but conceded that the
project might yet be iunk by the growing burden of s flTIf'lTlplOyflient.'
Unked -
IbM was the week that was for EMU'
(a day-by-day	 unt of what happened In respect of EMU).
FEBRUARY 10
The Sun
p2. 'Tory civil war cc
'Malcolm Rilkind yesterday ." i "IIy challenged O'Hor Ken Clarke to PROVE why Britain must scrap
the pound
MaU
p1 'Britain may have to leave EU, war Maggie' exclusive
Baros Thatcher has told bar clos allies that Britain umat re-negotiate its relationship with Europe or pull
eeL'
The Telegraph
p2. 'Rllkind fuila to see benefit of joining EMU'
'lory bosillity to a single European currency intensified yesterday when Malcolm Rifind, the Foreign
Secretary, put the onus on supporters of monetary union to prove the case for abandoning sovereignty.'
pl4 (Euro debe section) 'Border millionaires beware the Euro-taxman'...'A single European currency is
kading to pressure for a unified tax system, Toby Helm ...explams why'
p29 Bu'Iness Monitor: 'Rules sprout out of BIUSSCIS'...'ThC EC's directives are signposted well enough, but
you keep up with them? asks Midial Becket'
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The 1mnt
p2: 'EMU would mean loss of sovereignty, Rlfklnd warns'
'Malcolm Rifklnd hardened the Government's opposition to Britain's Joining the European single currency
yesterday with a warning that It would lead to a 'crucial, permanent and significant ' loss of national control.'
p14: 'Labour's soothsayers try to divine an appointment with euro destiny'
'Labour Is 'emphatically' not conmilited to joining a single currency In 2001,2002 or 2003, Robin Cook, the
Shadow Foreign Secretaiy, said the other day as he tried to effc a rash of headlines which suggested that he
had pencilled in a deadline five years hence to take Britain Into mietaty union.'
p20: 'rune to pk up, Sir James'...'The Referendum Party has done Its work, says Mfrh l Gove'
The Guardian
p16: Single Currency: The Guardian Debate: 'Should Britain cross the great divide to Europe' (exirset from
book about the single curry by four Guardian writers - John Palmer, Larry Elliot, Victor Kciegan, Martin
Kettle. Double page spread)
The Independent
}]ethon Brkfing page
p7: 'Unemployment is Major right?' (about the social chapter)
p7: 'Where Blair 'ids...Citlon first In drive for minlniim statxlards'
p7: 'The battle between dignity sod profit' (social chapter)
p7: 'What's wrong with European Eoonomi&....Fallure to reform takes Its toll'
p7: 'Eurupev the woridmAmerican triumph gives food for thought'
p1 1: Co...nid 'The vital ..LPIMgC bPnFath the Euro waffle' (about the social chapter)
FEBRUARY 11
The Sun
p2. 'Euro threat to border curbs
'Britain van l night hadmg for a clash with the EU over Ininigration and border controls'
p6: The Sun says...'Doomed &ain
'It is the truth that pohtwtsnt dare not speak out loud.
single currcncy...it's whether we stay In the EU.
Daily Mall
The bottom line on Europe Is not wbet we join the
p2: 'Clarke forces Premier to go easy on the Euro' exclusive
'Y nncth Clarke has exacted a high price for giving ground to John Major over the single currency'
p8: I adcr 'Kohl comfort for the Tones' (lesson from German economy with reference to Europe)
p12: 'The British pit jobs undermined by German handouts' exclusive
'Miners who used their own cash to save pits are seeing their jobs put at risk by 'Illegally subsidlied' coal
- from Germany.'
The Tlmes
p17: Comment: 'The French front' ...'Maastrlcht m*ks fertile ground for the tar Right' (fomenting racial
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discord)
p27: 'Taxing the patience of Brussels' (Pennlngton Column In Business News)...'Labour's windfall plans could
fall foul of the EC'
FEBRUARY 12
The Sun
p6: 'I'll fight euro migrant laws to last brcath...Minlster's frontier vow'
'A minister last night pledged to flght with every breaih EU dmand for an end to border controls.'
'1nan £11,000 euro trip to m Isle' (EU 'Junket' to Guaddoupe 'to learn about equal opportunities for
EMily Telegraph
p15 'Euroerat's resignation robs Britain of vital link'
lbe most powerful civil servant In Brussels, Davad Williamson, is to take early retirement this minw after
10 years as Secretary General of the European Coninitsion.'
p31. 'Gennany divided over euro' (European netebock)
'Less than a quarter of Gerniaras ate In favour of a 'ingk currency - or is the figure more than 8Opc? The
wer depends very moth on who you ask'
Tb. limes
p14 'Britain beads for mow over EU fuel tax plan'
'Britain Is hding for a new collision with the EU over proposals to impose taxes on electricity coal and natural
gas,
p14 'Europe may offer opt-cut in accord on open frontiers'
'Britain's European Union pazmers will probably agree to let It stay out of a new pact ensuring frontier-free
travel among 'mnlcr states, thus removing one of the sticking points in negotiations to revamp the Maastricht
treaty, EU ministers said yesterday.'
p15 'Troubled Kohl nails biscolows tocuro'
'With unen,loyment at a record high and plans to reform Germany's tax and pension systems in tatters, Helmut
Kohl, the Ck,nr'llor, Is phnhg his political hopes on a new campaign to force through european monetaiy
union'
Section 2
p25 'Sterling highest since leaving ERM'
lb. pound surged to its highest level since the day it wan ejected from the European exchange-rare mechanism
In 1992, profiting from increasing dejection about the German cocoomy which depressed the mark.'
p25 'SeCUrities firms f £lbn EMU bill'
'European monetary union will cost City securities houses more than £1 billion to imp1nt, bring widespread
rednnl'ncles and could render billions of pounds of long-term debt issued and derivative deals null and void.'
The Guardian
p1 'New euro warning for Brhain'...'Staylng out of EMU will risk jobs says Unilever chief
'Unilever, the £12 billion consumer goods group, accelerated the debate over Europe last night after its
chainnan, Niall Fitzgerald, warned that the company would reconsider its future invcsinnts in this country if
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Britain failed to take part In European Monetaiy Union.'
plO: 'EU gives way on border controls opt-out for Britain to win Blair backing for new treaty'
'Britain's European Union partners have reluctantly accepted that the UK will be free to maintain national
border and passport controls for the foreseeable future, even under a Labour government.'
Independent
p9: 'Boston takes on EU over Burros trade'
'The US state of M'chusetts has pitted Itself against both Japan and the European Union In a highly unusual
international trade dispute. It has exercised what amounts to Its own foreign policy by boycotting firma doing
b''n' with Burma, In protest at that regime's human rights abuses.'
p9: 'Tax battles stir up rthdllion In the regions'
'Taxation Is fast becoming the most inçortant battleground In the fight by Europe's Independently-mlndod
regxiis for greater w*omlorny.'
RUARY 13
The&m
p6: 'The Sun says'Sud's law Is so naich froth' ...'Unilever are world leaden at miking soap powders But
their chairman's views on Europe Just won't wash.'
Dully Mail
p13: 'Bosses ttfr 'wait	 see' on Euro'
'Bosses yesterday qnstioned the Govcrmneut's 'waft sod see' policy on the single curraiey and said most
business thfi want moaiy nm'
The E
p11: 'SIngle-minded Ken' (about the single cwIeucy) the Chris BnrfrI.nd columo
Daily Telegraph
plO 'Currency crnon is best, Clarke tells bu,hm'n'
'ICnn th Clarke, the fliwellor, urged k lIng bw4,iiimi yesterday to accept the Government's 'canilon
towards a stogie auaicy.'
p16: 'Fw	 is stripped of major food safety role'
'Franz Fischl'r, the EU agnculture mlnrs'er, was stripped of miarch of his power over European food safety
issirs yesterday as Brussels moved to avoid further criticism over ha handling of the BSE crisis'
p25: CnnI: 'Double Dutch on EMU' (re the Unilever thief's innts)
p25: Com nt: 'A dark day for drivers' (re European regulation about car lights)
The mes
p16: 'Bomno chosen as new BSE chief'
'In a move to quell co'ntnntal anger over ha handling of the 'mad cow' epidemic, the European Cominl'slon
yesterday invested Pmma Bomilno, one of Brussels' star members, with new authority as chief of consumer
health and down-graded the powerful agriculture directorate.'
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p20: 'F.umphobia Is bad for buslness'...'Thcre Is no alternative to EMU' says Christopher Haskins (chairman
of Northern Foods
The Guardian
plO: 'EC shakes up watchdogs'
'The European Commission yesterday announced a shake-up of its expert scientific committees, in an attempt
to stave off censure over its handling of the BSE crisis.'
p13: 'MInisters fight to save fishery talks' ...'EU officials are threatening efforts to protect North Sea stocks.'
'A meeting next month of environment and fishery ministers from nine North Seas states to protect fish stocks
horn over-exploitation is being ecvIngered by the fisheries department of the European Commission.'
p2l: 'Ministers *ff.h Unilever chief over EMU warning'
'Cabinet ministers yesterday lined up to nw4 NialI FiterIand, the chairman of Unilever, after his warning
that the oonsun goods group would reconsider UK Investments if EMU went ahead successfully without
Britain.'
FEBRUARY 14
The Sun
p2 'BritaIn told Eu're the best'
'Brhaan's economic reonvery w yesterday praised by Euro chiefs - whose policies could end it.'
p15 learn to arg-eu'
'Eurocrata have been	 on a cowie 9hig them bow to ARGUE.'
Daily Mail
p57 Red Tape Alert by Christopher Booker and Richard North
1rouble at the British Mills (new EU dut on conon Inçorts)'
Seeiiig red over green uniforms' (Council gardeners having to have expensive new uniforms)
Daily Telegraph
p1 'Brussels praises buoyaet Britain'
'Brussels heaped praise on the Government yesterday for building a prolonged economic recovery that it said
was based to a large e't' on the Conser.'ative'a enloyment reforms of the 1980s.'
p2. 'EU preparing to stop the clock' on money union'
'Sir Leon Britten, the vice-president of the European Co'mmron, has hinted that the hiih of the euro may
be delayed beyond the p1nned start date of January 11999.'
The mas
p16 'Brussels salutes health of British economy'
'Britain featured as a model of economic health yesterday in a report by the European Commission that called
on member states to apply more reforms along British lines and said that budget 'fudging' would not guarantee
them a berth in monetary union.'
p17. 'AIbright mission to beck Nato and EU expansion'
'Madeleine Aibright, the American Secretary of Stale, will arrive in Europe next week with a message that
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Amenca wants the enlargement of Nato to be accompanied by a rapid widening and deepening of the European
Union.'
Bus'rss News p28: 'FrenCh deficit no bar to EMU says OECD'
'France should have no difficulty In cutting Its budget deficit this year to a level needed to qualify for
membership of the European single currency, according to a notably upbeat report from the Pails based
Orgamsation for Economic Co-operation and Development.'
p32: Eusrnss Roundup: 'EU jobless total dips'
The Guardian
p3: 'A bridge too far sinks euro notes'
'Yves Thibailt de Silguy, the European Coniinissloner for the single currency, described them as a vic*oty
for Europe - euro notes so n -spoclflc about where they came from that they could not possibly upset any
national seasibthues.'
p12: 'BSE report is absurd, says Britain'
'The Goernmnt has tmrhed a pre-anpdve strike against the European Parliament which neat week votes
on a highly critical report of Britain's hiling of the BSE crisis, by cl aiming that ft Is a gratuitous
niprescotation of the facts.'
p13: 'Brussels sounds warning note on nn'nloyment'
1he European Cttion yesterday rebuffed suggestions that flagging ecnlc growth is undermining the
prosp of the single European currency being 1mr4ed In two years' time.'
The Independt
p14: 'EU fails to block Buinis's iy to Mean'
'The year-long diplomatic straggle between the European Union and the Association of South East Asian
Nations (Mean) over Burme Is over, with EU governnIs accepting that there Is nothing they can do to stop
the Rangoon junta joining Asen'
p21: 'Flexible workforces are neurwl,d in Europe' ...'Anuid upbeat 	 for growth, the OECD and
Brussels have focused on deregulation.'
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EU STORIES IN DANISH NEWSPAPERS DURING THE SAMPLE PERIOD
JANUARY 14 1997 - FEBRUARY 14 1997
JANUARY 14
BT
p4: 'I give 200,000 kroner a year to handicapped children'
. don't hang on to a double salaxy' says Member of the Danish and European Parliaments, Bertel Haarder
(Uberal) who believes he is able to do both Jobs as an elected politician.'
p29. 'RItz's fate hangs in the balance'...'Who has responsibility for mad cow disease: Ritz's fate still touch and
go' ...'Rlu Bjerregurd's faze now depends on how the President of the EU Commission manages a decisive
hearing of the Parliament's inspection comnuttee'
Berllnpke fldende
p1 'EU sues A P Mailer'
'Yesterday, Indusuy MinIster, Jan Trnjberg (Social Democrat) received a dramatic message from the EU
Commission. AP Mailer's Lirvia upyard, is the only Danish shipyard to have received more in grams than
the EU allows
Information
p1 'Ritz B Polluters of the environment most themselves pay'
'The EU is taking the first step towards compelling companies in all 15 member states of the EU to pay
themselves for the pollution they create.'
p5 'Major seeks a European mlidle-way'
• The British Prime Minlsir will suggest a compronule to EU partners about the future of the Union'
'Great Britain Is ready - in pail - to nccei* a Europe of several speeds. But it most always be possible for
Individual countries to Impose a veto In respect of all decisions that are deemed dangerous or unsuitable for
the EU to become Involved with.'
Jyllaude-Postea
p1 'EU demsuds that shipyard subsidy is repaid'
'The long, drawn-out mk'tr of Illegal state subsidies to Danish shipyards resehed a provisional conclusion on
Monday To the surprise of the shipyard federation, part of the state subsidy is illegal and must be paid bk.'
E&Ø p3 'Danish fishermen buy fhhtng rights in Fv1.rn Europe'
'In extensive private deals with eastern countries, fishermen have hem trying to secure compensation for lower
quotas and reduced fishing opportunities in EU waters.'
Poll Wen
p3 'On the way to a new No?'(feazure)
'If the Government does nut change Its strategy now, the coining EU election will be in the hands of the
p8 'EU election decided in advance'
'ft would be one of the biggest sensations In the EU Parliament's short history if the Spanish Conservative, José
Maria Gil Rubles, lost the battle in the election today for the influential post of leader of the EU Parliament.'
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JANUARY 15
BT
p28: 'Haarder Is the last but one vlce-president'...'The female protest candidate in the EU Parliament's mid
term election for the post of President reveals that lila in reality Germany and Prance who reach agreements
in corridors when ft comes to decisions in the EU Parl1imnt'
Beuiugske Tidende
p11: 'Qianac EU election'
(iort story about former Education Minister1 Betel Rainier, coming near the bottom of the election for the
President of the European Parliament.)
p17: 'Small xpectations for EU refonns'...'New Treaty: While negotiations about a replaci mn* for the
Massinchi Treaty enter a decisive phase, expectations are decreasing. Perhaps through yet another round of
negotiations, the EU could clear the way to enlargement'
'The EU's expectations about a new treaty, wrapped In purple and edged In gold, are about to disappear for
- more -,
p19 'Modest Spaniard in the EU's Lop post'...'New President: Experienced - but unknown - Spaniard elected
as President of the European Parliament noW 1999'
'If you ask the EU's 370 million inhabitants If they know the European Parliament's new President, José-Maria
Gil-Robles Gil Ddgado, will most of them answer Gil who??'
Bn'u. p7: 'upyards are left In peace'...'Full atop: The EU Convi''rlon's almost total acquittal of Denmark
for breachmg the EU ceiling on state subsidies for ship building, has c'ed the Government aid Liberals and
the Conservatives 1 to call off ap"4 legal enquiry. But the Government will not be left in peace over
the nt&
'The big coirmiotion about state 'bs"i to Danish shipyards Is now over- at least If It', up to the Government
and the two big borgerlig (middle class) parties.'
Business, p8: 'Fierce fr on the EU C''on about nl cow dliessc'...'Rcpofl. Meat prices came before
conmm safety in the EU Cnttion's htling, a sharply critical report about mad cow disease from the
European Parliament says'
'me EU Cmnttsion emerged with a frayed Image after a month-long bearing from the EU on*udsman and
experts on mad cow disease that first broke out In 1988'
Bus,nss, p8. 'Alliance In the sky Is threatened by an EU No'...'Conçetldon the world's biggest air alliance
between British Airways and American Airlines has acquired a new uy The Coimnisslon Ii ready for the
merger to go to the European Court'
'For the British Government Is was an affair solely between the USA and Great Britain- whether the world's
biggest airline, British Airways, could forge an I1IEwi with the world's second biggest, American Airlines
But out for the EU's Committrorrr for Conçetltioo, Karel Van Mien.'
Information
p3: 'Mad cow sinners go free'...'Thc EU Parliainent Is using mad cow disease to denisod more power, while
the Commission avoids a vole of no confidence'
'The 20 nierobers of the European Conmrlsslon will Dot be forced to go despite extensive criticism of the
Commission's handling of the whole mad cow affair.'
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p3: 'New Spanish President of the EU Parliament'.. 'Almost 200 protest votes as Gil-Robles is elected as new
President of the European Parliament'
'The small political groups protested vthemently when a new President of the European Parliament was elected
yesterday.'
1Jyilands-Posten
plO: 'NATO and the EU - each iii own timetable'
'The leaders of the EU governing body have at last been presented with part of the bill for their years of foot-
dragging in respect of the EU's expansion to the East. By only moving forward at a snail's pace, the EU has
allowed NATO's train of expansion to take a Leading position.'
Sekilon 2, p2: 'Luxembourg prepares for a postponement of reforms'
'Luxembourg has given fresh Mic'1iooa of a delay in the EU's large-scale reforms. This also increases the
risk of a delay in the expansion with the Eastern- and Central-European countries, who are seeking economic
progress and political stability with the 15.'
E&ø. p3: 'The EU seeks controls on lorries'
'Lorries inçose expense in EU countries in the form of traffic jams, madworks, traffic accidents and pollution
so the tune of around 1665 mill00 krooer anniully.'
E&ø, p6 'AIr traffic alliance under the magnifying glass'
'1 EU Cnieloo Is preparing for a battle with the British Government to safeguard free competition on
the profitable cross- AitnIc rouses.'
Politikan
p1 'The EU wants to qn'stlon Danish ministers'
More nthers of the EU Parliament will have the right to decide for themselves which EU Commissioners,
ministers and officials from both the EU and miir countries, they with to question in connection with special
in-'
p5 'Denmark holds on to its power in the EU'
'The ast'lt p5nti the preponderance of votes In the EU's Council of Ministers of Denmark and the other
small countries has abated after an Informal meeting during the IGC about the future of the EU. Big EU
countries like France and Gr Britain have been pressing for the bigger countries to have more votes in the
Council, but Germany hiilcated at the meeting that ft was open towards another solution.'
p7 Parliament wants more inflt'
'The EU Parliament wants mose opportunities to keep a closer eye on the EU Comnaiccion md the governments
of menther stases That's what many members of the EU Parliament think, and they particularly want a
suengthemng of the role of the conunittees of inquiry.'
plO 'Suggestion of mistrust towards the EU Com,nLion'
'The EU Par1Iment's committee of enquiry Into mad cow disease is divided over the question of the political
IIILICatiOQ of the cornmrnee's report which the PresIdent of the EU Commission, Jacques Santer, will be
confronted with today In Brussels'
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JANUARY 16
BT
p31: 'Rift Is saved'...'The EU Commission escapes the parllinntary slaughter that threatened It in connection
with the BSE scandal'
Bedlngske Tidende
Bitins. p3: 'Haulage contractors: the environment Is everyone's responsibility'.. .'Transpon: The EU's Green
Book on the transport sector was the hot topic at a conference yesterday. But .11 the good principles about
traffic and the environment should apply to all of Industry, Danish hilage contractors think'
Bntu .
 p5: 'Top EU chief admits mistakes In BSE affair'...'BSE the EU will have a clear division between
agnculiure and health, promises Jacques Saner, who admits errors in the BSE affair. The Comrntslon's
President suggests that a new, Independent food sgy Is set up like the American example'
'Jacques Santer, President of the EU Cossunisslon, rebuffed the harshest complaints aping the EU Commitsion
for having misled the public and put meat prices above safety.'
B'ttmet, p5: 'Brussels ban the last word about airspace'
'Brussels is hying to pour oil on troubled waters In a sew confrontation between the EU Cimnittlon and Great
Britain about who has the last word In agrnents about airspace'
Information
pi: 'Santrr comes under fire in BSE affalr'...'EU Ci4ttion's President tries to ride out the storm by giving
the Cmttionrr for Consumers the responsibility for food'
'Even though be tried with promi about reforms In the European Cvn1tsion and about the supply of more
internal docmrvnit - and held open the possibility of pimithing mote officials - the President of the European
Coniition . Jacques Santer, did not aige unscathed from the bearing in Suasbourg about the handling of
BSE
p1: 'Genetically modified food divides the EU Psrllannt'...'Conxnon EU regulations for new, genetically
modified food are expected to be passed today. But on decisive points, the swiuosy Instrument Is unclear'
1 EU's c.-in rules about yn tically modified food - novel food - are expected to be approved In the
an P	 towmw.'
p8: 'Sweden will wait to go to the EMU-bowl'...'A cen mitiie of Swedish experts has completely different
answers to the question of benefits and drawbacks of participating In Europe's c 'onuw a economic construction
than do both Danish and EU officials'
'Just two years ago, when Sweden became a mmhei of the EU, no-one dr that Sweden could be a serious
caniIide for menthership of EMU's third phase starting 1 January 1999'
Jyilands-Posten
p5: 'Danish EU politicians in the fight igti tobacco'
'The Danish Social Democrat EU parliamentarians, Kinten Jensen and Freddy B!ak, are, with Inspiration from
the Danish (body dealing with the harmful effects of tobacco), iaklng up the fight against double standards in
the EU's tobacco policy.'
p8: 'Propaganda y for open borders'
'For Pia Kjrsgaard the hidden agenda behind 'the year against racism' Is to open Danish borders for an
absorption of foreigners, and she does not want to discuss racism, but Denmark's status 	 a land of
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hnnugratlon.'
E&ø p1: 'Industry misses out on millions'
'Every year, Danish companies are losing millions in payment because they are not aware of subsidy schemes
in Denmark and the EU in, amongst others, the sphere of the environment.'
E&ø, p2: 'EU plans passports for wimaL,'
'In hiture, all cows in the EU will have a passport.'
E&ø, p8: 'New controls for foodstuffs'
'The EU Commission is currently uylng to regain consumer confidence about the Commission itself, and its
control of foodstuffs.'
Politiken
p2. 'Pressure on Auken over (EU legal case concerning tin cans)'
Ibe possibility of an EU legal cane about the Danish ban on tin cans has moved decisively closer after France,
Great Britain and the EU Commission started making serious protests Igainat Denmark.'
p3 'Border swindle is exploded'
'The Social Democrat member of the EU Parliament, Freddy Blak, has dmaivfr4 that the Danish opt-outs about
taking part in the Eu's legal co-operation and co-operation of the police, be lifted. He is the first Social
Democrat Member of Parliament to go sO far.'
p3 'EU openness helps the press'
'Today the press - arid other interested parties - have the charice to 'i" a very important conunittee meeting
in the European Parliam in Srrasbourg.'
p11 'Sarder will learn from BSE'
'Membeti of the EU Parliament's special civutnec of inquiry into BSE put the President of the EU
C'vnpion, Iscqucs Santer, in the miMic of fierce cross-fire during a conmiittee meeting in Strasbourg
-aye
JANUARY 17
Berllngske Tidende
p8 'Denmark wants to join In Nordic environmmtal labdhing'...'The swan: The Folketing decided yesterday
with the smallest possible majority that Denmark will have the Nordic environmental label, the Swan. The
borgcrlig (middle-class) panics think that efforts should be focused on the EU's label, the Rower'
ph 'Auken wants to ehange EU price for genetically modified food'...'Genetically modified food: Minister
of the Environment, Sveod Auken, sets the scene for the EU Commission to have less power in matters relating
to genetically modified food. Thirteen governments in the EU should not be able to be overruled by the
Coivnit,ion as happened in the marter of genetically modified food'
Ethverv, p5 'EMU can lead to a common EU tax'...'The consequences: it's beginning to become clear how
much economic Independence the participants In the EU's forthcoming economic and monetary union must
nmender Common tax policy Is, for example, no longer a fata niorgana (mirage). But it is not certain that
all countries can join in, so monetary union needs to be flexible'
p6 'Industrial countries oppose their own carbon dioxide pmmises'...'Pe.cimimi about the climate: The EU's
policy about the climate afler the year 2000 has broken down. Disagreement between countries about by how
much - and how - carbon dioxide emissions In the Union shall be reduced, is simply too great. At the same
time, there is an explosion In the consumption of global energy.'
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Information
p1: 'EU veto under new pressure'...ilie Folketing Is compelled to discuss how far Denmark will hang on to
the right to block EU laws. At the moment, Denmark does not have a view'
'Moves concerning the power Individual EU countries have to block decisions that EU countries make together,
have gathered momentum.'
p3: 'Denmark's EU dilemmi'.. .'Dcnmark has great benefits from the EU handling agrc ' fnents on its behalf
in the WTO. The drawbk Is that the Folketh*g loses control of the substance of the agreements'
p4: 'EU majority for genetic nx)dlflCatlOn'.. .'New EU rules about genetically modified foods repisce national
ones'
p3: 'Bonn and Paris deny secret plan'...'France and Germany deny being in the pros of plannIng a
harmomsazioc of tax and social policy In EU countries. But the Coasnisslon is not excluding It'
p13: 'Denmark Is part of the EU hypocrlsy'...'WIth Danish support, the EU refuses rice and sugar from the
poorest countries, despite promises to the contrary'
Jyllands-Posten
E&ø, p4 'Foxes caught In traps'
(about EU rules forbidding mom of fur from countries that use traps - never brought Into force and look like
being watered down)
E&ø, p4: 'Confidential plan for barmoniso&
'Taxes and du&i In EU countries who, from 1999, joIn the single airry. will In the fiifln. of time be
conçelled into tighter barmomsation. Expais believe ft will be the sane with subnth' paris of social policy'
E&ø, p4: 'Japan gives In in year-long copyright dispute with the EU'
'After a years hard negotiating between Japan and the EU Cvnhton, Japan ban given In and brought In
better copyright provisions for European songs and n itic from the 195( and 19GM'
E&ø, p5: 'EU subsidy can be sehievul without shuffling paper'
'Many Danish companies give up In edvance when ft comes to getting money from the EU's supply of millions
in sub 1"s barne they see It a hopeless fight iganiii bureaicrscy and seres of paper'
E&ø, p5: 'Danish tin ban could end in court'
'Ii will be very difficult for Dmnirk to uphold the ban on steel c for drink, the EU's CiitcIoocr for the
Envirommient, Rift Bjerregurd, believes.'
Polin
Seknon 2, p2: 'A good adea'...'Open couuuluee meetings, please'
p8: 'The ways of power are secret'...lbe cottaninees In the EU do not want to disclose their work and
membera'
'The Liberal's Kann Rus-Jergensen and the June Movement's Jens-Peter Bonds are de minding an opening up
of the couees that are playing an Inçortant role In law-milring.'
p16: 'Checks on slaughter pigs superfluous' 'EU delays on proposal that countries can be declared free of
dangerous parasite'
'Danish slaughterers have, for more than 50 years, spent millions of kroner In completely superfluous
examinations of pigs for tr,dun. which Ii a group of parasites that can be dangerous for hwn't. But not even
a sheiow of one has ever been found.'
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pl7: 'Stringent Danish demands about genetic modification'
'The confusion about what the EU'. new, common niles for the marking of genetically modified foodstuffs
really mean, will be revealed at the same time as permits are issued for the sale of unew foods as they are
called In the EU rules.'
JANUARY 18
Berllngske Ttdende
Erhverv, p5: 'EU sets up a new agency for foodstuffs' '...Bcrlingske Eitverv focuses each Saturday on new
Initiatives and suggestions in the EU system that Impinge on the everyday life of Danish firms'
Information
p4: 'AUkCD does not want to ban genetically modified maize'...'In the future, a simple majority will be enough
for the Ministers to dkmhs the EU Commission, says the Minister for the Environnt. There was just such
a majority against inii.
JyUande-Poetan
E&ø, p4 'Denmark seeks conçausataoo for Japan's ban on pigmeat'
'Denmark most go around her EU partners, cap in h, for there to be any hope of getting hundreds of
millions of kroeer In extraordinary compensation from the OOirui ml funds.'
JANUARY 20
- Thmde
plO 'EU countries in group work or on the way to a split'...'Flexibility: in the future, the EU can be divided
mao different groups of countries that work together In respect of, for example, con taxes, asylum policy
or foreign policy. The notion of a flexible EU looks most tempting in the areas where countries cannot agree,
but it also risks splitting the cuneut en-operation.'
ph 'EU - between the devil and the deep blue sea'
'In the debate about the EU, it seema hxçossible to establish an understanding between (what the pros and antis
put forward as their points of view).'
Information
p7 'EU's agricultural subsidies: Eastern Europe most join m'...'The expansion of the EU with the Central and
Eastern European countries will demand a change in, and liberalisafion of, agricultural policy. But it demands
transitional arrangements, and one bdustiy alone cannot bear all the burdens'
.Iyllands.Po.tsn
E&ø, p3 'Denmark acquitted in feta affaar'...'The Danish state and Danish dairies have been acquitted by the
EU Commission in the mailer of the alleged million-fraud In respect of export subsidies for fete cheese'
E&ø, p5' In section headed 'New from the EU' 'Trade agencies demand commission' (the newspaper, every
other Monday, gets experts to go through relevant directives or rulings to explain them to readers)
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Politiken
p10: 'PolIticians without Influence on the global 'Internal market"
'TheEUCommionbasputdaboldandvlslonaiyplan:thewholeworldwlllbelurnedlnloan
enormous 'internal' market - with the EU itself as the model.'
JANUARY 21
BT
p16: 'Fears a new EU No'...'Confused EU debate could Lead to a massive No In the new EU referendum,
politicians agree. But they are arguing about who should have the blame. The most important thing Is
certainly a speedy expansion of the EU to the east, they say.'
'Dares are deeply divided In respect of the EU. And a forthcoming referendum could easily end In a new No.'
p1: 'EU: free TV cboice'...'Sazdllute dishes: An earlier EU ruling about citizens' rights to erect satellite dIshes
is at odds with Gentofte )Ciiiin, which is forbidding Its *enn*z to do this.'
p7 'gjJ duel about EU fear'...'Debate: Three top politicians gave their opinions free rein at a meeting to
debate Denmark's role in the EU'
p8: 'Rin B. hopes for a mere flexible EU'...'Majorhy: The Danish EU Co,ivn hskiner, Pitt Bjerregurd,
suppoils a majority dition In cmnon with the EU's forthcoming treaty alterations This m.ni that she
is in disagrem nt with the Danish Government's official policy'
'Individual nntha coimmes in the EU should not be able to block the wishes of other countries for a deeper
integration of the Union. That's what Ran Bjerregaard thinki, thus creating a division with the Government's
official position.'
p8: 'Doubt about the fvasung of EU refonn'...'New EU treaty: More majority dclsIons. a mere effective EU
C 'nttion and other reforms of co-operation ate considered normal for a pie-supposition that the EU will
expand eastwards. But a source at the negotiations about these toplea picks them off The real problems in
respect of exp2ntton will only euge later on.'
Erhverv, p7: 'Industry and ministers in Europe In dIsagreenw about carbon dioxide'.. 'Policy on climate Ii
Is n essaiy for the EU to set a goal for the reduction of carbon dioxide ecn4"Ions for 2005 and 2010 So says
the EU Prd.n1, the Dutch Minister of the Env1ioanat, who yesterday In Copenhagen discussed policy on
the climate with industrialists, researchers and colleagues'
Information
p1: 'France and Germany want to atop (those bsitatIng In the EU)'...'France and Germany will set in unison
in respect of the treaty negotiations. No-one will be able to hlnd'r them and their allies from continuing EU
'Co-operation in the EU will be exi m4ed and It will no longer be possible for Individual countries to block such
an extension.'
p4: 'Alliance ig2nt carbon daoxjde'...'Now ft Is necessity to get on with concrete and binding goals, say
experts, industrialists and like-minded politicians from seven EU countries'
p5: 'Italy on the way with new EMU-reductlons'...'Even with the Prodl-Government's harsh financial laws,
Italy's economy Is way behind the EMU demands - new reductions threaten the Government's life.'
'Less than a month after the Italian Governmni got its financial law agreed by Parliament, It has become clear
that Italy will be excluded from the common currency if the Government does not make more cuts with the
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surgeon's knife.'
Jyllanda-Posten
p7: 'Massive support for Danish EU wishes'
'Denmark Ii well on the way to fulfilling one of ha biggest wishes from the EU's year-long IGC conference.
Much points to the fact that the demand to bind the core of 15 countries to co-operation on the same track and
at the same tempo, Is now receiving massive support.'
Poiltiken
pi: 'EU sharpens Its approach to Serbia'
'The EU's Council of Ministers has bed enough. The Government in Beograd has just one more chance not
to be totally isolated, politically and economically.'
p3: 'Europlille Danes stamp like mice'
'In Polltlken's chronicle (14 Jan) two young Rklicals expressed their anxiety about the result of the forthcoming
referendum about a new EU Treaty ('On the way to a new no?')
(piece from someone belonging to the June Movement with a contrary view)
p5 'Europe lacks water'
'If Europe does not reduce ha water coemipcion, ft will cause irreversible d2m2ge to nature. (about the EU's
env1ronn'n"l agency)
p6 'No front runners In EU cooperation'
'The nieat comprehensive suggeation about flexibility in the EU, Ic that a group of countries will be able to
achieve closer co-operation than the others would with to, has, generally speaking, been killed off at the IGC
shout the new EU Treaty.'
ph 'EU risks damages for BSE'
'Both farmers and slaughterhouses can iand compensation from the EU Commission for the loss they have
suffered in connection with BSE.'
JANUARY 22
BT
p26 'We will be richer In an expanded EU'...'An expansion with 10 new EU countries will give Danes an
economic gain, predicts econ'wnics minister, Marianne Jelved.'
Bertingake fldende
p6 'EU top negotiator falls from grace'...'Rebukc: The chief of the Danish delegation at the EU's IGC, Niels
EribsU, fell foul of the Government after putting a question mark against the meaning of the new Treaty that
mast be sorted out by the iinumr'
p12 'The fight over Europe's nxioey'...'EMU: there is a seething and bubbling just below the surface among
the countries who, in 1999, plan to establish Europe's Economic and Monetary Union. Before then, they must
make a completely fimd2men"I choice. Will EMU be effective, and led by bankers, or will politicians have
the last word about the Union's mon etary policy?'
p11: 'The EU wants to reform the UN - the USA wants to save (money)'...'Scaling down: the EU and the USA
are clearly in disagreement about bow far reforma of the UN system should go. The Northern countries and
the EU have just put forward their Ideas about changes to the organisation.'
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Erhvcrv, p8: 'Increased scepticism about EMU among small firms'...'Report: German companies doubt the
benefits of EMU. They question who will pay If the whole project Is cancelled. In general, the EU business
comniniry's confidence is well on the way up, uys a report from the EU's chamber of trade.'
'Bankers and Insurance companies are not in doubt about the blessings of a single currency, but In the lower
layers of German business hfe, there Is great scepticism about the benefits of EMU. The same is true to a
great extent In Holland.'
Pa Jobbet sekuon, p5: 'The internal market with an obstacle race'...'The right to get established: One can easily
become established on paper wherever one wants to in the single market. But in practice It is more difficult
than one would think. The EU Comni l&tlon has now set up an information system for cltlnens four years after
the single market was established'
Information
p1: 'BSE report omsured by the Coznm1ton'...'The EU Cnitsion ban hidden information from the
coiurnrnne that is looking Into the EU's kindling of the BSE affair'
p2: 'The European Dakar-Rally rules' (News analysis piece)
...'France and Germany again put themaelves at the helm of work to build up EU co-operation.'
Jyllands-Posten
p4. 'Nynip and Helveg overrule chief negotiator'
'Both Foreign Minister, Nsds Helveg Petersen (Social Liberal), and Prime Minister, Poul Nynip R"ten
(Soca1 Dernoast), yesterday overruJed Denmark's chief negotiator at the EU's IOC, Niels Erabell'
p8: Codml1nr 'The EUs two-stroke engine' (leader about the Government's shilly shauylng about a 'flexible'
Europe)
Erhvuv, pp4 and 5 - feature about the 25 years of EU mntherih1p Includes
Background and history
The Eccivny - 'the goldmtn in Bnruela'
The fimue and owerflil opponrmmes'
Explananon of what the uid meeting to reform the treaty Is all about
Agriculture - 'farmers on golden enriches'
PoUtik
p1 'No to the EU treaty will be the ine as withdrawal'
'If a majority of Dines vole No to the forthcoming referendum about a new EU treaty, Denmark will In practice
be resigning from mmberrhip of EU co-operation (In general).'
p9: 'Denmark on the way to EU defeat'
'A Danish EU defeat edged decisively closer yesterday when the Dutch presidency called the Danish position
on flexibility in the EU Illogical.'
p9: 'Cyprus conflict threatens EU expansion'
'The Cyprus conflict moved up the EU agenda for the coming six months becatise the unresolved conflict and
the growing t'iron between Greece and Turkey threatens to block the planned expansion of the EU and
NATO.'
ph: 'A better life for battery hcns'...'The EU wants to Introduce strict regulations for keeping hens. More
and more Danish hens are set free.'
Sekiion 2, p2: Comment: 'EU voic'...'What will a new No mean?'
Sekuon 2, p3: 'The conce,Jmms of the EU debate'
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Sektion 2, p4: 'Jens Otto Krag's unfulfilled wishes'...'It is 25 years ago today since Denmark entered the
European Union. Ambassador, Jens Christensen, looks at the state of Danish European policy over the years.
Were the wishes fulfilled? And how has Denmark contributed to the Union?'
JANUARY 23
8T
plO: Comment: 'Woollthcu and concealment'
(Wondering why the Government Is so secretive about just what is in store for the Dines in respect of the EU,
and wondering what a No vole would really mean this time.)
Bcrllnpke Tidende
pl4: Commnent 'Reprimand In gift paper'(about the Niels Erabell ,itntion and the Danish Government's
response to his puffing forward views that were not In tune with the Goveznmnt position on the negotiations
In respect of the new Treaty.)
Erhverv. p6 'Buslneu school helps 1ikhttan'...'Danijh help: the busint school in Copenhagen is at the
forefront of an EU project for 16 million krooer to help Kmkhta establish MBA tr2ining'
Erhverv, p12 'The EU dnindi state subsidy paid bsck'...'Sbipyard affaic EU Commissioi, Karel van
Miert, talks for the first time after last week's meeting with Tndutjy Minister, Jan Trøjborg. The
Coivvnletioner Intimifed strongly that subsidy nzist be paid bsck'
Ethverv, p12 'EU takes a tough line over rising sub.idi&...'Siate s"bsidies: Germany and France are heavily
Implicated In state subsidi's Dnmirk Is also. The EU Coniniselno calls the development disturbing'
Information
p1 'EU C1itEIOn threatened with the ssck In the BSE affair'...'The committee of enquiry is net satisfied
with the explanation of why the EU C,vnIttion held bsck Information in resp of the hwlling of BSE'
JUande-Posten
p8 ComnI 'Guests In uniform'
'The notion of a
	
wn.,frjig In Dennayk was anmng the bogeyni that caused the majority
of Dines to say No to the Maastntht Treaty's section about Increased co-operation between the police.'
E&ø, p6 'Show-down over the EU bank'...'Freueh ambitions in respect of the forthcoming con central
bink In the EU were not realised. The Germans in particular were at odds and fought for an independent EU
bank'
Politiken
p1 'The USA turns down EU defence'
'The USA's arrthauador In the NATO HQ in Brussels, Robert Hunter, is warning EU countries against the
Illusion that the Western European Union or the EU In future will come to play a role in the military aspect of
the security of Europe.'
p8 'EU denial of own Initlative'...'Unbellevable save to avoid uproar in the negotiations about expansion'
'Yesterday, the EU Comml lon carried out an ining save to avoid complications in the intricate matter of
the secession of the new member countries.'
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Sektion 2, p3: 'The June Movement's Molbo democracy'
'Since the June Movnient was created, under great interest from the media, I have wondered about a whole
series of completely fundamental questions' (Personal view from the President of the Europe Movement's
b&icmss comlmttee)
Sektion 2, p3: 'Keep the Danish Co,nnilssloner' (in the EU)
JANUARY 24
Berlingske Tidende
Erhverv, p4: '120 EU companies at comusinicadona meetlng'...'EU meeting: 40 elected Danish companies,
including those with high-tech products in the c iiunic ions and IT field, have been Invited to a meeting with
80 companies from seven other EU countries.'
Information
p2: (News Analysis): 'The Ershell affair Ii the result of regard to domestic policy'.. 'Are Denmark's EU
negotiators, Ershell, Helveg and Nynip, In complete disagreement, and If so, about what?'
Jyilands-Posten
p11: 'Esoma - the rrsal for the EU's exp'1on'...'Es'onIa's traditions are European, and Esloola's entry
into the EU will syntholise the country's home-coming after many years of unwilling exile If Esroola Is shut
out, it will have serious repercussloos, writes Estonla's Foreign Affairs Minister, loomis Hendrik Uves, who
is today mkmg an official visit to Denmark.'
Seknoo 2, p2: 'EU scepticism on a circular tour'...The British Foreign Minister will travel around Europe to
drum up support for Britain's version of the Union'
Sektiou 2, p2: 'The EU does not want to be the consolation prlze'...The EU Coivvlt,1on was obliged to
withdraw a nw to say that exp.ntion to the East could begin at the earliest In 2002'
'The EU does not want so be used as a consolation prize for the Eastern Central European countries that
do not join NATO before the turn of the century.'
p1: 'EU scepues change tactics'...'The charge Is broadened ..'
'In an ats n * to preserve the large-scale Supreme Court case against Prime Minister, Pool Nyrup Pi,ritsen
(Social Democrat), a group of Euro-sceptic citizens have th2nged their tactics to get EU co-operation declared
p9: 'EU Parliament evnmi secret protocol'
'The EU Parliament will now try to abolish the secret protocols that Influence the EU's legislation, ig' n't the
background of a series of articles In Poliuiken.'
p10 'EU and NATO sit on the fcnoe'...The EU Is ready to break agreements shout expansion to the East
despite d'n'als to the contrary'
'The EU Conmussion Is trying at the moment to dane down a list of expectations from Central and Eastern
European countries about speedy nienthership of the EU at the same time as others are getting the rubber
plO: 'EMU will be hard pushed to begin In 199Y'...'Great Britain does not believe In the project'
'Great Britain's Prime Minister, John Major, yesterday threw a political bomb Into the long-drawn-out
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dlscusslonsaboutEMUwhdthattheUniouwouldbcbardpressedtobegininanykindoffashioflofl
1 January, 1999, as planned.'
pl6: 'The EU stops the farmers' hemp fiddle'
'The Eli's Agriculture Ministers are expected on Monday to agree regulations that will tighten up the
administratIon of the Union's generous subsidies for the cultivation of hemp and flax.'
Sekilon 2, p2: Comment: 'EU's expansion'. ..'A need for clear political signals'
JANUARY 25
Berflngake Tidende
p6. Leader 'Ridiculous EU measurement'
'With a completely ridiculous piece of research, the monthly magine, Europa, tries to tell the population that
EU bureaucracy in Bruu"ls Is not as expensive as they believe.'
plO: 'The EU will have conunon defcnce'...'New EU treaty: Prance and Holland have put themselves at the
helm of the development of a cooiri defence policy in the EU. Sweden and Fn1M are put under pressure
to give up their neutrality'
Erhvcrv, p6 'EU homes In on supply stnnri...'PubLic suppliers: in a new move to ensure the observance
of EU rules about public suppliers, the Commissioner for the Single Market, Mario Monti, is suing Great
Britain in the European Court, and is sling last warnings In nine other cases'
Erhvesv, p7. 'CompetitIon rules threaten small firms' (regular piece discussing initi2tives and suggestions in
the EU of relevance to Danish companies) Includes the btin of state subsidies, the confusion about
expansion of the EU to the East, Dnmirk being Let off In the fete fraud busin, EU subsidies to compensate
for the Japanese nut buying Danish p1gnie. and the Cmo&s biMn documents.
Politiken
p4 'The Government refuses to deliver EU documen&...'Plaintiffs in case regarding the Constitution want
access to secret papers'
'The Government will not supply secret EU documents in the so-called Constitution case even though the
Euro-sceptic plaintiffs tried yesterday, with new tricks, to get the papers out of the Governnt'
p7 'French-German offensive about EU defence'
'France and Germany are ready to put French auvrnc capability at the disposal of a future defence co-operation
within the EU
Sekilon 2, p2. Comm nf 'The dilnwni of opposition' (about the legal case being made that the Maastricht
Treaty contravenes the Danish Constitution)
Information
p1 'Demand for power can save Santer In BSE affarr'...'Majority in committee to have a vote of no confidence
in the EU Commission Other sanctions are under consideration including greater Influence for the Parliament'
'More power for the European ParLtam nr could well be the price that Jacques Santer and his colleagues in the
European Commission are obliged to pay If they are to avoid facing a vote of no confidence in respect of the
entire handling of the BSE affair.'
Jyllands-Poiten
Sektlon 2, p1: 'Uproar in the street'...'Letter from Brussels'
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'One often has need of soma colour In one's existence when one works In or around the EU Commission in
Brussels. The everyday Is marked by solid and often monotonous work.'
JANUARY 27
BT
p17: 'Germany and France agre?ment about atomic weapons'...'If Clinton had not been so much in the pocket
of the mthtaiy leaders, we would not have needed to go so far, say French sources to BT, commndng on the
now-revealed aenit that turns more than 40 years of defence policy in Europe upside down'
Berliugske Tidende
p8: 'Plans for a cm EU nuclear de(enC&...'EU security: the EU should have a counnon defence capability,
and it should have nuclear weapons. That's what France and Germany think, cordlng to a document that
makei the two countries' def policy into a cnn matir starts a debate about a European nuclear
defence capability'
Erhverv, p1: 'Denmark hesitates over EU VAT'...'VAT: there are 1.5 mIllion new jobs on offer If the Eli's
plan for a cimvn VAT syswn gsts off the blocks. Denmark has shot down the first pilot balloon with a No
to putting a ceiling on VAT rates'
Erhverv, p3: 'EU VAT provides 1.5 million new jobs'...'Harnionlsadoa: Now the EU has grasped the nettle
to push through a ciw,wn VAT system. 1 system will ensure that nther countries have equal wcn to
resources and a mere uniform level for taxes, duti's and other burdens. The main gain Is masses of new jobs'
Erhverv, pl: 'French own goal'...'EU supply: the conany that conçlalned about the buy Danlsh c l"e on
Storebeft has won an mvltn to p')nft a
	
In reaped of a French World Masters' stadium. The EU
Is now criwitng the invitation - 	 oth thingi becasie of a buy French claiie'
Informn
pl( Coiiwn: 'M h and Euroasts'
'For iiiradea, many, especially in Great Britain sod Denmark, have been busy ridiculing the European
Parliament, Its nnther and the work they do.'
JyllancIs-Pustei
p11: 'It's to do with couthined interesia'...'The EU was founded toereate closer links between the peoples of
Europe. Therefore, Darush policy within the EU should not be based on increasing Danish influence So says
a feature article that analyses the attitude of the Folketing and ha Market Coninlune to the EU'
p13: 'The battle over the euro'...'ould polit1cint or bankers decide Europe's flnhni4.J policy?'
JANUARY 28
- Tde
p15: 'Major 1hes out at the euro'...'EU scepdcism Great Britain's Prime Minister. John Major, now voices
in public his aversion to European Monetary Union and thereby risks internal divisions in his party'
Erhverv, p2: 'In a fight grnit EU VAr...'No thnkt: the Tax Ministry prepares Itself quietly agilnat pressure
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from the EU for a barrnonlsatlon of VAT regulations'
Erhverv, p5: 'EU countries complain about unfair competition'.. .'Single market: business zones with
particularly low taxes and differences In taxation levels around the EU, create unfair competition. That's what
the EU'. Economic and Finance Minister, were complaining about at their meeting yesterday'
Information
p3: 'EU looks after consumers'...'The handling of genetically mudifled rn2i7e prompts the EU to change its
rules and there Ii backing for the proposal to give consumers the chance to choose'
p5. 'EU In fight against tax havens'...'The EU'. Economic and Finance Ministers react with increasing irritation
about unfair competition from lax oases in a number of member countries'
,Jyflande-Posten
E&ø, p7: 'PR costing millions will convince citizens'
'In BnusseIs, the fear is growing that the public's lack of knowledge about the EU's grand projects will sabotage
both the forthcoming single airrency and the current reforms.'
E&ø, p7 'Rift B. and lrac in di sgrc.mnt about maize'
'The Danish EU Conmilitkmer, Rirt Bjcrregaard, has begun a political ping-pong maidi with the French
Pent, Jacques chirse'
E&ø, p7 'Tax havens must be hmmed'
'The EU'. Finance Mtnlsi.rs have now made a firm dision to close the last tax havens in Europe.'
Poiltiken
p7 'VAT a nans to control EU currency'...'Frencb minister in Copenhagen with an appeal for flexibility'
'Yesterday, Denmark received a further shc* across the bow when the French foreign minister, Hervé de
areue, during a visit to Copenhagen, cited VAT as a an obvious area where some EU countries can go
further in reci of en-operation than the others.'
p7 'Dnma,k disappointed over EU promises to Eaørn Europeans'
'In Brussels yesterday, Minister of the Economy, Marianne Jelved (Social Liberal), criticised various EU
countries and EU Comkiioners for breaking decisions about the EU's strategy for the aixession of new
mmbers by naming dates for expansion and narr of the new member countries.'
&hvervsllvet, p11 'EU will open for sale of private addresses'
'Danish consumers risk unwillmgly cvIing up in .11 possible commercial archives both here and abroad when
a new EU Directive about personal Information Is passed, perhaps as soon as next year'
p13 'StrIfe In the EU about genetically muddled maim'
'it was with far from a light heart that the EU Comm idon at its meeting on 18 December last year gave
permission for the Importing of genetically niodifled maize from the USA to the EU.'
JANUARY 29
Beilegek. Tidende
p8 'DanIsh EU opt-outs protec*ed'...'Treaty It looks as though Denmark's opt-outs in respect of surrendering
sovereignty to the EU In questions about the police, asylum and the like, will not conic under pressure. But
new procedures can still undermine them'
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p17: 'Greek-Turkish strife threatens expanslon'...'EU and NATO: the thousand year-old state of aggression
between Turkey and Greece threatens to take Europe's current biggest project - the expansion to the East -
hostage. Whether it's In respect of NATO or the EU'
Erhverv, p9: 'Learn to love the EU's currency'
"How you will come to love the euro'. That is the title of the programme to be sent out at peak viewing time
if the EU Commission gets Its way.'
Erhverv, p9: 'Hardly cemnvn EU VAT'
'It Is possible that Danish politicians will turn off the debate about a common EU VAT almost before it really
gets going, ihmk Peter Versterdorf, chief of Handverksrãdet.'
Erhverv, p9: 'Germany's EMU aspirations put under pressure by unn1oyment'...'Annual report: an expected
economic growth of 2.5% this year will not be enough to stop rising unn1oymeni, admits the German
Econnmics Minister. Pressure on the German budget will rise, but EMU criteria will still be rerhed'
Erhverv, p9: 'Sorry German figures can threaten Denmark'...'Rubbing off: If the tendency towards rising
nn nloyment and greater budget deficit In Germany persists, It will have a negative influence on Denmark'
Potitiken
p3 EMU is necessary' .'The Soc.kq People's Party is always ehiting Its own tail'
'The EU has the chance to extend deniocrscy to the ecenomic sphere on an international scale'
6: 'Qear Danish No to EU police'
'D..mark Is ready to find prscacal aninriom to promote greater and stronger police co-operation In the EU
But the Folkeung and the Danish aithontles nmst have the last word ..'
thformation
p2: 'Unregulated market economy...'...'Frn '1 speculator, George Soros, rcnou	 Laisser faire capitliwi'
p8: 'They were such good fnendL..'...'One of the clear fsctors currently affecting EU co-operation Is that, In
the real world, there is a 'hitch In tr mnuittion' between Germany and Prance.'
p9: 'Thoroughbred voting fodder? That's -: us in the European Parflatnent' (By a meu*er of tbe European
PaduamenO
'Perhaps it's not very nice being an EU aialyst in the Danish press This is what Ole Vigant kyborg'i article
m !nfonnotwn (171) 'Parliament without opposltlon suggests.'
JyllanPostan
p8: 'If it is a No'...'DPnm2rk cannot schieve more opt-outs front the EU's IGC, mnt liis Ralf Pluelkow, who
regards the Conference results as inçortant with regard to the wished-for expansion to the East'
E&ø, p4: 'An expansion of the EU will benefit Denmark's economy'
'Denmark can reap significant economic benefits If the EU is expanded with countries from East and Central
Europe: welfare will tease, exports grow and enloyment will shoot up, ihink. the Ministry for the
E&ø, p4: 'The EU Is fovril.ting laws to govn ta ves''New EU laws wW sharpen the riles for
business take-oven'
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JANUARY 30
BT
plO: Comment: 'Skiing In French'(complaining about French demanding French teachers on French slopes -
this should not really be allowed under EU open-competition rules)
p2O: 'Turkish No to Eastern countries In NATO'
'Turkey's Foreign Minister, Tansu Ciller, said yesterday that the counuy would block NATO taking in the
Eastern European countries if the EU did not also take In Turkey.'
p22: 'Danish protest does not help ooeJot'...'France has introduced new regulations that make life even worse
for Danish Instructors than the law that was declared EU-unfriendly by the French couns last year. And now
It applies to all types of sport, not Just ikling'
Berlingike fldende
p15: 'A European NATO In deedlock'...'Defence: the USA has said No to a French suggestion about dividing
NATO's southern 00nmuM In Napok between an American and a European. The veto could mean, however,
that France can torn back to NATO's milkity collaboration'
p17 'Refugee problem worsens'
'Bend Haarder nghtly edvertises (25 Januaiy) the Government Initiatives in connection with a oomnxm EU
effort In the sphere of refugees with, ng other thtngt, the aim of helping refugees to go home as soon as
possible'
Ethverv, p12 'EU will put VAT on cheap telephone services'
Information
p1 FInes of millions for EU's environmental offenders'...'Fines of millions for Germany and Italy for not
keeping to the EU rules in respect of the amvironnt. Cautious EU call for environmental taxes'
E&ø, p6: 'Fines for nighty EU uunzries'...'The EU Connuission has, with a dramatic initiative,
demonstrated that ft Is reedy to put concrete power behind dnand to member countries' (about the
envk
E&ø,p6 'Norulesforduties'
Ibe EU Con"',on has bed to acce* that it can only give guidelines for environmental taxes in the 15
nnther states'
E&ø, p6. 'EMU splits Sweden'
'The Swedish Ministers In the Government who are critical of EMU scan now to have taken the initiative in
the debate which could end with the Government In two camps.'
E&O, p6 'An end to chatting without VAT'
'The EU Is dosing a loophole in its VAT legislation that in recent years has given both companies and
Individuals big savings on telephone conversations'
Palkiken
p2: 'Reform of EU allowances introduced'
'The EU Parliament's presidium appointed a working group whose brief is to suggest refomun of MEPs' pay,
travel expenses and allowances.'
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p2: 'EU demands for stncter Danish Nazi laws'
'Denmark and other EU countries must beef up their laws so that they do not continue to function as havens
for the spread of rist and Nazi propaganda'
p11: 'EU regulations for green taxes'
'The EU Commission yesterday asked member countries to bnng In green taxes and it published a series of
guidelines that will ensure that It happens In harmony with the EU's single market'
p17: 'The environnt opens the way for a system of fines In the EU'
'Germany and Italy risk fines of millions If they do not Immediately redeem themselves, after a ruling from the
European Court In Luxembourg In respect of five cases (about the environment).'
p19: 'EU dmnds VAT for cheap telephone calls'...'VAT on cheap satellite calls- no duty on the Internet'
JANUARY 31
Ekstra Bladet
p2 Coinnu: 'Ans*ocrsey on support'
(pecc about the follies of the EU's agricultural policy which gives so naich money to the big landowners)
p6: 'Earls on welfare'
hformatlon
p4: 'Social Dcoxcrat Party tussle over boundaries for EU debate'...'Ole Scavad rejects crItICIsm of the decision
not to vote on the result of the lOC at the Party's EU congress'
p5: 'A recipe for djsat1r'
'Sweden's Government has taken a hesitant step towards a clear stance In respect of EMU In an article In
Dageiss Nyhuer the Educ"on Minister, Carl Thain, Is the first Mtnis'" (to air his doubts)'
p16: C nmn' 'Wait and see, perhaps' (In Swedish)
'After miilhi of almost total silence og the leadership of the Swedish Social Democrats, it now looks as
if the Party leadership, like the rest of the population, bat a view on whether Sweden should join in EMU'
(also looks at the differences between the Swedish and Danish sftnons)
Jyllands-Postesi
Sekuoii 2, p3. 'Wry start to the year Igin rsclsm'
'The European year Igam rw'u" bat bad a skewed start, in which internal wrangling threatens to overshadow
the worthy aiim.'
E&ø, p6: 'Victory for Danish Avoparcln in the EU'...'After heavy pressure from the Danes, the EU
Commission has bann'id the use of the anil-biolic Avoparcin in inimI teed'
E&ø. p6: 'British uproar over Toyota chief'
'On Thursday, the British Government played down warnings from the Japanese car producer that the company
might move us investments from Great Britain to the European Continent If the British did not join EMU from
the start'
E&ø, p6: 'Researcher: Quotas can halt mats limnigratlon in the EU'
'The Germans are scared that they will be swamped with Poles and other Eastern Europeans when the EU
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E&ø, p6: 'Denmark out of euro decisions'
'Denmark will not have any Influence over what the euro currency will look like. It is the only country not
to have a representative on the jwy deciding what the money will look like and the composition of the metals.'
E&ø, p7: 'EU approves subsidy for forest planting'
'The EU Commission has just given approval for the Danish stale to give grants to farmers who want to turn
some of their agricultural land into woods'
Politiken
p6: 'Staved rejects criticism of Social Democrat Congress about EU'
'The Social Democrat Party has held the most comprehensive EU debate of any Party in Europe. Therefore,
it can come as no surprise to find that the Social Democrat's special EU congress in September will not vote
on the result of the EU's IGC.'
p13: 'The big take the initiative In the EU'...'EU Commission is angered by promises to Turkey from the EU's
big countries'
'The EU Commlt,ion fears that the five big EU countries are about to take over foreign affairs policy in the
EU, thereby rendering the monthly Foreign Affairs Ministers' meetings and the EU Commission's every effort
(in ternis of foreign pobcy) pointless.'
p14 'John Major thaken by Japanese EU enthittitni'
'The bag Japanese car company, Toyota, has thrown a political bomb into the British election campaign by
threatening to halt its massive Investments in the country, if Great Britain does not join EMIJ in 1999, which
will introduce the euro the comoxin currency.'
FEBRUARY 1
Jyllands-Posten
p1 'EU timetable clear'
'The Government decid'd yesterday at ha two-day nm2r in Skuldelev in North Zealand to speed the EU
debate up This will follow a timetable that will involve a series of players'
Politiken
p2 'The Government wants more pep In the EU debate'
'The Government want to put more oomph Into the domestic debate about the EU's IGC.'
p3 'CriticIsm of Danish EU wall'...'Wlsh for more effective collaboration'
Is ençiy talk when the Danish Government discusses effective legal collaboration in the EU.'
p11 'Insecure French-German alli'
'The aim of the French-German military policy Initiative, drawn up In Nuremburg, is to bind France and
Germany together with one more mooring.'
FEBRUARY 3
Berllngske Tidende
p1: 'DanIsh opt-outs waver'...'Signal: Danish Refugee Help and the Danish Centre for Human Rights are
wholeheartedly backing the Government's new, pioneering suggestions for a closer EU collaboration for a
conmn European asylum and refugee policy'
34].
Information
p4: 'Social Democrat chiefs fall out over opt-outs'
'Home Affairs Minister, Bute Weiss (Social Democrat), wants to talk about the Danish EU stance In respect
of asylum seekers and visa policy. Not necessary says the party's Europe spokesman, Ove Pith.'
Jyllands-Posten
E&ø, p3: 'EU praises Danish environmental handbook'
'A new handbook on the environment from the Danish transport trade, has been received as a far reaching
initiative by the EU Committon'
E&ø, p4: 'Green book of new competition rules' (In the 'New from the EU' regular column. This one
discusses competition rules and what they mean In practice)
Poliliken
plO. 'EU demand means less In penslons'...'New rules give less money to the elderly'
'Dines are Dot saving up as moth for their old age as they think they are.'
p10 'The EU functions - almost' (co'mnPni piece)
'To judge from the hUtne, - even PoWIken's - the EU Is frequcotiy beset by crises, pisbnhin about the euro,
setbacks and endless discitions about ha future. Tefore ft's time to say that the Union does In fact, also
fioa?
FEBRUARY 4
p8: 'R: policy on asylum In the EU'...' )pI-outs Social Democrat Party Is distancing itself from Home
Affairs Minister, Bine Weas' thoughts about getting rid of the Danish EU opt-outs concerning collaboration
on asylum. The party fears that ft will worsen the refugees conditions'
plO Cnr: 'On a child's ticket In the EU'
'It locks more and more likely that D?nmik's footnote policy In respect of Europe Is ripe for dumping'
p13: 'Growing German panic over BSE'...'ReactIoa fierce t.rk from German politicians agelnit the EU
Committion following the first hiii frnt of a BSE-Infecied cow In the country'
Erhverv: p7: 'An cud to EMIl creativity in the EU'...'EMU demands. Nurthcr cnanehers In Eurostat, the EU's
office, have put out a load of regulations for the caIc,ltatIon of budget deficits and debt, so that creative
accounting cannot unfairly allow countries to slip Into EMU.'
Information
p1: 'EU critiiim UN is letting Zaire down'...'EU Comm itsioner In harsh nwk on the UN, which closed Its
eyes and left hundreds of thousands of refugees In the lurch'
'The international comusmizy has failed the hundreds of thousands of refugees who still find themadves In
Zaire.'
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JylIands-Poiten
p4: 'Borgerllg (bourgeois) Joy over EU initiative'
'The Liberals and the Conservative People's Party are praising the very EU-friendly tones that at the weekend
came from home affairs minister, Birte Weiss (Social Democrat).'
International section, p2: 'Harsh telling-off from EU Commissioner'
"The international community ought to be ih2med of the way it has ignored almost 500,000 refugees in
Zaire's rain forest.' (says the Commissioner)'
E&ø, p6: 'Doubtful tax harmonisatlon'... 'Hardly a week after the EU's Economic and Finance Ministers gave
the Impression that moves would be made iginit unfair tax competition between counthes, enthusiasm seems
to have waned'
E&ø, p6: 'Accounts with EMU finery'
'The French stale has been accused of creative accounting in connection with the sale of the telephone company,
French Telecom.'
E&ø, p6: 'The Cuba dispute
	
at'
'The dispute between the EU and USA about trade with Cuba has blown up and threatens not only to make the
relationship between the world's two greatest trading blocs more difficult, but risks at the same time
undermining the international trade orghnitnon. WTO.'
PolihIkr
p5 'NoIoc.oimoopolicybanns refugees'
'The Danish No to a coounoo policy on asylum In the EU harms refugees in Europe. But the Government set
the scene for a speedy shift In the EU opt-out when it is part of a 'contract with the Danish population.'
p8 'EU turns a blind eye to injusuce'...'Respec* for human rights ought to be a condition for EU agreanents,
thinks Human Rights Watch'
'Seven mmvi',. That was what It took a counniuce in the British Parliament to approve a agreenit for
cooperation between the EU and 1\mitt last year.'
plO- 'British EU nwk'...'DcninI clear message from the federalists'
'Great Britain's Conservative Government has yet again sharpened Its tone towards its EU partners in advance
of the decisive IGC conference in June in Amsterdam, with an twk on the federalist EU leaders for '%iding
their intentions'
p12 'Ch ncrllor Kohl Ii thtsflifled with the EU'...'EU Parliament on the way to a soft I2nding on BSE'
'According to the German news magh71r. Focus, the German Qiancellor... is so dicsrisf1ed with the EU
Commatsion In Brussels that be will net support It actively if the EU Parliament on 19 February casts a
conditional vote of no confld 	 because of Its hridling of the BSE affair.'
p13 'New row about euro'...'Germsu economists warn about Italy'
Sekilon 2 p2. Coimnent 'Duioping'...'Refugees shut out of Europe'
'Home Affairs Minister, Bane Weiss, deserves praise for puuing the Danish veto against a common asylum and
refugee policy In Europe up for debate.'
FEBRUARY 5
BT
p10, Comment: 'Man In a tight spot'
(Includes stance on EU, but Is a general piece about the problems the Danish Prime Minister is facing)
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Berlingske Tidende
Exhverv, p6: 'shipyard scandal is buned'...'Ship subsidies: Denmark today has received a mild reprimand from
the EU in the shipyard scandal.'
Erhverv, p7: 'EU angry about Burma unctions'...'Angiy letter the EU's ambassador to the USA has sent a
letter to the Governor of the state of Mctahusetts and complained about the State's decision not to deal with
brnees that also trade with Burma. The EU is now being accused of double standards.'
Information
p1: 'Swedish report: Danish opt-outs hamper Nordic co-operaiion'...'Swedlsh researcher says that Danish EU
opt-outs hamper Northc co-operation in the EU. Wrong, says Ole Staved (Social Democrat), leader of Nordlak
Rids Europaudvalg.'
p5: 'British take a tough line towards the EU'...'In the run up to the election, the British Conservatives have
now pulled out the whole anti-EU vocabulary. Major Is set against a social EU'
Jyllande-Poden
p8 Conmi: 'Taboo-laden EU debate'
(More about the difficulties Imposed by the Danish opt-outs to the Maasulcbt Treaty)
p12: 'EU putting religious leadership in Iran under pressure'
'After Danish pressure1 the EU is pointing the finger of guilt at the religious leadership In Iran'
E&ø, p6: 'Brinan's Cuba Initiative has created a division'
'The EU's wi.cnpt to drag the USA before the International trade organitillon, V/TO, is well on the way to
beusn'ng the British CTTh1P, SII Leon Bzluan'5 personal campaign.'
Politiken
p7: 'G.incally modified wares will be labelled'...'EU on the way towards consumer friendly rules - EU
COITrttIr	 D.mfliiit	 qnstion of labelling'
FEBRUARY
BT
plO Coimnent: 'Mdnt'
(about the naiddle over BSE and bow the EU has (ailed to address it properly)
plO: 'So we will drop the pt'on h ...'Danlsb EU politicians do not want to pay tax'
'Danish Menlers of the European Parliament do not want to pay tax on their gilded pension schemes'
BerThende
p4: 'Winding course in respect of EU opt-outs'...'Signal: the Prime Minister does not want to say it straight
out, but many Social Democrat Metubers of Parliament support the Home Affairs Minister who has put a
quesuonmark igainq the Danish opt-outs.'
p7: 'Danish Yes to EU police ooilaborauon'...'Securlty: The Danish Government is now suggesting that people
from the European police collaborative body, Europol, will be able to lake an active part in, (or example,
enquiries into rocker crime in Denmark'
Erhverv, p1: 'EU fulsome praise (or Denmark In the shipyard affalr'...'Sblp subsidies: the EU Commission
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p12: 'Southern Europe rages against new EU plan'
'Despite violent denials yesterday In the EU HQ In Brussels, It looks as though the EU Commission is about
to arrange a waiting room for the countries that can't take part In the common EU currency, the euro, from the
start in 1999.'
FEBRUARY 7
BT
p13: 'Kohl wants to get rid of Rift and Santer'...'The whole lot naist go' was the message yesterday when the
EU Parliament's special committee of enquiry finished Its wniiniiion of the part played by the EU Commission
in the BSE SCnIhI'
p36: 'MEPs most pay tax on insuranc&...'Now that Danish MEPI' gilded pensions schemes have been taxed,
the time ban come to do the same to a raft of gilded Insurance policies which the European Parliament each year
pays for Menthers'
p4: 'Social Danocrat balincing act'...'ln recent days, the Social Democrat lenderthip has unfolded a hitherto
unseen offensive in the EU deb. In ft. the four Danish opt-cuts are losing their status as national holy relics,
and the Party is about to set the scene for the final internal EU showdown.'
p4: 'Ministers wobble in respect of the opi-ouls'...'EU showdown: Justice Minister, Frank Jensen (Social
Democrat), mes plans for clorr juda1 EU co-operation in resp of the extreditlon of czinth1. And the
Home Affairs Minister will gwe the EU the power to deal with refugee agrcn'ntI.'
p4: 'Nyrup No way round flexible EU'
'According to the Danish Government, there Is no way round flexible co-operation in the future EU, so that
the counties moat keen on Integration can pursue this aim.'
p15: 'No threat of no-coiifldence'...'BSE: The European Parliatnent's threatened vote of no-axifidence agiln
the EU Cvnit'ion in the BSE affair was voted down becatise of disarray during the ballot.'
p18: 'Europe's one th2ne in the 21st century' (conunIry by Vaclav Havel)...'EU and NATO cannot
constantly open their doors. But they most - before ft is too late - say to all Interested parties that they are not
closed dubs, and thereby forrauate a clear programme for expansios with a timetable - and then publicise this
timetable.'
Erhverv, p2: 'EU report: Tele-liberalisatlon creates 10,000 new jobs'
Erhverv, p7: 'Europe or never'...'Itallan position: In Europe, but bow? One of Italy's forcnxit political
observers, Sergio Roniano, looks icepdcally at the possibilities of achieving currency union's first round. The
stringent fhuia1 laws have missed the mark. If Italy lives up to Maastricht, ft will really hurt That's what
the Govaiunni le'ier, Prodi, ban Dot yet dared tell the electorate. In the nniimp, time passes and with it
a growing risk of an exclusion that could caise Italy to break in two.'
Information
p1: 'Nyrup: Yes to EU in two speeds'...'Prime Minister undergoes U-turn in EU policy and says Yes to a
flexible EU, an EU of two speeds.'
pS: 'EU chaos over BSE'...'Tunmlt hinders the threat of firing the European Commission in the BSE affair'
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p9: 'Pressure on Europe'. book prices'...'In most EU countries there is one or another form of set-prices on
books. But overall, the pricing system Is under pressure.'
Jyllands-Posten
p1: 'Nyrup concentrates his efforts on flexible EU co-operation'
'The Prime Minister, PoW Nyrup Rasmussen, has declared himself an enthusiast for more flexible EU co-
operation so that some countries can go further than others.'
p4: 'Young Social Democrats want done with the opt-outs'
'Young Social Democrats think the time has come to say goodbye to the four Danish EU opt-outs.'
pl3: 'EU regulations cost milhons'...'The Culture Minister will have to find extra millions for sport if new EU
regulations are adopted which will assure all TV viewers sc"ess to big national and international events. Thai's
what Denmark's Sport Federation thinki'
Sekilon 2 (InternatIonal), p2: 'Major on the march through a European minefleld'...'British election: Europe
will be the battle field In the British election campaign In the axning weeks, when Major will desperately try
to break down Labour's crushing advantage in the opinion polls - the election must be held on 1 May at the
latest'
E&ø, p4 'No confidence headed off'
'The EU Commission avoided a vote of no confidence from the committee of enquiry in the EU Parliament,
which for some months has been scruunising the Conmussion's and Great Britain's handling of BSE.'
E&ø, p4: 'Italy's participation increases euro-scepticism'
'The Germans are crazy about Italy. In their hundreds of thousaixis they traipse south to enjoy Italian life - sun
and food - even so, there are a fair few who do Dot want Italy to join a common currency.'
PolMken
p2 'Dnniirk threatened with Isolatioc'...'EU co-operation in respect of refugees and immigrants - the
Government will speed up the dthate'
p2 'Danish opening up towards EU decniivh'
'Home Affairs Minister, Birte Weiss (Social Democrat), will not rule out the possibility that Denmark will put
forward concrete proposals In respect of refugees, at the Inter-governmental conference about a new EU treaty.'
FEBRUARY 8
Berlingike fldende
p8 'DesperatIon in Ankara'
(rilking about the plan of the Turks to block NATO's expansion if they don't get EU membership)
Erhverv, p4 'Rumowi send Italy out in the EMU-cold' (this is the regular feature about EU mktters. This one
deals with Italy and EMU, creative sconunung and EMU membership criteria, EU football regulations, Japan
and duty on whisky, the shipyard scindal, and the survival of the EU Comniicsion despite the BSE affair.)
Erhverv, p7: 'Common steps towards EMU dniicion'...'EMU meeting: the scepticism of recent times over
Italy's chni'es of taking part in EMU were yesterday dismissed by the Prime Minister, Romano Prodi, and
fliwellor Helniut Kohl at a joint meeting'
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Information
p2: 'EU debate forces Nyrup to a showdown over the opt-outs'...'Poul Nyrup Rasmussen Is hying for good
reasons to bring about a showdown over the Danish opt-outs. If It fails, can a flexible EU co-operation save
the opt-out?'
p5: 'Kohl comforts Italy's Prodl'...'The German (hanre1lor calls the rumours about keeping Italy out of EMU
-C'
Jyllands-Posten
p2: 'EU stresses equal nghts for ski Instructors'
'France nit allow ski instructors from other EU countries to work on French plates, the EU stressed yet again
yesterday.'
p4: 'Social Democrat politicians fear new dtagenint about the EU'
'For the Social Democrats, the EU debate Ii vi.txemely painfol. And It doesn't beip that the pain has mow
persisted for 25 years.'
International sekuon, p2 'No wxlerazanding for Turkey'
'Political pressure on NATO is the ns by which Turkey wans to secure for Itself one of the sought-after
entry tickets to the EU.'
Polifiken
Sknon 2, p2: Cartoon: 'End of the game?' (EU wants to introduce ccwn standards for playground
-
FEBRUARY 10
BT
piS: 'Kohl: I was thick at school' (about as interview Kohl gave to an Aican interviewer giving his views
on EMU and a European superstate)
p23: 'Hdveg (hinders vhtngii)'...'The Liberal's Betel Hurder today secure the Foreign Affairs Minister of
Incoaçetencc in the battle to tidy up MEPs' perks and tax-flee lneome Hairder can't pass It off onto others,
says Haiveg. The European Parliament h the final say.'
p1: 'Extra EU harmomsataon on the way'...'LInk up: The Conservative Party leatkr, Hans Engefi, is now
taking the comequen of the debate of recent days about one of the Danish opt-outs- the Judicial one Engefi
suggests that next spring the Dames should vote on that opt-out - linked to the result of the EU's Inter
governizal conference. The Government does not want to turn the idea down.'
Erhverv, p3: 'British EMU doubt'
'Great Britain's Foreign Affairs Mmlst r, Malcolm RllIdnd, sowed doubt on Sunday about EM U's plann'd stan
in 1999.'
Jyllandi-Posten
p8: Comment: 'EU subsidy for EBU' (about the European Broadcasting Union and bow there has not been
naich co-operation in the past between the EU countries about this, despite the title.'
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E&ø, p7: 'EU report with optimlsm'...'The EU's economic experts are holding fast to their positive predictions
when they, this week, publish their eagerly anticipated inmial report about the community's state of health'
Politiken
pl3: 'ObviousCubanonsense'...'Ifnoneoftheparties-USAOTEU-thrOWifltbetOWCliflthecOUTSeOfthe
coming days, the crisis will become a reality'
Sekilon 2, p2, Comment: 'Chairmanship'. ..'What's the point of it Niels Helveg?' (talking about the various
presidencies of European bodies that the Danes have/will soon have and what the Danes are making of them
to further their alms and belie(s)
FEBRUARY 11
Bcrlinpke 1dende
p4. 'EU decision gets a Lukewarm reception'...'Opt-outs: One of the Folketing's most enthuiiasdc EU
supporters, Centre Democrat's Peter Duetoft, objects to Hans Engell's proposal to put one of the Danish opt-
outs to a referendum, along with the new Treaty.'
plO 'EU office gets a complaint'
Ibe EU's ad jg 5jon ha, come im (h magfljfying glass. The Finnich ombudsman, Jacob Söderman,
has sInce 1995 handled more than a thousand complaints from citiii about everything from secrecy to slovenly
work and delay In the EU system.'
p14 Coimivuni: 'EU towards barnvnhs2fion'
(about the opt-outs, EMU cic)
&hverv, plO 'Too expensive to seek EU fundtng'...'IT subsidy: the EU's comprhncive application process
for subsidies for if scares companies away. In other instances, European companies spend just as much
preparing applications as tho EU gives in subsidies'
Information
p9 'Refugees - the question Is too explosive'...'Therefore a supra-national asylum policy is a bad idea' (view
from an Socialist People's Party spo&.rImin)
p9 'Long live the union of vtsions'...'I believe in the United States of Europe as the one democratic future'
Jyllands-Posten
p4 'Danish fear about coaunon asylum policy'
A conanon policy on asylum In the EU would make work to do with asylum easier and quicker. But it
wouldn't neoeu.rily mean that refugees were better treated in the 15 EU countries - rding to the Danish
Centre for Human Rights.'
p4 'PolitIcal will for a debate about opt-outs'
'In Chrlstlansborg there is broad political will to discuss a referendum about the lilting of at least one of the
opt-outs- more precisely that relating to legal co-operation in the tretnt of refugees and asylum seekers.'
p4: 'EU co-operation at a snail's pace'
'A common European policy on asylum would ensure a more just division of the burden between the 15
countrIes. It should also, rding to a group of experts, guarantee a more uniform and fair treamient of
asylum seekers.'
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p4: 'Opt-out without meaning'
'The Danish opt-out In respect of a common asylum policy has, until now, had no legal or psychological
conseques'
p8: Comment: 'Honest EU strategy'
(says It is good that the EU debate has come to the fore again - and especially about the opt-outs)
p9: 'Bad times for the middle classes'...'ln Italy and other European countries, the Mustrlcht Treaty Is seen
as a serious threat to the middle class, who otherwise aie a symbol of certainty In an uncertain world. The
threats to the middle class must be seen as general threats against society, writes Lord Dahrendorff In today's
international article.'
Politiken
p6: 'Refugees: (there will be more help without the opt-out)'
'A supra-national policy on refugees In the EU will ensure clearer rules and promote more humine tre"nnt
of asylum seekers.'
p6: 'Long way to showdown In respect of EU opt-out'
'The Government bat put a large quesuonmark against the Danish EU opt-out about a common policy on
refugees. But leading minis'ers have far from made a firm commitment to i.4im the EU opt-out will be
abolished with a referendum.'
p6. 'Conservative EU U-turn'
'The Conservatives have taken a U-turn In their EU policy and now suggest linking a referendum about a new
EU Treaty with the qtaoo about how far the opt-out in respect of legal co-operation should be lifted.'
2 Skt'on, p2: CointunI: 'Broken promises'
'The EU opt-out that stops Danish participation in supra-natloaal co-operation in respect of refugees and
mmngrants can and should be put to a referendum at the same time an questions about the new Treaty'
FEBRUARY 12
BT
p25: 'Pitt will be D..rnark's last EU Coinmittioner'...'Looe DybkJrr and her fellow party member, Foreign
Affairs Minister, Niels Helveg Petersen, are in complete dkaice.ni about whether or not Dnm*rk should
fight to keep a Commissioner post in Brussels.'
p25: 'Bnush avoid EU passports'
'For the foøaeable future, the British can avoid carrying around the burgundy red passports which other EU
citizens are already kitted out with. They can keep their own passports.'
Berlinpke Tidende
p1: 'LO demands an offensive EU policy'...'Preuure: LO bat come out with a large-scale EU offensive
Internally in the union, they are preparing themselves for a natlonal comnpromuse about EU policy and
externally they are trying to compel the Government to take a more active EU line, not least In respect of the
opt-outs'
p6: 'New EU Treaty at a snail's pace'...'Co-operatlon Denmark wants EU co-operation In respect of asylum,
refugees and the police to be determined with complete unanimity among the 15 member countries. But we
are in the minority.'
p6: 'Ellemann distances himself from Engell initlative'...'EU debate: the ridical European Parli.rnntarian,
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Lone Dybkjer, is ready for a showdown over the Danish EU opt-out to achieve closer co-operation in respect
of reñigees and Immigrants. The Foreign Affairs Minister is more reserved, but the idea is not anathema to
him'
Erhverv, p6: 'Danish pigs in WTO case'...'Trade dispute: Japanese customs regulations discriminate against
Danish pig exports. Now the EU Commission is taking the first steps in aWTO court case gainct Japan to
get the rules changed.'
Erhverv, p6: 'Political pressure in the case about calves'... 'Deman d: (the leader) of the Danish cattle breeders,
Chr. Bjerregurd, is challenging the Minister for Food, Henrik Dam Kristcnsen, to treble the EU premium for
slaughtering small calves. Otherwise there will be a deficit.'
Erhverv, p7: 'Swedish Minister attacks EMU in spite of gag'.. .'lntegration: A majority of the Swedish
population are igilnit Swedish entry in 1999 in EMU. The Swedish Prime Minister and most of his
Government remain silent.'
Ph Jobbet ,IaIon, p5: 'Dane nvst trim EU bureaucracy'...'Pally time is over. There must be a rationalisation,
deccinrallsation and a removal of privileges. Modem times have come to the EU's administration. Dane,
Sieffen Smldt's, new job as General Director for Personnel in the EU Conmiission is recognised as a dangerous
post that wifi o( make him new friends. Conversation with a mm who does not want to be remembered as
a slaughterer.'
formation
p8 'Size plays no role' (debate)...'Tlungs are not so bad when it comes tQ Danish influence on the Union'
(looks at the various areas under debate in the inter-governmental conference)
p4 'DanIsh Europe movemmt is suMiIy without a leader'
• Arhus Mayor, Thorkild Sumnseo (Social Democrat), is pcaitivdy considering accepting the invitation
to become the new leader of the Danake Europabevrgelse (Danish Europe Movement).'
p4 •
 'Danish opt-out under pressure in the EU'
'The Danish opt-ow in respect of an extension of the EU's refugee and asylum policy will, in the coming
weeks, come under growing pressure. The pressure will c'ilminat in June, if the negotiations about reform
are, as planned, concluded at the vinvni in Amsterdam.'
p8 Coimm 'Confusion about opt-ow'
'Siiould a vote about the result of the EU Inter-governmental conference be cobbled together with a new
referendum about the Danish opt-ow concerning refugees and police co-operation?'
E&ø, p3 'EU agrees with Danish fishermen'
'The Danish fishermen's claims that they are dealt with more stringently by Norwegian fish inspectors than are
Norwegian fishermen in Danish waters, have been supported by an internal report produced by the EU
Conmganon.'
E&ø, p4 'DanIsh pigs on the WTO's table'...'The EU comes to the rescue of the Danish million (kroner)
export of pigmeat to Japan. Denmark is being forced out of the market because of Japanese restrictions.'
Pollliken
p3: 'High Cowl refuses to deliver documents'
'østre High Court refused yesterday to supply a number of confidential EU documents in connection with the
case brought under the Constitution about bow far Denmark has gone in giving up sovereignty to the EU.'
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p7: 'Resistance to equal sharing of refugees'
'The thought of dividing refugees more equally between the 15 countrIes met with resistance In the negotiations
about a new EU Treaty.'
2 sekuon, p3: (the in-depth article) 'Four reasons for a flexible EU'...'France, Germany and Ireland have put
forward concrete suggestions to make co-operation In the EU more flexible. The Socialist People's Party's
Deputy Qiamnan, Qinsune Antorini, and EU Secretary, Anders Andersen, welcome the debate and see It as
a realistic solution of the EU's problems with new member countries.'
FEBRUARY 13
- 
1ende
p1: 'EU policy splus trade imon'...'Rcbuff: the belief of the LO leadership that the union should formulate ha
own national conlprcsnise about EU policy ban split the movemeid in two. The Social Dcnx)crats and the LO
have recently 4'c*d to form a cosinniune to co-ordinate the EU campaign.'
p2. 'EU politician goes agamst her party'...'Tsedcs: The Government ought now to demand more democrsey
in the EU's agncuJtural policy, thtnkt MEP Kirsten Jensen from the Social Democrats who here quarrels with
her party's line'
p6 Section beaded 'Movement igain the EU'
'LO prepares for a b lMi congress about the EU'...'Prelude The Social Democrat leadership and the trade
unions are trying to prepare the ground for a full blown Yes to Europe during the congrese about the EU In
September. But far from all ate In sgre. '..M" with this strategy.'
'Holker K: Absurd and unbebevthle'...'Wooder Arhus Mayor, Thorkild Slnxmicn, Is surprised that his own
party and the trade unions ate now apparently considering getting rid of the Danish EU opt-outs And be
&ean't think this is the right strategy.
'We will ourselves der ide'.. 'Opt-out. The man In the street wants a thorough Danish veto right in the Union,
even if several of the Danish opt-outs are	 But the LO and EU did -: create debate in the workplace
•1
'Friends in Brussels praise Inruative'...'EU trade unions the question of being for or pinq the EU ii a saga
even in EFS. the European LO. Here the EU is a reality to which one can relate. A more far rhlng EU
policy from the Danish LO Is welcomed'
rthe cou.wltee can have significant meaning for harn k o&.. 'EU opt-out election researchers predict that
a couaiuuee made up of people from the trade unions and the Social ocrats could have a major 1nset on
the lbrthc*mung refer?ndum'
Erhverv, p8: 'EU in dialogue with Asia about cotninoc trade...'Suninit in the next three days, the EU's
Foreign Ministers will meet their Asian colleagues It will happen In Singapore in two different .Ionams In
one, the EU will meet the South East Asian countries in ASEAN, in the other, It will meet the Asian group In
ASEM.'
Erbverv, p8. 'Clear up after the cow affair in the EU Is criticised'.. BSE Danish agricuhure hat put a
quesuonmark pinti the sense in the EU's restructuring after BSE The plan Is meant to promote consumer
safety'
formation
p1: 'Bzmnues demand new VAT system in the EU'...'Consumers should pay only mini VAT of 5% for
manual work and savices, say Danish and European organisadons'
p2: (News analysis) 'German unemployment at a bogey'...'Just at the European economies can drag each other
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up by the hair, they can also (drag each other down). The coming months' European unemployment figures
make uncomfortable reading.'
p5: 'Disagreement between ASEAN and EU'...'Huznan rights divide EU and ASEAN'
Jyuands-Posten
p3 'Danes will be forced to discuss the EU'
'The Social Democrats and the trade union will bombard Danes with debate and information about the EU up
to the next referendum. Discussion about the EU's ln1er-governm'ntiii conference will be forced to the fore.'
p8 Comment: 'Debate without reservations'
(About the LOs decision to discuss the opt-outs In full)
p8 Comment: 'Too naich medicine In EU meat'
'h ii not the first time we conanns have been pi'raen"d with research that shows that the meat we buy
taIni large amounts of antibiotics.'
E&ø, p6 'Last afinipi to avoid a Cubs crisis'
'The EU Is mHng a l at1er1* to avoid a destrucuve showdown with the USA over trade links with Cuba.'
E&ø, p6 'New veterinary controls will distance BSE cn'n'
'The EU Corvnit,Ioo Is now trying to lake the sung out of the EU Parliament's crititism of the handling of
BSE'
p1 'VAT case aboid millions Is threatened'
vThe state risks Io&flg mmy millions of kro bec'e Denmark, contraly to EU rules, is denying Danish
conipanles VAT relief for company cars with white plates (number plates), say two VAT experts'
p2 'Prospect of cheaper company cars'...'EU ruling could have substsn t"l consequences'
p3 'Strife about EU opt-outs'
'The Ie.d.r of the Socialist People's Party is calling on trade union grassroots nthers to speak up against their
Is when they talk about getting rid of the Danish opt-outs.'
p1 'EU and ASEAN cross swoids'...'Stowdown over human rights in Burma and East rr'
Anenu to deepen the rdatthip between Europe and South East Asia ground to a halt yesterday over the
question of what attitude should be adopted towards Burma and E Timor.'
Sekilon 2, p2 Coin'ni' .t 'Blood nioaey'...'The EU ought to uiçose sanctions against Iran'
Sekilon 2, p2, Coninieut 'A flexible Europe' (views of MP for Socialist People's Party. Steen Gade)
'The Prime MInls'er should be praised for the fact that, during a meeting with Nordisk Râd, he at last adopted
a long term and overall view about flexibility In the EU.'
FEBRUARY 14
Ekatra Bladet
p22 'Bridge moncy'...'The designer of the fbrthcoming euro notes hat crept around on tip-toe in order not to
offend EU countries'
Berlingake Tidende
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p12: Comment: 'State subsidy for tax' (about VAT levels and the minimum 5% dc)
p17: 'EU complains about Rushdie reward'...'Critical dialogue: France and Great Britain want Iran to condemn
the reward for the killing of S1nun Rushdle. The Revolutionary guard stands fast on the death sentence'
p17: 'No agreement about Burma'...'Summii: the situation in Burma was discussed unusually openheartedly
in the EU ASEAN summit In Singapore yesterday. But ASEAN met, according to Foreign Minister Niels
Helveg Petersen, a completely united and critical EU front.'
formation
p12: Comment: 'The Eastern European card'...'Who will dare to say No to poor Eastern Europe when they
so 01Kb want to join? Can the anti-EU people? Can the left? No? Well, vote yes!
Jyllande-Posten
p1: 'A majority want pollee opt-out lifted'
'A big nonty of vows now want one of Denmark's opt-outs lifted.'
p4 'Landslide In Social Democrat vows position towards the opt-out'
'A large majority of vows are now ready to drop the Danish opt-out in respect of close EU co-operation over
a cmi asylum and refugee policy.'
p4: 'Politn are pleased about vows' Yes to legal co-operation'
p4: 'EU debe is being speeded up'
'The starting gun for the new Social Democrat opens about the EU opt-outs was fired In the closed
governmmt rmn*r In u1deIev Kro, North Z'ilind, on 31 Iwry'
p8: Cnn': 'Opt-curs don't harm us'...'The Danish policy on Europe and the debate Is quite unnecessarily
restricted if one focuses on the four opt-outs alone, Mnt Steen Gade, and he weaaea the broad Danish support
for the most uiçortant subjeris - Eastern Europe and the environment.'
International vfrni. pI: (big spl about SiIm Ru,biHe): 'EU dose to giving up dialogue'
'The EU rs reported to be on the brink of giving up Its critical dialogue with Iran a religious leadership'
E&ø. p4: 'Holland hit by swine fryer'
'The feared swine fever baa now also hit Holland. The EU C' q oo's veterinary committee has therefore
deri&d to atop all export of live pigs from Holland to other EU countries'
E&ø, p6: 'Bright prospects for Europe'...'A rosy picture has been painted of Europe's economy by the EU
Commission in the ennui1 report about the economic welfare of the 15 ninther countries'
E&ø, p6: 'Danish EU ucord'
'Denmark can boast about having the official EU record for bringing down nnni_4oyment.'
E&ø, p6: 'Portugal blocks expinifed agre.mPnt'
'At the aeiu meeting between the EU and ASEAN, Portugal has blocked a new agrrm Pnr to upgrade the
relationship between the two economic blocs, say the Foreign Affairs Ministers from Indonesia and Portugal'
pl5: 'EU has begun to believe In growth'...'The fall of the dollar has encouraged Brussels to take an optimistic
view of growth for 1997 and 1998.'
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2 sekilon, p3: 'The pricats' true face'...'The EU must take a stricter line towards Iran' (comment piece on
Salman Rushdie and the fatwa)
2 aektlon, p4: 'Europe and the fatwa' (translation of a feature article by Salman Rushdie)
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EU STORIES IN THE BUSINESS/INTERNATIONAL PRESS DURING THE SAMPLE PERIOD
(14 JANUARY -14 FEBRUARY, 1997)
JANUARY 14
flnandal 1mes
p1: 'EU threatens BA alliance plan'
'The European Commission yesterday threatened to take the UK to the European Court of Justice If it approved
the proposed alliance between British Airways and American Airlines.'
p1: 'Major facing fresh pressure to reject Emit'
'Ministers are expected to use an all-day cabinet meeting at Qiequers later this mouth, at which the Tories'
general election mfesto will be flnaksed, to make a final push to abandon the option to join a single European
curry in the first wave.'
p3 'Volvo gears up for single cunency challenge'
'For Volvo, the Swedish car and truck mkir, the prospect of European monetary union amounts to a complex
puzzle that three treasury staffers and a huge workforce In the Information thnology (IT) department have
been assigned to piece together.'
p3 'Savings banks in Germany se11 the euro'
'Persuading a sceptical German public to athrsce the euro Is not an easy task, but the banks are tacklIng ft as
best theycan?
p3 'British hand guides euro towards hst,v4,'
'If the euro goes ad on schedule in 1999, match of the credit will go toa press-shy, self-effacing civil servant
who happens to be	 French nor German.'
ph: Co,rwnnt: 'Euro-takeovers'
'Among the areas of friction between Britain and ha European partners, rules covering takeover bids may not
rank as the sot. But an argummi Is readily gathering pace between London and seme other capitals about
proposed EU takeover legitl'on with potentially -reidng effects on the City.'
mt. Herald Tribune (IFT)
p5: 'Europe: Upstart challenges power brokers In bid to bead EU Parliament'
'As a former secretary-general of the Council of Europe, which seeks to extend democracy to Europe's Eastern
frontiers, Catherine Lalumtêre has plenty of experience with parliaments that serve as window dressing for
dictatorial regmies'
p20: 'EU warns of situ over airline pact'...'BA-Amerlcau deal seen to stifle market'
'Brussels - The European Conmtsion threatened Monday so take the British government so cows If It cleared
the pImv'd aI112z between British Airways and American Airlines on tern the ooinrnle,Ion considered too
generous.'
Wall Street Journal Europe (WSIJE)
p2: 'EU's inflation rate dropped in November'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union's sttw'al Inflation raze fell to 2.2% In November, the lowest level since the
EU's statistics service began compiling the figures In 1983, Eurostas said.'
p2: 'Report says EU agency nnsh2ndled mad-cow crisis'
'STRASBOURG, France - The bead of a European Parliament investigating committee accused the European
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Commission of negligence and mismanagement of the mad-cow diseaseu
p4: 'European Court is to hear case about the use of Mr'
(Small Jokcy piece about a weird complaint to the European Court)
p6: 'Turbulence hits BA-American Alliance'... 'Van Miert may sue to ground planned accord..'
'BRUSSELS - Setting the stage for a possible battle between European Union and British regulators, EU
competition chief Karel Van Miert has warned the UK government of legal action if it proceeds with its
proposed clearance of British Airways' alliance with AMR Corp.'s American Airlines.'
plO. Comment: 'Hang up on callback'
'The EU has its logic backward. Perhaps as early as this month the EU will adopt legislation allowing EU
countries to introduce a VAT on non-EU phone services. France and Germany have already announced VATs
of 20.6% and 15%, respectively.'
p13: 'EU to probe Credltanstalt deal for state aid'
'European Union antimist investigators are ex-Imining the sale of Credixanstalt-Bankvezein AG to Bank Austria
AG to see if the deal contains Illegal state aid.'
JANUARY 15
p2 'SAS In uproar over support for Alitalia'
'Bruasel' SAS is dniandmg that the European Cnnitttion stops the Itlin state's subsidy for the air transport
coneny, Alitalla.'
p2 'EU threatens legal action igiin air iiiie'
'The EU is threatening to take Great Britain to cowl if the British sanction the planned aIIince between British
Airways and American Airhees'
p3 'Danish company buys the hetise of the European Parliament'
'The Danish property company, Bastionen A/S. has become the landlord of the European Parliament in
Brussels For 305 million kroner, Bas6n has bought the property from the Bdgan state.'
p6 'Political undertones In the EU judgmnt about shipyards'
'Denmark got off vely lightly in the EU's Investigation of the subsidies to Danish shipyards.'
p6 'A P MaUer as scapegoat'
'The Ministiy for Industiy has been ovemiled by the EU Commission after having acquitted itself. The whole
problem of over subsidizing is about to be forgotten.'
p6 'LIn wlU pay to work inpeace'
'Even before the EU Commission's decision about the shipyards. A P Møller had decided to let the Linda
shipyard pay 1,5 million kroner back - if the Commission dnndcd it- for the sake of working in peace.'
pl2 'Leap in growth In Europe- but an unsure future'
'The European economy took a leap up In the third quarter of last year, according to new figures from the EU's
office of statistics, Eurossat.'
p14 'Warning about a delayed start to EMU'
'One of the foremost fininili1 institutions, Codan Bank, warns that the EU cannot introduce the planned
common exchange raze in time. Thus, the Danish bank Is not only going against the prevailing political
position, but also against the European fhuncial market's evaluation of EMU ambitions.'
p14 'French-German tussle over Euro-bank'
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'POlitiCal influence on decisions governing the Mum European Central Bank Is an Increasingly controversial
subject between France and Germany.'
pl4: 'The Government does not take the EU seriously'
'Minister for Industry, Jan Trejborg - and with him, the Government -Ii taking a risk if the new competition
laws exclude public concerns from ordinary competition riles.'
p14: 'Spaniard leader of the EU Parllinnt'
1mes
p1: 'Brussels 'warned BA' over Amencan 'Iliance'
'The European Commission ban repeatedly warned European Union unbers not to wave through transatlantic
airline alliances without seeking clearance from Brussels, Mr Karol Van Miei, conçetltion commissioner, said
yesterday.'
p2: 'UK defiant on trans flantic 'Ih,,e'
'A row between the European Cnmiislon and the UK govunmmt wan looming yesterday after the UK
Department of Trade and Industiy said it wan for the UK alone to 41de whether the proposed alliance between
British Airways and American Airlines could proceed.'
p2: 'BA rivals point to Heathrow's strengths'
'While Mr Karol Van Mien, the European Union competition commissioner, and Mr Ian Lang, the UK trade
and industry secretary, baffle over who ban the right to approve or veto the proposed British Airways-American
Airlines alliance, BA Is putting its faith in a businessman from Barcelona.'
p4: 'EU rice quotan decition lwked'
'The European Cinttion decision to Impose quotan on rice from the Caribbean will harm several regional
ecw, including dependencies of EU states which mill rice for the European market.'
p4. 'South Africa to reject EU tens for trade deal'
'South Africa is to reject the tens of a trade agzen nI
 proposed by the European Union, and challenge its
entire approach so the ev development of southern African states.'
p28: 'San'r to propose EU food safety changes'
'Mr Jacques Sinlrr, president of the European Cn"on, Is today expected to outline plans for radical
changes in the way the EU copes with food safety.'
lilT
p5: Europe - picture caption of José Maria Gil RabIes after the EU Parliament election.
WSJE
p2: 'Election draws flak In EU body from minorities'
'BRUSSELS - The European Parlimient elected a Spanish Qiristlan Democrat an ha new president in a poll
that angered minority political groups who said ft vu antidemocratic.'
p6: Comment: 'Belgian bookkeeping'
"Everybody does it' wan in etr nce, bow Belgian officials explained sway what may well be the most
0,n1ndith in an extraordinary ames of accounting gimmicks we've seen across Europe in this pie-EMU era.'
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Barsen
p14: 'EU discriminates against Danish finns'
'The Danish consultancy finns are paying for their success. While, a few years ago, orders flooded in from
the EU's assistance programmes for Central and Eastern Europe, today there is distinctly longer between
orders.'
p15. 'Analysts beheve EMU will make It in tlme'...'The possibilities that EMU will be on time are still good,
according to a Reuters analysis of EMU analysts' prognoses'
p15: 'P011 aces German EMU problens'
'it does no seem likely that Germany will meet the Maastricht Treaty's criteria about debt and deficit, and a
serious problem will arise for the Government on the way to EMU, according to the former chief of the
Ban'sban KarOuo P011.'
p20 'Euro Ii a spoke In the wheel for the golden boys'...'Job fears for the day the common whange rate is
brought in and Institutions in the new growth markets are scooping up some of Europe's business talents'
p26 'The ghost of Maastncbt puts preanire on the D-mark'
'Doubt has recenfly been cast on Germany's chances of fulfilling the criteria of Maastricht for state debt and
- deficit.'
p al Th
p1 'Blair opposes flexible European Integration'
A Labour government would oppose any new European Union arrangrn1 which would allow an inner core
of countries to press ahead with integration while others renunned permanently on the sidelines.'
p2 'Britain accused of btacil on beet'
'Mr Jacques SIOItI, European COITVlt,IOn pttit1Mt? 1 yesterday wcused the UK of threais and blkTni1 in
Its auençes to get the global ban on British beef exports lifted.'
p2 'Spanish Inflation fall boosts bid tojoul Ensi's flm wave'
'Spanish Inflation fell to its lowest level since 1968 1 year, reinforcing Spain's bid to qualify in the first wave
of counines entering European ecomIc and monewy union In 1999.'
p27 Comnt 'EMU Espao1a'
'Mr Jos6 Maria Amar has started the year as he means to continue - with another confident bet that Spain will
make it Into monetary union's first wave.'
mT
p8 'Yea, America, a single currency for the coming superpower' 'London - Robert J Samuelson thinks that
a single European currency is a lunatic Idea that is bad for Europe and may be "bad for America and
everyone else" (11ff OpinIon, Jan 9)...There are certainly doubts in Europe about a single currency.'
p11: 'OfficIals deny deal on European Bank'
'Senior European monetary officials poured cold water Wednesday on a claim by a Bank of France official -
made separately by a German bstiiness magazine - that a deal had been made by France and Germany to
guarantee that the first president of the future European central bank would be a French national.'
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WSJE
p1: EU Notebook: A special background report on European Union Business and Politics.
Includes:
Van Miert and the BA affair
Church of Scieniology In trouble with EU
Mad-cow fall-out
Apples and oranges (EU and South Africa in trade talks)
Getting serious - EU cnlargemnt negotiators roll up their sleeves
Dear Boss - about workers suing their bosses in EU country where they are stationed
The Qock's ticking- Qurac telling Hungarians they can join in 2002
p2: 'EU is taking a close look at phone finns' cable reach'...'Gennan, French monopolies may be affected If
study recommends divestmmt'
'European Union regulators are studying whether EU-based telephone companies most divest their cable
holdings, a ainclusion that could deal a major blow to companies such as Germany's Deutsche Telekoin AG
and France Telecom SA.'
p2: 'Germany's budget deficit fOr '96 overshoots target'
'BONN - Germany's deficit for 1996 overshot the target, m.Hng the job of qualifying for European Monetary
Union even harder, according to Finance Minister Theo Walgd.'
The European (w 1622 January)
p1: 'Sntr backs market forces In jobs U-turn'
'Faced with Europe's 12mPnthIe failure on jobs, Conwnitslon President Jacques Sariter has Irinrhed a new
ec000nuc agenda, cHmg for thoroughgoing liberalization to meet the challenges of globalisatlon and the arivest
of the information society.'
p1: 'Airline merger row rewh
 higher plane'
'European Union Competition Cntttioner Kard van Mien has accused Bob Ayling, chief executive of British
Airways, of choosing EU laws selectively amid an e,c I 'ing dispute over whether Brussels has the right to veto
its illime with Aican Airlines.'
p1: 'Flexibility is the new key'
'The European Com,mttioo has lwnrhd a new debate on the thorny question of flexibility the' of the
ministerial meeting on 20 January which Is ineiru to try to break the deadlock on the subject.'
p1: 'Mad cow pardon riles Parliament'
'The European Commission may face a vote of no confidence from MEPs following the European Parliament's
inquiry into the handling of the crisis over mad cow 't1ease.'
p2: 'Rthels urge election shake-up'
'Pressure is mounting for a dt'nge In the way the preildent of the European Parliament is elected after rebel
c2ndId2ce Catherine Lalumière dealt a heavy blow to the system.'
p4: 'Caution co up from the street' (Vox pop.)
Lead-m: Jt2han Prune Minister Romano Prodi has said that German public opinion would plays crucial role
in determining whether the Italian lire takes part in the first wave of the single currency in 1999.' (Temperature
'tested on the street')
p8: Conn: 'Santer's entrepreneurial spirit'
'Jacques Santer, president of the European Conmiission, has shown real leadership to Europe's politicians by
affirming the need for economic hberallsatlon, Including more flexible markets, the encouragt of
entrepreneurs, the reduction of subsidies and the end to protectionism.'
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p8: Comment: 'Reform the presidential elections'
'Klaus Hansch has served the European Parliament well in his term as its president.'
The European Business Section
plS: 'Van Mien puts the blame on BA'
'European Union Competition Commissioner Karel Van Miert has blamed British Airways for causing the
political row that has blown up over a decision to warn the UK not to approve its alliance with American
Airlines before Brussels has completed a separate review.'
p16: Regular features: 'A week in the life of the EU' and 'EMU watch'. Plus report from the European
Parliament, 'The week ahead' diary of forthcoming events and a 'Business week' column.
p17: 'US wins out in battle for open skies'
'As the distant cousins of an often dysfunctional European family, the Americans understand how best to get
their way in Europe.'
p18: 'Alrbus is the model which could set Europe flying high'...'The Rome and Maastricht treaties are the legal
tools of a unified Europe, but we have a lot to learn from the co-operation shown by an aircraft consortium...'
p18 'A balance (or the bankcns'...'Fnance has won its battle for a stability council'. (About the European
Central Bank)
p18: 'How the house of euro will be built' ....'Money supply targets are back in fashion for the single currency'
p19 'Still dreaming of a single finit1 market'...'Janet Lewis reports on EC efforts to create a genuine
internal market in Insurance and retail banking.'
p26 'Training stays central to the EU's vision'...'Petcr Matthews on the Socrates and Leonardo schemes.'
JANUARY 17
p2 'EU rules for genetically modified foods are in place'
'EU countries now have cnniI rules (or the labelling of genetically modified foodstuffs that mean that a long
list of foodstuffs, which Include genetically modified materials, will not be labelled.'
p12: 'EU discrimination will be e,imtn.d'
'Al Ridet, which is the trade orgamsatlon for the Danish consultancy firms, wants an enquiry into the reasons
(or the dramatic fall in Danish firms' market share of the EU's assistance progiImn in respect of Eastern
Europe.'
p13 'The Government does not recognise any proposal for a common EU tax'...'Strasbourg - the Danish
Government has never seen the German-French report about a comnxrn European tax policy that was discussed
in The Independeu yesterday.'
flnandal mes
p2: 'Brussels rebuked over pensions'
'The European Comniis1on acted illegally by publishing rules aimed at opening up cross-border investment in
the European Union pensions market, an advocate-general of the European Court of Justice said yesterday.'
p2 'Tax links in euro anne studied'
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'The European Commission Is preparing a study on how countries In the planned single currency zone could
co-operate more closely on tax harnionisatlon and social security.'
p2: 'EU food label rules approved'
'The European Parliament yesterday approved controversial rules on labelling genetically modified foods,
despite protests from environnientalists that the regulations will not protect European consumers.'
p2: 'Interest rate cut spurs Spain's EMU ambitions'
'The Bank of Spain yesterday responded quickly to falling domestic Inflation by cutting Its benchmark interest
rate by a quarter point to 6 per omi the lowest on record.'
p5: 'Brussels tax proposal alarma telecoma group' 'TCIeCOUmIIinICatIOnI companies in Europe are alarmed by
European Coniiision proposals to dose a tax loophole which benefits telecome suppliers outside the EU.'
p2O Conmient 'Siren call of flexibility'
'Allowing EU	 er stales to vazy the speed of their integration looks an attractive option to several
goveinn	 but risks fracturing the union'
p21: Com nt: 'Much sdo about taxes'
Some participants in the UK debate on the European Union now see nsiggers behind evesy bush.'
mT
p6: 'Bonn and EU deny report on	 Income tax'
'BRUSSPI -c - A British newspaper report that a group of countries led by France and Germany were secretly
pi2nnmg to mçoae a Income and social-security tax regime In countries sdoptlng a single aury wan
roundly thrnitme4 Thursday.'
p17: 'EU sings praises of Japan's niitiç. move'
'BRUSSFLS - The European C,nttion on Thursday welcomed a dedsion by Japan to extend copyright
protection to rrdnd naisic from the I95( and 196(, signiling an vni	 end to a long rmnng trede
WSJE
p2. 'F	 anxiety is clouding WTO Telecom negotiations' ...'Apprebenslon about inflow of US content Is
said to alter stazice of EU..'
Franco is injecting its fears about US cultural dominme in the andlovisual sector Into trsde talks on
liberalizing te	 1ncnis, according to people Involved In the dlicun1ons'
p2: 'EU nulls effect of Integration on tax policies within group' 'BRUSSELS - European Cn4 'ion officials
are exploring what could happen to tax policies alter the ainent constitutional review- in particular, the
question of whether some countries would coordinate certain lax rates.'
p2: 'European Parliament clears le_ss1'on on novd foods' 'Overriding opposition from environmentalists,
the European Parliament approved long-delayed and controversial legislation on the labeling and marketing of
genetically modified foods.'
p4: Europe in Transition colunu by Almar Latour
Section: Ihe clock is ticking for accession to the EU, and c'Midae countries need to attract the best possible
lawyers who can help Inçln1'd EU law and develop whole sections of domestic corporate law from scratch'
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}lnandal Thnea
p4: 'BrluanuysdonotscapegoatEU'
'Sir Leon Brittan, the European Union trade commissioner, yesterday criticised the Conservatives and Labour
for using Brussels as a scapegoat in the general election campaign.'
JANUARY 20
liman
p1. 'Germans hit at Paris bid to curb EU bank'
'German monetary officials, including Mr Hans rietmeyer, the Bundesbank president, have hit ba± at French
attempts to Impose political control over monetary policy In Europe's planned economic and monetary union.'
p2 'Brussels set to Intervene In German bank dispute'
'The European Conmussion Is expected to enter the Iong-ri nnrng dispute between Germany's private and public
sector banks by 1iung an Investigation Into the way state-owned regional banks received capital injections
through Integration of housing development funds?
p7 'ifind prues France and Germany over EU'
'Mr Malcolm Rilkind, the Ibreign secretary, yesterday stepped up piesanre on Germany and France to define
their policy on future European Union Integration, cI1mg on than to spell out the kind of EU they would like
to se n the next ce'uiy '
p12 'One Europe, two targets' Stephanie Flanders col.
Intro Eouaonusts are divided on the best monetary strategy after Erar'
21 'Atable price of recovery'
Intro 'EU governhIt1 are searching for a balance between the benefits of recycling legislation arid the cost
to busins1'
mT
p1 'Bundcsbank chief is blunt. Europe too slow to adapt to change'
FRANKFURT - Many European countries, Including Gvrmany, have faltered economically ber,t they have
been too slow to realize the need so introduce sweeping reforms in order to maida the rising power of Asia, the
growth of Easiern Europe an a productive bane and the dynamic revival of the United States in the world
economy, the pr&'4enI of the BnrvIbank said In an interview.'
p5 'The EU this week' (Small list of major EU events - the state of the IGC on EU reform - deepening
integration for soma- and the possibility of using welfare reform to buttress eroploynient.)
WS
p2. 'EU Jobless rate rctnai 10.9% for 7th ath In a row'
'LUXEMBOURG - The European Union's average seasonally adjusted unnIoyrnent raze was stuck at 10.9%
for the seventh consecutive mith in Noven*er, represnftng 18.2 million jobless, the EU statistics agency
said?
p2. 'hah a Mmniv.r to seek higher EU milk quotas'
MILAN As dairy farmers kept up their blo rfr.4 s of highways in Milan, Italy's agriculture minister was
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quoted Sunday as saying he'll ask Brussels to raise milk production quotas.'
p3: 'EU Commision plans to review exclusive distribution sgreeninhs'
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission Is expected this week to launch a broad review of exclusive deals
between producers and distributors to decide which arrangements to prohibit and which to allow under EU
antitrust law.'
p4: The European Economist: An Interview on Regional Economic Issues (With Martin Weak, Director of
Britain's National Institute of Economic and Social Research) His views on EM U.
JANUARY 21
Bsen
p6: 'Danish envuonrnnvl policy gets help from an unexpected quarter'
'After the ideological privatisation of the energy sector, England is (particularly attentive about the
envuonnt)'
'The libaahsation of the British electricity and gas market has brought England to the vanguard of the
enviroimntal1y progressive EU countries, who, compared with 1990, have managed to scale down carbon
dioxide eimssioas.' (piece on John Gunxner)
p10: 'Over-borrowing strangles Svendborg shlpyard'...'The threat from the EU about repaynt of slate
support, and a catastrophic market for repairs, make continned working impossible'
p15: 'FlexIbility in the EU on slippery Ice'
'Brussels - the Fruidi-German vision of a flexible Europe Is about to disintegrate. A .our dose to the
negotiationa about the new Masitrichi Treaty says that flexibility is unlikely in respect of the European Union's
most vi	 - economic ucpaation
p15: 'Rin.: We will be driven out to a "ding'
'D miwk risks being driven further out to a s'dmg in the EU a result of negotiations about greater flexibility
in co-operation.'
Flnandal Th
p2: 'Paris, Bonn md'c'p Ensi nft'
'France and Germany yesterday paed over divisions on tronetaty union and pledged to rmaln the engine
driving political integration in Europe.'
p3: 'Br"'els bangs drum louder for euro'
Intro:'Comnnssion's sales caropaign is about to shift into higher gear'
p8: 'Backing given to social chapte?
(Review of the 'employment' section of a report from the Institute of Public Policy Research)
p32: 'Investors warming to Ecu offerings'
'A survey of international fixed-income investors shows that rising ntinipni in favour of European monetary
union is fuelling increased investment in Ecu-denominated bonds.'
mT
p1: 'At Europe's Bank, independence will be the word'
'AMSTERDAM - Europe's future central bank must be free of any political Interference by governments that
join in the Jamh of the single currency, according to the man who is widely expected to become the central
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bank's first head.'
p5: 'London assails Paris-Bonn Initiative on cooperation'
'BRUSSELS- Intensifying their campaign to reform the European Union's decision-making, France and
Germany appealed Monday for new flexibility to allow son g nmbers to deepen cooperation without risking
a veto from reluctant partners.'
p1!: 'A bigger EU should take InTuilcey'
'WASHINGTON - As the European Union struggles to redraw the politico-economic map of Europe, one vita!
piece Is In danger of being left out. That piece is Turkey...'
WSJE
p2: 'French and German ministers perform a deft Pas de Deux' (A Wall Street Journal Europe Roundup) .. .'A
united front Is displayed on European lntegratlon differences are shrouded'
'BRUSSELS - The French and German foreign ministers sidestepped their countries' differences over the central
bank envisioned In plans for European monetary union, and put forward a united front on the question of
political Integration'
p!2 'Van Mtefl plans to bsck offer by INA and BNL for Banco di Napoli' (A WSJE roundup)
'BRUSSELS - A new plan by the Italian governnn1 10 sell 60% of ailing Bauco di Napoli has gained the
crucial bw*lng of European Union Competition Commissioner Kate! Van Miert.'
JANUARY 22
p2 'Easing the pain of verucal res*raints'
'Ii may not have the scIniiIl'tlng title, but the European Commission's Green Paper on Vertical Restraints in
EU Conçetltlon PoLicy will be anything but dull for businesses in the single market.'
p8 'PilkIrul dasb hopes of Eurosceptics'
'Mr Malcolm Plfkirid, the foreign secretaiy, has dash1 the Iast-rmaining hopes of cabinet Eurosceptics that
the governnicnt will drop iii wait-and-see policy on monetary union, demanding that the UK retains the option
of joining the first wave of entrants.'
WSIE
p2 'EU's Boolno prepares to sample food safety'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union's consumer chief is about to sip from a poisoned chalice. That's how some
people describe Pmm Bonino's possible appointment as the new food czar - and she herself says it's a fair
analysis'
p!7 'Proposed Eli chocolate standard draws broad range of criticism'
'BRUSSELS - h's supposed to be a source of delight, but chocolate is the font of much discord in Brussels.
The problem Isa proposal by the European Commission to impose a uniform definition of the popular sweet
throughout the 15-nation European Union.'
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p15: 'New EU competition rules hit small countrles'...'Brussels: The European Commission are preparing two
changes to the EU's competition rules which involve a more lenient course In respect of agreements between
producers and traders. But at the same time a harsh assault Is made on Danish niche-production'
flnandal 1mm
p2: 'Brussels dears sale of bottler to Coca-Cola'
'The European Cntttion yesterday approved the sale by Cadbury Schwcppes and Coca-Cola of their UK
bottling joint venture to Coca-Cola Enterprises, the Coca-Cola Companies pan-owned bottling arm.'
p2: 'Van Mien keeps up the preanue over BA deal'
'RiVal airlines could challenge British Airways and American Airlines in their national cowus If the UK
approves the planned illisi* between the two airlines against the advice of the European Commission, Mr
Karel Van Mien, competition commissioner, said yesterday.'
p19: 'A big hand in Europe' interview with Hervé de Charette, France's Foreign Minister
(He talks about his vision for the EU and NATO.)
p1: 'EU's real target to move East: 2002'...'Even that date Is optimistic, and not for all 10 cndidazes'
'BRUSSELS - In a miw'p that sparked concern across Eastern Europe, the European Cthlon let slip ha
belief Wednesday that the European Union would not Include fornz Warsaw Pact mnthers before 2002 at the
earliest and that only some of the 10 cani HA t. countries would quali1y.'
p3: 'NATO expansion as a crafty consolation prize'
'WASHINGTON - Sonietmies the news Is in the noise and sometimes In the silence. If you want to understand
what is wrong with NATO expMLtlon, the new Clinton administration's first major foreign policy challenge,
listen to the s' t"e, the silence of Europeans on this subject.'
p13: 'EU to open Boeing inquiry'
'BRUSSELS - The European Cmttion's top competition official said Wednesday that it would open an
annuint inquiry into Boeing Co's $13.9 billion acquisition of McDonnell Douglas Corp amid concern that the
I1li2nre would strangle competition.'
WSJE
p1: EU Notebook colunm
Includes:
Mad-cow tow
Big Spenders - about national subsidies up
Oops: Commission goofs on EU enlargnt - the boo-bib over the entry dazes for new members
On bold: plans for VAT on call-back telephone services
Van Mierlo applands Franco-German push for European integration
And they're off - French tax break for national horse-racing boldings
Making waves - s*&m2k rs ask Commission to challenge decades-old US anti-dumping legislation
Where is everybody? Failure of promotion of employee ownership or profit-sharing schecns
p2: 'Van Mien warns Britain on BA-American linkup' (roundup)
'BRUSSELS - European Union Competition Commissioner Karel Van Mien warned that If the British Airways
alliance with AMR Corp.'s American Airlines Is cleared by the UK as planned, the merged carrier would
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become illegal within the EU.'
p2: 'Irish budget sets scene for EMU, election'
'DUBLIN - The 1997 budget presented Wednesday by Irish Finance Minister Ruairi Quinn sets the stage for
a general election thIs year and virtually guarantees that Ireland will qualify for European monetazy union.'
p2: 'EU approves plan to acquire UK bottle?
'The European Commission formally approved Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc.'s proposed $1.95 billion acquisition
of a British bottler. The plan had faced intense scrutiny from antitrust regulators amid protests from smaller
competitors.'
p2: 'Phone accord ignored In Italy, Van Mien says'
'BRUSSELS - European Union competition chief Karel Van Miert lambasted the kalin government for failing
to respect the terns of a 1995 agicemeni aimed at creating a level playing field in the country's cellular-phone
market.
The European (week January 23 - 29)
p1 'President to seek cash for poorer MEPa'
'The European Parliament will look at practical ways to improve the salaries of its lowest paid MEP5, its newly
elected President has told The Eawopzn.'
p1 'Kohl and Chirac dcal riles Dutch'
'Speculation that Paris and Bonn have stitched up a deal to place a Frhman as head of the powerful new
European Central Bank Ii putting fresh strain on relations with the Dutch European Union Presidency.'
p1 'Bad smarter for s1imhn lunch'
'European Union ministers this week were to have sampled their first taste of politics A Ia holl2ndaise after the
Dutch presidency Informed them that theIr days of long limd were over.'
p2 'CltI'ns First rings up the phone calls'
'Nearly a quarter of a million people across Europe have responded to the Citi 	 First information initiative,
Iarnvhed two months ago in Brussels to inform crnrns of their rights in the single market.'
p2 'Not.o small card'
'Forget bulky wallets, the sltmlme smartcard could prove to be the ID equivalent of the single currency...'
p5 'Genetic foods face trial by shopping'
'Measures to label EncticallY modified food clearly have been pushed through by the European Parliament.'
p8 Commnf: 'A vehicle for fifteen'
'What possible motive lay behind the high-banded com ' of the French and German foreign ministers, Hervé
de Qiarette and Klaus Kmkei, following the Council of Ministers' meeting on 20 January? Whatever it was,
the effect has been to ie-eniphaslse the feeling of other member states that their voices carry less weight.'
p9 'CII Robles faces a stormy ride at the European Parliament's helm'....'The new president wants MEPs to
spend more time in their constItuencies.'
plO 'Slippery mantra for Europe' ...'Flexibility is the new buzzword. So vague a coocq)t might enhance
diversity but could promote an éllud core...' (Plus a 'Layman's Guide' - tongue-in cheek explanation of
'flexibility'.)
p11: 'French high fliers put women at Europe's heart'
'On the face of It the two French female politicians both re-elected as vice presidents of the European
Parflimnt have Little In common, apart from their first name - Nicole.'
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The European Bnsiness Section
pl6: Usual EU roundup
p18: CornmnI and analysis: 'Resisting the euro from left, right, north and south'...'Eurosceptics, eurocynlcs,
ewocritica and ewophobes. Call them what you like, the growing number of Intellectual opponents to monetary
union are a mixed bag'
p26: 'Eureka comes of age with new initiatives' ...'Peter Matthews on the EU research arm's tenth birthday...'
JANUARY 24
p8: 'Big is beautiful in the retail trede'
'The future for the retail trsde belongs to the thalns, and political curbs on shop alias and opening times will
be pushed aside by the EU's and consumers' dmndi.'
p13: 'Con,euuon green book Inspires joy In Danish Industiy'...'Danlsh Industry cont'n' with flexibility'
pl3: 'Danish fight for Norwegian silmnn'
'Danish anxkthouses are going Into battle to secure free entry to the EU's markets for Norwegian p1n'
p16: 'Great Britain more negative towards EMU'
'It is now cuIy im1ikly that Great Britain will join EMU from the stan- 1 January 1999'
_limes
p1: 'Major takes tougher Earn line'
Iho prune mimst'r yesterday perausded his cabl colleagues to unite around a new and more hostile approach
to European noeIary um'. yg ft 11kly sterling would join a single currency at the official
Imdi date of 1999.'
p2: 'MEPs an to censure Brussels over BSE'
'Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are preparing to vote on an unpreented motion of censure
agamq the European C irimttvi over its m nigii of BSE, or ' cow disease'
p21: Coarnicnt 'A dItTn2l Earn c000nilae'
'Mr John Major's governnw has mow issued what ft uys is its final word on possible British participation In
a single European currency during the lifetime of the next parliament.'
p21: 'Seeds of discontent'
'A quiet revolution Is taking place In Brussels. The European Cnnth,Ion Ii fashioning a new agricultural
policy for the next millennium which will pay people to stay on the land, but not n',euarily to farm.'
ifiT
p5: 'Scot? haggis, EU decrees, gang aft a-gley'
'LONDON - Scottish expatriates got a shock Thursday when the European Union announced that hi ban on
British beef exports also applied to haggis, the delicacy trsdltlonally consumed at Burns Night supper, this
weekend.'
p14: 'Bundesbank chief takes waty stance on money union'
'FRANKFURT - Tensions that have erupted in the last month between Germany and France over monetary
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union were only the "Initial skirmishes,' Hans Tietmeyer, the president of the Bundesbank, said in a newspaper
interview.'
WSJE
p2: 'Britain reaffirms doubt about a 1999 EMU laundi'
'LONDON - After studying * Treasury paper on progress by European ouniries to meet criteria for the single
European currency, the British cabinet reaffirmed that "it is very unlikely' European economic and monetary
union can be launched as planned on January 1, 1999.'
p2: 'Alitalia chairman expects EU to back Italy's Bailout plan'
'BRUSSELS - The chairman of Alirilia SpA said be's confident European Union regulators will back the
planned three trillion lire ($1.88 billion) bailout of the Ifihin flag carrier, despite concerns that the subsidy
bre'9 es EU rules.'
p2: 'EU praises Czech bad'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union Foreign Relations Commissioner Hans van den Broek brndejd the Czech
Republic's bid to qualify (or EU membership yet urged Prague to do more.'
p2 'EU Telecom changes could add up to 1.3 million jobs, study finds'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union could add as many as 1.3 mill.00 jobs by 2005 through liberalization and
technological change In the teleconmainicatlons sector, according to a study for the European Commission.'
JANUARY 25
ln.idal limes
p5 'Brussels threatens action on auditors'
'The European Cnhiion has threatened to take the UK to the European Court of Justice for brekhing EU
rules that require all public contracts to be put out to cocetithe tiwl•'
WerfrM Money section
p1 'Mt'a's are In the air'...'Mchacl Skapinker reports on British Airways controversial plan to link with
a US rivar
lilT
p2 'EU's carrot not good enough to heal the Cyprus split'
'BRUSSELS - Just a few months ago, senior European and US officials expressed hope that the prospect of
Cyprus's entering Into membership negouanoas with the European Union would provide the carrot to make this
the year to resolve the ti'M' bauer political divide.'
p2 'Bonn and Paris weigh atomic force'
'PARIS- France and Germany have agreed to open discussions on adding a nuclear dincion to European
defense policy, according to a secret joint strategy paper signed by leaders of the two countries last month that
wan published Friday by the newspaper Le Mo,ide.'
p5. 'A green light for Burma to join ASEAN's ranks'
'SINGAPORE - The Association of South East Asian Nations has decided to Include Burma as a new member
thIs year. even though the presence of the Burmese military regime could cause a rift in relations with the West
and disrupt plans to bold a summit meeting between European and Asian leaders, officials and analysts say.'
p8 'Europe has 17 months to get serious on Bosnia'
'PARIS - The first important decision of the second Clinton administration was made known on Wednesday.
President Bill Clinton's newly confirmed secretary of defense, William Cohen, said that American forces will
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definitely quit Bosnia In June 1998. Bosnia thenceforth, according to Mr Cohen Ii a European problem'.'
JANUARY 27
B&sen
p13: 'The Swiss hope for a strong euro'...'Even though the Swiss are outside the EU, It Is In the country's
interests that economic and monetary co-operation In the EU Is a success, and that the euro becomes Just as
strong a currency as the D-mark. However, the Swiss do not want the strong Swiss Franc to be bound to the
euro'
p14: 'Fight against violence will sell the EU to the Social Deniocrata'...'The fight against crime Is oat Just
picked out as the leitniotif In the Social Democrats atlesiçt to regain a foothold among electors, but also to get
aYes to the EU In the forthcoming referendum'
nandai limes
p1 'Germany may qualify only narrowly for monetary union. Bonn revises deficit to 2.9% '
s	 German governnit has revised upwards Its forecast of this year's public sector deficit, suggesting that
the country will qualify only narrowly for European economic and monetary union.'
p2: 'Franco-German pact stresses reform of Nato'
'France is pinnIngto step up negotiations with the US on reform of Nato, which a new Franco-German defence
docimii hails as the key to European defence.'
p10 'Lobbyists in search of a fast Ecu'...'Dluie: Brussels: Today's 1nh of the European Policy Centre
shows how the city is now a mlgn for think-tanks'
p18: 'Out in Europe' Peter Svithen coluum. 'Britain will sooner or later have to choose between giving up the
pound or leaving the European Union'
ifiT
p1: 'Let Bntain worry about liberties, EU says'
'PARIS - Despite protests by Bniain and the United States over Oh's inimioo to dilute civil liberties In Hong
Kong, the response of the European Union about the developments In Its seventh largest trading partner has
i xnin4 railed.'
p8: Coimnent 'NATO helps Europe'
'NATO's proposed expansion eastward has stirred debate, particularly with regard to the Inçact on the West's
relations with Russia. But the relntegratkm of traditional Central European democracies Into European
organizations is not only about Russia...'
p11: 'Currency criteria 'an arduous task"...'Italy Is determined to meet goals for euro, treasury minister says'
'MILAN - Italy is ready to take further steps to cut Its deficit to join a single European currency but It would
be an 'arduous ask' to meet the criteria this year, the treasury minister said Sunday.'
WSJE
p2: 'Italy is determined to meet EMU goals, ClampI says'
'MILAN - Italian Treasury Minister Carlo Azegilo Clampi reiterated Sunday that the government Is ready to
enact additional measures to meet the Maastrlcht requirement for economic and monetary union of attaining a
3% deficit-to-gross domestic product ratio In 1997.'
p2: 'France, Germany consider sharing nuclear deterrent'
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'PARIS - Declaring their security needs "inseparable, French and German leaders last month secretly agreed
to discuss sharing France's nuclear deterrent for the first time, a French official confirmed.'
p14: 'Belgian banks square off over tax breaks for euro'
'BRUSSELS - Belgian banks gave themselves a Christmas present in December, but the Finance Ministiy may
ask for all or some of It back. Rather than await the ministry's stamp of approval, many banks last month
deducted from their tax bills funds they'd set aside for the transition to the euro, the future single European
p21: 'Low wheat-export award signals EU won't undercut US price'
'BRUSSELS - The relatively low wheat export award by the European Commission last week was meant to
warn traders that EU export refunds won't undercut US wheat prices in the second half of the 1996-97
marketing year, a European Union agricultural source said.'
JANUARY 28
p8 'EU hinders electricity law'
'Envaronmnf and Energy Mmizr, Svend Auken, has big problems in getting the Danish electricity
liberalization laws recognised by the EU.'
p12: 'Jelveil suggests ooainco EU corporation tax'
'Brussels Flnan Minister, Marianne Jelved, Is trying so get agreement in the European Union for minimum
rates for corporation tax and tax on interest.'
p19 'FInes for Danish banks o"t'ide the euro'
'Brussels Danish banks will be penalized In order to stop them benefiting from being oiittide the euro-zone.'
p3 'Spain faces extra hurdle In Earn race'... 'Madrid should nt the economic criteria, but politics has tied
Its fate Inextricably to Italy's'
p3 'Euro will mean huge upheaval for coin-Kindling michins'
'Early next century, If all goes to plan, the 70 or so different coins circulating throughout the nations of the
European Union will be replaced by just eight new euro coins of different denominMions - a prospect to focus
the mmd of any rnlnager Involved with automatic coin handling.'
p3. 'Japan adopts UK's wait and stance' 	 -
iapsnese Itmarnn and banfrrs are for the first time taking the prospect of European monetary union
seriously.'
p6 'The virtue of virtual warthousing'...'Accounsants dream up scheme to short-cut EU customs red tape'
p6 World Trade news digest
'EU-SA talks deadlocked'
p20: 'France and Germany seek tax powhing crackdown'
'France and Germany yesterday called for a code of conduct to stop unfair tax competition in the EU.'
nrr
p1 'EU tensions show over call to make taxes more uniform' ...'Ministers raise objections to German-French
proposal..'
'BRUSSELS - Tensions over Europe's planned single currency shifted from the central bank to taxes Monday
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as Germany and France Called for more uniform tax rates across the European Union to prevent countries such
as Luxembourg and Ireland from luring jobs and potential economic growth away from other EU members
through fiscal incentives'
p6: 'EC to finance TV shows that promote the euro'
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission, seeking better understanding of the European Union's single-
currency and integration plans, will offer to finance suitable television programs from a fund equivalent to $23.7
nullion.'
ph: llunlnng Ahead/Commentary 'Britain can't stop EU flexlbilfty"
'WASHINGTON - The plan sounds deceptively simple - the logical answer to one of the thorniest problems
dogging the drive to European unity since World War 11. It goes by the seeni ir gly harmless name of
flexibthtf.'
WE
p2: 'EU move to harniom tax policies initially sounds a discordant note'
'BRUSSELS - European Union finance ministeri led by Germany, linthed what promises to be a controversial
debate on the long-taboo subject of coordituting tax policies among the 15 member states.'
p2: 'EU offers mote flexibility on antidumping-law use'
'BRUSSElS - The European Union's trade conanissloner, Sir Leon Brinan, offered a more flexible application
of EU anndunçing laws in the 	 of strong critichin from Central	 Eastern European countries'
p2: 'EMI chief advocates new group to consult with central bankers'
'FRANKFURT - The bead of the European Monetary Institute said be favors creating a new group of finance
ministers representing countries participating In Europe's future unified currency, sayIng ft would give central
bank officials a way to privately vo the disapproval of governt policy.'
p4: 'Rules of the Game' col by Martin du Bols
Section beaded: 'Van Mien proposes things to current cartel rules'
p1!: 'How do you qualify for the Euro club? By cb'atmg' Global View by George Melloan)
'A group of European ac cmcs and other light-beaned sorts have devised a trophy, called a Fudgie, for the
finance mmiq finiltng the most knigmarive ways to make budget deficits look smaller than serious
accountancy would require.'
p13: 'Fluetuanon bands take the spotlight In race for EMU'
'FRANKFURT - With qualification for European economic and monetary union at the top of many nation's
political and monetary agendas for 1997, the Issue of rtrh,nge rate fluctuations has taken on wkkd Importance'
ph4: 'EU aims to Imut range of appeals to force msjeure'
'LONDON - European Comm1ton officials have confirmed that drift legislation dealing with the treMnnt
of financial contracts after the Introduction of a single European currency has been amied to doses loophole
on the use of force majeuze claiuti.'
p28: 'EU Green-rate changes reawaken questions on farmer protections'
'LONDON - A ece,t slew of thanges In the green rates used to calculate European Union farm subsid Ies has
reawakened questions about bow they cosact fanners already protected by the Common Agricultural Policy, or
CAP.'
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JANUARY 29
Darien
p6: 'Swelling EU coffers waiting for small biotechnology companies'
'There are millions of ecu to be got from the EU'. research and technology development progr-rn for Danish
biotechnology companies - who are complaining about lack of capital.'
plO: 'EU prepares common Levels of taxation'...'The European Commission will work out a proposal about
bow taxation policy In the ELI countries can be co-ordinaied. The Commissioner for Taxation, Mario Monti,
promised yesterday that be will publish a text that can be put into practice without further negotiation'
p10: 'Monetary union will grow rapidly'
'Frankfurt: The second wave of countries Joining the single European currency will, in all probability, come
as soon as a year after the start that Is planned for 1 January, 1999.'
plO 'Rut rubber stamps green taxes'
'Brussels Commissioner for the Environment, Rut Bjerregaard, put forward yesterday a list of green taxes
which, she believes, member stares Introduce without fear that they would be in conflict with the single
nket
ph: 'Denmark can become a Baltic superpower'
'As the only Nordic country to be a cr of both the EU and NATO, Denmark has glowing prospects of
taking over the leading role In an active and dynintf Baltic policy. But the Swedes have seized the initlMive
and are in the pros of taking the role of the big power in the Baltic region'
p11 'Grwan fight to meet Maastracht cruena'...'Germany's Waste to nicet the Maastridn criteria is becoming
nerv
p14 'Denmark In the second EMU wave'
'The President of the European Monetary Institute, Alei fvfre Lamfalussy, predicts that there will be a new
wave of participants In the couarion curry as soon as a year after the start.'
flnandal limas
ph 'Clarke reaffirm Erar 	 challenges Eurosceptics, saying UK could still be in fiist
wave'
'Mr Kenneth Clarke, the chancellor, threw down the gauntlet yesterday to Tory Eurosceptics by insisting that
during the next parhimnI Britain could still be among the first wave of countries joining a single European
currency.'
ph 'Labour unlikely to opt for entry at Iinch'
'Labour Is preparing EU member states for a UK decision not to join the first wave of European monetary
union In 1999.'
p6 'Japan plans Ensi-style deficit curbs'
'The Japanese government Is plinntng legislation this year to bring its growing budget deficit under control over
the next decade, using targets similar to those used by the European Union for its planned single currency.'
p9: 'Use of EU funds for childcare aitaked'
'Britain's record on providing childcare was yesterday anMked by a European Commissioner who said Brussels
was being asked to provide basic social services In deprived areas.'
p9. 'Cook prepares to play crucial role in Europe' ...'Shadow foreign secretary stresses willingness to engage
with the International community'
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p22: 'Personal View' David Marsh. 'Call for a reality check'...'Financlal markets seem oblivious to the
possibility of the EU niissirig Its Emu timetable'
p23:Comment: 'Hoping for the best'
'Most of the German cabinet would dearly love to put European monetary union behind them.'
p24: 'UK exports to non-EU countries show steepest fall for 9 years'
'The UK's exports to countries outside the European Union recorded the biggest fall for at least nine years last
month, underscoring the difficulties faced by companies coping with a strong pound.'
WE
p2: 'EU to 1ml probe of the BT-MCI merger'
lbs European Ciion Is expected to )rnh an in-depth investigation Into British Teleconmainicationa
PLC's acquisition of MCI Cwmic2tions Corp.'
p2: 'German states' budgets said to be critical for EMU entry'
(Roundup)	 __
'Germmy will have difficulty meeting the fiscal criteria for entering European monetary union unless the federal
states further corwthdc their budgets, a senior official of Germany's omual bank said.'
p3: 'US, UK near open skies' but airline deal delayed'
'US negotiators said an open-skies deal with Britain is nearly complete, but regulatory delays have forced British
Airways and American Airlines, a unit of AMR Corp., to push back to next winter the timetable for fully
lmplI!mPntmg their controversial lIiInie.'
JANUARY 30
p10: 'EU ought to allow local reductions in VAT...'Although Danish politicians, generally without exception,
are Ig2mq any kind of VAT differentiation, in the rest of the EU pressure has mounted for more opportunities
for graduation'
p11: 'Auken fights a lost battle In the tin can affair'
'The Environment and Energy Minister, Svend Ankn . Is fighthg a losing battle In upholding the Danish ban
on this for beer and soda water.'
p12: 'EU on the	 k against the huh tax havan'...'Ireland must learn to live without the EU's regional
subsidies which have e the COtwU7 a magn for foreign investment.'
p12: 'Coninon economic govuwnent'...The EU countries' future coosnon curreucy Is threatened by
'explosion' a few years after ft is established un1st the euro countries establish an 'economic government' -
no' to counterbalance the planned European Central Rank, but to fornaivate these countries' economic policy'
p12: 'EU VAT on call-back'...'Telcpbone companies outside the EU will from now on have to pay VAT in
one of the 15 European countries. The aim Is to limit the so-called 'call back services' from the USA which
offer cheap International calls and which have up until now avoided European taxes.'
Financial Times
p1: 'Toyota chief in warning on Ensa'
'Toyota Motor, one of the biggest Inward investors in the UK, warned yesterday that the company's European
investment strategy might dt'nge If the UK stayed out of European monetary union.'
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p2: 'Brussels to probe BT-MCI deal'
'The European Commission I unlikely to raise any serious objections to the merger between British
TelecommuncaL1ons, the UK telecom company, and MCI, the US long-distance carrier, but ii expected to open
a full scale Investigation Into the $2Obn (Ll2bn) deal today.'
p2: 'Brlttan blocks EU rules on waste'
'Sir Leon Brittan, the European Union's chief trade negotiator, is blocking plans for tough new rules on waste
management under which EU countries would be forced to incinerate rubbish or introduce strict regimes for
sorting household waste.'
p7: 'EU closes VAT loophole'
'Telecoma operators based outside the European Union will have to add value-added tax on services they offer
to consumers within the EU, under European Commission proposals backed yesterday by the member states.'
p7: 'French clash with Bnuan on dumping'
'France Is resisting a move by Sir Leon Brluan, Europe's trade commissioner, to reoriaitate the European
Union's anti-dumping regime by requiring ft to take into account a broader range of economic criteria and
bo
p13: 'Party takes its jobs Ideas to Europe'
'Flexibility, responsibility, efficiency. New Labour Is proselytizing its vision for corporate succ in the
capitals of Europe as it prepares for what It hopes will be a government led by Tony Blair and a British
Presidency of the EU In less than a year.'
p20 'A yen for the euro' - Lea colunm
mT
p1 'Toyota raises UK s"s on single-currency Issue'
'LONDON - Toyota Motor Corp. shifted the debate over Europe's single currency from the theoretical to the
practical Wedneiday, reportedly threatening to limit ha future Investments in Europe to countries that are part
of the European Union's pIannd single currency.'
p8 Comment. 'Let's hope France and Germany get ft right'
'WASHINGTON - Two cemunes of bitter conflict and proud diversity have produced a modern Europe in
which the Germans control ihe money and the French have the bomb. Imagine the world's dilnm if it were
the other way round'
p11. 'The lines of battle: EU targets US callback services with tax'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union moved Wednesday to close a tax loophole that helps US companies make
billions by offering Europeans cheap International phone calls.'
p13 'Europe to widen Inquiry Into BTs takeover of MCI'
'LONDON - The European Cnittion will inttify its scrutiny of British Telecommunications PLC's
proposed $25 billion acquisition of MCI Comnianicatlons Corp., BT said Wednesday.'
WSJE
p1: 'Power broker Luxembourg's Junk takes a pivotal role in EU's top projects'...'Mediator in Paris-Bonn
rows, he also gives small slates clout In voting disputcs....But "junior has tax problem'
'LUXEMBOURG- In the ongoing road show of EU integration, expansion and monetary union, star players
like Kohl, Chirac and Major bog the ImlIght. But Increasingly it's a man named Juncker who draws applause
for deft stage managPmnt.' (PM of Luxembourg)
p1: EU Notebook Includes:
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Taxing call - EU moves to slap VAT on all phone services
Green fines - penalties against Germany and Italy
Spare a dime - shape and nature of the euro-coin
Rocky road - Polish Gov. 's strategy for joining EU in trouble
Open the vault - finance ministers agree to lend more to Eastern Europe
Polluter pays - Bjerregurd's white paper on liability for environmental damage
No tea party - Commission threats to take the Spanish Gov. to court for banning the sale of loose tea
p2: 'World telecom pact may require US and EU to lower expectations'
'GENEVA - The US and Europe may have to lower their sights now If they want to conclude a world
telecomninications pact by the Feb 15 deadline.'
p2: 'Toyota links more UK invstnnts to EMU' (Roundup)
'LONDON - The president of Toyota Motor Corp. drew a strong reaction from the British government after
be appeared to rule out building new factories in Britain and uld the company's future investments in Europe
could shift to the Contwnt If London opts out of a single European currency.'
p6: Comment: 'Europe's new bogeyman'
'When European finance ministers .udd c Iy start speaking with one voice, it's probably a good time for
suspcion. (About so-called 'fiscal dumping' - but P/S/H Is not sure exactly what 'unfair competition' Is in this
ccIltPt.)
The European (week 30 January -5 February)
p1: 'Onibudmian acts to slash EU secrecy'
'Fourteen European Union Institutions were told to open up to public scrutiny or f charges of
maladministration as part of a campaign by the European onthudaman to make the Union more transparent.'
p1: 'CIller bolds Nato to ransom'
'Turkish Foreign Minister Taunt Qilar has raised the possibility of Ankara vetoing the expansion of Nato If
her cowiuy is not allowed Into the European Union.'
p2: 'Gibraltar demands EU voting nghts'
'The government of Gibraltar, a British Depe' n' Terntory with self governing status, Is dmsndlng that the
European Cmion ensures that ha 30,000 cl" be granted the right to vote in European elections'
p2: 'Kohl faces economic brfrlh'
'Oisnt1or Hthait Kohl as preparing to ride out a storm of domestic criticism over his plans for economic sod
monetary union (EMU) following a bwklish against his tax reform progrmne and a series of grim budget
p7: 'Major plays for time Europe seeks new saaxi'...The British Premier Is determined to remain at the helm
p8: Con nt: 'Rigid to public information'
'Every public body has a dmosair In ha bunwit, guarding ha aecret files, Jacob SOderman, the European
ombudsman, wrote in a recent column in this newspaper.'
p9: 'Euro designs score an own goal on style'
(About 'famous' Europeans to go on the new euro notes.)
p10: 'Quoting our of turn and turning round in a succession of quotes'
(Critical piece about Sir Lonn Brinan's comninII - he is 'only a civil servant'. Piece focuses in general on
'advice' from British politicians about the EU.)
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pIS: 'Hagi leads charge for non-EU players' rights'
'A legal challenge by Rornanian World Cup star Gheorghe Hagi, described as 'the Bosnian case for non-EU
players', Is threatening to throw European football into further chaos.'
The European Business Section
p17: SEMI chief floats stabdity council compromise'
'Alexandre Lamfalussy, president of the European Monetary Institute (EM!), has conceded that the future
European Central Bank will need political 'input' from a body made up of national representatives of EMU
members after the euro's laurvh.'
p17: 'Tax haven fears over EU attack'
'Offshore tax havens could lose up to $500 billion in investments if renewed efforts to stop unfair tax
competition In the European Union are succesafid.'
p18 Usual EU Roundup
p19 'EU directive delays 'could hurt banks'
'European banks have warned that delays In passing an updated version of the European Union's Capital
Adequsey Directive (CAD) could put them at a competitive disadvantage to non-EU banks in their capital
markets	 operations.'
p20. 'The waiting may not be so bad fur central Europe'
'In an unguarded moment last week the European Commission admitted what mmy have long known. The
countries of central Europe will not be admitted to the EU before 2002, and some may have to wait
considerably longer.'
p27 'Ii Europe ready to dune the CAP?'...'Many farmers are fscing upto the possibility that fat EU subsidies
will eventually come to an cud...'
(About the increasing likelihood of a free market in agricultural products.)
p27.'Seeds of discontent grow in Portugal'...'EU agriculture reforma have fallen on stony ground as farmers
shen late payments and complex rules...'
JANUARY 31
Biesen
p2 Auken's NESA law Is contrazy to EU regulations'
'The European Conmussion has branded Energy Minister, Svend Auken's NESA law a bieh of EU
regulations. A spokemun for Mario Mood, the EU Commissioner for the Single Market, told Bersen that the
Danish Government may not hin'Ier the asic of Danish electricity companies to foreign companies.'
p16: 'Eurostat will put a slop to EMU cheiting'...'The European statistics office, Eurostat, will put a stop to
member countries fiddling their budget figures.'
plS 'The EU lags behind in the IT race ' ... 'Europe lags further and further behind in the competition for market
share In the field of Information v!chnology'
p20.
 'Europe can be pleased about stable growth'...'The run-up to European currency union will take pisce in
an environment of stable growth where particularly the monetary policies in the Western European countries
are having a favourable Influence on the economy'
p20: 'Toyota create a British storm'...'Toyota's top boss, Hiroshi Okuda, has created a political storm in Great
Britain with warnings about the consequences of staying outside of EMU'
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p20: 'Denmark without euro influence (exactly the same story as was In Jyllands Posten)
p28: 'Nine months to EMU time'...'Cltlbank: both banks and companies are preparing much too Inadequately
for EMU'
p28: 'Euronioney is a challenge for London's derivative exchange'
1mns
p2: 'EU ministers open fire on tax poachers' ...'France and Germany believe It Is time for Europe to curb
beggar-my-neighbour tax nvalries'
p2: 'Spain presses home ambitions on Emu'
'Spain yesterday pressed home Its ambitions to be In the first wave of European economic and monetary union
members.'
p7: 'Toyota chief acts to calm Enar row'
'Mr Hiroshi Okuda, president of Toyota, Japan's largest cazmaker, yesterday sought to calm the UK political
row sparked by his warning that Toyota's European Investment strareaj might ehange if Britain stayed out of
European monetary un'
p7: 'Alarm over an off-the-cuff connnf'...'Mawhlnney assures Eurosceptics of no censorship in run-up to
election'
p7: 'Sense of unease over a Britain out in the cold'
'Toyota's warning that its UK investmmt strategy might change If Britain stays out of European monetary union
reflects an ill-defined sense of une arming Japanese pollcymakas and top executives'
pl: 'Overseas investors at record level' (linked to stories above)
pl5: Coainni: 'Whispered warning'
'Mr Huosbi Okuda, the prttdMt' of Toyota Motor, bar delivered an oblique but_,thfreihlc warning of the
dangers inherent in the UK's arthivalence to European Monetary union.'
p16: 'Retired mandarins help Blair on Europe'
'Labour is reviewing the position of srnlor civil servants Involved in European policy miking, with the spot
light f1ling on Sir Stephen Wall, the UK's permarit representative in Brussels and a friend of Mr John
p16: 'Brnt,ls in move to break air slot deadlock'
'The European Commitsion is considering a compromise on the thorny Issue of airport take-off and lUng slots
by limrnng the time airlines can hold such slots in return for allowing them to be bought and sold'
pX: 'Ensi coira1cs career mmdt' ...'Leading banks have set up working groups to cm the effect of
monetary on'
LET
p13: 'Toyota chief eases threat to UK'
'LONDON - The president of Toyota.....pulled back Thursday from threats the previous day to stop all foture
investment in Britain if it rerninid outside of Europe's planned single currency.'
WSJE
p2: 'It's official: EU to probe BT-MCI merger'
'The European commission, as expected, Is ltmch ing an In-depth investigation Into BrItish Telecommunications
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PLC' proposed acquisition of MCI Communications Corp., citing concerns about the merger's impact on
competition In the trans-Atlantic telecom market.'
p8: 'Why Europe's silicon valley Is in a rut'
'Last September the US and the European Union agreed to eliminate tariffs on electronic products, including
semiconductors, computers and telecommunications equipment. But the EU continues to drag its feet on
establlihing a timetable for the phase-out.'
FEBRUARY 1
flnandal 1mes
p1: 'Euro miks City debut In bond'... 'Snocess of issue cases concerns over London's role if UK stays out of
p2 'Coimnlulon to delay hours ruling'
'The European Commission is set to delay publithing details on extending the 48-hour week to 9m workers until
after the British general election, to avoid a fresh row between London and Bruwls over the sensitive issue
of EU social policy.'
p2 'Brussels to clarify stssice on deficits'
'The European Commituon will publish guidelines on Monday attempting to clarify when governments can use
creative accounting to reduce their public deficits In order to qualify for economic and nxnictary union.'
mT
p6. 'Europe provides a guide to shrinking world's rich-poor gap'
'NEW YORK - The other day, I opened my newspaper and thought I must be dreining. A front-page headline
rend 'Gap closes between rich and poor nations". (On closer inspection it was referring to countries within
the EU)
FEBRUARY 3
B.rsen
p7. 'ElectrIcity giants disianr i thmelves from NESA law'...'Europe's lending power producers aie not
Inclined so challenge the Environment and Energy Minister, Svend Auken, (following on from the ruling by the
EU Cnmk,4on that the Dines could not legislate against foreign concerns buying Danish electricity
companies).
p16 Conmnt: 'The shift in the stance towards the EU' (About the new nxwes for greater collaboration.)
p16 - 17: 'A comnn registered pattern, with exceptions'...'There is a difference between the patenting of a
design of a car and the pilentmg of Its pails. Therefore the EU wants to safeguard competition in the car
industxy, but member countries are wavering'
'Although it's not normally something you bear the EU praised for - the EU is, of course, something you
criticise - but one of the EU's strengths Is in safeguarding effective competition.'
flnandal limes
pl 'Labour would join 'stable' Exai'...'Cook cites fears over inward investment if Britain shuns single
currency in long term'
'A Labour government would take sterling Into a European single currency by 2002 if it proves to be 'stable',
the party said yesterday.'
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p1: 'German business leaders doubt 1999 start date'
'German business leaders expressed doubts at the weekend over whether European single currency would start
on its January 1999 target date, and held out the prospect of market turmoil If Italy were among the first
members.'
p2: 'EU raps predazoiy German Post office'
'European Commission officials have accused Deutsche Post, the German post office, of trying to put rival
private parcel services out of buslnss by unlawfully undercutting their prices since 1984.'
p3: 'Poland tightens up on Daewoo under EU pressure'
'Poland has bowed to intense pressure from the European Union and agreed to tighten tariffs on car imports
by Daewoo, the South Korean Industrial conglomerate, which Is conunlued to a $1.4bn Investment In Poland's
car manufacturing.'
p8: 'EU report rejects social chapter fears'
'The UK government's assertion that the European Union's employment policies would threaten the country's
competitiveness if it signed the social chapter Is strongly challenged today in an EU-commIssIoned report on
the UK labour market.'
p3: 'Cook sets a course of 'wait and joln'...'Labour eow epts that It would be dmniglng to stay out of
m	 unio'
1e was a mixture of joy and bemusement yesterday among Labour's pro-Europeans afler Mr Robin Cook
conced that it would be in Britain's Interest to Join a successful European single currency by 2002, wIthin the
lifetime of the next parliament.'
p3: 'Japanese play down Eurn controversy'
'Senior Japanese bnttm s mPn and bankers warned this weknd that Britain should --- drift apart from Its
European neighbours. But they added, at the private nt1ng with UK counterparts, that they understood UK
- over monetary umo'
p11: 'Brussels warns on wmdf.I1 tax'
'Labour's plans to mçose a windfall sax on privaused aunçanles could fall foul of European Union competition
law, officials in Brusselt said yesterday.'
p22: 'Europe turns to WTO on US ansi-Cuba law'
'The European Union is heading for a showdown with the US over Its Helma-Burton and-Cuba legislation,
which trade diplomats fear could Impose serious strains on relations and provoke a crisis In the World Trade
Org'
p22: 'European action urged to catch up on technology'
'Urgent political and economic action by all EU nwn countries is nredrd to help Europe's Information and
comnsmication 'hnology (ICI) Industries dose a 'disturbing' competitiveness gap with the US and Japan,
according so a report prepared for the EU Council of Ministers.'
mT
p11: 'Toward a European Declaration of Interdependence' (Question and Answer piece with George Sores)
ph: 'Europe's future central bank: more than an Inflatlon-figluer'
'BRUSSELS - To bear Europe's polinclini talk, the debase about the future European central bank involves a
stark Choice between an independent body along the lines of Germany's Bundesbank, which resolutely defends
sound money, and a submissive bank controlled by politiclin' that tolerates rising prices and a falling euro.'
p16: 'Broad EMU is 'lime bomb' top German bankers warn'
'DAVOS, Switzerland - Le2dIng Germm bankers held out the prospect Sunday of turmoil on financial markets
if Italy and 'certain other countries' were allowed top liiih Europe's single currency In 1999.'
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WSJE
p1: The Outlook. 'Can 15 tax systems coexist with EMU?'
'An unwelcome realization Is beginning to overshadow the European Union's plan for economic and monetary
union: The project could come apart at the seams unless participating countries adopt a common tax and welfare
system.'
p4: The European Economist col - this week with John Liewdllyn global chief economist at Lehman Brothers.
(Talks about the probability of EMU starting on time, then its long-term prospects.)
p5: 'WaIgel and Trichet call for independent bank'
'German finance minister Theo Waigel and Bank of France Governor Je -Ctnufr Trichet Saturday stressed
the need for a politically Independent European central bank and the usefulness of an "informal stability
council'
p14: 'EU panel to serve up plan for free airing of sports events'
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission this week will call for guarantees that major sporting events are
televised free of charge to all viewers.'
FEBRUARY 4
p12, 'Germany yields to French EMU demndi'...'Accepts stability council sa Central Bank superstructure'
'The German Governnt has now secqxed the proposal fbi a stability council for EMU. The stability council
has long been a French wish, but the Germans have fought ginr it for fear that the Central Bank's
indep'vfrie would be lost.'
p13 'Blunt rejection of more power to the big EU counzries'...'Fust Belgium and now also Holland have taken
great exception to the EU Coiyimtlorer Hans van den Broek's suggestion that the small EU countries should
surrender aithority to France, Germany and Great Britain to further the decision-making process in the EU'
p18 'Euro loans in mortgage credit and banks from 1999'
'Euro loans will stream hi over Danish borders from 1 January 1999, even though Denmark stands outside
EMU Building societies and banks will offer loans In enros, Initially to export companies.'
_lumen
p1 'Major to lnrniify ,nwk on EU pohcies'...'Juppé denies link between social chapter and high European
'Mr John Mijor is set today to make his most withering nek yet on the European Union's approarh to
economic mnagemenI and employment, saying the European model is ftwIm11t2l1y flawed.'
p3 'Boost for Italy's bid to be In first Erar wave'
'Italy's bid to qualify for economic and monetary union (Ensi) received a boost yesterday after the EU's
statistical watchdog approved budget measures triiiming the Italian public deficit by 0.26 per cent in 1997.'
p3. 'RIght rate for sum is fraught with difficulty' ...'Make the wrong decision and the ensuing currency
speculation could jeopardise the chances of a smooth start to Emu'
p3: 'Banks slow In preparing for Emu'
'Only one bank in four has yet begun to change Its computer systems to handle monetary union, arcording to
a survey of European financial Institutions by Gemini Consulting, the management consultancy arm of the Cap
Gemini computer services group.'
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p11: 'UBS says Emu entry not key to drawing Investors'
'One of Europe's biggest banks waded Into the single currency debate yesterday, claiming that foreign
companies' decisions to Invest In Britain would not be influenced by monetary union.'
p21: Comment: 'A slow train to Europe' (about social chapter, Emu etc)
p21: 'Unfair advant*ge'...'Bnissels Is under pressure not to question privileges eJoyed by German's
Lan&sbsnbm'
mT
p4: 'ASEAN to keep East Thnor off agenda of EU talks'
'SINGAPORE - The Association of South East Asian Nations will block any attempt by the European Union
to discuss East rnxr at a joint manlstcnal meeting next week, but ft Is reedy to talk about Burma, Singapore
Foreign Ministry officials said Monday.'
p8: 'Bk in the difficult present, will the stiro ever materialize?'
'DAVOS,, Switzerland - A year ago there was virtual nnnimIty In Western Europe on the Inevitability of the
coim.i European currency...Today this Is no longer the case.'
p11: 'Statistical ruling aids Italy's bid to join EMU'
'BRUSSELS - Italy's long-shot ic1n* to join the European Union's single currency In 1999 got a modest
assist Monday when EU statistical analysts endorsed an xoundng change that would reduce the Italian budget
deficit by 0.26 pert of gross domestic product this year.'
WE
p2: 'Eurostat's budget ruling! aid Italy and give a luster to gold prices'
'BRUSSELS - European Union budget experts have Issued a series of V !chnlcal judgements that provide
welcome assistance to Italy's budget-c"tlng efforts and a strong fillip for the gold market'
p2: 'EU asks Ruggiero to name panel on dispute with US'
'BRUSSELS - The European Union asked the bead of the World Trade Organfriton nip Rugglero to
personally appoint a panel to hear ha cunplalnt of US legI tI n that punithl Europeans for doing butinris
with Cuba?
p2: 'EU begins hearings on BA-Aican plan'
'BRUSSELS - European Union regulators opened two days of bearings Into the conethive Implications of the
proposed British Airways-Anxracau Airlines HLire, as USBrItish aviation talks were postponed for two
p17: 'EMU woes hit bonds in Italy, Spain'
'Investors unloaded Italian and Spanish bonds, Increasingly fearing that Germany could block those countries'
early participation in the single currency.'
p21: 'iift in EMU expectations weighs on Spain's peaeta' (Enni Focus)
'MADRID - The heady hope that somehow Spain would be among the first countries forming Europe's single
currency - even If Italy wasn't - had to end sooner or later, economlati say.'
p28: 'EMU is seen as seed for nainicipal bonds'
'LONDON - The European nnuucipal bond market is expected to expand with the esabltshm nt of a unified
European currency, while the debt of European central governments Is likely to trade more like that of US
states, analysts say.'
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FEBRUARY 5
Bersen
p6: 'EU misinformed about ship prices'...'Slnce 1986, Denmark has hindered Commission attempts to check
that regulations concerning subsidies for ship building were being upheld.'
p10: 'EU expansion will give extra growth'...'Denmark will gain from expansion with Central and Eastern
European countries'
plO: 'Denmark further isolated'
'Denmark risks becoming fluther isolated in the EU through the expansion of the EU with a raft of Central and
Eastern European countries that will be linked with EMU, and with other central areas within the judicial system
and defence, where Denmark has opt-outs'
plO. 'EU becomes the main topic In the British election battle'
'Prime Minister, John Major, signaled yesterday that the Conservative British Governnt will make Europe
a central theme in the British election campaign.'
pl3: 'The single market niist be sorted out'
'The nwist Important task for the new Industry Minister Is to get the single market to function.'
p7 'SpecIal De'n' for Italy In EMU'...'Speculation Is denied by Germany, France, the European
Ctwnii,lon, and Italy'
_limes
p1: 'Italy will be offered delayed entry to East'
'Italy will be offered a deal that would delay ha entry Into economic and nxmetaiy union until 2000 or 2001
under a (xe-saving oocçrocuie designed by senior European Union central bankers and nxmetaiy officials?
p9 'Major takes confrontaiional line on EU'
'Mr John Major wan last mght xeused of demeaning the office of prime minister after a speech in Brussels in
which be urged EU partners to learn from Britain's enterprise example.'
p15 Comnwt. 'Letting Italy down gently'
(.ln not allowing that country to join EMU In the first wave)
JUT
p9 'What Labour promises in Europe and jobs'
(the Labour party manifesto, Including some reference to the EU)
p11. 'Major fires new salvo at EU and Labour'
'LONDON - In a new assIt on the European Union, Prime Minister John Major said Tuesday that European
employment policies were too cosseted for workers and stifling to baicic, and he pledged that his Conservative
Party would keep Britain out of the so-called EU social chapter, which concerns the protection and welfare of
workers.'
p13: 'EU alma to ensure TV sports coverage for all'
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission will propose on Wednesday changing EU law to ensure that everyone
can see live television coverage of major sporting events like the soceer World Cup and the Olympic Games.'
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WSJE
p1: European Report
Includes:
Making trseks - Britain's Labour Party outlines blueprint for transport
Pension provisioning... 'hogs the political limelight In Germany'
Remote control - Spain's dignal TV wan continue
(etc. - little included about EU)
p1: 'Long dis*ante call: Rise of 'Tde-b"-'inc's' in Ireland gives Jobless in EU new prospects'...'For a stay-put
work force, service sector may offer lesson on mobilizing labor'
'DUBLIN - As you wander through the ma of tidy cubicles, the voices sound like the drifting signal of a
short-wave radio; here's Freech, there's Swedish, and now Dutch and German and English.'
p9: 'Duisenberg declares be wants to bead ECB'
'BONN - Dutch central bank chief Wim Dulsenberg officially declared his candidsey to bead Europe's future
central bank - a move that could fuel Franco-German differences about who should get the Job.'
p17: 'Gold market grows mole jinety as countries push to enter EMU'
'LONDON - The approach of the plann'd European single currency may prompt European Union member
governis to reduce their gold holdings significantly as part of the push to meet economic and monetary
union qualification cn	 said analysts.'
FEBRUARY 6
plO - 11 'Denmark gets away with k'...'Denmark bat been eriticised by the EU Cnmi.s4on for over riding
the Eli's shipyard directives and (Or withholding vital Information. EU subsidy regulations have, bowever, only
been over-ndden in a modest way, and the Linde shipyard nit pay a million hoiier back But the metier puts
D.-nnwk in a bad poLitical light In the EU. And here at home there has been a renewed blast of Interest In the
- ..-. Mimi Jakobsen now wants the nt burled.'
nnndal mes
p1: 'Prodi rules out Enm delay for Italy'
'Mr Romano Prodi, ksh2n prune mini, yesterday reaffirmed Italy's aolenin commitment' to being among
the founder members of economic and monetary union on January 1, 1999.'
plO: 'Rilkmd takes bard line on Ensa terme'...'Fore*gn Secretary Mlwkl Labour's stance as 'calve and
'The government yesterday hardened ha lerma for participation in economic and nionewy union, arguing that
the UK might choose not to join even If the system proved economically viable.'
lilT
p11: 'Prodi rebuffs Bonn on monetary union'.. .'Rome ii 'cosnmlued' to the euro'
'BRUSSELS - The political jockeying over Europe's planned single currency 1nensIfled sharply Wednesday
as Prime Minister Romano Prodi of Italy rejected Germany's suggestion that Italy should be excluded from the
launching of the euro in 1999.'
p13: 'EU ends 'time out' on Cuba'...'Brlttan raises stakes by seeking ruling on US law...
'The European Union has asked for an International trade panel to be appointed to rule on Its complaint that
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a US law tightening an embargo on Cuba violates global trade agreements.'
WSJE
pi: EU Notebook Includes:
Prodi blasts talk of delaying Italy's entry Into monetary union
Science project - labelling of genetically modified food
Scorecard - Major sporting events to be generally televised
Show of support...for Rominia's 'bold reforms'
French snub - about keeping Parliament in Straabourg for 12 sessions a year
Dear John - Santer wants Major to cut the EU bhing
Docked- the Danish dockyard business
The good life - list of countries' GDP from EU statistics office.
p11: 'Italy markets rise, Ignoring report of EMU exclusion'
'MILAN - Italian markets rose, shrugging off a report that Germany and other European Union members plan
to keep Italy out of Europe's single currency when ft kicks off in 1999.'
The European (week 6-12 February)
p1. 'Italy wW be EMU plooeer'
'Italy wall be among the founders of a European single currency in 1999, despite all rumours to the contrary,
according to Romano Prodi, the country's prime minister.'
p1 '5anh!f ambush spoils Major's charm offensive'
'British Prime Minister John Major han applmded a shift in thinking among Europe's ldrs away from heavy-
handed state regulation. But he warned that their words were not yet rnatdied by deeds.'
p1 'Kohlwllldodealontaxes'
'(lincr1lor Helmut Kohl is to seek a compromise with Germany's opposition Social Democratic Party (SDP)
over his coalition's controversial tax and rail reform package that aims to make the economy fit for EMU.'
p1 Bureaucracy Is a scie'
'A European Convnitsion directive proposing draconian new water quality regulations was unworkable and
uneptabIe, the conunaune of civil servants said.'
p2 'European unity unpopular with young'
'A united Europe could be a lot further off than politicians in Brussels hope if younger Europeans have anything
to do with It. A majority of them think that European countries are too diverse for a federal Europe to work,
and most also object to the power of Brussels.'
p2. 'Call for Conm1 sion dtmlal over BSE'
'Splits aae emerging among MEPs who most decide how strongly to censure the European Commission for
alleged negligence over the n cow disease affair.'
p2: We can't fight fraud, say judges'
'Sailor European judges and public prosecutors have accused EU member states of inertia in tackling fraud,
corruption and money laundering.'
p4. 'BIll of rights for workers or a paper tiger?'
(..on what the social chapter means to Europe)
'When Europe ushered in the Maastrlcht treaty's social chapter four years ago, it was heralded as a gift from
Brussels to workers, who would flourish under a warm glow of rights and social protection.'
p5: 'Turkey talks tough as Union shies from Islam' ...'Ankara is frustrated as east European states overtake
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It in quest for EU membership and Cyprus crisis lingers...'
p6: 'Europe's Jekyll and Hyde diplomats'
'Europe's attitudes to the crises In Serbia and Algeria could not be more at Odds.'
p6: 'Fears grow for Union's lost children'
'The phaJit of children who fall through the net of social protection afforded to European Union citlzni Is
worrying canaigners, MEPs and groups dealing with problems of the young.'
p6: 'People unite to conquer evil of racism'
'Europe Is pledging an ILt"Ilt on racism thIs year, with a campaign to combat prejudice, educate Its cItizna
and set up a framework to fight xenophobia.'
p8: Comnint: 'Interference in the workplace'
'A growing number of European leaders accept the need to create an environment in which companies can
operate flexibly and from a cost base that enables them to take on their Far East and US competitors. (About
social chapter dc)
p9: 'Major's Trojan borse warning' ...'Brltain's Tory Prime Minister has declared war on the social chapter
and taken his mtage to the bsith, cnnmity In Brussels...'
p11: 'Lone German voice against the euro' ...'Tony Paterson Interviews Gerhard Schrder, the Social Democrat
who aima to unseat Helnait Kohl and derail the proposed single currency.'
p11: 'Our his*onc role in Europe Is to prevent a iuperstate'...'Conservative eurosceptic MP Bill Cash argues
that the euro is the slippery slope to a total loss of sovereignty'
The European Biadniran Section
p15: 'Bnnifrbank chiefs stability pact warning'
'A mther of Germany's Bamfrbank council has warned that the stability pact agreecather to stop government
spending sprees after the single currency has come Into place will be credible only If the criteria (or entry Into
monetary union are applied vigorously.'
p15: 'Red light on Korean deals'
'The European Union is stepping up pressure on Poland and Rnl to modify Import agcnntz with South
Korean care mkr Dacwoo, amid indcatlons that Korea Is preparing to use east Europe as a manufacturing
base 11w a major export drive into the EU.'
p16: Usual EU roundup
p17: 'Clearer rules on debt ease way to rwineraiy union'
'Plans for nionetary union made further progress earlier this week as two European agencies took action that
will clarify critical aspects of public arid private fln2ne ahead of the 1999 deadline.'
p18: 'Tiuwiph for the scriptwriters but euro pacs loses the piot' ...'Pehrmt iochlm.en says that the delight
shown at Dublin when the Stability and Growth Pact was confirmed was too good to be true' (Also small box
detailing how the pact will operate)
p25: 'Brussels helps Iceland slay on the hot line'...'Perer Matthews on funding to Improve com'mnlcatIona'
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Bersen
p2: 'Risk for overborrowing in 58 subn. 'Comnussion is not bothered as long as just the shipyard
subsidy as a whole does not exceed the EU's ceiling.'
p9: 'Focus on training in another EU country'
'For EU citizens, thcie are masses of opportunities to study and to train in another EU country - with the same
rights as the country's own citizens.'
pl4: 'Want more flexibility In EU work'
'There ii, according to the Danish Government, no way out of flexible working in future EU co-operation, so
that the cowurles most keen on integration are able to go further than others (who are not).
pl4: 'Voters stand firm on EU opt-outs'
'The me'ge Is clear. The Danish opt-outs should not be picked off. An overwhelming majority want to hang
on to the opt-outs In respect of EMU, cltlznihp, defence and police and legal co-operation.'
p15: 'DanIsh stind.rd of living at the top of the EU'
'The Dines have the second highest living standards In the EU. That's what has come our of a welfare (study)
which the EU's statistics office, Eurostat, has published.'
1mas
p2: 'EU tries to sweeten Ensi meihchi?
'Officially, the subject Ii taboo; unofficially, work Is under way to find a compromise which would allow
weaker European econmis to miss out gracefully on becoming fOunder members of economic and monetary
union In 1999
p4 'EU envoy builds a Mideast role'
(About his neting with Israelis)
p7 PolitIcal Notebook by Robert Peston 'Executive despair at anti-EU antics' (despair of baicincmpn who
need a more balanred approach to EU)
p14 'Theatre of the absurd' Philip Stephens column
...'Malcolm Ru kind's election stunt of promising to raise the flag of scepticism in European capitals obscures
the athous questions which can be asked'
p16: 'Euro conversion costs ncghgible'...'Instiunions could switch to single currency for as little as
Ecul 10,000'.
lET
p13. 'Bimdesbajik under siege on single-currency road'...'European investment bank says Germany hopes Italy
and others won't make the cut'
'BRUSSELS The European Investment Bank waded Thursday into a growing political debate over the
European Union's planned single currency, charging the Bundesbank with maneuvering to bar Italy and its
neighbors from joining.'
p13: Comment: 'The EU's L' in' need a reality check'
'WASHINGTON - The official latindi of the European Union's single currency, the euro, is still more than a
year way. But one thing his long been clear The euro will be introduced on German terms or not at all'
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WE
p2: 'At summit with Kohl, Prodi suns to quash speculation about Italy's EMU candidacy'
'Italian Prime Minister Romano Prodi will use a summit meeting with German Chincellor Kohl Friday to rebuff
a series of reports questioning Italy's fitness for European monetary union.'
p2: 'EU warns the Netherlands on Technolease Pact Issues' (Roundup)
'BRUSSELS - European Union antitrust authorities are warning the Dutch government that ft must be more
forthcoming about a fiscal plan that resulted In enormous tax breaks for a group of Dutch companies, including
electronics giant Philips Electronics NV.'
p3: 'BA-American Alliance dares to cross EU line in sand'
'BRUSSELS - The British Airways-American Airlines alliance is prepared to defy openly European Union
objections by selling slots at Heathrow Airport If told by British regulators to surrender a given number of slots,
a senior Aican Airlines official said.'
p11: 'Currencies to top Kohi-Prodi, G-7 meetings'
'FRANKFURT - Politicking and pacification will be the nan of the game In the coming days, analysts said,
with world leaders and offrials eager to put overt political tensions and currency volatility to rest.'
p21: 'EIB plans to strengthen liquidity In Eurobonds diomined In euros'
'BRUSSELS - 1 European 1nvmnt Bank, the first borrower to a Eurobond dnominhled in euros,
will introdi ymilir issues in various European Union currencies over the coinIng years, the bank's president
said'
FEBRUARY $
nandni limes
p1: 'Germany at risk of mittng Enm goals, says Kohl'
'Germany could fail to nt the Miasinchi criteria for European economic and monetary union if measures to
tackle us high nn'r,loynit are un c'ful, ClilIor Hthit Kohl warned yesterday'
p1: 'Kohl assures Italy on euro plan'...'No nation excluded In advance from monetary union'
'BONN - Attempting to allay doubts about Gamin support for Italy's participation In a single European
currency, flt,ncellor Helnait Kohl on Friday praised the lthin government's efforts to quash its deficit and
insisted that no country would be precluded in advance from monetary union.'
p8: "Have the central bankers decided to give Europe aume help?'
'FRANKFURT - The rapid rise of the US dollar gantt the Deutsche mark In recent weeks gives us pause to
think about what is really at work here'
FEBRUARY 10
Bersen
p10 'Overwhelming Yes to EU police co-operation'
'Despite the fact that a large majority of voters.., who were referred to In Friday's edition of B.rs.n, want to
keep the four Danish opt-outs to the Maastricht Treaty, there Is an overwhelming wish that police and Judicial
co-operation is extended with regard to a tougher fight against crime'
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p10: 'MaJority want more Eastern European countries in the EU'
'Almost half the voters want the EU expanded to the East. A significant minority are against such an
expansion.'
p12: 'Germany accepts a stability council'
'The Germans will accept a stability council for EMU. The demand is for the council to be informal, and
without Influence on the forthcoming European Central Bank.'
J1n.ridal limes
p4: 'Euro's creation raises money laundering fears'
'The creation of a single European currency may Increase signilicantly the scope for money laundering,
according to an international financial task force.'
p18: 'Pitfalls on the euro road' col by Simud Brivan...'If the planned 1999 start for Emu runs into too many
difficulties, a firm warning signal is likely to be given to the markets this year'
mT
pl: 'EU and Japan breathe easier but keep eyes fixed on dollar' (two stories under one heading)
1) 'BERLIN - Partly shell-shocked and partly delighted by the dollar's exiranrdinary surge in value in recent
months, finance ministers and central bankers from the world's seven largest industrial countries voiced relief
over the wend after signals from the United States that a pause was in order.'
2) 'PARIS - Wary, but still upbeat, Is the ycitinn on the dollar after the weekend meeting in Berlin of
finkn Ial policymakers from the Group of Seven.'
pi: 'Jobs crisis imperils Europe's agenda'
'PARIS - What a difference a week snakes. Seven days ago, German bankers were wandering the halls of the
convention c 1ter In Davos, Switzerland, worrying out loud that Europe's single currency project might risk
Instability If Italy were permitted to be among the first members to join IL'
WSJE
p2. 'Kohl's critics question German EMU bid'
'BONN - A wave of domestic criticitni is adding to fl"llor Nelniut Kohl's woes as Germany and other
European nations struggle to qualify for European monetary union.'
p4. The European Economist col (This week's Interview with Krzystof Bledowski, Qtief Economist at
WoodCosnmerz AS In Warsaw)
About Poland joining the EU and then EMU.
p12 Comment: 'Santer's Olive branch'
'The president of the European Committion responded to British Prime Minister John Major's tt-s on the
European Social Qiapler l week by holding out an olive branch of sorts. uLet us stop the caricatures, he
said.'
FEBRUARY 11
Bien
p10 - 11: 'Duty shop for energy and fuels in the EU'...'The Environment Commissioner Ritt Bjerregaard and
the Taxation Commissioner Mario Monti will put forward today a proposal fora directive that will lix minimum
razes for energy duties in the whole of the EU. But Rift Bjerregaard wants to go further, and in addition to
higher energy taxes, she wants more fines for those who breach regulations in respect of the environment and
the principle that businesses will themielves pay for tidying up (the mess they've made)'
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additional stories In feeture
'Competitiveness is safeguarded despite strict environmental regulations'
'We are morally obliged to have national carbon dioxide taxes'
p12: 'Towards EU harnionisation'...'But It could be fatal to use policy over asylum as a battering ram'
'There is no longer any political hindrance to the Dines - If they wish It - coming to a decision about the four
Danish opt-outs with four different referendums.'
p16: Coimi: 'Avoid Rn ikn roulette' (about the opt-outs and a new referendum - the Russian roulette Ii In
whether or not Danish membership of the EU would survive another No, although Including a vole on the opt-
outs might look like a good Ides...)
nand limes
p3: 'More companies switch on to euro'...'Germans best prepared for single currency followed by British, says
survey'
p3: 'Little recovery seen In Italy's East prospects'
'Market professionals have marked down significantly In the last two weeks Italy's prospects of being among
the first nithers of Europe's plmuied single currency In 1999.'
IHT
p7: 'Britain could be barred from EU border vote'
'BRUS-cELS - Britain and Ireland could be left out of the driu 1onmiHng process in a future border free
European Union, while non-EU members could be allowed an active role, the Dutch EU presidency suggested
Monday.'
WE
p2: 'Kohl ties re-election bid to smuwt on EU reform' (Roundup)
'Gennau ChI1or Helnait Kohl said be will 4i whether to ma for another term based on the succes, of
a June sim.iut m etmg in Amsterdam on European Union reform.'
FEBRUARY 12
p8: 'Late payment costs EU companies milbon.'...'Delayed payns are becoming a growing problem for
businesses across the EU. As a result, the European bwins ci.mity Is losing millions In Income'
p13: 'Job crisis threatens the euro'
'Growing nnmploynien1 In Europe Is threatening the single curry. The combined unemployment figure Is
close to 20m and new figures from the European Coinmli,Ioo show that the population expects growing
nnmployment in the next 12 months.'
p16: Comnint: 'Low interest rates can save EMU'
(discussion of comparison between Danish and German economies, Interest rates etc.)
p19: 'Safe conduct for pensions on the EMU market'...'Pcnsions funds and insurance companies warn better
opportunities to invest in EMU countries after '99.'
_limes
p3: 'EU and Mean face a testing encounter'
390
'Foreign ministers from the European Union and Asia will this week engage in a testing diplomatic encounter:
to add substance to the vague optimism of a new dawn in relations between the two regions.'
p7: 'Debate on Europe begins to fire the public imagination'
'Something extraordinary Is happening to the public's view of the debate on Europe. For the past 20 years,
the evidence suggests people have been bored by it.'
mT
p11: 'EMU worry gives dollar added Lift' ...'German economy overshadows G-7'
'NEW YORK - The dollar resumed its climb ginit most other major currencies Tuesday, rising strongly
against the Deutsche Mark, amid growing concern about Germany's economic troubles, just days after major
industrial nations indicated the US currency had risen far enough.'
WSJE
p2: 'Michelin's sales practices attract interest of EU panel'
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission Is investig2ting whether the sales practices of tire m2k dc Generale
des Etablisaemenls Michelin breach European Union antitrust law, a commission source said.'
p2 'European Commission prepares to revarrç food safety monitoring' (Roundup)
'BRUSSELS - The European Commission will move today to reorganize its monitoring of food safety, in
response to criticism of its handling of so-called mad-cow disease in Europe, commission sources said.'
p10. 'Labour Party aima to boost the City's role'
'LONDON - Over tea and a fruit scone in Britain's House of Commons lounge, the Labour Party's Mike
O'Brien voices high hopes for one of the country's greatest assets: the City of London.' (Contains some info
on EU)
pl9 'UK Government laudi sterling rally, analysts fear return to old ERM band'
'LONDON - Sterling's recent rally, particularly igiint the mark, got a new lease on life Tuesday as British
Prime Minister John Major 1ndteted that be	 comfortable with the currency's strength.'
FEBRUARY 13
p11: 'EU puts off energy tax'
'The European Comnikuon yesterday could not agree about putting forward a proposal about a minimum tax
on energy. A number of Conunissloners were afraid that the proposal would increase tax pressures in member
countries.'
p12 'Denmark could give a new EU crisis'
'A crisis In the EU would be the consequer of Denmark, in a referendum, rejecting a treaty that was the
result of the EU countries' inter-governmental conference. That nn2mhiguous view comes from the French EU
minister, Michel Barnier.'
p12: 'Germany must wan many years for EMU beneflts'...'In the period 1996-99, European common currency
is acting as a brake on growth in Germany's economy. Only after that will the benefits outweigh the
disadvantages, and In the long term there are many significant benefits for growth in EMU membership.'
39].
nandni 1mes
p1: 'Unilever chief slated by Red wood over Emu'
'Conservative Euroscepucs were last night embroiled In a row with Unilever, the Anglo-Dutch group, after Mr
John Redwood suggested shareholders should confront the company chairman over his support for European
economic and monetary union.'
p3: 'EU delays clash on US anti-Cuba law'
'The European Union yesterday asked the World Trade Organlsat ion to postpone by a week the norpinon of
a disputes panel to rule on its complaint against the US Helms Burton and-Cuba law.'
p5: 'EU-Japan pigmeat row goes to WTO'
'The European Union has compl.incd to the World Trade Organlsatlon over what it says are unfair practices
by Japan relating topignicat Imports.'
p1: 'G'rd on the sum: Include Italy and Spain'
'PARIS - Fom President Valery Giacard d'Estalng's call for a lower level for the frax against the dollar
broke a taboo here l antuum and preceded a 10 percent appreciation of the US currency.'
p4: 'Two issues block EU-ASEAN pact'
'SINGAPORE - Moves to deepen tics between Europe and Southeast Asia stalled Wedn,day over Burma and
East rm, delegates said, as offI' from the European Union and (ASEAN) could - I agree on wording
for a final declaration that indirectly deals with the two Issues.'
p12: 'A stay In EU-US trade spat'
'Seeking to prevent the trans-AIlntic dispute over Cuba from undermining the World Trade Orgnii'ion, the
European Union on Weñnsday requested a one-week delay In forming a WTO dispute - In order to pum
a negotiated aetIlrn of US trade sons with President Bill Clintnn's administration.'
WSJE
p1: EU Notebook
lududes:
Olive branch - the EU allows more time for resolving Cuba dispute
Musical chairs - the mad-cow crisis piijAs changes In Brussels
Culture gap - forthcoming ureting with ASEAN
Sowing confusion - approach to genetically modified corn
Passports, please - EU beads for British opt-ow on border controls
Food fight - EU files cotnplaint pmq Japan's rules on importing pork
Car clash - dispute with Poland on Imports of car parts
Tree census - re counting of olive trees (fraid in respect of olive oil subsidies)
p1: 'Air battle: Two upstarts challenge Canal Plus for piece of digital pay TV: Price Ii key as France becomes
first EU market to have monopoly confront rivals'
The European (week 13-19 February)
p1: 'Superstare is not our target - Santa'
'Jacques S2n1r, the European Conanission president has rejected the cherished vision of a united states of
Europe, arguing that the continent's precious national 4ivcrslty naist be fostered.'
p1: 'Mad cow funds backed'
'Jacques Santer is to defy angry dnh from the European Parliament to withhold EU funds pledged to Britain
for the eradication of BSE.'
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p2: 'SwIne fever halts exports'
'The European Union is considering tough measures to contain an outbreak of swine fever, a highly contagious
disease threatening the pig populations of Germany and the Netherlands, Europe's biggest pork exporters.'
p8: Comment: 'Less Is more for Santer'
'There is much to praise as Jacques Santer approaches the mid-point of his five-year term as president of the
European Commisjon.'
pplO-l1 '1 cannot accept an a La carte Europe'...'While President Santer wants the Commission to do less,
but better, he is against pick 'n' mix, describing It as an unacceptable dilution of the Union...'
pplO-l1 'From Dc Gaulle's enonu to the El Dorado of a single currency'...'Veteran Correspondent, Philippe
Lemhltre, summanses the ups and downs on the long march from the Common Market to closer European
integration...'
The European Businese Section
p16: Usual EU roundup
p17 'What a difference four years makes' ...'The ERM almost died, but can anything stop ft now?'
p18 'Problems at borne ame worse than misbehaving neighbours'...'Economica editor, Thiermy Naudin,
emIns an lnfiucn'Il
 report which suggests that Germany most put its own house in order before woriying
about others In the run up to EMU.'
P22. 'Brussels to back fans of TV sport' ...'Sbould we be able to view key sporting events for free?'
p22 'EC's patent improvement'
'The European Committk,n Is always seeking new ways of improving the efficiency of its work, writes Tony
Snape Its latest tool Is a software program, designed In conjunction with the European Patent Office, called
Quick Scan, which effecuvely repLaces a panel of experts scrunnising new designs ftw commercial potential and
EU 1iMing'
p25. 'EC offers firm fottndion for tr2lntng funds' ...'Petcr Matthews on triining schemes in eastern Europe'
FEBRUARY 14
B.nen
p2. 'Slow work with EU tradcmark'...'Approval In respect of the EU trade mark proceeds at a snail's pace in
preltmbiiiy Investigation department In Alicante. Spain. Out of the 44,000 applications submitted in 1996, only
100 have been looked at.'
p12: 'Danish ability to compete is In danger'...'The European Commission warns against inflation, but
otherwise praises the Government's economic policy'
p12 'New growth in Europe'...'the European Conincsion expects stronger growth this year and next'
p12 'Investors around Denmark'
'Americans, Swiss and Japanese do not care to invest in Denmark, whereas Danish businesses receive lots of
money from the other EU countnes'
nandal limes
p2. 'Spain's monetary union hopes raised'
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'Spanish Inflation has fallen below 3 per cent for the first time since the late 1960s.'
p2: 'UK casts scorn on BSE report'
'The UK has accused the European parliament's special inquiry Into the 'mad cow' crisis of 'gratuitously
misrepresenting the facts' In Its highly critical final report on the affair.'
p2: 'Bnrssels likely to disappoint Alltalla'
'Higher than expected losses at Alitalla, the Italian state airline, will make It difficult for the European
Comniittion to approve Imwnded a government plan to resmicture the lou-nukhig flag caner with L3,000bn
(f 1 .l3bn).'
p3: 'A bndge too near for euro banknote'
'i	
are plenty of obstacles on the road to European monetary union, but It was never thought that the design
on the back of the new euro notes would be among them.'
p4: 'Rights row hampers EU-Mean talks'
'Differences over human rights In Burma and indonsla have seriously damaged the prospect of achieving a
wide-ranging treaty betwem the European Union and the economlcl1y powenfW members of the Association
of South East Asian Nations (Asean).'
mT
p8: 'Will Britain be the Hong Kong of Europe? Not at this rate' 'LONDON - A constant thma of British
mmisters for some time now, has been the conft between the sputtering German and French economies,
burdc by a rigid, high-cost labor market and the red tape of social regulation, and the deregulated, lower
wage British economy, now fotgwg ahead.'
WE
p2: 'France can hit EMU targets, OECD says' (Roundup)
'PARIS - French economic growth should pick up steam thIs year and next, but the country will need special
budgetary meanires to nicer dfich targets required to join Europe's single currency, the OECD said'
p2: 'EU Cciivnittinn Report urges c mued fiscal vigilance'
'BRUSSELS - The European Cmaaion said ecmic growth In Europe Is 'back on a more favorable track'
but urged governments to ct 'm.e i1ahlng budgets ahead of monetary union.'
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NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION FIGURES
UK NEWSPAPERS
(Official ABC figures)
1997 (March)
Tabloids (popular)
The Sun	 4,046,067
The Mirror	 2,366,480
Tabloids (Mid-market)
The Daily Mail	 2,145,449
The Express	 1,232,558
Broadjheets
The Daily Telegraph	 1,136,857
The Times	 747,099
The Guardian	 402,489
The Independent	 257,589
1993
3,737,188
2,424,366
1,700,734
1,358,958
1,008,480
439,327
389,327
301,987
DANISH NEWSPAPERS
Figures from Dansk Oplagskontrol (ABC equivalent)
Tabloids
Ekstra Bladet	 162,265
BT	 136,060
Broadsheets
Jyllands-Posten	 179,814
Berlingske Tidende
	
155,066
Politiken	 145,536
Information	 22,217
179,617
175,648
146,521
133,590
150,614
23,975
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42,277 (Dansk Oplagskontrol)
155,024 (ABC)
311,257 (ABC)
210,140 (paper's own figures)
65,657 (paper's own figures)
INTERNATIONAL AND BUSINESS NEWSPAPERS
Circulation figures during the sample period
Børsen
The European
The Financial Times
The International Herald Tribune
The Wall Street Journal Europe
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EXTENT OF EU COVERAGE
Individual breakdown of each newspaper In the project
UK newspapers
The Sun
Volume: 38 news stories, 18 leaders and 10 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on every day during the sample period. There was,
however, only one front-page story, and that was not the lead.
The Mirror
Volume: eight news stories, four leaders and one other feature.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on only ten of the 28 days in the sample period.
There were no front page stories.
The Daily Mail
Volume: 35 news stories, seven leaders and ten other features. Regularity: Relevant
material appeared on all but five of the 28 days. There were five front-page stories, of
which two were the lead.
The Express
Volume: 16 news stories, five leaders and eight other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but eight of the 28 days. There were two
front-page stories, both the lead.
The Daily Telegraph
Volume: 57 news stories, seven leaders and 11 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but two days in the sample period. There
were ten front-page stories, of which four were the lead, or joint lead.
The Times
Volume: 70 news stories, seven leaders and 20 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but one of the 28 days. There were six front-
page stones, of which two were the lead.
The Guardian
Volume: 43 news stones, seven leaders and 12 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but two of the 28 days. There were three
front-page stories, two of the leads.
The Independent
Volume: 49 news stories, three leaders and 14 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but four of the 28 days. There were six front-
page stories, of which four were leads.
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Danish newspapers
BT
Volume: 16 news stories and four leaders.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on 14 of the 28 days. There were no front-page
stories.
Ekstra Bladet
Volume: Two news stories and one leader.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on only three of the days in the sample period.
There were no front-page stories.
Berlingske Tidende
Volume: 76 news stories, six leaders and 16 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all of the days in the sample period, with the
exception of 31 January and 1 Febniaiy, when a journalists' strike prevented publication.
There were six front page stories, five of them the lead.
Politiken
Volume: 65 news stories, eight leaders and 17 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but two of the 28 days. There were seven
front-page stories, of which two were the lead.
Jyllands-Posten
Volume: 79 news stories, six leaders and 16 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all 28 days. There were five front-page stories,
of which one was the lead.
Information
Volume: 32 news stories, two leaders and 17 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but two of the 28 days. There were 13 front-
page stories, of which five were leads or joint leads.
Business and International newijaDers
The Finandal Times
Volume: 101 news stories, eight leaders and 16 other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on each of the 28 days. There were 19 front page
stories, eight of them leads.
Volume: 78 news stories, four leaders and seven other features.
Regularity: This newspaper is published from Monday to Friday only. Relevant material
appearedonallbuttwodays. Therewerenofrontpagestories, butthedesignofthepaper-
tabloid, with a front page generally flagging inside stories - means that this is unsurprising.
There were six page two stories.
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International Herald Tribune
Volume: 44 news stories, one leader and ten other features.
Regularity: Relevant material appeared on all but three of the 28 days. There were nine
front-page stories, three of them leads.
Wall Street Journal, Europe
Volume: The style of this newspaper - with its emphasis on single column stories and
proliferation of roundups, reviews, outlooks and notebooks - means that the difference
between news and features is often not as clearly defined as it is in other newspapers. There
were 88 individual pieces in total, including one leader and five front-page 'roundups' of EU
news, along with four other front-page stories.
Regularity: This newspaper is published from Monday to Friday only. Relevant material
appeared on all 24 days in the sample period.
The European
Volume: 37 news stories, six leaders and 36 other features.
Regularity: This newspaper is published weekly, and there were five issues during the
sample period. Relevant material appeared in all five issues, and was the lead in each. There
were ten other front-page stories.
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INTERNATIONAL AND BUSINESS NEWSPAPERS
The Financial Times
Formed in 1945 from the merger of the Financial News (founded in 1884) and the Financial
Times (founded in 1888), this paper began to print in Frankfurt in 1979. In 1985 it set up
in New York, too.
Inthepasttwodecades-anddespitethearnvalontheEuropeansceneinl982oftherich
and technically-advanced Wail Sweet Journal Europe - the paper's circulation figure has risen
steadily. Even so, it has faced turmoil in recent years, not least in 1996, when many staff
were sacked in the first compulsory redundancies in 100 years. The aim was to slim the
paper down so that it could continue to meet increasing international competition. However,
according to Vallely (p16) this bout of unrest has not dimmed the paper's reputation as an
outstanding newspaper, specifically in terms of 'accuracy and authority', and, he adds, 'as
the rest of the British press becomes more little Englander, it is ever more international'.
That said, the paper's coverage has tended at times to be worthy but dull. As Kynaston says
(,p517), it has been criticised for being 'bland, uninspiring, lacking a certain identity, a
certain personality'. Nevertheless, it has been praised for its 'general authority and weight;
its factual accuracy; its objective reporting and its international dimension' and it is reckoned
to benefit from a lack of 'proprietorial interference in editorial matters'.
In tune with its business and international readership, the Financial Times is committed to
the EU. Indeed, its stance - and that of the business community at large - was crystallised
in a pre-General Election leader on 29 April, 1997, (p23):
'The UK needs Europe, and Europe needs the UK. The fortunes of British business are
inextricably linked with the preservation and extension of the single market, which rests in
turn on continued UK participation in the political structures of the EU. More broadly, the
UK's influence in the world is increasingly a function of its membership of the EU.
Disengagement is not an option any government could responsibly contemplate.'
Bersen
Established in 1896, Bersen ('the stock exchange') is the Danish equivalent of the Financial
Times, and although tabloid in size, it is printed on similar peach-coloured paper. Although
politically independent, it is 'bourgeois and liberal' in tone (Sellinge and Thomsen, 1991,
p192) and it 'supports the capitalist system out of a fundamental belief that this is what gives
Danish business life the best working conditions and opportunities for growth, for the benefit
of the development of Danish society as a whole' (Bebrens, p34). It is written exclusively
for the Danish business and financial community, has a positive approach to the EU and is
in favour of European integration (Sellinge and Thomsen, 1991, p192). Ii also supports the
development of business links worldwide.
In competition with the country's leading broadsheets - specifically Berlingske Tidende and
Jyllands-Posten, which both feature substantial business and financial sections - Bersen stays
afloat on account of the depth and breadth of its reporting of matters of concern to Danish
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trade and industry. This is largely thanks to a relaunch in 1970, when the paper used capital
from the Swedish publishers, Bonniers, to redesign its pages, and to sharpen and refocus its
reporting to give it greater relevance to its target readership within the Danish business
community (Søllinge and Thomsen, 1991, p192). It now claims to outstrip its rivals in the
number of company directors and senior managers among its readership.
The International Herald Tribune
The International Herald Tribune started life in 1887 as the New Y ork Herald's European
edition and, from the start, was extensive in its coverage of world news'. After a merger
with the New Y ork Tribune - which resulted in the creation of the New Y ork Herald Tribune -
the paper and its European edition were sold in 1959 to John Hay Whitney, then US
Ambassador to Britain.
After the New York paper closed in 1966, Whitney was determined to keep the Paris paper
alive, and to this end, the Washington Post and the New Y ork Tunes joined the paper's
ownership. In 1967, the paper's name was changed to the International Herald Tribune, and
in 1991, the Post and Thnes bought Whitney's interests to become joint owners.
Although the paper draws heavily on the news resources of its parent papers - and has a US
focus to its reporting - non-Americans are now said to be a growing majority of the paper's
readership. The International Herald Tribune sees its role as 'the world's daily newspaper'
and is thus edited with a perspective that reflects the international nature of its readers, as
well as their senior positions. According to a readership survey conducted by the paper 2 in
1996, 74 per cent of its employed readers 'have international responsibilities' and of those
in commerce or industry, 82 per cent are senior managers. Around 63 per cent of its
readers live in Europe and its total circulation at the end of 1996 was 195,185.
The paper has a Business and Finance section and claims to devote almost 40 per cent of its
space each day to international business coverage.
The Wall Street Journal Europe
America's equivalent of the Financial Tunes, the Wall Street Journal's first European edition
was published in Brussels in 1983. Heralding its arrival, Alex Brummer described it as
'America's only truly national paper' adding that 'its inside knowledge of the way Wall
Street works will be a real plus in Europe. In these days of increasingly international
financial markets, what happens in New York is more often or not the controlling factor
which governs events on the markets in London, Frankfurt, Hong Kong and Tokyo'.
According to John Huxley, in making this European move, the paper was entering a 'three-
cornered fight' with the International Herald Tribune and the Financial Tune. All three
remain in battle for international sales, although each boasts a unique style.
Part of the Dow Jones publishing empire, the paper has around 50 dedicated reporters and
editors based in 20 news bureaux throughout Europe, who are supported by an additional
1,400 Dow Jones journalists worldwide. Renowned for its purposely staid design and lack
of illustrations, the paper emulates its parent WSJ, which 'carries enormous clout' in the US
(Huxley) for its authoritative and independent reporting. In common with the JIlT, the WS7's
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European edition has also benefited from slick management and investment in modern
technology, against which, the Financial Times has, at least until recently, found it difficult
to compete (Wintour).
Again in common with its international competitors, WSJE's readers hold high executive
positions. According to figures produced by the 1996 Wall Street Journal Europe Subscriber
Study (which appear in the paper's press pack), 66 per cent of its readers are senior
managers, around 73 per cent are European citizens and 78 per cent are involved in
international business.
The European
The weekly European - in broadsheet format during the sample period - ceased publication
on December 14, 1998. Launched in 1990 by Robert Maxwell, and published in London,
it was initially aimed at a market of 'pan Europeans' that many commentators at the time
reckoned was still 'very tiny' (Langsam). It was also accused of being 'a nebulous concept'
(Wavell), that had been bludgeoned into life by a determined Maxwell. He wanted to
produce a paper that 'will support all those in favour of European unity and oppose all those
who are against'. Throughout its short life it had mixed reviews - for instance, some
observers were amazed that a paper so 'economically unviable and journalistically unfocused'
could have survived as long as it did (}lolledge). Although the paper was thought worth a
relaunch in the summer of 1997, this did not eventually save it.
During the sample period, the paper boasted a worldwide circulation of 155,024, of which
78,395 sales were in continental Europe, and a further 47,367 in the UK. In common with
the other 'international' papers, most of The European's readership of the time were top or
middle management, 81 per cent involved in companies with International business activiti&.
Despite its subsequent demise, the paper is still valid as a further tool of comparison in this
research project. Its particular emphasis on internal EU politics and politicians - seen from
the generally Euro-friendly standpoint that formed part of Maxwell original blueprint for the
paper - provides an enlightening contrast to the main, nationally-orientated newspapers in this
study.
Circulation figures for the International and business newspapers In this study appear
in Appendix 2.
End Notes
1. This information appears in the newspaper's own press pack, acquired from its London
office, 63 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.
2. Also quoted in its press pack.
3. These figures emanated from The European itself.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JOURNALISTS:
LIST OF INTERVIEWEES
BRITISH JOURNALISTS:
Michael Binyon
Michael Hornsby
David Brown
Jon Hlbbs
Richard Northedge
David Hughes
Sheree Dodds
Chns Godsmark
Cohn Brown
Clare Dyer
Mark Mimer
Ian Black
- Diplomatic Editor, The Times
- Countryside Correspondent, The Times
- Agriculture Editor, The Daily Telegraph
- Political Correspondent, The Daily Telegraph
- Deputy City Editor, The Daily Telegraph
- Political Editor, The Daily Mail
- Political Correspondent, The Mirror
- Business Correspondent, The Independent
- Chief Political Correspondent, The Independent
- Legal Correspondent, The Guardian
- Deputy Financial Editor, The Guardian
- Diplomatic Editor, The Guardian
John Ingham	 - Environment Correspondent, The Express
DANISh JOURNALISTS
Niels Christiensen	 - UK Correspondent, Morgenavisen Jyllands-Posten
Ole Ryborg	 - Brussels Correspondent, Information
Lene Frøslev	 - UK Correspondent, Berlingske Tidende
John Frølich	 - Journalist and lecturer (with specific EU interests) at
Danmarks Journalisthøjskole
Martin Krasnik	 - UK Correspondent, Weekendavisen
Heidi Amsinck	 - UK Correspondent, Børsen
Tøger Seidenfaden	 - Editor in Chief Politiken
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Section one
The importance of the EU in journalists spheres of act:vuy; how EU
stories emerge including the influence of sources; the current most
important EU issues; elements of a good EU story; and the influence of a
newspaper's line' on the EU. Also the influence, if any, of the
newspaper's commercial interests, and its approach in general to way the
Union is hand!ecL
• Does the EU often come into your general sphere of activity? If so, is this a
growing trend
• Generally speaking where do your EU story leads come from?
How easy is it to get the information you need from official EU sources?
• Are you aware of any instances where official EU sources - or other sources who
are pro- or anti-EU - have attempted to 'manage' the news?
What would you identify as the current major EU issues?
• Make makes a good EU story for your newspaper - what elements does it need to
have?
• Does your newspaper have an official 'line' on the EU? And, if so, how are its
journalists made aware of this? Does it dictate the way stones are chosen and
handled7
• When writing about the EU, do you ever feel constrained by the commercial
interests of your newspaper?
• In your newspaper, is the EU handled differently to anything else?
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Section two
General views about the relationship between the EU and the newspaper
press.
. What do you consider to be a newspaper's role in respect of the EU?
• DoyouthinktheEUhanjustifiedincomplaininginthepastaboutthe
coverage it has received in the UK press?
Are there any ways in which improvements could be made:
a) in the way newspapers handle EU news9
b) in the way the EU treats journalists and/or presents information?
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Danish Referendums in respect of
EEC/EC/EU membership
2 October, 1972
Referendum in respect of membership of the EEC
63.4 per cent voted Yes, 36.6 voted No
25 February, 1986
Referendum in respect of the Single European Act
56.2 per cent voted Yes, 43.8 per cent voted No
2 June, 1992
Referendum in respect of the Maastricht Treaty
49.3 per cent voted Yes, 50.7 per cent voted No
18 May, 1993
Referendum in respect of the Edinburgh opt-outs to the Maastricht Treaty
66.8 per cent voted Yes, 43.2 per cent voted No
28 May, 1998
Referendum in respect of the Amsterdam Treaty (Maastricht Two)
55.1 per cent voted Yes, 44.9 per cent voted No
Sources:
- Denmark enters the European communities (Petersen N. and Elklit, J.), p208
- EF/EU }lAndbog (INNO/EU Information) ppl.004-5)
- The Daily Telegraph, 29 May, 1998, p1
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CODES OF PRACTICE
COMPREHENSIVE DANISH CODE
Rules of guidance for good press practice
(A legal code adopted by the Danish Parliament in 1992)
Preamble
The safeguarding of the freedom of speech in Denmark is closely linked to the free access
to information and news enjoyed by the press in order to publish them as correctly as
possible. Free comment is part of the practice of freedom of speech. In undertaking these
tasks, the press ought to recognise the individual citizen's right to respect for his personal
integrity and privacy, and the need to protect these against unjustified violations.
Breach of good press practice includes the withholding of information of material significance
to the public, as well as instances where media contents have been influenced by outside
agents, where such influence can be said to cast doubt on the media's free and independent
stance. It is also an infringement of good press practice if a journalist is given tasks that are
contrary to these rules.
A journalist should not be ordered to perform tasks that are contrary to his conscience or
convictions.
These rules pertain to editorial material (texts as well as pictures) published in the print
media, radio and television, as well as other mass media.
These rules also pertain to advertisements in the print media, and the rest of the mass media
in instances where other, specific, regulations do not apply.
These rules cover people who are mentioned in the media, or who feature in photographs,
including the deceased, lawyers and the like.
The content of the code
A. Correct information
I) It is the obligation of the media to provide correct information, promptly. As far as it is
possible, such information should be checked to ensure that it is correct.
2) Sources should be viewed critically, particularly when they might be prejudiced by
personal interests or malice.
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3) Information that could be damaging, hurtful, or could harm someone's reputation, must
be particularly thoroughly researched before it is published, first and foremost by
approaching the person concerned.
4) Criticism and response should, wherever possible, be published in context and in the same
way.
5) It should be made clear what is factual information and what is comment.
6) Headlines and cross-heads should correspond and be relevant to the text or broadcast in
question. The same holds true for billboards.
7) Information that is incorrect must be corrected on the own initiative of the editor as soon
as the error becomes evident. The correction must be published in such a way that it is
brought to the clear attention of readers, listeners or viewers.
B. Conduct contrary to good press ethics
1) Information that could infringe the privacy of an individual should be avoided, unless there
is an obvious public interest in publishing it. The individual has the right to the protection
of his personal reputation.
2) Suicide or attempted suicide should not be mentioned unless obvious public interest
demandsorjustifiesthis. Ifthisisthecase, then this should bedone as sensitively as
possible.
3) Victims of crimes or accidents should be given the utmost consideration. The same
applies to witnesses and the relatives of the people concerned. Pictorial material must be
collected and reproduced with tact and consideration.
4) There should be a clear distinction between advertising and editorial text. Text and
pictures supplied as a result of direct or indirect commercial interests should be used only
if obvious journalistic criteria warrant it.
5) The trust of others must not be abused. Particular regard should be shown to people who
cannot be expected to be aware of the effects their comments might have. The feelings of
others, their ignorance or lack of self-control should not be abused.
Section C deals with court reporting, which Is not relevant to this thesis.
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INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF JOURNALISTS
(To which both the National Union of Journalists and the Dansk Journalistforbund are
affiliated.)
IFJ Principles on the Conduct of Journalists
1. Respect for truth and for the right of the public to truth is the first duty of the journalist.
2. In pursuance of this duty, the journalist shall at all times defend the principles of freedom
in the honest collection and publication of news, and of the right of fair comment and
criticism.
3. The journalist shall report only in accordance with facts of which he/she knows the origin.
The journalist shall not suppress essential information or falsify documents.
4. The journalist shall use only fair methods to obtain news, photographs and documents.
5. the journalist shall do the utmost to rectify any published information which is found to
be harmfully inaccurate.
6. The journalist shall observe professional secrecy regarding the source of information
obtained in confidence.
7. The journalist shall be aware of the danger of discrimination being furthered by the media,
and shall do the utmost to avoid facilitating such discrimination based on, among other
things, race, sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other opinion, and
national or social origins.
8. The journalist shall regard as grave professional offences the following:
- plagiarism;
- malicious misrepresentation;
- calumny, slander, libel, unfounded accusations;
- the acceptance of a bribe in any form in consideration of either publication or
suppression.
9. Journalists worthy of that name shall deem it their duty to observe faithfully the principles
stated above. Within the general law of each country the journalist shall recognise in
professional matters the jurisdiction of colleagues only; to the exclusion of every kind of
interference by governments or others.
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THE NATIONAL UNION OF JOURNALISTS (UX)
The NUJ Code of Conduct
1. A journalist has a duty to maintain the highest professional and ethical standards.
2. A journalist shall at all times defend the principles of the freedom of the Press and other
media in relation to the collection of information and the expression of comment and
criticism. He/she shall strive to eliminate distortion, news suppression and censorship.
3. A journalist shall strive to ensure that the information he/she disseminates is fair and
accurate, avoid the expression of comment and conjecture as established fact and falsification
by distortion, selection or misrepresentation.
4. A journalist shall rectify promptly any harmful inaccuracies, ensure that corrections and
apologies receive due prominence and afford the right of reply to persons criticised when the
issue is of significant importance.
5. A journalist shall obtain information, photographs and illustration only by straightforward
means. The use of other means can be justified only by over-riding considerations of the
public interest. The journalist is entitled to exercise a personal conscientious objection to the
use of such means.
6. Subject to justification by over-riding considerations of the public interest, a journalist
shall do nothing which entails intrusion into private grief and distress.
7. A journalist shall protect confidential sources of information.
8. A journalist shall not accept bribes nor shall he/the allow other inducements to influence
the performance of his/her professional duties.
9. A journalist shall not lend himself/herself to the distortion or suppression of the truth
because of advertising or other considerations.
10. A journalist shall only mention a person's race, colour, creed, disability, illegitimacy,
marital status (or lack of it), age, gender, sexual orientation if this information is strictly
relevant. A journalist shall neither originate nor process information which encourages
discrimination on any of the above-mentioned grounds.
11. A journalist shall not take private advantage of information gained in the course of
his/her duties, before the information is public knowledge.
12. A journalist shall not by way of statement, voice or appearance endorse by advertisement
any commercial product or device save for the promotion of his/her own work or of the
medium by which he/she is employed.
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THE INSTITUTE OF JOURNALISTS (UK)
10J Code of Professional Ethics
1. The Institute believes that the Press and all other media of mass communication have a
vital part to play in society by providing information and comment on mailers of public
concern. To discharge this duty effectively they must be free, but freedom being liable to
abuse brings its own responsibilities. Moreover, examples, however, isolated, of any but the
highest standards of journalism reflect on the medium concerned and by bringing it into
disrepute lessen the confidence of the public and invite the imposition of controls.
2. The Institute fully recognises the competitive and other pressures to which journalists are
subject, but emphasises the personal responsibility of every member for the material that he
gathers, prepares or publishes and the methods used in so doing.
3. Every member is therefore required to subscribe to the code contained in this schedule
which stipulates that the following acts are discreditable to a journalist thereby carrying the
penalties prescribed in Bye-law 26:
a) The expression of coent or conjecture as established fact, or the submission of deliberately inaccurate or
distorted stones Including those In winch essential facts are knowingly suppressed.
b) The obtaining of news or pictures by misrepresentation (save where important information of legitimate
public Interest can be obtained in no other way) or by any other form of dishonesty whatsoever, by intimidation
or by undue Intrusion on pnvacy.
c) Failure to rectify spontaneously and promptly harmful Inaccuracies in published information so soon as
discovered or brought to notice.
d) The publication of corrections or apologies In such a form or in such a position that they do little or nothing
to counteract the Impression made by the original story.
e) The refusal to afford a reasonable opportunity to reply to those who have been criticised.
f) The Identification in relation to the proceedings before a court or tribunal of relatives or other persons not
directly Involved In such proceedings save when such identification is of legitimate public interest.
g) Failure to honour confidences rived in the course of professional activity.
h) Writing or altering editonal copy at the request of an advertiser or in exchange for advertising or any other
consideration. Taking or altering news feature pictures at the request of an advertiser or in exchange for
advertising or any other considerations, or offering to do so, except for use in clearly marked advertising pages
or supplements.
I) Abuse, for personal gain, either immediate or contemplated, of opportunities afforded by professional duties
to Influence the Investment decisions of members of the public, or abuse for the same purpose of knowledge
gained In the course of professional activities.
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I) The adult should be identified.
H) The term 9ncest" where applicable
should not be used.
lii) The offence should be described as
'serious offences igainct young
children' or similar appropriate
wording.
iv) The child should not be identified.
v) Care should be taken that nothing
In the report implies the
relationship between the accused
and the child.
14. Victims of crime
The press should not identify
victims of sexual assault or publish
material likely to contribute to
such identification unless, by law,
they are free to do so.
15. Discrimination
I) The press should avoid prejudicial
or pejorative reference to a
persons race, colour, religion, sex
or sexual orientation or to any
physical or mental illness or
handicap.
ii) It should avoid publishing details
of a person's race, colour, religion1
sex or sexual orientation, unless
these are directly relevant to the
story.
16. Financial journalism
i) Even where the law does not
prohibit it, journalists should not
use for their own profit, financial
information they receive in
advance of its general publication,
nor should they pass such
information to others.
13. Children in sex cases
I) The press should not, even where
the law does not prohibit it,
identify children under the age of
16 who are Involved in cases
concerning sexual offences,
whether as victims, or as witnesses
or defendants.
2) In any press report of a case
involving a sexual offence against
a child -
iii) It Is the responsibility of editors to
ensure that these requirements are
carried out.
9. Payment for articles
Payment or offers of payment for
stories, pictures or Information,
should not be made directly or
through agents to witnesses or
potential witnesses in current or
criminal proceedings or to people
engaged In crime or to their
associates - which Includes family,
friends, neighbours and colleagues
except where the material
concerned ought to be published In
the public Interest and the payment
is necessaly for this to be done.
10. Intrusion Into grief or
shock
In cases involving personal grief or
shod enquiries ihould be carried
out and approaches made with
sympathy and discretion.
11. Innocent relatives and
friends
Unless it Is contrary to the public's
right to know, th. press should
generally avoiä identifying
relatives or friends of persons
convicted or accused of crime.
12. Interviewing
or photographing
children
) Journalists should not normally
interview or photograph children
under the age of 16 on subjects
involving the personal welfare of
the child, In the absence of or
without the consent of a parent or
other adult who is responsible for
the cluldren.
Ii) Children should not be approached
or photographed while at school
without the permission of the
school authorities.
ii) They should not write about shares
or securities in whose performance
they know that they or their close
families have a significant
financial interest, without
disclosing the Interest to the editor
or financial editor.
iii) They should not buy or sell, either
directly or through nominees or
agents, shares or securities about
which they have written recently or
about which they intend to write in
the near future.
17. Confidential sources
Journalists have a moral obligation
to protect confidential sources of
information.
18. The public interest
Clauses 4,5,7,8 and 9 create
exceptions which may be covered
by invoking the public interest.
For the purposes of this code that
is most easily defined as
1) Detecting or exposing crime or a
serious misdemeanour
H) Protecting public health and safety.
iii) Preventing the public from being
misled by some statement or action
of an individual or organisation.
In any cases raising issues beyond
these three definitions the Press
Complaints Commission will
require a full explanation by the
editor of the publication involved,
seeking to demonstrate how the
public interest was served.
Comments or ssrggestions
regarding the content of the
Code may be sent to the
Secretary, Prers Standards
Board of Finance, Merchants
House Buildings, 30 George
Square, Glasgow G2 lEG, to be
laid before the industry's Code
Committee
NEWSPAPER STORY THEMES
Stories within the UK and Danish newspaper press can be grouped under seven main
categories (although many stories have elements that are relevant to two or more section).
Listed under each category are specific issues covered by stories in the sample period.
EMU and the social chapter
The UK newspapers
The warning of Hiroshi Okuda that Toyota would be reluctant to invest more in a UK that
remained outside of EMU.
The warning of Nia.1l FitzGerald about the dangers of the UK remaining outside of EMU.
The difficulties other EU member states were having in meeting the EMU convergence
criteria. This was specifically Italy, but also Germany and Spain.
The suggestions that countries wishing to join EMU in the first wave were 'cooking the
books' to meet the convergence criteria. And doubts expressed about whether the project
as a whole could start on the proposed date of 1 January, 1999.
Anticipated date of the 'second wave' of EMU entrants.
Comments about EMU from Eddie George, Malcolm Rilkind, Yves-Thibault de Silguy, John
Major, Kenneth Clarke, Robin Cook and Jurgen Gebrels, head of UK operations for
Siemens.
EU plans for a PR campaign to promote the euro.
Proposals in respect of the design of euro coins and notes.
The suggestion that the Germans were unhappy about the Italians joining EMU in the first
wave.
The economic woes of the Germans - allegedly exacerbated by the social chapter.
The alleged Franco-German 'plot' to harmonise tax.
The international arguments over who was going to head the ECB, and how it would be run,
also the proposals for a 'stability council' to oversee the operation of EMU.
Jacques Santer's public disagreements with John Major over the social chapter.
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John Major's speech in Brussels, condemning the social chapter.
The problems over the design of the euro coins and notes.
The Danish newspapers
The prediction that EMU would lead to harmonisation in other spheres, such as tax.
EMU and the views and internal disagreements on the subject within other countries -
particularly Sweden and the UK.
The economic woes of Germany and how these might impinge on EMU in general and
Denmark in particular.
The attempts of other countries to meet the convergence criteria - particularly Italy - and the
difficulties over EMU between the Germans and Italians. Allegations of 'cooked books'.
John Major's domestic political problems on the subject of EMU. The comments of Hiroshi
Okuda and their impact on UK domestic politicians.
The debate on harmonising VAT.
EU plans to mount a PR campaign in support of the euro.
Arguments that EMU would not be able to start on the proposed date of January 1, 1999.
The Financial Tunes' story about the alleged 'waiting room' plan of the Germans for
countries such as Italy and Spain so that they did not enter EMU inthe first wave.
The EU and domestic politics
The UK newspapers
The problems differences of opinion about EMU were causing within and between the two
major political parties, particularly the Tories. How the issue of the UK's relationship with
the EU was being used by the Tories and Labour in the run-up to the 1997 General Election.
Cabinet splits on Europe. Allegations of 'muzzling' of Tory MPs so as not to reveal Party
splits on the EU. The alleged plan of Tory pro-Europeans to break away and form a new
Party.
The appeals of Sir Leon Brittan for the EU not to be used in a General Election campaign
slanging match.
The Teresa Gorman and Lord Pearson Bills.
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The comments on the EU of Lady Thatcher.
Sir James Goldsmith and the Referendum Party - its manifesto and alleged attempts to 'rig'
MORI Polls to suggest it had more support than was actually the case.
John Major's apparent failure to support the EU's Year Against Racism initiative.
Disagreements over border controls.
The Danish papers
Discussion about the desirability of retaining the opt-outs. Which, if any, should be
abolished. Whether or not questions about the opt-outs should be included within the
referendum on the new treaty.
What the forthcoming referendum involved and the implications should there be another
referendum No.
The stances of the various political parties in respect of the terms of the new treaty and
whether or not the opt-outs should be retained.
The nature and implications of 'flexibility' - what it meant, and vaiying Danish opinion on
the subject. The retention or otherwise of the national veto in the EU decision making
process.
Developing links with Europol in the fight against drugs.
Differing views about a common EU asylum policy.
The disagreements between the Danish chief negotiator in respect of the new treaty, the
Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
EU demands for stricter Nazi laws.
The legal challenge to the Maastricht Treaty under the Danish Constitution.
The Danish Government's attempts to ignite debate in advance of the referendum on the new
treaty.
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EU regulations
The UK newspapers
These included:
- the separation of household waste
- the statues 'euromyth'
- the 'humorous' brewery advertisement that made false allegations about EU regulations
- the introduction of an identity card
- curbs on the import of Caribbean bananas
- an end to the cormorant's protected status
- moves to promote ferry safety (including an obligation for passengers to provide more
personal details to ferry staff
- actual and proposed 'green' taxes and controls on carbon dioxide emissions
- the imposition of a telephone 'euro' dialling code
- rules that stifle biotechnology
- the phasing out of 'hands' as a unit of measurement for horses
- proposals for an 'information tax'
- proposals to ensure that sports events are not monopolised by pay-TV
- proposed 'cooling off' period for some telephone sales.
The Dankh papers
These included:
- Danish aristocratic landowners benefiting from hand-outs under the CAP
- Danish fishermen buying fishing rights in Eastern Europe
- EU proposals for passports for animals
- Danish victory in getting a ban on the use of the antibiotic avoparcin in animal feed
- EU approving a subsidy for forest planting
- the proposed cut in agricultural subsidy
- genetic modification and the labelling of relevant foods
- Danish politicians opposing subsidies for the tobacco industry
- the argument between Denmark and the UK and France over the Danish ban on the use of
tin cans for soft drinks
- the imposition of fines on environmental offenders and proposals for new legislation on that
front
- controls on lorries that pollute the environment
- proposed ban on traps used to catch foxes
- the implications of Holland being hit by swine fever
- the unawareness of Danish companies in respect of EU subsidy schemes
- controls on carbon dioxide emissions
- EU support for the use of solar power
- Danish wish to use Nordic rather than EU environmental labelling
- pointless checks on slaughter pigs for trichina parasites (none ever found)
- proposals to improve the lot of battery hens
- calls for Europe to reduce water consumption
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• the fining of Germany and Italy in particular for breaching environmental regulations
- EU putting a stop to farmers' hemp fraud
- no regulations to stop the EU selling citizens' private addresses
- effects of EU regulations on Danish pensions
- Denmark's illegal actions over EU regulations in respect of VAT on company cars.
Competition and trade
The UK newspapers
The row between the UK and EU over the proposed BA/AA alliance, the letter of Karel van
Miert to Ian Lang, the comments of John Major and other politicians, and the way the issue
was highlighting rifts in the Tory Party over the EU in general.
British pit jobs undermined by German government hand-outs.
A variety of permitted or challenged company mergers and take-overs.
The EU ruling on the unfairness of French restrictions on ski instructors. They allegedly
discriminated against foreigners.
The EU seeking an end to tax havens.
The row with the State of Massachusetts over EU members states trading with Burma.
The EU's dealings with Japan over trading arrangements.
The Danish nvwpapers
The French restrictions in respect of ski instructors.
EU help in taking the dispute about Japanese restrictions on pigmeat imports to the WTO.
The settling of the EU dispute with Japan over copyright on music from the '50s and '60s.
The UK's dispute with the EU over the proposed BA/AA alliance.
The elimination of tax oases and 'business zones' which distort competition.
The imposition of VAT on 'call-back' telephone calls.
EU action over rising state subsidies, and protectionism (particularly in respect of public
suppliers).
The action of the State of Massachusetts against EU members trading with Burma.
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Dispute with the US over EU members trading with Cuba (the so-called Helms-Burton law).
The Danish newspapers
Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathv (BSE)
The UK newspapers
Accusations by Jacques Santer that Britain tried to blackmail him over BSE.
The 'confrontation' between Douglas Hogg and the EC over (Chapter 5, p )', and which
was still in force during the sample period.
The EU and enlargement
The Maastricht Treaty provides that 'any European State whose system of government is
founded on the principle of democracy may apply to become a member of the Union'2.
Thus, no limit has been put on the potential number of member states.
As has already been discussed (Chapter 5, p ), a number of Eastern and Central European
countries were working towards accession during the sample period. The Danish newspapers
were far more interested in - and enthusiastic about - this than were their British
counterparts. However, there were other applications in the pipeline, too. For instance, also
of relevance to this project, the Turks and Cypriots were hoping to join. The former, who
first applied in 1987, were failing to meet the EU's criterion for 'respect for human rights',
although the Turks themselves suspected that the rejection bad more to do with Greek
hostility, and, during the sample period, were using NATO as a means of retaliation (eg p
).
Cyprus, meantime, although beset by internal strife, had been given the go-ahead by the
European Council in June 1995, and negotiations on accession were pending during the
sample period. Newspapers in both the UK and Denmark included 'straight' reports on the
situations of both the Turks and the Cypriots. Although by no means opposed to EU
enlargement - indeed, the British accept that this could have benefits particularly in economic
and security matters - the UK is nevertheless concerned that a substantial increase in the
number of members will make the Union more unwieldy. Thus, an ambivalent attitude to
this subject tends to be the norm (Michael Franklin, p25), which is reflected in the press.
End Notes
n the situations of both the Turks and the Cypriots. Although by no means opposed to EU
enlargement - indeed, the British accept that this could have benefits pa
9. This was published in, for instance, Politiken, 23 January, 1993, Sektion 2, p3.
10. This statement appears in 'Europe and the challenge of enlargement', Bulletin of the
European Communities, Supplement 3/92, p23.
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11. This information appears in The European Commission's Background Report B/3/97,
February 1997, entitled 'The Enlargement of the European Union'.
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